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COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND RELEASE
This Compromise Settlement Agreement and Release (“Agreement”) is
made and entered into by and between the Democratic Party of Georgia, Inc.
(“DPG”), the DSCC, and the DCCC (collectively, the “Political Party Committees”),
on one side, and Brad Raffensperger, Rebecca N. Sullivan, David J. Worley, Seth
Harp, and Anh Le (collectively, “State Defendants”), on the other side. The parties
to this Agreement may be referred to individually as a “Party” or collectively as the
“Parties.” The Agreement will take effect when each and every Party has signed it,
as of the date of the last signature (the “Effective Date”).
WHEREAS, in the lawsuit styled as Democratic Party of Georgia, et al. v.
Raffensperger, et al., Civil Action File No. 1:19-cv-5028-WMR (the “Lawsuit”), the
Political Party Committees have asserted claims in their Amended Complaint [Doc.
30] that the State Defendants’ (i) absentee ballot signature matching procedure, (ii)
notification process when an absentee ballot is rejected for any reason, and
(iii) procedure for curing a rejected absentee ballot, violate the First and Fourteenth
Amendments to the United States Constitution by unduly burdening the right to vote,
subjecting similarly situated voters to disparate treatment, and failing to afford
Georgia voters due process (the “Claims”), which the State Defendants deny;
WHEREAS, the State Defendants, in their capacity as members of the State
Election Board, adopted on February 28, 2020 Rule 183-1-14-.13, which sets forth
specific and standard notification procedures that all counties must follow after
rejection of a timely mail-in absentee ballot;
WHEREAS, the State Defendants have a Motion to Dismiss [Doc. 45]
pending before the Court, which sets forth various grounds for dismissal of the
Amended Complaint, including mootness in light of the State Election Board’s
promulgation subsequent to adoption on February 28, 2020 of Rule 183-1-14-.13,
which Motion the Political Party Committees deny is meritorious;
WHEREAS, all Parties desire to compromise and settle all disputed issues
and claims arising from the Lawsuit, finally and fully, without admission of liability,
having agreed on the procedures and guidance set forth below with respect to the
signature matching and absentee ballot rejection notification and cure procedures;
and
WHEREAS, by entering into this Agreement, the Political Party Committees
do not concede that the challenged laws and procedures are constitutional, and
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similarly, the State Defendants do not concede that the challenged laws and
procedures are unconstitutional.
NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the promises and covenants
contained herein, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties do hereby agree as follows:
1.
Dismissal. Within five (5) business days of March 22, 2020, the
effective date of the Prompt Notification of Absentee Ballot Rejection rule specified
in paragraph 2(a), the Political Party Committees shall dismiss the Lawsuit with
prejudice as to the State Defendants.
2.

Prompt Notification of Absentee Ballot Rejection.

(a) The State Defendants, in their capacity as members of the State Election
Board, agree to promulgate and enforce, in accordance with the Georgia
Administrative Procedures Act and State Election Board policy, the following State
Election Board Rule 183-1-14-.13 of the Georgia Rules and Regulations:
When a timely submitted absentee ballot is rejected, the board of
registrars or absentee ballot clerk shall send the elector notice of such
rejection and opportunity to cure, as provided by O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386,
by mailing written notice, and attempt to notify the elector by telephone
and email if a telephone number or email is on the elector’s voter
registration record, no later than the close of business on the third
business day after receiving the absentee ballot. However, for any
timely submitted absentee ballot that is rejected on or after the second
Friday prior to Election Day, the board of registrars or absentee ballot
clerk shall send the elector notice of such rejection and opportunity to
cure, as provided by O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386, by mailing written notice,
and attempt to notify the elector by telephone and email if a telephone
number or email is on the elector’s voter registration record, no later
than close of business on the next business day.
Ga. R. & Reg. § 183-1-14-.13 Prompt Notification of Absentee Ballot
Rejection
(b) Unless otherwise required by law, State Defendants agree that any
amendments to Rule 183-1-14-.13 will be made in good faith in the spirit of ensuring
that voters are notified of rejection of their absentee ballots with ample time to cure
2
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their ballots. The Political Party Committees agree that the State Election Board’s
proposed amendment to Rule 183-1-14-.13 to use contact information on absentee
ballot applications to notify the voter fits within that spirit.
3.

Signature Match.

(a) Secretary of State Raffensperger, in his official capacity as Secretary of
State, agrees to issue an Official Election Bulletin containing the following
procedure applicable to the review of signatures on absentee ballot envelopes by
county elections officials and to incorporate the procedure below in training
materials regarding the review of absentee ballot signatures for county registrars:
County registrars and absentee ballot clerks are required, upon receipt
of each mail-in absentee ballot, to compare the signature or mark of the
elector on the mail-in absentee ballot envelope with the signatures or
marks in eNet and on the application for the mail-in absentee ballot. If
the signature does not appear to be valid, registrars and clerks are
required to follow the procedure set forth in O.C.G.A. § 21-2386(a)(1)(C). When reviewing an elector’s signature on the mail-in
absentee ballot envelope, the registrar or clerk must compare the
signature on the mail-in absentee ballot envelope to each signature
contained in such elector’s voter registration record in eNet and the
elector’s signature on the application for the mail-in absentee ballot. If
the registrar or absentee ballot clerk determines that the voter’s
signature on the mail-in absentee ballot envelope does not match any
of the voter’s signatures on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot
application, the registrar or absentee ballot clerk must seek review from
two other registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks. A mailin absentee ballot shall not be rejected unless a majority of the
registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks reviewing the
signature agree that the signature does not match any of the voter’s
signatures on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot application. If a
determination is made that the elector’s signature on the mail-in
absentee ballot envelope does not match any of the voter’s signatures
on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot application, the registrar or
absentee ballot clerk shall write the names of the three elections
officials who conducted the signature review across the face of the
absentee ballot envelope, which shall be in addition to writing
“Rejected” and the reason for the rejection as required under OCGA
21-2-386(a)(1)(C). Then, the registrar or absentee ballot clerk shall
3
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commence the notification procedure set forth in O.C.G.A. § 21-2386(a)(1)(C) and State Election Board Rule 183-1-14-.13.
(b) The Parties agree that the guidance in paragraph 3(a) shall be issued in
advance of all statewide elections in 2020, including the March 24, 2020 Presidential
Primary Elections and the November 3, 2020 General Election.
4.
Consideration of Additional Guidance for Signature Matching.
The State Defendants agree to consider in good faith providing county registrars and
absentee ballot clerks with additional guidance and training materials to follow when
comparing voters’ signatures that will be drafted by the Political Party Committees’
handwriting and signature review expert.
5.
Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses. The Parties to this Agreement shall
bear their own attorney’s fees and costs incurred in bringing or defending this action,
and no party shall be considered to be a prevailing party for the purpose of any law,
statute, or regulation providing for the award or recovery of attorney’s fees and/or
costs.
6.
Release by The Political Party Committees. The Political Party
Committees, on behalf of themselves and their successors, affiliates, and
representatives, release and forever discharge the State Defendants, and each of their
successors and representatives, from the prompt notification of absentee ballot
rejection and signature match claims and causes of action, whether legal or equitable,
in the Lawsuit.
7.
No Admission of Liability. It is understood and agreed by the Parties
that this Agreement is a compromise and is being executed to settle a dispute.
Nothing contained herein may be construed as an admission of liability on the part
of any of the Parties.
8.
Authority to Bind; No Prior Assignment of Released Claims. The
Parties represent and warrant that they have full authority to enter into this
Agreement and bind themselves to its terms.
9.
No Presumptions. The Parties acknowledge that they have had input
into the drafting of this Agreement or, alternatively, have had an opportunity to have
input into the drafting of this Agreement. The Parties agree that this Agreement is
and shall be deemed jointly drafted and written by all Parties to it, and it shall be
interpreted fairly, reasonably, and not more strongly against one Party than the other.
4
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Accordingly, if a dispute arises about the meaning, construction, or interpretation of
this Agreement, no presumption will apply to construe the language of this
Agreement for or against any Party.
10. Knowing and Voluntary Agreement. Each Party to this Agreement
acknowledges that it is entering into this Agreement voluntarily and of its own free
will and accord, and seeks to be bound hereunder. The Parties further acknowledge
that they have retained their own legal counsel in this matter or have had the
opportunity to retain legal counsel to review this Agreement.
11. Choice of Law, Jurisdiction and Venue. This Agreement will be
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Georgia. In the event of any
dispute arising out of or in any way related to this Agreement, the Parties consent to
the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the state courts located in Fulton County,
Georgia. The Parties waive any objection to jurisdiction and venue of those courts.
12. Entire Agreement; Modification. This Agreement sets forth the entire
agreement between the Parties hereto, and fully supersedes any prior agreements or
understandings between the Parties. The Parties acknowledge that they have not
relied on any representations, promises, or agreements of any kind made to them in
connection with their decision to accept this Agreement, except for those set forth in
this Agreement.
13. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts which,
taken together, will constitute one and the same Agreement and will be effective as
of the date last set forth below, and signatures by facsimile and electronic mail will
have the same effect as the originals.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have set their hands and seals to
this instrument on the date set forth below.
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Dated: March 6, 2020
/s/ Bruce V. Spiva

/s/ Vincent R. Russo

Marc E. Elias*
Bruce V. Spiva*
John Devaney*
Amanda R. Callais*
K’Shaani Smith*
Emily R. Brailey*
PERKINS COIE LLP
700 Thirteenth Street, N.W., Suite 800
Washington, D.C. 20005-3960
Telephone: (202) 654-6200
Facsimile: (202) 654-6211
MElias@perkinscoie.com
BSpiva@perkinscoie.com
ACallais@perkinscoie.com
KShaaniSmith@perkinscoie.com
EBrailey@perkinscoie.com

Christopher M. Carr 112505
Attorney General
Bryan K. Webb 743580
Deputy Attorney General
Russell D. Willard 760280
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Charlene S. McGowan 697316
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Georgia Attorney
General
40 Capitol Square S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30334
cmcgowan@law.ga.gov
Telephone: (404) 656-3389
Facsimile: (404) 651-9325

Vincent R. Russo
*Admitted Pro Hac Vice
Georgia Bar No. 242628
vrusso@robbinsfirm.com
Halsey G. Knapp, Jr.
Josh Belinfante
Georgia Bar No. 425320
Georgia Bar No. 047399
Joyce Gist Lewis
jbelinfante@robbinsfirm.com
Georgia Bar No. 296261
ROBBINS ROSS ALLOY
Adam M. Sparks
BELINFANTE LITTLEFIELD
Georgia Bar No. 341578
LLC
KREVOLIN & HORST, LLC
500 14th Street, N.W.
One Atlantic Center
Atlanta, Georgia 30318
1201 W. Peachtree St., NW, Suite 3250 Telephone: (678) 701-9381
Atlanta, GA 30309
Facsimile: (404) 856-3250
Telephone: (404) 888-9700
Facsimile: (404) 888-9577
Counsel for State Defendants
hknapp@khlawfirm.com
sparks@khlawfirm.com
Counsel for Plaintiffs
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COMPROMISE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND RELEASE
This Compromise Settlement Agreement and Release (“Agreement”) is
made and entered into by and between the Democratic Party of Georgia, Inc.
(“DPG”), the DSCC, and the DCCC (collectively, the “Political Party Committees”),
on one side, and Brad Raffensperger, Rebecca N. Sullivan, David J. Worley, Seth
Harp, and Anh Le (collectively, “State Defendants”), on the other side. The parties
to this Agreement may be referred to individually as a “Party” or collectively as the
“Parties.” The Agreement will take effect when each and every Party has signed it,
as of the date of the last signature (the “Effective Date”).
WHEREAS, in the lawsuit styled as Democratic Party of Georgia, et al. v.
Raffensperger, et al., Civil Action File No. 1:19-cv-5028-WMR (the “Lawsuit”), the
Political Party Committees have asserted claims in their Amended Complaint [Doc.
30] that the State Defendants’ (i) absentee ballot signature matching procedure, (ii)
notification process when an absentee ballot is rejected for any reason, and
(iii) procedure for curing a rejected absentee ballot, violate the First and Fourteenth
Amendments to the United States Constitution by unduly burdening the right to vote,
subjecting similarly situated voters to disparate treatment, and failing to afford
Georgia voters due process (the “Claims”), which the State Defendants deny;
WHEREAS, the State Defendants, in their capacity as members of the State
Election Board, adopted on February 28, 2020 Rule 183-1-14-.13, which sets forth
specific and standard notification procedures that all counties must follow after
rejection of a timely mail-in absentee ballot;
WHEREAS, the State Defendants have a Motion to Dismiss [Doc. 45]
pending before the Court, which sets forth various grounds for dismissal of the
Amended Complaint, including mootness in light of the State Election Board’s
promulgation subsequent to adoption on February 28, 2020 of Rule 183-1-14-.13,
which Motion the Political Party Committees deny is meritorious;
WHEREAS, all Parties desire to compromise and settle all disputed issues
and claims arising from the Lawsuit, finally and fully, without admission of liability,
having agreed on the procedures and guidance set forth below with respect to the
signature matching and absentee ballot rejection notification and cure procedures;
and
WHEREAS, by entering into this Agreement, the Political Party Committees
do not concede that the challenged laws and procedures are constitutional, and
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similarly, the State Defendants do not concede that the challenged laws and
procedures are unconstitutional.
NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the promises and covenants
contained herein, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and
sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties do hereby agree as follows:
1.
Dismissal. Within five (5) business days of March 22, 2020, the
effective date of the Prompt Notification of Absentee Ballot Rejection rule specified
in paragraph 2(a), the Political Party Committees shall dismiss the Lawsuit with
prejudice as to the State Defendants.
2.

Prompt Notification of Absentee Ballot Rejection.

(a) The State Defendants, in their capacity as members of the State Election
Board, agree to promulgate and enforce, in accordance with the Georgia
Administrative Procedures Act and State Election Board policy, the following State
Election Board Rule 183-1-14-.13 of the Georgia Rules and Regulations:
When a timely submitted absentee ballot is rejected, the board of
registrars or absentee ballot clerk shall send the elector notice of such
rejection and opportunity to cure, as provided by O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386,
by mailing written notice, and attempt to notify the elector by telephone
and email if a telephone number or email is on the elector’s voter
registration record, no later than the close of business on the third
business day after receiving the absentee ballot. However, for any
timely submitted absentee ballot that is rejected on or after the second
Friday prior to Election Day, the board of registrars or absentee ballot
clerk shall send the elector notice of such rejection and opportunity to
cure, as provided by O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386, by mailing written notice,
and attempt to notify the elector by telephone and email if a telephone
number or email is on the elector’s voter registration record, no later
than close of business on the next business day.
Ga. R. & Reg. § 183-1-14-.13 Prompt Notification of Absentee Ballot
Rejection
(b) Unless otherwise required by law, State Defendants agree that any
amendments to Rule 183-1-14-.13 will be made in good faith in the spirit of ensuring
that voters are notified of rejection of their absentee ballots with ample time to cure
2
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their ballots. The Political Party Committees agree that the State Election Board’s
proposed amendment to Rule 183-1-14-.13 to use contact information on absentee
ballot applications to notify the voter fits within that spirit.
3.

Signature Match.

(a) Secretary of State Raffensperger, in his official capacity as Secretary of
State, agrees to issue an Official Election Bulletin containing the following
procedure applicable to the review of signatures on absentee ballot envelopes by
county elections officials and to incorporate the procedure below in training
materials regarding the review of absentee ballot signatures for county registrars:
County registrars and absentee ballot clerks are required, upon receipt
of each mail-in absentee ballot, to compare the signature or mark of the
elector on the mail-in absentee ballot envelope with the signatures or
marks in eNet and on the application for the mail-in absentee ballot. If
the signature does not appear to be valid, registrars and clerks are
required to follow the procedure set forth in O.C.G.A. § 21-2386(a)(1)(C). When reviewing an elector’s signature on the mail-in
absentee ballot envelope, the registrar or clerk must compare the
signature on the mail-in absentee ballot envelope to each signature
contained in such elector’s voter registration record in eNet and the
elector’s signature on the application for the mail-in absentee ballot. If
the registrar or absentee ballot clerk determines that the voter’s
signature on the mail-in absentee ballot envelope does not match any
of the voter’s signatures on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot
application, the registrar or absentee ballot clerk must seek review from
two other registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks. A mailin absentee ballot shall not be rejected unless a majority of the
registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks reviewing the
signature agree that the signature does not match any of the voter’s
signatures on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot application. If a
determination is made that the elector’s signature on the mail-in
absentee ballot envelope does not match any of the voter’s signatures
on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot application, the registrar or
absentee ballot clerk shall write the names of the three elections
officials who conducted the signature review across the face of the
absentee ballot envelope, which shall be in addition to writing
“Rejected” and the reason for the rejection as required under OCGA
21-2-386(a)(1)(C). Then, the registrar or absentee ballot clerk shall
3
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commence the notification procedure set forth in O.C.G.A. § 21-2386(a)(1)(C) and State Election Board Rule 183-1-14-.13.
(b) The Parties agree that the guidance in paragraph 3(a) shall be issued in
advance of all statewide elections in 2020, including the March 24, 2020 Presidential
Primary Elections and the November 3, 2020 General Election.
4.
Consideration of Additional Guidance for Signature Matching.
The State Defendants agree to consider in good faith providing county registrars and
absentee ballot clerks with additional guidance and training materials to follow when
comparing voters’ signatures that will be drafted by the Political Party Committees’
handwriting and signature review expert.
5.
Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses. The Parties to this Agreement shall
bear their own attorney’s fees and costs incurred in bringing or defending this action,
and no party shall be considered to be a prevailing party for the purpose of any law,
statute, or regulation providing for the award or recovery of attorney’s fees and/or
costs.
6.
Release by The Political Party Committees. The Political Party
Committees, on behalf of themselves and their successors, affiliates, and
representatives, release and forever discharge the State Defendants, and each of their
successors and representatives, from the prompt notification of absentee ballot
rejection and signature match claims and causes of action, whether legal or equitable,
in the Lawsuit.
7.
No Admission of Liability. It is understood and agreed by the Parties
that this Agreement is a compromise and is being executed to settle a dispute.
Nothing contained herein may be construed as an admission of liability on the part
of any of the Parties.
8.
Authority to Bind; No Prior Assignment of Released Claims. The
Parties represent and warrant that they have full authority to enter into this
Agreement and bind themselves to its terms.
9.
No Presumptions. The Parties acknowledge that they have had input
into the drafting of this Agreement or, alternatively, have had an opportunity to have
input into the drafting of this Agreement. The Parties agree that this Agreement is
and shall be deemed jointly drafted and written by all Parties to it, and it shall be
interpreted fairly, reasonably, and not more strongly against one Party than the other.
4
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Accordingly, if a dispute arises about the meaning, construction, or interpretation of
this Agreement, no presumption will apply to construe the language of this
Agreement for or against any Party.
10. Knowing and Voluntary Agreement. Each Party to this Agreement
acknowledges that it is entering into this Agreement voluntarily and of its own free
will and accord, and seeks to be bound hereunder. The Parties further acknowledge
that they have retained their own legal counsel in this matter or have had the
opportunity to retain legal counsel to review this Agreement.
11. Choice of Law, Jurisdiction and Venue. This Agreement will be
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Georgia. In the event of any
dispute arising out of or in any way related to this Agreement, the Parties consent to
the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the state courts located in Fulton County,
Georgia. The Parties waive any objection to jurisdiction and venue of those courts.
12. Entire Agreement; Modification. This Agreement sets forth the entire
agreement between the Parties hereto, and fully supersedes any prior agreements or
understandings between the Parties. The Parties acknowledge that they have not
relied on any representations, promises, or agreements of any kind made to them in
connection with their decision to accept this Agreement, except for those set forth in
this Agreement.
13. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts which,
taken together, will constitute one and the same Agreement and will be effective as
of the date last set forth below, and signatures by facsimile and electronic mail will
have the same effect as the originals.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have set their hands and seals to
this instrument on the date set forth below.
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Dated: March 6, 2020
/s/ Bruce V. Spiva

/s/ Vincent R. Russo

Marc E. Elias*
Bruce V. Spiva*
John Devaney*
Amanda R. Callais*
K’Shaani Smith*
Emily R. Brailey*
PERKINS COIE LLP
700 Thirteenth Street, N.W., Suite 800
Washington, D.C. 20005-3960
Telephone: (202) 654-6200
Facsimile: (202) 654-6211
MElias@perkinscoie.com
BSpiva@perkinscoie.com
ACallais@perkinscoie.com
KShaaniSmith@perkinscoie.com
EBrailey@perkinscoie.com

Christopher M. Carr 112505
Attorney General
Bryan K. Webb 743580
Deputy Attorney General
Russell D. Willard 760280
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Charlene S. McGowan 697316
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Georgia Attorney
General
40 Capitol Square S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30334
cmcgowan@law.ga.gov
Telephone: (404) 656-3389
Facsimile: (404) 651-9325

Vincent R. Russo
*Admitted Pro Hac Vice
Georgia Bar No. 242628
vrusso@robbinsfirm.com
Halsey G. Knapp, Jr.
Josh Belinfante
Georgia Bar No. 425320
Georgia Bar No. 047399
Joyce Gist Lewis
jbelinfante@robbinsfirm.com
Georgia Bar No. 296261
ROBBINS ROSS ALLOY
Adam M. Sparks
BELINFANTE LITTLEFIELD
Georgia Bar No. 341578
LLC
KREVOLIN & HORST, LLC
500 14th Street, N.W.
One Atlantic Center
Atlanta, Georgia 30318
1201 W. Peachtree St., NW, Suite 3250 Telephone: (678) 701-9381
Atlanta, GA 30309
Facsimile: (404) 856-3250
Telephone: (404) 888-9700
Facsimile: (404) 888-9577
Counsel for State Defendants
hknapp@khlawfirm.com
sparks@khlawfirm.com
Counsel for Plaintiffs
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION

L. LIN WOOD,JR.,
Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
l:20-cv-04651-SDG

V.

BRAD RAFFENSPERGER,in his official

capacity as Secretary of State of the State
of Georgia,REBECCA N.SULLIVAN,
in her offlcial capacity as Vice Chair of
the Georgia State Election Board,
DAVID J. WORLEY,in his official
capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board, MATTHEW

MASHBURN,in his official capacity as
a Member of the Georgia State Election
Board,and ANH LE,in her official
capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board,
Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF MAYRA ROMERA IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

I, Mayra Romera, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true
and correct:

{00584021.}
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1.1 am over the age of 18 years and competent to testify herein. I have
personal knowledge ofthe matters stated herein.
2.1 am a Florida Bar licensed paralegal.
3.1 am a registered Democrat.

4.1 was interested in the election process in this country and wanted to be an
observer in the Georgia recount process.

5. On Monday, November 16, 2020, I presented myself to Cobb County Poll
Precinct located at 2245 Callaway Road SW, Marietta, OA. I was able to be
on the floor observing the recount process in Room C. I observed the poll
workers not calling out verbally the names on each ballot. They simply
passed each ballot to each other in silence.

6. It was of particular interest to me that hundreds ofthese ballots seemed

impeccable, with no folds or creases. The bubble selections were perfectly
made (all within the circle), only observed selections in black ink, and all

happened to be selections for Biden.
7. It was also of particular interest to me to see that signatures were not being

verified and there were no corresponding envelopes seen in site.

{00584021.}
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8. At one point in time, while on the floor, I overheard a woman tell someone
else that they should keep an eye on the guy with a blue blazer and a pocket
square, that he was not allowed to come on the floor and observe past the
yellow tape. They also kept an eye on him as he took photographs and video

of some boxes being stored on a rack. Shortly thereafter, I observed a police
officer standing at the door. I had not observed a police officer present up

until that moment. They began to walk towards him to stop him as he was
photographing those boxes, but at that point, he walked away from that area.

9. Based on my observations, I believe there was fraud was committed in the

presidential election and question the validity of the Georgia recount
process.

[SIGNATURE AND OATH ON NEXT PAGE]
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and
correct.

MayraL. Romera
STATE OF GEORGIA
COUNTY OF FULTON

Mayra L. Romera appeared before me, a Notary Public in and for the above
jurisdiction, this 17th day of November 2020, and after being duly sworn, made this
Declaration, under oath.

I \
[Affix Se^J

^
jtary Public

My Commission Expires_ (yi'i'\'2DzU
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION

L. LIN WOOD,JR.,

Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
l:20-cv-04651-SDG

V.

BRAD RAFFENSPERGER,in his official

capacity as Secretary of State of the State
of Georgia,REBECCA N.SULLIVAN,
in her official capacity as Vice Chair of
the Georgia State Election Board,
DAVID J. WORLEY,in his official

capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board, MATTHEW

MASHBURN,in his offlcial capacity as
a Member of the Georgia State Election
Board,and ANH LE,in her official

capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board,
Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF IBRAHIM REYES.ESOUIRE IN

ISUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR TEMPORARY
RESTRAINING ORDER

I, Ibrahim Reyes, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true
and correct:

1. My name is Ibrahim Reyes. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the
State of Florida since 2002, my office address is 236 Valencia Avenue, Coral
Gables, FL 33134, and my email address is ireyes@reyeslawyers.com.
{00584025. }
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2.1 am over the age of 18 years and competent to testify herein. I have personal
knowledge ofthe matters stated herein.
3.1 volimteered to assist in the manual recount in the State of Georgia and was

assigned to work as a Monitor and as a member ofthe Vote Review Panel.
4. On November 16, 2020,1 went to Clayton County from 8:00 A.M. to 6:00
P.M.

5.1 identified myself as a Monitor and Vote Review Panel associated with the

Republican Party, and the person in charge ofthe Clayton County precinct, Erica
Johnston, said that I could not be present on the floor until I received a badge

with my name,that it would be printed shortly, within thirty minutes, but could
stand in the observers area, away from the counting tables.

6.1 did not receive my identification badge until three hours, so I was prevented
from acting as a Monitor all morning.

7. However,as an observer,I observed that the precinct had twelve(12)counting

tables, but only one (1) monitor from the Republican Party. I brought it up to
Erica Johnston since the recount rules provided for one (1) monitor from each
Party per ten(10)tables or part thereof.

8. Erica Johnston said that I was wrong,that there were only ten tables counting

and explained that because there were ten tables, not twenty, only one monitor
was allowed. I explained to her that there were twelve tables counting, and

{00584025. }
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that the rules did not state what she said, and read to her the rule, which I had on
my phone.

9. Erica Johnston proceeded to tell me that it did not matter, that she was in
charge, and that unless there were twenty tables, one monitor for twelve tables

was fine because ofthe limited space. I explained that I did not note an exception
where due to limited space, she could individually determine how many
Monitors to allow, and that she had created her own rules for the manual recount,

which precluded Republican Monitors from monitoring the recount. Erica
Johnston said that if I continued to insist on having one more Monitor for the

Republican Party, she would call the Police.

10.We were inside the Clayton County Police Department. I pointed her where
a Police officer was and asked her to call her over. I explained to the female

police officer that the Clayton County precinct was not counting ballots following
the rules for counting ballots, and I was requesting Erica Johnston to follow the

rules. The police officer told me that she could not do anything about it.
11.A Clayton County journalist named Robin Kemp of @RKempNews,
overheard the exchange, as a member ofthe media went in and photographed the

twelve (12) counting tables, confirmed to me that she had seen twelve counting
tables, and published it in Twitter.

{00584025. }
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12.Soon thereafter, before noon, we were notified that the location would close,

and the recount would be moved to Jackson Elementary to allow for more space
and more monitors.

13. The recount resumed at Jackson Elementary on or about 1:30 P.M., after

boxes of ballots were brought in a Clayton County white van with tag GV57976
and taken into Jackson Elementary.

14.1 had my identification badge by then, so I went in and noticed that one

Republican Monitor was allowed, yet now there were twenty six(26)tables, and
informed Erica Johnston that, again, if there were twenty six tables for

recounting, three(3)monitors from each Party were to be permitted.
15.Erica Johnston told me that she was in charge, and that I should stop

interfering with the process. I informed Erica Johnston that she was interfering

with the process, since she was not following the recount rules, knowingly.

16.At that point in time, a young man named Trevin McKoy,associated with the
Georgia Republican Party, told Erica Johnston that the Republicans were
entitled to three, not one. Monitor, since there were twenty-six tables. Erica
Johnston called over a Police officer. Officer Johnson, and Erica Johnston asked
Officer Johnson to remove Mr. McKoy from the building.

{00584025.)
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17.1 intervened and explained to Officer Johnson that Erica Johnston was not
following the

rules, and Officer Johnson replied that Erica Johnston was in

charge, and that we were not in a Courtroom.

18.1 walked outside with Trevin McKoy,and so did the journalist, Robin Kemp,
who proceeded to publish the violation of rules on her Twitter account.
19.Within five minutes of the Twitter having been published. Erica Johnston

approached me and told me that the Republicans could have two additional
Monitors, and two additional Monitors went on the floor.

20.She also offered me to participate in the Voting Review Panel, which I did
until 6:00 P.M.

21.As a Voting Review Panel member, I sat next to two counting tables, and
monitored whether counters were following the rules.

22.For example,the procedure required that the two counters sitting next to each
other would recite the name of the candidate for whom the vote was cast, one

first, the second after, to confirm agreement, and then place the 'ballot' on the
appropriate stack. Trump,Biden, etc.

23.The counters on the two tables next to my table were not doing that, and I
served as a next to them for over three hours. One would give a 'ballot' to the

next, and the next would place it on top ofone ofthe stacks, without confirmation
from counter 2 to counter 1.

{00584025.)
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24,1 witnessed that Erica Johnston did not follow the rules until I complained,
and journalist Robin Kemp published the violations on her Twitter account.
25.1 also witnessed that Officer Johnson, of the Clayton County Police

Department, removed Trevin McKoy from the Jackson Elementary precinct only

because Erica Johnston told him to remove him, even though Trevin McKoy had
not done or said anything improper.

26.1 also observed that the precinct had Democratic Party monitors, Republican

Party monitors, and Carter Center monitors, and only Republican Monitors were
being mistreated by Erica Johnston and by Officer Johnson.

[SIGNATURE AND OATH ON NEXT PAGE]
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and
correct

STATE OF GEORGIA
COUNTY OF FULTON

Ibrahim Reyes appeared before me, a Notary Public in and for the above

jurisdiction, this 17*^ day of November 2020, and after being duly sworn, made this
Declaration, under oath.

I

[Affix-Seall

qI

V

/ I
.o,'A,

COBB

Notary Public

My Commission Expires

{00584025. }
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION

L.LIN WOOD,JR.

Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
l:20-cv-04651-SDG

V.

BRAD RAFFENSPERGER,in Ms official
capacity as Secretary of State of the State
of Geoi^ia,REBECCA N.SULLIVAN,
in her official capacity as Vice Chair of
the Georgia State Election Board,
DAVID J. WORLEY,in his official

capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board,MATTHEW

MASHBURN,in Ms official capacity as

a Member ofthe Georgia State Election
Board,and ANH L£,in her official
capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board,
Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF CQNSETTA S.JOHNSON IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF'SMOTTON FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

I, Consetta S, Johnson, declare imder penalty of pequiy that the following is
true and correct;

1, I am over the age of 18 years and competent to testify herein. 1 have personal

knowledge ofthe matters stated herein.
{00534a2&}
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2. I was a volunteer audit monitor at the Jim R. Miller Park for the recount process
on November 16,2020.

3. As a floor monitor, I could see by the markings that the ballots being audited
were absentee ballots.

4. I witnessed two poll workers placing already separated paper machine receipt

ballots with barcodes in the Trump tray, placing them in to the Biden tray.
5. I also witnessed the same two poll workers putting the already separated paper

receipt ballots in the'No Vote" and "Jorgensen" tray, and removing them and
putting them inside the Biden tray.

6. They then took out all of the ballots out of the Biden tray and stacked them on

the table, writing on the count ballot sheet. A copy ofthe video reflecting this is
attached as Exhibit A.

7. Although I observed a supervisor provide guidance and instructions, the process
was not uniform, and most poll workers were working in their own format and
style.

8. I also observed the poll workers not calling out verbally the names ofeach ballot.
They simply passed each ballot to each other in silence.

9. I believe the Board of Elections operations were sloppy, unorganized, and
suspicious. As an observer I could not observe presidential vote preference
{(»Sa4Q2&}
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because the font size of the machine paper printed ballots were diflScult to read

from my distance. This is my personal experience.

I declare under penalty of pequiy that the foregoing statements are true and
correct

Consetta S. ^hng^S
STATE OF GEORGIA
COUNTY OF COBB

Consetta S. Johnson appeared before me,a Notary Public in and for the above

jurisdiction, this 17^ day ofNovember 2020,and after being duly sworn, made this
Declaration, under pathj'

[Affix Seal]

cob6<^V
' taty Public

My Commission Expires
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION

L. LIN WOOD,JR.,
Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
l:20-cv-04651-SDG

V.

BRAD RAFFENSPERGER,in his official

capacity as Secretary of State of the State
of Georgia,REBECCA N.SULLIVAN,
in her offlcial capacity as Vice Chair of
the Georgia State Election Board,
DAVID J. WORLEY,in his official

capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board, MATTHEW

MASHBURN,in his official capacity as
a Member of the Georgia State Election
Board,and ANH LE,in her official

capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board,
Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF CARLOS E. SILVA IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

I, Carlos E. Silva, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true
and correct:

{00584033.}
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1.1 am over the age of 18 years and competent to testify herein. I have
personal knowledge ofthe matters stated herein.
2.1 am and have been a Florida trial lawyer for over 26 years.
3.1 am a registered Democrat.

4. Me and several people from my firm were very interested in the election
process in this country and wanted to be observers in the Georgia recount

process to see if we had a valid, secure and non-biased voting system.

5. On Sunday, November 15, 20201 arrived to Dekalb County Poll Precinct
located at 2998 Turner Hill Road, Stonecrest, OA 30038.
6.1 was allowed to be an observer and walked over to a table oftwo women

counting votes.

7.1 watched them pull out a pile of what I observed to be absentee ballots and
noticed two very distinct characteristics that these ballots had. One,I noticed

that they all had a perfect black bubble and were all Biden select. I was able
to observe the perfect bubble for a few minutes before they made me move

away from the table. At no time did I speak to the poll workers or obstruct

them in any way. I heard them go through the stack and call out Biden's
name over 500 times in a row.

{00584033.}
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8. On the following day, on November 16, 2020, I presented myself to Cobb
County Poll Precinct located at 2245 Callaway Road SW, Marietta, GA. At
first, I was standing next to the panel reviewers in Room B, where I observed
absentee ballots being reviewed with the same perfect bubble that I had seen
the night before at Dekalb County. All of these ballots had the same two

characteristics: they were all for Biden and had the same perfect black bubble.

9. After being there for over an hour, I walked over to Room C where the
absentee ballots were being manually recounted (audited). While in this room,
I did not hear a verbal callout as to each ballot as I had heard the day before

in Dekalb County. It was instead, done in a silent manner between both poll
workers.

lO.I was able to visualize the perfect bubble with the name Biden on it for

approximately ten minutes before a female middle aged (blonde hair with
glasses)supervisor in a ski jacket asked me to move ten feet away and refused
to give me her name. Later on, one of the people traveling with me from my
office, heard her say to keep an eye on the guy with a blue blazer and a pocket

square, he is not allowed to come on the floor and observe past the yellow
tape. I was the only one wearing a blue blazer with a pocket square.
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11.1 also observed a dispute at one ofthe tables between an observer and
a male supervisor(perhaps in his mid-thirties) who stated that a box had been
certified incorrectly because the recount number was different than the

original number. The observer was also upset because nothing was done about
it.

12.1 also saw absentee ballots for Trump inserted into Biden's stack and were
counted as Biden votes. This occurred a few times.

13.1 also observed throughout my three days in Atlanta, not once did anyone

verify signatures on these ballots. In fact, there was no authentication process

in place and no envelopes were observed or allowed to be observed.
14.1 saw hostility towards Republican observers but never towards Democrat
observers. Both were identified by badges.

15.Lastly, after my frustrating experience, I decided to try to speak one of the

poll workers after hours. I identified myself as an observer that wanted to
know more about the process and any pressure he may have been under. He

advised that they, as poll workers, have been prohibited to speak to observers
at any time, and that the pressure they have been under by their supeiwisors
has been great. Not only in the speed of counting, but in reference to
{00584033.}
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irregularities that he was not at liberty to discuss with me. I asked him if he
could find some time to speak with me after he was done counting and relieved
of his duties and he said he was advised to never speak to anyone about the
process.

16.Based on my observations, I have reached the conclusion that in the counties
I have observed,there is widespread fraud favoring candidate Biden only.
There were thousands of ballots thatjust had the perfect bubble marked for
Biden and no other markings in the rest of the ballot.

[SIGNATURE AND OATH ON NEXT PAGE]
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and
correct.

STATE OF GEORGIA

COUNTY OF FULTON

Carlos E. Silva appeared before me, a Notary Public in and for the

above jurisdiction, this _j^day of November 2020, and after being duly sworn,
made this Declaration, under oath.

[A%

l'(ikk)!
M
L.
U
Notary Public

My Commission Expires_
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION

L. LIN WOOD,JR.,
Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
l:20-cv-04651-SDG

V.

BRAD RAFFENSPERGER,in his official
capacity as Secretary of State of the State
of Georgia,REBECCA N.SULLIVAN,

in her official capacity as Vice Chair of
the Georgia State Election Board,
DAVID J. WORLEY,in his official

capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board, MATTHEW

MASHBURN,in his official capacity as
a Member of the Georgia State Election
Board, and ANH LE,in her official

capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board,
Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF DEBRA J. FISHER IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFF^S MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

I, Debra J. Fisher, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true
and correct:
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1. I am over the age of 18 years and competent to testify herein. I have personal
knowledge ofthe matters stated herein.
2. On November 16,2020 I witnessed the various issues on military and overseas
ballots.

3. All military and overseas ballots I reviewed were very clean. No bubbles were
colored outside of the line. Not one ballot used an "x" or check mark. The
ballots I observed were marked in black ink and were for Biden. Not one ballot

had a selection crossed out to change the vote selection.
4. I noticed that almost all ofthe ballots I reviewed were for Biden. Many batches
went 100% for Biden.

5. I also observed that the watermark on at least 3 ballots were solid gray instead

of transparent, leading me to believe the ballot was counterfeit. I challenged
this and the Elections Director said it was a legitimate ballot and was due to the
use of different printers.

6. Many ballots had markings for Biden only, and no markings on the rest of the
ballot. This did not occur on any ofthe Trump ballots I observed.

7. Ballots were rejected because people chose 2 or more candidates.I found it odd
that none ofthis happened with the military ballots.
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8. The military ballots did not have one specific precinct code on them. Instead,
they had multiple precincts printed on it(a"combo"),I challenged this as when
this is done, you do not know what precinct the voter is registered in.

9. Based on my observations above and the fact that signatures on the ballots were
not being verified, I believe the military ballots are highly suspicious offraud.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and
correct.

[SIGNATURE AND OATH ON NEXT PAGE]
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements are true and
correct

Debra J. Fishe
STATE OF GEORGIA

COUNTY OF COBB

Debra J. Fisher appeared before me, a Notary Public in and for the above
jurisdiction, this 17*^ day of November 2020, and after being duly sworn, made this
Declaration, under oath.

r^.'O

=

[AffixIS^al]- - - - otary Public

My Commission Expires
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION

L. LIN WOOD,JR.,

Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
l:20-cv-04651-SDG

V.

BRAD RAFFENSPERGER,in his official

capacity as Secretary of State of the State
of Georgia,REBECCA N. SULLIVAN,
in her official capacity as Vice Chair of
the Georgia State Election Board,
DAVID J. WORLEY,in his official

capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board, MATTHEW

MASHBURN,in his official capacity as
a Member of the Georgia State Election
Board, and ANH LE,in her official

capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board,
Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF TIFFANY SAVAGE IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS'MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

I, Tiffany Savage, declare under penalty of perjury that the following is true
and correct:

1. I am over the age of 18 years and competent to testify herein. I have personal
knowledge ofthe matters stated herein. I am a resident of Gwinnett County.
My husband and I own two small businesses in Gwinnett County.
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2. I volunteered to be a monitor for the Donald J. Trump Presidential Campaign,
Inc.(the "Trump Campaign")in connection with what was identified to me as
the "hand count" of votes cast in the November 3, 2020 presidential election.

I was assigned to monitor the hand count on November 14 through 17.

3. I was assigned to be an official monitor at the location at Beauty P. Baldwin
Voter Registrations and Elections Building in Lawrenceville. I believed that
we were there to watch actual "hand counting" as had been announced in the
newspapers and by the Secretary of State when he requested a "hand count."
4. In the course of monitoring on November 14,1 noticed some major red flags

that undermined the fairness ofthe process. I do not see these being addressed
in a way that is fair and equitable.

5. Ballots were being grouped into batches. It was not clear for what purpose.

They were not being counted,as far as I could tell. I do not know what training

or instruction had been given to these groupers, but the activity seemed
meaningless.

6. Envelopes from mail in ballots had been separated from the signatures on the
absentee ballot eternal envelopes. Electors during in-person early voting or

on Election Day were required to show identification; signature verification
was not available for audit in the recount.
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7. Batches of ballots were marked with discrepancies on post it notes. See

picture on Annex 1. Ballots were placed in unmarked bins that are unattended
or just placed randomly on a counter just lying around. There appeared to be
little, if any, supervision, or control. I saw at least one open ballot box
(container ABM5B/ 31148252). See picture on Annex 1.

8. Four hours after a shift change, at many stations (at least 4 that I could see),

the counters were not counting ballots correctly. Instead of the "pass count"

for dual control purposes,counters were opening ballot batches independently
and "fast counting."

9. I reported the fast counting, and announcement was made to cause the
counters to use a confirmed process for reviewing and counting the ballots.

Perhaps there had been some training, but it seemed inconsistent. But even
after an announcement was made asking them to resume "pass counting." they
continued to batch and group "just get it over with."

10.Unsecured, completed ballot boxes were left all day when they should have
been secured by the(green)numbered lock tags. The security tags were being
used to lock the bags of ballots, but they were lying around in the open and
could have been used by anyone. See picture on Annex 1. There was no

permanent processing of assigning a tag number to a bag, so every bag was
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vulnerable to opening,tampering, and relocking at any point in time when the
room was not being monitored.

11.The counters did not note the time verification on the machine-read voting
ballots.

12.1 overheard a poll official saying that damaged ballots were being or had been

"duplicated." I am not allowed to directly interact with a poll official, so I
could not ask what that official meant by that statement. There were hundreds
of damaged or voided ballots(which were all duplicated).
13.On November 15, 2020, the counting continued in the same haphazard way

until 2:48 p.m., when counting was stopped because the laptops all "went

down." The official counting did not resume that day but at 5:00 p.m., the
counters were dismissed due to "counter fatigue."

14.Batches of ballots were sitting around unattended. The ballot boxes were

locked with green security tags on the front but could be opened from the other
side without cutting the green security tag. The boxes are not secured.
15.*Gwinnett Election informed that the Green security tag numbers are not

documented and maintained anywhere except on a Post-it note inside the box.

The bag numbers are not kept in an independent location, so the ballots are
subject to tampering. The tags can be cut, the ballot box opened, ballots can
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be manipulated. And a new Post-it note can be placed inside the box with the
new (not original) green security tag when the boxes are unmonitored.
16.The "24 hour camera feed" only shows ballot counters, not the voter review
or "secured ballot boxes." The 24 hour camera feed is closed off after hours

and appears dark.
17.All officers, who work for sheriff office, left the building when the counters

left. Yet persons with badges were exiting and entering the building and
walking out with folders.

18.After hours, anyone with a key to the building can have access to the open
room and this counting area.
19.1 returned on November 16 and witnessed the same level of confusion as the

14^ and 15^. On the 16*'', we were not permitted in the counting area until

9:30. At 8:30, all poll workers were released (approximately 75% of all

counters). The remaining counters did not appear to be aware of the rules,
and even when instructed, continued to blatantly disregard the counting
procedures.
20.The ballot box that had been left unsecured on November 14 was still

unsecured two days later. Green security tags were cut and replacement tags
were not being recorded properly.
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21. Some ballot batch tally sheets have no number written at all in the Trump

column but include numbers for Biden; I regarded those as not likely to be
100% Biden votes in a given batch, butjust incomplete.
22.A laptop with access to the data entry system was left in the open area with
the password for the wifi and the laptop on a Post-it note affixed to the laptop.

When informed ofthis security breach, the supervisor simply said,"I know."
The "secured ballot counting area" was wide open to many people, even some
without a security badge.

23.One worker was entering numbers and writing on ballot sheets alone and out

ofsight ofthe security camera. When informed,the supervisor simply moved
her to another table.

24.The ballot batch tally sheets that are then given to the data entry tables were

marked in red pen. Red pens were left on the table, which would permit the
auditors to correct the ballot batch tally sheets they were auditing.

25.On November 17, the lack of security, confusion, and hostility to Republican

poll watchers continued. The supervisor placed a red line in tape across the
floor and instructed the poll watchers to stand behind the gold tape. There
was no way to see if the ballots were being read correctly. See picture on
Annex 1.
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DECLARATION OF
I,

, hereby state the following:
1.

2.

I am an adult of sound mine. All statements in this declaration are based
on my personal knowledge and are true and correct.

3.

I am making this statement voluntarily and on my own initiative. I have
not been promised, nor do I expect to receive, anything in exchange for my
testimony and giving this statement. I have no expectation of any profit
or reward and understand that there are those who may seek to harm me
for what I say in this statement. I have not participated in any political
process in the United States, have not supported any candidate for office
in the United States, am not legally permitted to vote in the United
States, and have never attempted to vote in the United States.

4.

I want to alert the public and let the world know the truth about the
corruption, manipulation, and lies being committed by a conspiracy of
people and companies intent upon betraying the honest people of the
United States and their legally constituted institutions and fundamental
rights as citizens. This conspiracy began more than a decade ago in
Venezuela and has spread to countries all over the world. It is a conspiracy
to wrongfully gain and keep power and wealth. It involves political
leaders, powerful companies, and other persons whose purpose is to gain
and keep power by changing the free will of the people and subverting the
proper course of governing.

5.
Over the course of my career, I
specialized in the marines

6.

Due to my training in special operations and my extensive military and
academic formations, I was selected for the national security guard detail
of the President of Venezuela.
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sophisticated electronic voting system that permitted the leaders of the
Venezuelan government to manipulate the tabulation of votes for national
and local elections and select the winner of those elections in order to gain
and maintain their power.
10. Importantly, I was a direct witness to the creation and operation of an
electronic voting system in a conspiracy between a company known as
Smartmatic and the leaders of conspiracy with the Venezuelan
government. This conspiracy specifically involved President Hugo Chavez
Frias, the person in charge of the National Electoral Council named Jorge
Rodriguez, and principals, representatives, and personnel from
Smartmatic which included
. The
purpose of this conspiracy was to create and operate a voting system that
could change the votes in elections from votes against persons running
the Venezuelan government to votes in their favor in order to maintain
control of the government.
11. In mid-February of 2009, there was a national referendum to change the
Constitution of Venezuela to end term limits for elected officials, including
the President of Venezuela. The referendum passed. This permitted Hugo
Chavez to be re-elected an unlimited number of times.
12. After passage of the referendum, President Chavez instructed me to make
arrangements for him to meet with Jorge Rodriguez, then President of the
National Electoral Council, and three executives from Smartmatic.
Among the three Smartmatic representatives were
President Chavez had multiple meetings with Rodriguez
and the Smartmatic team at which I was present. In the first of four
meetings, Jorge Rodriguez promoted the idea to create software that
would manipulate elections. Chavez was very excited and made it clear
that he would provide whatever Smartmatic needed. He wanted them
immediately to create a voting system which would ensure that any time
anything was going to be voted on the voting system would guarantee
results that Chavez wanted. Chavez offered Smartmatic many
inducements, including large sums of money, for Smartmatic to create or
modify the voting system so that it would guarantee Chavez would win
every election cycle. Smartmatic’s team agreed to create such a system
and did so.
13. I arranged and attended three more meetings between President Chavez
and the representatives from Smartmatic at which details of the new
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voting system were discussed and agreed upon. For each of these
meetings, I communicated directly with
on details of
where and when to meet, where the participants would be picked up and
delivered to the meetings, and what was to be accomplished. At these
meetings, the participants called their project the “Chavez revolution.”
From that point on, Chavez never lost any election. In fact, he was able
to ensure wins for himself, his party, Congress persons and mayors from
townships.
14. Smartmatic’s electoral technology was called “Sistema de Gestión
Electoral” (the “Electoral Management System”). Smartmatic was a
pioneer in this area of computing systems. Their system provided for
transmission of voting data over the internet to a computerized central
tabulating center. The voting machines themselves had a digital display,
fingerprint recognition feature to identify the voter, and printed out the
voter’s ballot. The voter’s thumbprint was linked to a computerized record
of that voter’s identity. Smartmatic created and operated the entire
system.
15. Chavez was most insistent that Smartmatic design the system in a way
that the system could change the vote of each voter without being
detected. He wanted the software itself to function in such a manner that
if the voter were to place their thumb print or fingerprint on a scanner,
then the thumbprint would be tied to a record of the voter’s name and
identity as having voted, but that voter would not tracked to the changed
vote. He made it clear that the system would have to be setup to not leave
any evidence of the changed vote for a specific voter and that there would
be no evidence to show and nothing to contradict that the name or the
fingerprint or thumb print was going with a changed vote. Smartmatic
agreed to create such a system and produced the software and hardware
that accomplished that result for President Chavez.
16. After the Smartmatic Electoral Management System was put in place, I
closely observed several elections where the results were manipulated
using Smartmatic software. One such election was in December 2006
when Chavez was running against Rosales. Chavez won with a landslide
over Manuel Rosales - a margin of nearly 6 million votes for Chavez versus
3.7 million for Rosales.
17. On April 14, 2013, I witnessed another Venezuelan national election in
which the Smartmatic Electoral Management System was used to
manipulate and change the results for the person to succeed Hugo Chávez
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as President. In that election, Nicolás Maduro ran against Capriles
Radonsky.
Inside that location was a control room in which there were
multiple digital display screens – TV screens – for results of voting in each
state in Venezuela. The actual voting results were fed into that room and
onto the displays over an internet feed, which was connected to a
sophisticated computer system created by Smartmatic. People in that
room were able to see in “real time” whether the vote that came through
the electronic voting system was in their favor or against them. If one
looked at any particular screen, they could determine that the vote from
any specific area or as a national total was going against either candidate.
Persons controlling the vote tabulation computer had the ability to change
the reporting of votes by moving votes from one candidate to another by
using the Smartmatic software.
18. By two o'clock in the afternoon on that election day Capriles Radonsky
was ahead of Nicolás Maduro by two million votes. When Maduro and his
supporters realized the size of Radonsky’s lead they were worried that
they were in a crisis mode and would lose the election. The Smartmatic
machines used for voting in each state were connected to the internet and
reported their information over the internet to the Caracas control center
in real-time. So, the decision was made to reset the entire system.
Maduro’s and his supporters ordered the network controllers to take the
internet itself offline in practically all parts in Venezuela and to change
the results.
19. It took the voting system operators approximately two hours to make the
adjustments in the vote from Radonsky to Maduro. Then, when they
turned the internet back on and the on-line reporting was up and running
again, they checked each screen state by state to be certain where they
could see that each vote was changed in favor of Nicholas Maduro. At that
moment the Smartmatic system changed votes that were for Capriles
Radonsky to Maduro. By the time the system operators finish, they had
achieved a convincing, but narrow victory of 200,000 votes for Maduro.
20. After Smartmatic created the voting system President Chavez wanted, he
exported the software and system all over Latin America. It was sent to
Bolivia, Nicaragua, Argentina, Ecuador, and Chile – countries that were
in alliance with President Chavez. This was a group of leaders who
wanted to be able to guarantee they maintained power in their countries.
When Chavez died, Smartmatic was in a position of being the only
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company that could guarantee results in Venezuelan elections for the
party in power.
21. I want to point out that the software and fundamental design of the
electronic electoral system and software of Dominion and other election
tabulating companies relies upon software that is a descendant of the
Smartmatic Electoral Management System. In short, the Smartmatic
software is in the DNA of every vote tabulating company’s software and
system.
22. Dominion is one of three major companies that tabulates votes in the
United States. Dominion uses the same methods and fundamentally same
software design for the storage, transfer and computation of voter
identification data and voting data. Dominion and Smartmatic did
business together. The software, hardware and system have the same
fundamental flaws which allow multiple opportunities to corrupt the data
and mask the process in a way that the average person cannot detect any
fraud or manipulation. The fact that the voting machine displays a voting
result that the voter intends and then prints out a paper ballot which
reflects that change does not matter. It is the software that counts the
digitized vote and reports the results. The software itself is the one that
changes the information electronically to the result that the operator of
the software and vote counting system intends to produce that counts.
That’s how it is done. So the software, the software itself configures the
vote and voting result -- changing the selection made by the voter. The
software decides the result regardless of what the voter votes.
23. All of the computer controlled voting tabulation is done in a closed
environment so that the voter and any observer cannot detect what is
taking place unless there is a malfunction or other event which causes the
observer to question the process. I saw first-hand that the manipulation
and changing of votes can be done in real-time at the secret counting
center which existed in Caracas, Venezuela. For me it was something
very surprising and disturbing. I was in awe because I had never been
present to actually see it occur and I saw it happen. So, I learned firsthand that it doesn’t matter what the voter decides or what the paper
ballot says. It’s the software operator and the software that decides what
counts – not the voter.
24. If one questions the reliability of my observations, they only have to read
the words of
a time period in
- Page 6 of 8
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which Smartmatic had possession of all the votes and the voting, the votes
themselves and the voting information at their disposition in Venezuela.
he was assuring that the voting system implemented or used
by Smartmatic was completely secure, that it could not be compromised,
was not able to be altered.
25. But later, in 2017 when there were elections where Maduro was running
and elections for legislators in Venezuela,
and Smartmatic broke
their secrecy pact with the government of Venezuela. He made a public
announcement through the media in which he stated that all the
Smartmatic voting machines used during those elections were totally
manipulated and they were manipulated by the electoral council of
Venezuela back then.
stated that all of the votes for Nicholas
Maduro and the other persons running for the legislature were
manipulated and they actually had lost. So I think that's the greatest
proof that the fraud can be carried out and will be denied by the software
company that
admitted publicly that Smartmatic had created,
used and still uses vote counting software that can be manipulated or
altered.
26. I am alarmed because of what is occurring in plain sight during this 2020
election for President of the United States. The circumstances and events
are eerily reminiscent of what happened with Smartmatic software
electronically changing votes in the 2013 presidential election in
Venezuela. What happened in the United States was that the vote
counting was abruptly stopped in five states using Dominion software. At
the time that vote counting was stopped, Donald Trump was significantly
ahead in the votes. Then during the wee hours of the morning, when there
was no voting occurring and the vote count reporting was off-line,
something significantly changed. When the vote reporting resumed the
very next morning there was a very pronounced change in voting in favor
of the opposing candidate, Joe Biden.
27.

I have worked in gathering
information, researching, and working with information technology.
That's what I know how to do and the special knowledge that I have. Due
to these recent election events, I contacted a number of reliable and
intelligent ex-co-workers of mine that are still informants and work with
the intelligence community. I asked for them to give me information that
was up-to-date information in as far as how all these businesses are
acting, what actions they are taking.
- Page 7 of 8
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that
this Declaration was prepared in Dallas County, State of Texas, and executed on
November 15, 2020.
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Declaration of Christos A. Makridis
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C Section 1746, I, Christos A. Makridis, make the
following declaration.
1. I am over the age of 21 years, and I am under no legal disability,
which would prevent me from giving this declaration.
2. I hold dual Doctorates and dual Masters in Economics and
Management Science & Engineering from Stanford University and a
BS in Economics from Arizona State University. I hold roles in the
public sector, private sector, and higher education.
3. I reside at 875 10th Street NW, Washington, DC, 20001.
4. Georgia uses Dominion Voting Systems (DVS), which has a history of
technical glitches that have not been fixed. DVS was rejected three
times in Texas because of its inherent defects. It has caused multiple
anomalies and delays. In Gwinnett County alone, these software
glitches have affected roughly 80,000 absentee mail-in ballots.
Although election officials have said that these glitches have been
corrected and are not reflected in the final tallies, it is hard to take
these statements on faith without any evidence, particularly given
DVS’ bad track record. Moreover, it is also possible that there are
many other instances of “glitches” that were not caught.
5. These glitches are on top of those that occurred in Morgan and
Spalding counties. Marcia Ridley, elections supervisor at Spalding
County Board of Elections, said that the company “uploaded
something last night, which is not normal, and it caused a glitch,”
preventing poll workers from “using the pollbooks to program the
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smart cards that voters insert into voting machines” and causing
delays for voters.
6. Roughly 1.5 million Georgia voters requested absentee ballots, which
is far above the 200,000 absentee ballots from 2016, and is 30% of
their estimated 5 million voter turnout. As of November 6th at 6pm,
Georgia election officials said that more than 14,200 provisional
ballots needed to be counted. Jeff Greenburg, a former Mercer
County elections director, remarked that over his 13 years in the
role, he had only processed 200 provisional ballots in total and it
would take his county 2.5 days to process 650 provision ballots. That
implies nearly 55 days to approve, which suggests that the current
pace they are approving provisional ballots is implausibly fast if they
intend to call the election soon.
It is also curious that the correlation between the number of mailin votes for Biden net of Trump and the 2016 share of votes for
Clinton is stronger than the total votes for Biden net of Trump. This
evidence is consistent with the view that manipulation is easier with
mail-in votes and more likely to occur where there is less Republican
competitive oversight (e.g., poll watchers turned away).
7. The counties with the greatest reported software glitches and delays
are also the counties with the biggest swings in votes for Biden. The
list of numbers below tabulates the percent change in Democrat
votes from one election to the other for some of the most Democrat
counties in the state. Importantly, the increase between 2020 and
2016 is systematically larger than the 2008 to 2012 or 2012 to 2016
increases: for example, the median (mean) increase from 2016 to
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2020 for these counties was 27% (30.6%), whereas they were only
11.5% (9.8%) and -4% (-2.8%).
These are anomalies that evidence a high likelihood of fraudulent
alterations within the software or the system.
Increase in Democrat Votes from Election-to-Election, in %
County 2008-2012 / 2012-2016 / 2016-2020
Fulton -6% 16% 28%
DeKalb -6% 6% 22%
Gwinnett 3% 25% 45%
Cobb -6% 20% 38%
Chatham -4% 3% 26%
Henry 8% 14% 46%
Muscogee -4% -6% 24%
Bibb -1% -5% 18%
Douglas 2% 9% 37%
Clarke -14% 16% 22%
Mean -2.8% 9.8% 30.6%
Median -4% 11.5% 27%
These changes alone are highly suspect. The 2016 to 2020 increase
in Democratic votes is at least over double in these counties.
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Moreover, all it takes is one or two counties, like Fulton, to become
a hotspot for fraud for it to sway the overall election outcome,
particularly via Atlanta.
Moreover, as a control group, consider the fact that counties that
are on the Northeastern border of Alabama have a much lower
increase in Democrat votes for Biden. These counties are
comparable given their proximity, making the especially large
surge in Georgia more suspect.
There are also many precincts within these counties that have highly
suspect numbers. For example, 97% of the votes are for Biden in
SC16A (Fulton County) and 97% in Snapfinger Road (DeKalb). Many
more examples abound. The distribution is also highly skewed
towards Biden: whereas 10% of the precincts have an over 95% Biden
vote, none of the precincts have an over 90% Trump vote. Given the
historical distribution of votes from 2016, this fact pattern is suspect.
8. One diagnostic for detecting fraud involves Benford’s law. In the case
of election fraud, that means looking at the distribution of digits
across votes within a specified geography. Using precinct level data
for Georgia, my research identified 1,017 suspicious precincts out of
2,656 when we look at advance ballots. Even more precincts (1,530)
were flagged as suspicious for election day votes. While Benford’s law
is not a silver-bullet for identifying fraud on its own, it suggests
suspicious activity that warrants additional attention.
9. Yet another way of detecting statistical anomalies involves looking at
the distribution of the change in 2020 to 2016 vote shares of Trump
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[-948, -…
(-896.88, -…
(-845.76, -…
(-794.64, -…
(-743.52, -…
(-692.4, -…
(-641.28, -…
(-590.16, -…
(-539.04, -…
(-487.92, -…
(-436.8, -…
(-385.68, -…
(-334.56, -…
(-283.44, -…
(-232.32, -…
(-181.2, -…
(-130.08, -…
(-78.96, -…
(-27.84, -…
(23.28,…
(74.4, 99.96]
(125.52,…
(176.64,…
(227.76,…
(278.88,…
(330, 355.56]
(381.12,…
(432.24,…
(483.36,…
(534.48,…
(585.6,…
(636.72,…
(687.84,…
(738.96,…
(790.08,…
(841.2,…
(892.32,…
(943.44, 969]
(994.56,…
(1045.68,…
(1096.8,…
(1147.92,…
(1199.04,…
(1250.16,…
(1301.28,…
(1352.4,…
(1403.52,…
(1454.64,…
(1505.76,…
(1556.88,…

[-1029, -…
(-985.54, -…
(-942.08, -…
(-898.62, -…
(-855.16, -…
(-811.7, -…
(-768.24, -…
(-724.78, -…
(-681.32, -…
(-637.86, -…
(-594.4, -…
(-550.94, -…
(-507.48, -…
(-464.02, -…
(-420.56, -…
(-377.1, -…
(-333.64, -…
(-290.18, -…
(-246.72, -…
(-203.26, -…
(-159.8, -…
(-116.34, -…
(-72.88, -…
(-29.42, -…
(14.04,…
(57.5, 79.23]
(100.96,…
(144.42,…
(187.88,…
(231.34,…
(274.8,…
(318.26,…
(361.72,…
(405.18,…
(448.64,…
(492.1,…
(535.56,…
(579.02,…
(622.48,…
(665.94,…
(709.4,…
(752.86,…
(796.32,…
(839.78,…
(883.24,…
(926.7,…
(970.16,…
(1013.62,…
(1057.08,…
(1100.54,…
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and Biden. Whereas the distribution for Trump is perfectly “normal,”

the distribution for Biden is non-normal: it is skewed heavily to the
right. This is not present in other states that do not have similar

concerns about fraudulent activity, but is present in the states with

those concerns (e.g., Pennsylvania too).
Trump 2020-2016 Difference
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10.

There were many puzzling incidents across states, including

Georgia, where surges of votes for Biden were observed at odd hours

of the morning of November 4th. In particular, preliminary analysis

on the live Edison Research data reveals that new ballots were

coming in increasingly more slowly, but they were larger for
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Democrats than for Republicans. The combination of the pattern and
timing is puzzling, particularly since it is not present in other states,
like Florida, that do not have similar concerns about fraud.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the forgoing is true and correct.
Executed this November 16, 2020.
Christos A. Makridis,
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ABSTRACT
The complexity of U.S. elections usually requires computers to count ballots—but computers can be hacked,
so election integrity requires a voting system in which paper ballots can be recounted by hand. However,
paper ballots provide no assurance unless they accurately record the votes as expressed by the voters.
Voters can express their intent by indelibly hand-marking ballots or using computers called ballotmarking devices (BMDs). Voters can make mistakes in expressing their intent in either technology, but
only BMDs are also subject to hacking, bugs, and misconfiguration of the software that prints the marked
ballots. Most voters do not review BMD-printed ballots, and those who do often fail to notice when the
printed vote is not what they expressed on the touchscreen. Furthermore, there is no action a voter can
take to demonstrate to election officials that a BMD altered their expressed votes, nor is there a corrective
action that election officials can take if notified by voters—there is no way to deter, contain, or correct computer hacking in BMDs. These are the essential security flaws of BMDs.
Risk-limiting audits can ensure that the votes recorded on paper ballots are tabulated correctly, but no
audit can ensure that the votes on paper are the ones expressed by the voter on a touchscreen: Elections
conducted on current BMDs cannot be confirmed by audits. We identify two properties of voting systems,
contestability and defensibility, necessary for audits to confirm election outcomes. No available BMD certified by the Election Assistance Commission is contestable or defensible.
Keywords: voting machines, paper ballot, ballot-marking device, election security
INTRODUCTION: CRITERIA
FOR VOTING SYSTEMS

E

lections for public office and on public
questions in the United States or any democracy must produce outcomes based on the votes
that voters express when they indicate their choices
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and a professor in the College of Computing at Georgia Tech
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on a paper ballot or on a machine. Computers have
become indispensable to conducting elections, but
computers are vulnerable. They can be hacked—
compromised by insiders or external adversaries
who can replace their software with fraudulent software that deliberately miscounts votes—and they
can contain design errors and bugs—hardware or
software flaws or configuration errors that result
in mis-recording or mis-tabulating votes. Hence
there must be some way, independent of any software in any computers, to ensure that reported election outcomes are correct, i.e., consistent with the
expressed votes as intended by the voters.
Voting systems should be software independent,
meaning that ‘‘an undetected change or error in its
software cannot cause an undetectable change or
error in an election outcome’’ (Rivest and Wack
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BMDS CANNOT ENSURE THE WILL OF VOTERS

2006; Rivest 2008; Rivest and Virza 2016). Software independence is similar to tamper-evident
packaging: if somebody opens the container and
disturbs the contents, it will leave a trace.
The use of software-independent voting systems is
supposed to ensure that if someone fraudulently hacks
the voting machines to steal votes, we’ll know about
it. But we also want to know the true outcome in order
to avoid a do-over election.1 A voting system is
strongly software independent if it is software independent and, moreover, a detected change or error
in an election outcome (due to change or error in
the software) can be corrected using only the ballots
and ballot records of the current election (Rivest
and Wack 2006; Rivest 2008). Strong software independence combines tamper evidence with a kind of
resilience: there’s a way to tell whether faulty software caused a problem, and a way to recover from
the problem if it did.
Software independence and strong software independence are now standard terms in the analysis of
voting systems, and it is widely accepted that voting
systems should be software independent. Indeed,
version 2.0 of the Voluntary Voting System Guidelines (VVSG 2.0) incorporates this principle (U.S.
Election Assistance Commission 2017).
But as we will show, these standard definitions are
incomplete and inadequate, because the word undetectable hides several important questions: Who detects
the change or error in an election outcome? How can
a person prove that she has detected an error? What
happens when someone detects an error—does the
election outcome remain erroneous? Or conversely:
How can an election administrator prove that the election outcome not been altered, or prove that the correct
outcome was recovered if a software malfunction was
detected? The standard definition does not distinguish
evidence available to an election official, to the public,
or just to a single voter; nor does it consider the possibility of false alarms.
Those questions are not merely academic, as we
show with an analysis of ballot-marking devices.
Even if some voters ‘‘detect’’ that the printed output
is not what they expressed to the ballot-marking device (BMD)—even if some of those voters report
their detection to election officials—there is no
mechanism by which the election official can ‘‘detect’’ whether a BMD has been hacked to alter election outcomes. The questions of who detects, and
then what happens, are critical—but unanswered
by the standard definitions.
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We will define the terms contestable and defensible to better characterize properties of voting systems that make them acceptable for use in public
elections.2
A voting system is contestable if an undetected
change or error in its software that causes a change
or error in an election outcome can always produce
public evidence that the outcome is untrustworthy.
For instance, if a voter selected candidate A on
the touchscreen of a BMD, but the BMD prints candidate B on the paper ballot, then this A-vs-B evidence is available to the individual voter, but the
voter cannot demonstrate this evidence to anyone
else, since nobody else saw—nor should have seen—
where the voter touched the screen.3 Thus, the voting
system does not provide a way for the voter who observed the misbehavior to prove to anyone else that
there was a problem, even if the problems altered
the reported outcome. Such a system is therefore
not contestable.
While the definition of software independence
might allow evidence available only to individual
voters as ‘‘detection,’’ such evidence does not suffice for a system to be contestable. Contestibility
is software independence, plus the requirement that
‘‘detect’’ implies ‘‘can generate public evidence.’’
‘‘Trust me’’ does not count as public evidence. If
a voting system is not contestable, then problems
voters ‘‘detect’’ might never see the light of day,
much less be addressed or corrected.4

1

Do-overs are expensive; they may delay the inauguration of an
elected official; there is no assurance that the same voters will
vote in the do-over election as voted in the original; they decrease public trust. And if the do-over election is conducted
with the same voting system that can only detect but not correct
errors, then there may need to be a do-over of the do-over, ad
infinitum.
2
There are other notions connected to contestability and defensibility, although essentially different: Benaloh et al. (2011) define a P-resilient canvass framework, personally verifiable
P-resilient canvass framework, and privacy-preserving personally verifiable P-resilient canvass frameworks.
3
See footnote 17.
4
If voters are the only means of detecting and quantifying the
effect of those problems—as they are for ballot-marking devices (BMDs)—then in practice the system is not strongly software independent. The reason is that, as we will show, such
claims by (some) voters cannot correct software-dependent
changes to other voters’ ballots, and cannot be used as the
basis to invalidate or correct an election outcome. Thus,
BMD-based election systems are not even (weakly) software
independent, unless one takes ‘‘detection’’ to mean ‘‘somebody
claimed there was a problem, with no evidence to support that
claim.’’
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Similarly, while strong software independence
demands that a system be able to report the correct
outcome even if there was an error or alteration of
the software, it does not require public evidence
that the (reconstructed) reported outcome is correct. We believe, therefore, that voting systems
must also be defensible. We say that a voting system is defensible if, when the reported electoral
outcome is correct, it is possible to generate convincing public evidence that the reported electoral
outcome is correct—despite any malfunctions, software errors, or software alterations that might have
occurred. If a voting system is not defensible, then
it is vulnerable to ‘‘crying wolf’’: malicious actors
could claim that the system malfunctioned when in
fact it did not, and election officials will have no
way to prove otherwise.
By analogy with strong software independence,
we define: a voting system is strongly defensible
if it is defensible and, moreover, a detected change
or error in an election outcome (due to change or
error in the software) can be corrected (with convincing public evidence) using only the ballots and ballot
records of the current election.
In short, a system is contestable if it can generate public evidence of a problem whenever a reported
outcome is wrong, while a system is defensible if it
can generate public evidence whenever a reported outcome is correct—despite any problems that might have
occurred. Contestable systems are publicly tamperevident; defensible systems are publicly, demonstrably resilient.
Defensibility is a key requirement for evidencebased elections (Stark and Wagner 2012): defensibility makes it possible in principle for election officials
to generate convincing evidence that the reported
winners really won—if the reported winners did really win. (We say an election system may be defensible, and an election may be evidence-based; there’s
much more process to an election than just the choice
of system.)

because no software is used in marking ballots.
Ballot-scanning-and-counting software can be the
source of errors, but such errors can be detected
and corrected by audits.
That system is contestable: if an optical scan
voting machine reports the wrong outcome because it miscounted (because it was hacked, misprogrammed, or miscalibrated), the evidence is
public: the paper ballots, recounted before witnesses, will not match the claimed results, also witnessed. It is strongly defensible: a recount before
witnesses can demonstrate that the reported outcome is correct or can find the correct outcome if
it was wrong—and provide public evidence that
the (reconstructed) outcome is correct. See Section
4, ‘‘Contestability/Defensibility of Hand-Marked
Opscan,’’ for a detailed analysis.
Over 40 states now use some form of paper ballot
for most voters (Verified Voting Foundation 2018).
Most of the remaining states are taking steps to
adopt paper ballots. But not all voting systems that
use paper ballots are equally secure.
Some are not even software independent. Some
are software independent but not strongly software
independent, contestable, or defensible. In this report we explain:






Examples
The only known practical technology for contestable, strongly defensible voting is a system of handmarked paper ballots, kept demonstrably physically
secure, counted by machine, audited manually, and
recountable by hand.5 In a hand-marked paper ballot election, ballot-marking software cannot be the
source of an error or change-of-election-outcome,

Hand-marked paper ballot systems are the only
practical technology for contestable, strongly
defensible voting systems.
Some ballot-marking devices can be software
independent, but they not strongly software independent, contestable, or defensible. Hacked
or misprogrammed BMDs can alter election
outcomes undetectably, so elections conducted
using BMDs cannot provide public evidence
that reported outcomes are correct. If BMD malfunctions are detected, there is no way to determine who really won. Therefore BMDs should
not be used by voters who are able to mark an
optical-scan ballot with a pen.
All-in-one BMD or DRE+VVPAT voting machines are not software independent, contestable, or defensible. They should not be used
in public elections.

5

The election must also generate convincing evidence that
physical security of the ballots was not compromised, and the
audit must generate convincing public evidence that the audit
itself was conducted correctly.
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Voting equipment
Although a voter may form an intention to vote
for a candidate or issue days, minutes, or seconds
before actually casting a ballot, that intention is a
psychological state that cannot be directly observed
by anyone else. Others can have access to that intention through what the voter (privately) expresses to
the voting technology by interacting with it, e.g., by
making selections on a BMD or marking a ballot by
hand.6 Voting systems must accurately record the
vote as the voter expressed it.
With a hand-marked paper ballot optical-scan
system, the voter is given a paper ballot on which
all choices (candidates) in each contest are listed;
next to each candidate is a target (typically an oval
or other shape) which the voter marks with a pen
to indicate a vote. Ballots may be either preprinted
or printed (unvoted) at the polling place using ballot
on demand printers. In either case, the voter creates
a tamper-evident record of intent by marking the
printed paper ballot with a pen.
Such hand-marked paper ballots may be scanned
and tabulated at the polling place using a precinctcount optical scanner (PCOS), or may be brought
to a central place to be scanned and tabulated by a
central-count optical scanner (CCOS). Mail-in ballots are typically counted by CCOS machines.
After scanning a ballot, a PCOS machine deposits the ballot in a secure, sealed ballot box for later
use in recounts or audits; this is ballot retention.
Ballots counted by CCOS are also retained for recounts or audits.7
Paper ballots can also be hand counted, but
in most jurisdictions (especially where there are
many contests on the ballot) this is hard to do quickly; Americans expect election-night reporting of unofficial totals. Hand counting—i.e., manually
determining votes directly from the paper ballots—
is appropriate for audits and recounts.
A ballot-marking device provides a computerized user interface (UI) that presents the ballot to
voters and captures their expressed selections—for
instance, a touchscreen interface or an assistive in-
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terface that enables voters with disabilities to vote
independently. Voter inputs (expressed votes) are
recorded electronically. When a voter indicates that
the ballot is complete and ready to be cast, the
BMD prints a paper version of the electronically
marked ballot. We use the term BMD for devices
that mark ballots but do not tabulate or retain them,
and all-in-one for devices that combine ballot marking, tabulation, and retention into the same paper path.
The paper ballot printed by a BMD may be in the
same format as an optical-scan form (e.g., with
ovals filled as if by hand) or it may list just the
names of the candidate(s) selected in each contest.
The BMD may also encode these selections into
barcodes or QR codes for optical scanning. We discuss issues with barcodes later in this report.
An all-in-one touchscreen voting machine combines computerized ballot marking, tabulation, and
retention in the same paper path. All-in-one machines come in several configurations:




DRE+VVPAT machines—direct-recording electronic (DRE) voting machines with a voterverifiable paper audit trail (VVPAT)—provide
the voter a touchscreen (or other) interface,
then print a paper ballot that is displayed to the
voter under glass. The voter is expected to review
this ballot and approve it, after which the machine deposits it into a ballot box. DRE+VVPAT
machines do not contain optical scanners; that is,
they do not read what is marked on the paper ballot; instead, they tabulate the vote directly from
inputs to the touchscreen or other interface.
BMD+Scanner all-in-one machines8 provide
the voter a touchscreen (or other) interface to

6

We recognize that voters make mistakes in expressing their intentions. For example, they may misunderstand the layout of a
ballot or express an unintended choice through a perceptual
error, inattention, or lapse of memory. The use of touchscreen
technology does not necessarily correct for such user errors,
as every smartphone user who has mistyped an important text
message knows. Poorly designed ballots, poorly designed
touchscreen interfaces, and poorly designed assistive interfaces
increase the rate of error in voters’ expressions of their votes.
For the purposes of this report, we assume that properly engineered systems seek to minimize such usability errors.
7
Regulations and procedures governing custody and physical
security of ballots are uneven, and in many cases inadequate,
but straightforward to correct because of decades of development of best practices.
8
Some voting machines, such as the ES&S ExpressVote, can be
configured as either a BMD or a BMD+Scanner all-in-one. Others,
such as the ExpressVoteXL, work only as all-in-one machines.
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input ballot choices and print a paper ballot
that is ejected from a slot for the voter to inspect. The voter then reinserts the ballot into
the slot, after which the all-in-one BMD+Scanner scans it and deposits it into a ballot box. Or,
some BMD+Scanner all-in-one machines display the paper ballot behind plexiglass for the
voter to inspect, before mechanically depositing it into a ballot box.
Opscan+BMD with separate paper paths. At
least one model of voting machine (the Dominion
ICP320) contains an optical scanner (opscan) and a
BMD in the same cabinet,9 so that the optical scanner and BMD-printer are not in the same paper path;
no possible configuration of the software could
cause a BMD-marked ballot to be deposited in the
ballot box without human handling of the ballot.
We do not classify this as an all-in-one machine.
Hacking
There are many forms of computer hacking. In
this analysis of voting machines we focus on the alteration of voting machine software so that it miscounts votes or mis-marks ballots to alter election
outcomes. There are many ways to alter the software of a voting machine: a person with physical
access to the computer can open it and directly access the memory; one can plug in a special USB
thumbdrive that exploits bugs and vulnerabilities
in the computer’s USB drivers; one can connect
to its Wi-Fi port or Bluetooth port or telephone
modem (if any) and exploit bugs in those drivers,
or in the operating system.
‘‘Air-gapping’’ a system (i.e., never connecting
it to the Internet nor to any other network) does
not automatically protect it. Before each election,
election administrators must transfer a ballot definition into the voting machine by inserting a ballot
definition cartridge that was programmed on
election-administration computers that may have
been connected previously to various networks; it
has been demonstrated that vote-changing viruses
can propagate via these ballot-definition cartridges
(Feldman et al. 2007).
Hackers might be corrupt insiders with access to a
voting-machine warehouse; corrupt insiders with access to a county’s election-administration computers;
outsiders who can gain remote access to electionadministration computers; outsiders who can gain re-

mote access to voting-machine manufacturers’ computers (and ‘‘hack’’ the firmware installed in new
machines, or the firmware updates supplied for existing machines), and so on. Supply-chain hacks are also
possible: the hardware installed by a voting system
vendor may have malware pre-installed by the vendor’s component suppliers.10
Computer systems (including voting machines)
have so many layers of software that it is impossible
to make them perfectly secure (National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2018, 89–
91). When manufacturers of voting machines use the
best known security practices, adversaries may find
it more difficult to hack a BMD or optical scanner—
but not impossible. Every computer in every critical
system is vulnerable to compromise through hacking,
insider attacks, or exploiting design flaws.
Election assurance through risk-limiting audits
To ensure that the reported electoral outcome of
each contest corresponds to what the voters expressed,
the most practical known technology is a risk-limiting
audit (RLA) of trustworthy paper ballots (Stark
2008; Stark 2009; Lindeman and Stark 2012).
The National Academies of Science, Engineering,
and Medicine recommend routine RLAs after every
election (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2018), as do many other organizations and entities concerned with election integrity.11
The risk limit of a risk-limiting audit is the maximum chance that the audit will not correct the
reported electoral outcome, if the reported outcome is wrong. ‘‘Electoral outcome’’ means the political result—who or what won—not the exact tally.
‘‘Wrong’’ means that the outcome does not correspond to what the voters expressed.

9

More precisely, the ICP320 optical scanner and the BMD audio+buttons interface are in the same cabinet, but the printer is a
separate box.
10
Given that many chips and other components are manufactured
in China and elsewhere, this is a serious concern. Carsten Schürmann has found Chinese pop songs on the internal memory of voting machines (C. Schürmann, personal communication, 2018).
Presumably those files were left there accidentally—but this
shows that malicious code could have been pre-installed deliberately, and that neither the vendor’s nor the election official’s security and quality control measures discovered and removed the
extraneous files.
11
Among them are the Presidential Commission on Election
Administration, the American Statistical Association, the League
of Women Voters, and Verified Voting Foundation.
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An RLA involves manually inspecting randomly
selected paper ballots following a rigorous protocol.
The audit stops if and when the sample provides
convincing evidence that the reported outcome is
correct; otherwise, the audit continues until every
ballot has been inspected manually, which reveals
the correct electoral outcome if the paper trail is trustworthy. RLAs protect against vote-tabulation errors,
whether those errors are caused by failures to follow
procedures, misconfiguration, miscalibration, faulty
engineering, bugs, or malicious hacking.12
The risk limit should be determined as a matter of
policy or law. For instance, a 5% risk limit means
that, if a reported outcome is wrong solely because
of tabulation errors, there is at least a 95% chance
that the audit procedure will correct it. Smaller risk
limits give higher confidence in election outcomes,
but require inspecting more ballots, other things
being equal. RLAs never revise a correct outcome.
RLAs can be very efficient, depending in part on
how the voting system is designed and how jurisdictions organize their ballots. If the computer results
are accurate, an efficient RLA with a risk limit of
5% requires examining just a few—about seven divided by the margin—ballots selected randomly
from the contest.13 For instance, if the margin of victory is 10% and the results are correct, the RLA
would need to examine about 7/10% = 70 ballots to
confirm the outcome at 5% risk. For a 1% margin,
the RLA would need to examine about 7/1% = 700
ballots. The sample size does not depend much on
the total number of ballots cast in the contest, only
on the margin of the winning candidate’s victory.
RLAs assume that a full hand tally of the paper
trail would reveal the correct electoral outcomes:
the paper trail must be trustworthy. Other kinds of
audits, such as compliance audits (Benaloh et al.
2011; Lindeman and Stark 2012; Stark and Wagner
2012; Stark 2018), are required to establish whether
the paper trail itself is trustworthy. Applying an
RLA procedure to an untrustworthy paper trail cannot limit the risk that a wrong reported outcome
goes uncorrected.
Properly preserved hand-marked paper ballots ensure that expressed votes are identical to recorded
votes. But BMDs might not record expressed votes
accurately, for instance, if BMD software has bugs,
was misconfigured, or was hacked: a BMD printout
is not a trustworthy record of the expressed votes.
Neither a compliance audit nor an RLA can possibly
check whether errors in recording expressed votes
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altered election outcomes. RLAs that rely on BMD
output therefore cannot limit the risk that an incorrect reported election outcome will go uncorrected.
A paper-based voting system (such as one that
uses optical scanners) is systematically more secure
than a paperless system (such as DREs) only if the
paper trail is trustworthy and the results are
checked against the paper trail using a rigorous
method such as an RLA or full manual tally. If it
is possible that error, hacking, bugs, or miscalibration caused the recorded-on-paper votes to differ
from the expressed votes, an RLA or even a full
hand recount cannot not provide convincing public
evidence that election outcomes are correct: such
a system cannot be defensible. In short, paper ballots provide little assurance against hacking if they
are never examined or if the paper might not accurately reflect the votes expressed by the voters.

(NON)CONTESTABILITY/
DEFENSIBILITY OF BMDS
A BMD-generated paper trail is not a reliable
record of the vote expressed by the voter.
Like any computer, a BMD (or a DRE+VVPAT)
is vulnerable to bugs, misconfiguration, hacking, installation of unauthorized (fraudulent) software, and
alteration of installed software.
If a hacker sought to steal an election by altering
BMD software, what would the hacker program the
BMD to do? In cybersecurity practice, we call this
the threat model.
The simplest threat model is this one: In some
contests, not necessarily top-of-the-ticket, change
a small percentage of the votes (such as 5%).
In recent national elections, analysts have considered a candidate who received 60% of the vote
to have won by a landslide. Many contests are decided by less than a 10% margin. Changing 5% of
the votes can change the margin by 10%, because

12

Risk-limiting audits (RLAs) do not protect against problems
that cause BMDs to print something other than what was
shown to the voter on the screen, nor do they protect against
problems with ballot custody.
13
Technically, it is the diluted margin that enters the calculation. The diluted margin is the number of votes that separate
the winner with the fewest votes from the loser with the most
votes, divided by the number of ballots cast, including undervotes and invalid votes.
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‘‘flipping’’ a vote for one candidate into a vote for
a different candidate changes the difference in
their tallies—i.e., the margin—by two votes. If
hacking or bugs or misconfiguration could change
5% of the votes, that would be a very significant
threat.
Although public and media interests often focus
on top-of-the-ticket races such as president and governor, elections for lower offices such as state representatives, who control legislative agendas and
redistricting, and county officials, who manage elections and assess taxes, are just as important in our democracy. Altering the outcome of smaller contests
requires altering fewer votes, so fewer voters are in
a position to notice that their ballots were misprinted. And most voters are not as familiar with
the names of the candidates for those offices, so
they might be unlikely to notice if their ballots
were misprinted, even if they checked.
Research in a real polling place in Tennessee during the 2018 election found that half the voters
didn’t look at all at the paper ballot printed by a
BMD, even when they were holding it in their
hand and directed to do so while carrying it from
the BMD to the optical scanner (DeMillo et al.
2018). Those voters who did look at the BMDprinted ballot spent an average of 4 seconds examining it to verify that the eighteen or more choices
they made were correctly recorded. That amounts
to 222 milliseconds per contest, barely enough
time for the human eye to move and refocus under
perfect conditions and not nearly enough time
for perception, comprehension, and recall (Rayner
2009). A study by other researchers (Bernhard
et al. 2020), in a simulated polling place using
real BMDs deliberately hacked to alter one vote
on each paper ballot, found that only 6.6% of voters told a pollworker something was wrong.14,15
The same study found that among voters who examined their hand-marked ballots, half were unable
to recall key features of ballots cast moments before,
a prerequisite step for being able to recall their own
ballot choices. This finding is broadly consistent
with studies of effects like ‘‘change blindness’’ or
‘‘choice blindness,’’ in which human subjects fail
to notice changes made to choices made only seconds before (Johansson et al. 2008).
Suppose, then, that 10% of voters examine their
paper ballots carefully enough to even see the candidate’s name recorded as their vote for legislator
or county commissioner. Of those, perhaps only

half will remember the name of the candidate they
intended to vote for.16
Of those who notice that the vote printed is not the
candidate they intended to vote for, what will they
think, and what will they do? Will they think, ‘‘Oh,
I must have made a mistake on the touchscreen,’’ or
will they think, ‘‘Hey, the machine is cheating or malfunctioning!’’ There’s no way for the voter to know
for sure—voters do make mistakes—and there’s absolutely no way for the voter to prove to a pollworker
or election official that a BMD printed something
other than what the voter entered on the screen.17,18
Either way, polling-place procedures generally
advise voters to ask a pollworker for a new ballot
if theirs does not show what they intended. Pollworkers should void that BMD-printed ballot, and
the voter should get another chance to mark a ballot.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that many voters are
too timid to ask, or don’t know that they have the
right to ask, or are not sure whom to ask. Even
if a voter asks for a new ballot, training for pollworkers is uneven, and we are aware of no formal
14
You might think, ‘‘the voter really should carefully review
their BMD-printed ballot.’’ But because the scientific evidence
shows that voters do not (DeMillo et al. 2018) and cognitively
cannot (Everett 2007) perform this task well, legislators and
election administrators should provide a voting system that
counts the votes as voters express them.
15
Studies of voter confidence about their ability to verify their
ballots are not relevant: in typical situations, subjective confidence and objective accuracy are at best weakly correlated.
The relationship between confidence and accuracy has been
studied in contexts ranging from eyewitness accuracy
(Bothwell et al. 1987; Deffenbacher 1980; Wixted and Wells
2017) to confidence in psychological clinical assessments (Desmarais et al. 2010) and social predictions (Dunning et al. 1990).
The disconnect is particularly severe at high confidence.
Indeed, this is known as ‘‘the overconfidence effect.’’ For a
lay discussion, see Thinking, Fast and Slow by Nobel economist Daniel Kahnemann (2011).
16
We ask the reader, ‘‘do you know the name of the most recent
losing candidate for county commissioner?’’ We recognize that
some readers of this document are county commissioners, so
we ask those readers to imagine the frame of mind of their constituents.
17
You might think, ‘‘the voter can prove it by showing someone
that the vote on the paper doesn’t match the vote onscreen.’’ But
that won’t work. On a typical BMD, by the time a paper record
is printed and ejected for the voter to hold and examine, the
touchscreen no longer shows the voter’s choice. You might
think, ‘‘BMDs should be designed so that the choices still
show on the screen for the voter to compare with the paper.’’
But a hacked BMD could easily alter the on-screen choices to
match the paper, after the voter hits the ‘‘print’’ button.
18
Voters should certainly not video-record themselves voting!
That would defeat the privacy of the secret ballot and is illegal
in most jurisdictions.
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procedure for resolving disputes if a request for a
new ballot is refused. Moreover, there is no sensible
protocol for ensuring that BMDs that misbehave are
investigated—nor can there be, as we argue below.
Let’s summarize. If a machine alters votes on 5% of
the ballots (enabling it to change the margin by 10%),
and 10% of voters check their ballots carefully and
50% of the voters who check notice the error, then optimistically we might expect 5% x 10% x 50% or
0.25% of the voters to request a new ballot and correct
their vote.19 This means that the machine will change
the margin by 9.75% and get away with it.
In this scenario, 0.25% of the voters, one in every
400 voters, has requested a new ballot. You might
think, ‘‘that’s a form of detection of the hacking.’’
But is isn’t, as a practical matter: a few individual
voters may have detected that there was a problem,
but there’s no procedure by which this translates
into any action that election administrators can take
to correct the outcome of the election. Polling-place
procedures cannot correct or deter hacking, or
even reliably detect it, as we discuss next. This is essentially the distinction between a system that is
merely software independent and one that is contestable: a change to the software that alters the outcome
might generate evidence for an alert, conscientious,
individual voter, but it does not generate public evidence that an election official can rely on to conclude
there is a problem.
Even if some voters notice that BMDs are altering
votes, there’s no way to correct the election
outcome.
That is, BMD voting systems are not contestable,
not defensible (and therefore not strongly defensible),
and not strongly software independent. Suppose a state
election official wanted to detect whether the BMDs
are cheating, and correct election results, based on actions by those few alert voters who notice the error.
What procedures could possibly work against the manipulation we are considering?
1. How about, ‘‘If at least 1 in 400 voters claims
that the machine misrepresented their vote, void the
entire election.’’20 No responsible authority would
implement such a procedure. A few dishonest voters
could collaborate to invalidate entire elections simply
by falsely claiming that BMDs changed their votes.
2. How about, ‘‘If at least 1 in 400 voters claims
that the machine misrepresented their vote, then investigate.’’ Investigations are fine, but then what?
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The only way an investigation can ensure that the
outcome accurately reflects what voters expressed
to the BMDs is to void an election in which the
BMDs have altered votes and conduct a new election.
But how do you know whether the BMDs have altered votes, except based on the claims of the voters?21 Furthermore, the investigation itself would
suffer from the same problem as above: how can
one distinguish between voters who detected BMD
hacking or bugs from voters who just want to interfere
with an election?
This is the essential security flaw of BMDs: few
voters will notice and promptly report discrepancies between what they saw on the screen and
what is on the BMD printout, and even when they
do notice, there’s nothing appropriate that can be
done. Even if election officials are convinced that
BMDs malfunctioned, there is no way to determine
who really won.
Therefore, BMDs should not be used by most
voters.
Why can’t we rely on pre-election and post-election
logic and accuracy testing, or parallel testing?
Most, if not all, jurisdictions perform some kind
of logic and accuracy testing (LAT) of voting
equipment before elections. LAT generally involves
voting on the equipment using various combinations
of selections, then checking whether the equipment
tabulated the votes correctly. As the Volkswagen/
Audi ‘‘Dieselgate’’ scandal shows, devices can be
programmed to behave properly when they are
tested but misbehave in use (Contag et al. 2017).

19

This calculation assumes that the 10% of voters who check
are in effect a random sample of voters: voters’ propensity to
check BMD printout is not associated with their political preferences.
20
Note that in many jurisdictions, far fewer than 400 voters use
a given machine on Election Day: BMDs are typically expected
to serve fewer than 300 voters per day. (The vendor ES&S recommended 27,000 BMDs to serve Georgia’s 7 million voters,
amounting to 260 voters per BMD (Election Systems and Software 2018).) Recall also that the rate one in 400 is tied to the
amount of manipulation. What if the malware flipped only
one vote in 50, instead of one vote in 20? That could still change
the margin by 4%, but—in this hypothetical—would be noticed
by only one voter in 1,000, rather than one in 400. The smaller
the margin, the less manipulation it would have taken to alter
the electoral outcome.
21
Forensic examination of the BMD might show that it was
hacked or misconfigured, but it cannot prove that the BMD
was not hacked or misconfigured.
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Therefore, LAT can never prove that voting machines performed properly in practice.
Parallel or ‘‘live’’ testing involves pollworkers or
election officials using some BMDs at random
times on Election Day to mark (but not cast) ballots
with test patterns, then check whether the marks
match the patterns. The idea is that the testing is
not subject to the ‘‘Dieselgate’’ problem, because
the machines cannot ‘‘know’’ they are being tested
on Election Day. As a practical matter, the number
of tests required to provide a reasonable chance of
detecting outcome-changing errors is prohibitive,
and even then the system is not defensible. See Section 6, ‘‘Parallel Testing of BMDs.’’
Suppose, counterfactually, that it was practical to
perform enough parallel testing to guarantee a large
chance of detecting a problem if BMD hacking or
malfunction altered electoral outcomes. Suppose,
counterfactually, that election officials were required to conduct that amount of parallel testing
during every election, and that the required equipment, staffing, infrastructure, and other resources
were provided. Even then, the system would not
be strongly defensible; that is, if testing detected a
problem, there would be no way to to determine
who really won. The only remedy would be a new
election.

there’s no way they can prove to poll workers or
election officials that there were problems and
no way to ensure that election officials take appropriate remedial action.

CONTESTABILITY/DEFENSIBILITY
OF HAND-MARKED OPSCAN
The most widely used voting system in the
United States is optical-scan counting of handmarked paper ballots.22 Computers and computer
software are used in several stages of the voting process, and if that software is hacked (or erroneous),
then the computers will deliberately (or accidentally)
report incorrect outcomes.




Don’t voters need to check hand-marked
ballots, too?
It is always a good idea to check one’s work, but
there is a substantial body of research (e.g., Reason
2009) suggesting that preventing error as a ballot is
being marked is a fundamentally different cognitive
task than detecting an error on a previously marked
ballot. In cognitively similar tasks, such as proof
reading for non-spelling errors, ten percent rates
of error detection are common (Reason 2009, 167
et seq.), whereas by carefully attending to the task
of correctly marking their ballots, voters apparently
can largely avoid marking errors.
A fundamental difference between handmarked paper ballots and ballot-marking devices
is that, with hand-marked paper ballots, voters
are responsible for catching and correcting their
own errors, while if BMDs are used, voters are
also responsible for catching machine errors,
bugs, and hacking. Voters are the only people
who can detect such problems with BMDs—but,
as explained above, if voters do find problems,



Computers are used to prepare the PDF files
from which (unvoted) optical-scan ballots are
printed, with ovals (or other targets to be
marked) next to the names of candidates.
Because the optical scanners respond to the position on the page, not the name of the candidate nearest the target, computer software
could cheat by reordering the candidates on
the page.
The optical-scan voting machine, which scans
the ballots and interprets the marks, is driven
by computer software. Fraudulent (hacked)
software can deliberately record (some fraction
of) votes for Candidate A and votes for Candidate B.
After the voting machine reports the in-theprecinct vote totals (or, in the case of centralcount optical scan, the individual-batch vote
totals), computers are used to aggregate the
various precincts or batches together. Hacked
software could cheat in this addition process.

Protection against any or all of these attacks
relies on a system of risk-limiting audits, along
with compliance audits to check that the chain of
custody of ballots and paper records is trustworthy.
Without such audits, optical-scan ballots (whether
hand marked or machine marked) are neither contestable nor defensible.
22

Verified Voting Foundation, ‘‘The Verifier—Polling Place
Equipment—November 2020,’’ Verified Voting (2020)
<https://www.verifiedvoting.org/verifier/> (fetched February
8, 2020).
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Hacked generation of PDFs leading to fraudulently placed ovals. In this case, a change or
error in the computer software can change
the election outcome: on thousands of ballots,
voters place a mark next to the name of candidate A, but (because the candidate name has
been fraudulently misplaced on the paper),
the (unhacked) optical scanner records this as
a vote for candidate B. But an RLA will correct
the outcome: a human, inspecting and interpreting this paper ballot, will interpret the
mark as a vote for candidate A, as the voter
intended. The RLA will, with high probability,
conclude that the computer-reported election
outcome cannot be confirmed, and a full recount must occur. Thus the system is contestable: the RLA produces public evidence that
the (computer-reported) outcome is untrustworthy. This full recount (in the presence of
witnesses, in view of the public) can provide
convincing public evidence of its own correctness; that is, the system is defensible.
Hacked optical-scan vote counter, reporting
fraudulent vote totals. In this case, a change
or error in the computer software can change
the election outcome: on thousands of ballots,
voters place a mark next to the name of candidate A, but the (hacked) optical scanner records this as a vote for candidate B. But an
RLA can detect the incorrect outcome (just
as in the case above); the system is contestable.
And a full recount will produce a correct outcome with public evidence: the system is defensible.
Hacked election-management system (EMS),
fraudulently aggregating batches. A risk-limiting
audit can detect this problem, and a recount will
correct it: the system is contestable and defensible. But actually, contestability and defensibility
against this attack is even easier and simpler than
RLAs and recounts. Most voting machines (including precinct-count optical scanners) print a
‘‘results tape’’ in the polling place, at the close
of the polls (in addition to writing their results
electronically to a removable memory card).
This results tape is (typically) signed by poll-
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workers and by credentialed challengers, and
open to inspection by members of the public, before it is transported (with chain-of custody protections) along with the ballot boxes to a secure
central location. The county clerk or registrar of
voters can (and in many counties, does) inspect
these paper records to verify that they correspond to the precinct-by-precinct machinereported aggregation. Errors (or fraud) in
aggregation can be detected and corrected
without the need to inspect individual ballots:
the system is contestable and defensible
against this class of errors.

END-TO-END VERIFIABLE
(E2E-V) SYSTEMS
In all BMD systems currently on the market, and
in all BMD systems certified by the Election Assistance Commission (EAC), the printed ballot or ballot summary is the only channel by which voters can
verify the correct recording of their ballots, independently of the computers. The analysis in this article applies to all of those BMD systems.
There is a class of voting systems called ‘‘end-toend verifiable’’ (E2E-V), which provide an alternate
mechanism for voters to verify their votes (Benaloh
et al. 2014; Appel 2018b). The basic idea of an E2EV system is that a cryptographic protocol encodes
the vote; mathematical properties of the cryptographic system allow the voters to verify (probabilistically) that their vote has been accurately counted,
but does not compromise the secret ballot by allowing voters to prove how they voted. E2E-V systems
have not been adopted in public elections (except
that Scantegrity was used for municipal elections
in Takoma Park, Maryland, in 2009 and 2011).
Each E2E-V system requires its own analysis of
contestability/defensibility.
Scantegrity (Chaum et al. 2008) is a system of
preprinted optical-scan ballots, counted by conventional precinct-count optical scanners, but with an
additional security feature: when the voter fills in
an oval with a special pen, the oval is mostly darkened (so it’s counted conventionally by the optical
scanner), but two-letter code is also revealed that
the voter can (optionally) use in the cryptographic
protocol. Scantegrity is contestable/defensible,
but not because of its E2E-V properties: since it’s
an add-on to a conventional optical-scan system
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with hand-marked paper ballots, RLAs and compliance audits can render this system contestable/
defensible.
Prêt-à-Voter (Ryan et al. 2009) is the system in
which the voter separates the candidate list from
the oval-target list after marking the ballot and before deposit into the optical scanner. This system
can be made contestable, with difficulty: the auditing procedure requires participation of the voters in
an unintuitive cryptographic challenge. It is not
clear that the system is defensible: if this cryptographic challenge proves that the blank ballots
have been tampered with, then no recount can reliably reconstruct the true result with public evidence.
STAR-Vote (Benaloh et al. 2013) is a DRE+VVPAT system with a smart ballot box. Voters interact
with a device that captures their votes electronically
and prints a paper record that voters can inspect, but
the electronic votes are held ‘‘in limbo’’ until the
paper ballot is deposited in the smart ballot box.
The ballot box does not read the votes from the ballot; rather, depositing the ballot tells the system that
it has permission to cast the votes it had already
recorded from the touchscreen. The claimed advantage of STAR-Vote (and other systems that use the
‘‘Benaloh challenge’’) is that RLAs and ballot-box
chain-of-custody are not required in order to obtain
software independence. To ensure that the E2E-V
cryptographic protocol has correctly recorded each
vote, the voter can ‘‘challenge’’ the system to prove
that the cryptographic encoding of the ballot records
the vote actually printed on the paper ballot. To do
so, the voter must discard (void) this ballot and
vote a fresh ballot; this is because the challenge process reveals the vote to the public, and a voting system must preserve the secrecy of the (cast) ballots.
Thus, the voter cannot ensure the correct encoding
of their true ballot, but (since STAR-Vote must print
the ballot before knowing whether the voter will challenge), the voter can ensure it with any desired error
probability.
STAR-Vote is software independent but it is not
contestable or defensible. The reason is that, while
the challenge can produce public evidence that a
machine did not accurately encrypt the plaintext
vote on the ballot, if the machine prints the wrong
plaintext vote and a correct encryption of that incorrect vote, there is no evidence the voter can use to
prove that to anyone else.
No E2E-V system is currently certified by the
EAC, nor to our knowledge is any such system

under review for certification, nor are any of the
five major voting-machine vendors offering such a
system for sale.23

PARALLEL TESTING OF BMDS
Wallach (2019) has proposed (in response to earlier drafts of this article) that contestability/defensibility failure of BMDs could be mitigated by parallel
testing, which he also calls ‘‘live auditing.’’ Stark
(2019) has analyzed Wallach’s proposal in detail.
Here we provide a summary of the proposal and the
analyses.
One might like to test each BMD before the
election to make sure it’s not hacked. Unfortunately, since the computer in a voting machine
(including BMDs) has a real-time clock, the software (including fraudulent vote-stealing software) knows whether it’s Election Day or not.
Fraudulent software can make sure not to cheat
except on Election Day.
The idea of parallel testing is to have trained auditors test the BMDs, at random times during an actual election: use the BMD to prepare a ballot,
inspect that ballot to ensure it’s marked correctly,
then discard the ballot. The same BMDs in use during the polling will be selected, from time to time,
for such test, right there in the polling places.
If the BMDs cheat with uniform random probability p, and if the BMD cannot distinguish an auditor from an ordinary voter, then after n random
audits the probability of detecting the malware is
1 – (1 –p)n. If p = 5% and n = 240, then the probability of detection is 91%.
Unfortunately, the attacker is not constrained to
cheat with uniform random probability; or, to put
it another way, BMD malware may indeed be able
to distinguish auditors from ordinary voters. Stark
(2019) discusses many ways in which the ‘‘signature’’ of how auditors interact with the BMD may
differ from ordinary voters, enough to give clues
23

Some vendors, notably Scytl, have sold systems advertised
as E2E-V in other countries. Those systems were not in fact
E2E-V. Moreover, serious security flaws have been found in
their implementations. See, e.g., S.J. Lewis, O. Pereira, and
V. Teague, ‘‘Ceci N’est Pas une Preuve: The Use of Trapdoor
Commitments in Bayer-Groth Proofs and the Implications for
the Verifiabilty of the Scytl-SwissPost Internet Voting System’’ (March 12, 2019), <https://people.eng.unimelb.edu.au/
vjteague/UniversalVerifiabilitySwissPost.pdf>.
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to the malware about whether to cheat.24 Therefore,
one cannot simply multiply (1 – p)n and calculate a
probability of detection.
While auditors might try to build an accurate
model of voter behavior for live audits, that approach
is doomed by privacy concerns and by the ‘‘curse of
dimensionality’’: election officials would have to record every nuance of voter behavior (preferences
across contests; language settings, font settings, and
other UI settings; timing, including speed of voting
and hesitation; on-screen review; etc.) for millions
of voters to accurately approximate voter behavior.
There are many logistical problems with ‘‘live
auditing.’’ It would require additional voting machines (because testing requires additional capacity),
staff, infrastructure, and other resources, on Election
Day when professional staff is most stretched. One
must be prepared to perform the audits at the busiest
times of day; even that will cause lines of voters to
lengthen, because otherwise the malware can simply
cheat only at the busy times. Live auditing must be
done in view of the voters (one cannot carry the voting machine into another room to do it), but some
election officials are concerned that the creation of
test ballots in the polling place could be perceived
as a threat of ballot-box stuffing.
No state, to our knowledge, has implemented
parallel testing or live auditing of BMDs.
In any case, we can assess the contestability and
defensibility of parallel testing.
With a sufficiently high rate of parallel testing,
and a sufficiently sophisticated randomization of auditor behavior, it may be possible to make BMDs
with parallel testing contestable: an audit could detect and prove mismarking of paper ballots.
But BMDs with parallel testing is not defensible. It
will be extremely difficult for an election official to
generate convincing public evidence that the audit
would have detected mismarking, if mismarking
were occurring. To generate that public evidence,
the election official would have to reveal substantial
detail about the parallel-testing protocol: how, exactly, the random selection of times to test is made;
how, exactly, the random selection is made of what
candidates to vote for in the tests. Revealing such details of the protocol allows the attacker to analyze the
protocol for clues about how and when to cheat with
less chance of detection.
Furthermore, parallel testing has a severe disadvantage in comparison with other contestable/
defensible paper-ballot-based voting systems: If
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the auditors detect that the BMDs have mismarked
a ballot—even once—the entire election must be
invalidated, and a do-over election must be held.
This is because the auditor will have detected evidence that the BMDs in this election have been
systematically mismarking ballots for some proportion of all voters. No recount of the paper ballots can correct this.
In contrast, if optical scanners are hacked to
cheat on hand-marked paper ballots, the correct outcome can be calculated by a full hand recount of the
paper ballots.25
Wallach also suggests, instead of parallel testing,
the use of spoiled-ballot rates as a measure of BMD
cheating. Suppose, when BMDs are not cheating,
the baseline rate of spoiled ballots (i.e., voters asking for a ‘‘do-over’’ of their BMD marked ballot) is
1%. Suppose the machines are cheating on 5% of
the ballots, and 6% of voters notice this, and ask
for a do-over. Then the spoiled ballot rate increases
to 1.3%. The election administrator is supposed to
act upon this discrepancy. But the only meaningful
action the administrator could take is to invalidate
the entire election, and call for a do-over election.
This is impractical.
Moreover, the underlying ‘‘natural’’ rate of spoilage will not be known exactly, and will vary from
election to election, even if the machines function
flawlessly. The natural rate might depend on the
number of contests on the ballot, the complexity
of voting rules (e.g., instant-runoff voting [IRV] versus plurality), ballot layout, and many other factors.
For any rule, there will be a tradeoff between false
alarms and failures to detect problems.
To continue the previous hypothetical, suppose
that spoiled ballots follow a Poisson distribution
(there is no reason to think that they do). Imagine
that the theoretical rate is known to be 1% if the

24

For example, BMDs do ‘‘know’’ their own settings and other
aspects of each voting session, so malware can use that information to target sessions that use the audio interface, increase
the font size, use the sip-and-puff interface, set the language
to something other than English, or take much longer than average to vote. (Voters who use those settings might be less likely
to be believed if they report that the equipment altered their
votes.) For parallel testing to have a good chance of detecting
all outcome-changing problems, the tests must have a large
chance of probing every combination of settings and voting patterns that includes enough ballots to change any contest result.
It is not practical.
25
Provided, of course, that secure chain of custody of the ballot
boxes can be demonstrated.
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BMDs function correctly, and known to be 1.3% if
the BMDs malfunction. How many votes must be
cast for it to be possible to limit the chance of a
false alarm to 1%, while ensuring a 99% chance
of detecting a real problem? The answer is 28,300
votes. If turnout is roughly 50%, jurisdictions (or
contests) with fewer than 60,000 voters could not
in principle limit the chance of false positives and
of false negatives to 1%—even under these optimistic assumptions and simplifications. Twenty-three
of California’s 58 counties have fewer than 60,000
registered voters.

OTHER TRADEOFFS, BMDS VERSUS
HAND-MARKED OPSCAN
Supporters of ballot-marking devices advance
several other arguments for their use.
Mark legibility. A common argument is that a
properly functioning BMD will generate clean,
error-free, unambiguous marks, while hand-marked
paper ballots may contain mistakes and stray marks
that make it impossible to discern a voter’s intent.
However appealing this argument seems at first
blush, the data are not nearly so compelling. Experience with statewide recounts in Minnesota and
elsewhere suggest that truly ambiguous handmade
marks are very rare.26 For instance, 2.9 million
hand-marked ballots were cast in the 2008 Minnesota race between Al Franken and Norm Coleman
for the U.S. Senate. In a manual recount, between
99.95% and 99.99% of ballots were unambiguously
marked.27,28 In addition, usability studies of handmarked bubble ballots—the kind in most common
use in U.S. elections—indicate a voter error rate
of 0.6%, much lower than the 2.5%–3.7% error
rate for machine-marked ballots (Everett 2007).29
Thus, mark legibility is not a good reason to adopt
BMDs for all voters.
Undervotes, overvotes. Another argument offered for BMDs is that the machines can alert voters
to undervotes and prevent overvotes. That is true,
but modern PCOS systems can also alert a voter
to overvotes and undervotes, allowing a voter to
eject the ballot and correct it.
Bad ballot design. Ill-designed paper ballots, just
like ill-designed touchscreen interfaces, may lead to
unintentional undervotes (Norden et al. 2008). For instance, the 2006 Sarasota, Florida, touchscreen ballot
was badly designed. The 2018 Broward County, Flor-

ida, opscan ballot was badly designed: it violated
three separate guidelines from the EAC’s 2007 publication, ‘‘Effective Designs for the Administration of
Federal Elections, Section 3: Optical Scan Ballots’’
(U.S. Election Assistance Commission 2007) In
both of these cases (touchscreens in 2006, handmarked optical-scan in 2018), undervote rates were
high. The solution is to follow standard, published
ballot-design guidelines and other best practices,
both for touchscreens and for hand-marked ballots
(Appel 2018c; Norden et al. 2008).
Low-tech paper-ballot fraud. All paper ballots,
however they are marked, are vulnerable to loss,
ballot-box stuffing, alteration, and substitution between the time they are cast and the time they are
recounted. That’s why it is so important to make
sure that ballot boxes are always in multiple-person
(preferably bipartisan) custody whenever they are
handled, and that appropriate physical security measures are in place. Strong, verifiable chain-of-custody
protections are essential.
Hand-marked paper ballots are vulnerable to alteration by anyone with a pen. Both hand-marked
and BMD-marked paper ballots are vulnerable to
substitution: anyone who has poorly supervised access to a legitimate BMD during election day can
create fraudulent ballots, not necessarily to deposit
them in the ballot box immediately (in case the

26

States do need clear and complete regulations for interpreting
voter marks.
27
‘‘During the recount, the Coleman and Franken campaigns
initially challenged a total of 6,655 ballot-interpretation decisions made by the human recounters. The State Canvassing
Board asked the campaigns to voluntarily withdraw all but
their most serious challenges, and in the end approximately
1,325 challenges remained. That is, approximately 5 ballots
in 10,000 were ambiguous enough that one side or the other
felt like arguing about it. The State Canvassing Board, in the
end, classified all but 248 of these ballots as votes for one candidate or another. That is, approximately 1 ballot in 10,000 was
ambiguous enough that the bipartisan recount board could not
determine an intent to vote.’’ (Appel 2009; see also Office of
the Minnesota Secretary of State 2009).
28
We have found that some local election officials consider
marks to be ambiguous if machines cannot read the marks.
That is a different issue from humans being unable to interpret
the marks. Errors in machine interpretation of voter intent can
be dealt with by manual audits: if the reported outcome is
wrong because machines misinterpreted handmade marks, an
RLA has a known, large chance of correcting the outcome.
29
Better designed user interfaces (UI) might reduce the error
rate for machine-marked ballots below the historical rate for
direct-recording electronic (DRE) voting machines; however,
UI improvements cannot keep BMDs from printing something
other than what the voter is shown on the screen.
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ballot box is well supervised on Election Day) but
with the hope of substituting it later in the chain
of custody.30
All those attacks (on hand-marked and on BMDmarked paper ballots) are fairly low-tech. There are
also higher-tech ways of producing ballots indistinguishable from BMD-marked ballots for substitution
into the ballot box if there is inadequate chain-ofcustody protection.
Accessible voting technology. When hand-marked
paper ballots are used with PCOS, there is (as required by law) also an accessible voting technology
available in the polling place for voters unable to
mark a paper ballot with a pen. This is typically a
BMD or a DRE. When the accessible voting technology is not the same as what most voters vote on—
when it is used by very few voters—it may happen
that the accessible technology is ill-maintained or
even (in some polling places) not even properly set
up by pollworkers. This is a real problem. One proposed solution is to require all voters to use the
same BMD or all-in-one technology. But the failure
of some election officials to properly maintain their
accessible equipment is not a good reason to adopt
BMDs for all voters. Among other things, it would
expose all voters to the security flaws described
above.31 Other advocates object to the idea that disabled voters must use a different method of marking
ballots, arguing that their rights are thereby violated.
Both the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) and the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) require reasonable accommodations for voters with physical
and cognitive impairments, but neither law requires
that those accommodations must be used by all voters. To best enable and facilitate participation by all
voters, each voter should be provided with a means
of casting a vote best suited to their abilities.
Ballot printing costs. Preprinted optical-scan ballots cost 20–50 cents each.32 Blank cards for BMDs
cost up to 15 cents each, depending on the make
and model of BMD.33 But optical-scan ballots must
be preprinted for as many voters as might show up,
whereas blank BMD cards are consumed in proportion to how many voters do show up. The Open
Source Election Technology Institute (OSET) conducted an independent study of total life cycle
costs34 for hand-marked paper ballots and BMDs in
conjunction with the 2019 Georgia legislative debate
regarding BMDs (Perez 2019). OSET concluded that,
even in the most optimistic (i.e., lowest cost) scenario
for BMDs and the most pessimistic (i.e., highest cost)
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scenario for hand-marked paper ballots and ballot-ondemand (BOD) printers—which can print unmarked
ballots as needed—the total lifecycle costs for
BMDs would be higher than the corresponding
costs for hand-marked paper ballots.35
Vote centers. To run a vote center that serves
many election districts with different ballot styles,
one must be able to provide each voter a ballot containing the contests that voter is eligible to vote in,
possibly in a number of different languages. This
is easy with BMDs, which can be programmed
with all the appropriate ballot definitions. With preprinted optical-scan ballots, the PCOS can be programmed to accept many different ballot styles,
but the vote center must still maintain inventory of
many different ballots. BOD printers are another
economical alternative for vote centers.36
Paper/storage. BMDs that print summary cards
rather than full-face ballots can save paper and storage space. However, many BMDs print full-face
ballots—so they do not save storage—while many

30

Some BMDs print a barcode indicating when and where the
ballot was produced, but that does not prevent such a substitution attack against currently Election Assistance Commission
(EAC)-certified, commercially available BMDs. We understand
that systems under development might make ballot-substitution
attacks against BMDs more difficult.
31
Also, some accessibility advocates argue that requiring disabled voters to use BMDs compromises their privacy since
hand-marked ballots are easily distinguishable from machine
marked ballots. That issue can be addressed without BMDsfor-all: Accessible BMDs are already available and in use
that mark ballots with marks that cannot easily be distinguished
from hand-marked ballots.
32
Single-sheet (one- or two-side) ballots cost 20–28 cents;
double-sheet ballots needed for elections with many contests
cost up to 50 cents.
33
Ballot cards for ES&S ExpressVote cost about 15 cents. New
Hampshire’s (One4All/Prime III) BMDs used by sight-impaired
voters use plain paper that is less expensive.
34
They include not only the cost of acquiring and implementing
systems but also the ongoing licensing, logistics, and operating
(purchasing paper stock, printing, and inventory management)
costs.
35
Ballot-on-demand (BOD) printers currently on the market arguably are best suited for vote centers, but less expensive options suited for polling places could be developed. Indeed,
BMDs that print full-face ballots could be re-purposed as
BOD printers for polling place use, with modest changes to
the programming.
36
Ballot-on-demand printers may require maintenance such as
replacement of toner cartridges. This is readily accomplished
at a vote center with a professional staff. Ballot-on-demand
printers may be a less attractive option for many small precincts
on Election Day, where there is no professional staff—but on
the other hand, they are less necessary, since far fewer ballot
styles will be needed in any one precinct.
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BMDs that print summary cards (which could save
storage) use thermal printers and paper that is fragile and can fade in a few months.37
Advocates of hand-marked paper ballot systems
advance these additional arguments.
Cost. Using BMDs for all voters substantially increases the cost of acquiring, configuring, and maintaining the voting system. One PCOS can serve 1,200
voters in a day, while one BMD can serve only about
260 (Election Systems and Software 2018)—though
both these numbers vary greatly depending on the
length of the ballot and the length of the day.
OSET analyzed the relative costs of acquiring
BMDs for Georgia’s nearly seven million registered
voters versus a system of hand-marked paper ballots, scanners, and BOD printers (Perez 2019). A
BMD solution for Georgia would cost taxpayers between three and five times more than a system based
on hand-marked paper ballots. Open-source systems might eventually shift the economics, but current commercial universal-use BMD systems are
more expensive than systems that use hand-marked
paper ballots for most voters.
Mechanical reliability and capacity. Pens are
likely to have less downtime than BMDs. It is easy
and inexpensive to get more pens and privacy screens
when additional capacity is needed. If a precinctcount scanner goes down, people can still mark ballots with a pen; if the BMD goes down, voting
stops. Thermal printers used in DREs with VVPAT
are prone to jams; those in BMDs might have similar
flaws.
These secondary pros and cons of BMDs do not
outweigh the primary security and accuracy concern: BMDs, if hacked or erroneously programmed,
can change votes in a way that is not correctable.
BMD voting systems are not contestable or defensible. Audits that rely on BMD printout cannot make
up for this defect in the paper trail: they cannot reliably detect or correct problems that altered election outcomes.

that encode more complex patterns and information.
BMDs print barcodes on the same paper ballot that
contains human-readable ballot choices. Voters
using BMDs are expected to verify the humanreadable printing on the paper ballot card, but the
presence of barcodes with human-readable text
poses some significant problems.
Barcodes are not human readable. The whole purpose of a paper ballot is to be able to recount (or
audit) the voters’ votes in a way independent of any
(possibly hacked or buggy) computers. If the official
vote on the ballot card is the barcode, then it is impossible for the voters to verify that the official vote they
cast is the vote they expressed. Therefore, before a
state even considers using BMDs that print barcodes
(and we do not recommend doing so), the state must
ensure by statute that recounts and audits are based
only on the human-readable portion of the paper ballot. Even so, audits based on untrustworthy paper
trails suffer from the verifiability the problems outlined above.
Ballot cards with barcodes contain two different votes. Suppose a state does ensure by statute
that recounts and audits are based on the humanreadable portion of the paper ballot. Now a
BMD-marked ballot card with both barcodes and
human-readable text contains two different votes
in each contest: the barcode (used for electronic
tabulation), and the human-readable selection
printout (official for audits and recounts). In few
(if any) states has there even been a discussion
of the legal issues raised when the official markings to be counted differ between the original
count and a recount.
Barcodes pose technical risks. Any coded input
into a computer system—including wired network
packets, Wi-Fi, USB thumbdrives, and barcodes—
pose the risk that the input-processing software can
be vulnerable to attack via deliberately ill-formed
input. Over the past two decades, many such vulnerabilities have been documented on each of these channels (including barcode readers) that, in the worst case,

Barcodes
A controversial feature of some BMDs allows
them to print one-dimensional or two-dimensional
barcodes on the paper ballots. A one-dimensional
barcode resembles the pattern of vertical lines
used to identify products by their universal product
codes. A two-dimensional barcode or QR code is a
rectangular area covered in coded image modules

37

The California Top-To-Bottom Review (TTBR) of voting systems found that thermal paper can also be covertly spoiled
wholesale using common household chemicals. <https://
votingsystems.cdn.sos.ca.gov/oversight/ttbr/red-diebold.pdf>
(last visited April 8, 2019; Matt Bishop, Principal Investigator).
The fact that thermal paper printing can fade or deteriorate
rapidly might mean it does not satisfy the federal requirement to
preserve voting materials for 22 months (U.S. Code Title 52,
Chapter 207, Sec. 20701, as of April 2020).
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give the attacker complete control of a system.38 If an
attacker were able to compromise a BMD, the barcodes are an attack vector for the attacker to take over an
optical scanner (PCOS or CCOS), too. Since it is good
practice to close down all such unneeded attack vectors into PCOS or CCOS voting machines (e.g.,
don’t connect your PCOS to the Internet!), it is also
good practice to avoid unnecessary attack channels
such as barcodes.
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INSECURITY OF ALL-IN-ONE BMDS
Some voting machines incorporate a BMD interface, printer, and optical scanner into the same cabinet.
Other DRE+VVPAT voting machines incorporate
ballot-marking, tabulation, and paper-printout retention, but without scanning. These are often called
‘‘all-in-one’’ voting machines. To use an all-in-one machine, the voter makes choices on a touchscreen or
through a different accessible interface. When the selections are complete, the BMD prints the completed
ballot for the voter to review and verify, before depositing the ballot in a ballot box attached to the machine.
Such machines are especially unsafe: like any
BMD described in Section 3, ‘‘(Non)Contestability/Defensibility of BMDs,’’ they are not contestable or defensible, but in addition, if hacked they
can print votes onto the ballot after the voter last inspects the ballot.






The ES&S ExpressVote (in all-in-one mode) allows the voter to mark a ballot by touchscreen or
audio interface, then prints a paper ballot card
and ejects it from a slot. The voter has the opportunity to review the ballot, then the voter redeposits the ballot into the same slot, where it is
scanned and deposited into a ballot box.
The ES&S ExpressVoteXL allows the voter to
mark a ballot by touchscreen or audio interface,
then prints a paper ballot and displays it under
glass. The voter has the opportunity to review
the ballot, then the voter touches the screen to indicate ‘‘OK,’’ and the machine pulls paper ballot
up (still under glass) and into the integrated ballot box.
The Dominion ImageCast Evolution (ICE) allows the voter to deposit a hand-marked paper
ballot, which it scans and drops into the attached
ballot box. Or, a voter can use a touchscreen or
audio interface to direct the marking of a paper
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ballot, which the voting machine ejects through
a slot for review; then the voter redeposits the
ballot into the slot, where it is scanned and dropped into the ballot box.
In all three of these machines, the ballot-marking
printer is in the same paper path as the mechanism
to deposit marked ballots into an attached ballot
box. This opens up a very serious security vulnerability: the voting machine can mark the paper ballot (to
add votes or spoil already-cast votes) after the last
time the voter sees the paper, and then deposit that
marked ballot into the ballot box without the possibility of detection.
Vote-stealing software could easily be constructed that looks for undervotes on the ballot,
and marks those unvoted spaces for the candidate
of the hacker’s choice. This is very straightforward
to do on optical-scan bubble ballots (as on the
Dominion ICE) where undervotes are indicated by
no mark at all. On machines such as the ExpressVote and ExpressVoteXL, the normal software indicates an undervote with the words ‘‘no selection
made’’ on the ballot summary card. Hacked software could simply leave a blank space there (most
voters wouldn’t notice the difference), and then
fill in that space and add a matching bar code
after the voter has clicked ‘‘cast this ballot.’’
An even worse feature of the ES&S ExpressVote and the Dominion ICE is the auto-cast configuration setting (in the manufacturer’s standard
software) that allows the voter to indicate, ‘‘don’t
eject the ballot for my review, just print it and cast
it without me looking at it.’’ If fraudulent software
were installed in the ExpressVote, it could change
all the votes of any voter who selected this option,
because the voting machine software would know
in advance of printing that the voter had waived the
opportunity to inspect the printed ballot. We call
this auto-cast feature ‘‘permission to cheat’’ (Appel
2018a).
Regarding these all-in-one machines, we conclude:

38

An example of a barcode attack is based on the fact that many
commercial barcode-scanner components (which system integrators use to build cash registers or voting machines) treat
the barcode scanner using the same operating-system interface
as if it were a keyboard device; and then some operating systems allow ‘‘keyboard escapes’’ or ‘‘keyboard function keys’’
to perform unexpected operations.
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Any machine with ballot printing in the same
paper path with ballot deposit is not software
independent; it is not the case that ‘‘an error
or fault in the voting system software or hardware cannot cause an undetectable change in
election results.’’ Therefore such all-in-one
machines do not comply with the VVSG
2.0 (the Election Assistance Commission’s
Voluntary Voting Systems Guidelines). Such
machines are not contestable or defensible,
either.
All-in-one machines on which all voters use
the BMD interface to mark their ballots (such
as the ExpressVote and ExpressVoteXL) also
suffer from the same serious problem as ordinary BMDs: most voters do not review their
ballots effectively, and elections on these machines are not contestable or defensible.
The auto-cast option for a voter to allow the
paper ballot to be cast without human inspection is particularly dangerous, and states must
insist that vendors disable or eliminate this
mode from the software. However, even disabling the auto-cast feature does not eliminate
the risk of undetected vote manipulation.

Remark
The Dominion ImageCast Precinct ICP320 is a
precinct-count optical scanner (PCOS) that also
contains an audio+buttons ballot-marking interface for disabled voters. This machine can be configured to cast electronic-only ballots from the
BMD interface, or an external printer can be attached to print paper optical-scan ballots from
the BMD interface. When the external printer is
used, that printer’s paper path is not connected to
the scanner+ballot-box paper path (a person must
take the ballot from the printer and deposit it
into the scanner slot). Therefore this machine is
as safe to use as any PCOS with a separate external
BMD.

cally. Because outcome-changing errors in BMD
printout do not produce public evidence, BMD
systems are not contestable. Because there is no
way to generate convincing public evidence that
reported outcomes are correct despite any BMD
malfunctions that might have occurred, BMD systems are not defensible. Therefore, BMDs should
not be used by voters who can hand mark paper
ballots.
All-in-one voting machines, which combine ballotmarking and ballot-box-deposit into the same paper
path, are even worse. They have all the disadvantages
of BMDs (they are not contestable or defensible), and
they can mark the ballot after the voter has inspected
it. Therefore they are not even software independent,
and should not be used by those voters who are capable of marking, handling, and visually inspecting a
paper ballot.
When computers are used to record votes, the
original transaction (the voter’s expression of the
votes) is not documented in a verifiable way.39
When pen and paper are used to record the vote,
the original expression of the vote is documented
in a verifiable way (if demonstrably secure chain
of custody of the paper ballots is maintained).
Audits of elections conducted with hand-marked
paper ballots, counted by optical scanners, can ensure that reported election outcomes are correct.
Audits of elections conducted with BMDs cannot
ensure that reported outcomes are correct.
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CONCLUSION
39

Ballot-marking devices produce ballots that do
not necessarily record the vote expressed by the
voter when they enter their selections on the
touchscreen: hacking, bugs, and configuration errors can cause the BMDs to print votes that differ
from what the voter entered and verified electroni-

It is conceivable that cryptographic protocols like those used
in E2E-V systems could be used to create BMD-based systems
that are contestable and defensible, but no such system exists,
nor, to our knowledge, has such a design been worked out in
principle. Existing E2E-V systems that use a computer to
print (encrypted) selections are neither contestable nor defensible, as explained in Section 1, ‘‘Introduction: Criteria for Voting
Systems.’’
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for Injunctive Relief and Memorandum of Law in Support Thereof (the “Motion”)
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with the filing of the Motion. A true and correct copy of the Affidavit of Russell
James Ramsland, Jr. is attached hereto as Exhibit Q.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
1:20-cv-04651-SDG

v.
Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.

[PROPOSED] INTERVENOR-DEFENDANTS’ RESPONSE IN
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF’S EMERGENCY MOTION FOR
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
I.

INTRODUCTION

Two days before the certification deadline for the 2020 general election, and
on the last day of the statewide hand recount of the 2020 presidential results, Plaintiff
seeks—among other unprecedented requests—to enjoin certification of five million
Georgians’ votes or, alternatively, to enjoin certification of the votes of the more
than one million Georgians who lawfully voted absentee by mail, and to install
Georgia Republican Party overseers for virtually every aspect of Georgia’s
signature-matching and ballot-counting election processes. But Plaintiff’s
emergency motion for injunctive relief (“Motion”)—premised on an eight-month-
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old settlement agreement and specious affidavits about the recount process that do
nothing to advance his claims—is as baseless as it is unprecedented.
Indeed, as already set forth in the motion to dismiss filed by Proposed
Intervenor-Defendants Democratic Party of Georgia (“DPG”), DSCC, and DCCC
(together, “Political Party Committees”), ECF No. 8-1, Plaintiff’s claims fail for
want of jurisdiction, laches, and failure to state a claim. Plaintiff’s Motion further
fails for lack of proof. Plaintiff lacks standing to bring these claims, and his decision
to wait eight months and challenge the settlement agreement after the election legally
bars this lawsuit. Notwithstanding this inexplicable delay, Plaintiff provides no
factual support that would support the lofty constitutional claims he raises.
All told, there is no emergency here. This is just the latest chapter in Plaintiff’s
effort to subvert the State of Georgia’s democratic processes by disenfranchising
millions of Georgia voters and to impose partisan control over the absentee voting
process by judicial fiat. Plaintiff’s claims are baseless, and his requested relief
untenable. The Motion should be denied.
II.

BACKGROUND

On November 6, 2019, the Political Party Committees sued the Secretary of
State (the “Secretary”) and members of the State Board of Elections (the “Board”),
challenging Georgia’s signature matching laws under the First and Fourteenth
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Amendments to the U.S. Constitution. The Political Party Committees asserted that
Georgia’s arbitrary and unreliable procedures for comparing absentee ballot
signatures and rejecting absentee ballots unconstitutionally deprived Georgians of
their right to vote. DPG v. Raffensperger, No. 1:19-cv-5028 (N.D. Ga.), ECF Nos.
1, 30. After weeks of arms-length negotiations, the parties entered into a settlement
agreement on March 6, 2020 (“Settlement Agreement”), which was publicly filed
that day. See id., ECF Nos. 56, 56-1.
In the Settlement Agreement, the Secretary and Board agreed to initiate
rulemaking and issue guidance to the 159 counties to help ensure uniform and fair
treatment of voters within the existing statutory framework. See ECF No. 6-1. Thus,
the Secretary agreed to issue official guidance to increase uniformity in processing
absentee ballot signatures, and the Board agreed to promulgate and enforce a more
robust voter notification and cure process. See id. Neither step was unusual: The
Secretary routinely offers such guidance, and one function of the Board is to
promulgate and enforce rules regulating the conduct of Georgia elections. The Office
of the Georgia Attorney General and private counsel (who regularly represents both
the Georgia Republican Party and prominent Republican leaders) represented
Defendants and personally signed the Settlement Agreement. See id. at 6.
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The details of both procedures—the Secretary’s issuance of an Official
Election Bulletin (“OEB”) (signature verification) and Board’s issuance of a Rule
that proceeded through a full notice and comment period (notice and cure)—are laid
out in detail in the Political Party Committees’ Motion to Intervene, ECF No. 8, and
Motion to Dismiss, ECF Nos. 8-1, 8-2. Both procedures were widely publicized and
in place for several subsequent elections, including the June 9 primary, the August
11 primary runoff, and the November 3 general election. See Ex. 13 to Attorney
Declaration of Amanda R. Callais, filed contemporaneously herewith.
On September 15, Georgia voters began casting absentee ballots for the
general election. Election officials began reviewing signatures on absentee ballot
envelopes as soon as the first absentee ballots were returned and concluded on
November 6, when the deadline to cure absentee ballots passed. For envelopes where
elections officials successfully matched signatures, they separated envelopes and
ballots for counting to protect the secrecy of those ballots. See O.C.G.A. § 21-2386(a)(2)–(3); see also S.E.B. Rule 183-1-14-0.9-15(4) (requiring absentee ballot
envelopes to be processed “in a manner that ensures that the contents of the envelope
cannot be matched back to the outer envelope”). This separation began on October
19 and continued throughout the initial counting period. See Ex. 13. Once a ballot is
separated from its envelope, it is impossible to trace an absentee ballot to a specific
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voter, and any attempt to do so would violate state law. See S.E.B. Rule 183-1-140.9-15(4).
On November 11, following unsubstantiated complaints from Republican
leaders about the integrity of the elections, the Secretary announced that a statewide
hand recount of the presidential election would take place. See Ex. 3; see also Exs.
1–2. On November 12, the Secretary distributed the rules governing the recount and
held a statewide, public training on recount procedures for all election officials. See
Ex. 4; see also Ex. 3. Notably, the rules provided that “Political Parties are allowed
to designate a minimum of two monitors per county at a ratio of one monitor per
party for every ten audit boards in the county.” Ex. 3. The recount began that same
day. After Republican Party complaints about access, the Secretary announced that
counties could allow as many designated monitors from each party as their space
could accommodate. Ex. 15. Both the Democratic and Republican Parties of Georgia
had numerous, and often equivalent numbers, of observers on-site at recount
locations throughout the duration of the recount. See, e.g., Vailes Aff. ¶¶ 5–6, 10–
11; Thomas Aff. ¶¶ 7–8; Brandon Aff. ¶ 17; Sumner Aff. ¶ 5–6; Lourie Aff. ¶ 7;
Alston Aff. ¶ 7; Cason Aff. ¶¶ 5–6, 11; Young Aff. ¶ 6; Graham Aff. ¶¶ 5, 13; Short
Aff. ¶¶ 7–9, 11, 13, 15; see infra Section C(3). Multiple recount locations also livestreamed the process, and several major state and national new outlets observed and
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reported on the proceedings. See e.g., Ex. 14. No major irregularities in the original
counts or the recount have been reported. As of November 18, all counties had
finished the recount.
Plaintiff filed his initial Complaint on November 13 and his Amended
Complaint on November 16, more than eight months after the Settlement Agreement
was finalized, 59 days after voters begin voting absentee, 32 days after elections
officials started separating absentee envelopes from ballots, and 13 days after the
general election. Just two days before the certification deadline, Plaintiff filed his
“emergency” motion for temporary injunction, seeking to stop certification of the
election results and to install Georgia Republican Party overseers for virtually every
aspect of Georgia’s signature-matching and ballot-counting election processes. In
addition to his Motion, Plaintiff also filed several specious affidavits, including one
redacted and unsigned affidavit from an unidentified individual in Venezuela, as
well as a vague affidavit filed with speculation and opinions from an individual
apparently intended as an expert report.1
For his due process claim, Plaintiff relies on 16 affidavits from recount observers
(primarily individuals from outside the State of Georgia) which describe run-of-themill election complaints, see infra Section C(3), and then purport to express
speculative and conclusory opinions about voter fraud based on clear
misunderstandings of Georgia election procedures and ballot styles. The Political
Party Committees request that the Court strike the portions of these affidavits
1
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The Political Party Committees filed their motion to intervene on November
18, ECF No. 8, and their motion to dismiss the same day, ECF No. 8-1, which is
incorporated fully herein.
III.
A.

ARGUMENT

Legal Standard
A party seeking a preliminary injunction must establish “(1) a substantial

likelihood of success on the merits; (2) that irreparable injury will be suffered if the
relief is not granted; (3) that the threatened injury outweighs the harm the relief
would inflict on the non-movant; and (4) that entry of the relief would serve the
public interest.” Schiavo ex rel. Schindler v. Schiavo, 403 F.3d 1223, 1225–26 (11th
Cir. 2005) (per curiam). “[A] preliminary injunction is an extraordinary and drastic

reflecting such opinions. See United States v. Spellissy, 374 F. App’x 898, 900 (11th
Cir. 2010) (finding no abuse of discretion by district court that struck affidavits it
found were “scandalous [in] nature” and lacked “probative value”); Rogers v. Evans,
792 F.2d 1052, 1062 n. 9 (11th Cir. 1986) (concluding that affidavits “phrased in
conclusory terms without citing facts” were properly stricken). Further, though
seemingly unconnected to any of his claims and not relied on in his brief, Plaintiff
also includes a redacted anonymous declaration from someone in Venezuela
discussing election machines, an article on election machines and security, and an
unsupported “expert” affidavit that fails to meet even the basic reliability standards
set out in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993). The
Political Party Committees also request that the Court strike these as hearsay, and
further request the so-called expert report be excluded under the Daubert standard. In
support of this latter request, the Political Party Committees submit the Expert
Report of Dr. Jonathan Rodden, which details the methodological and conceptual
errors in the Plaintiff’s purported expert’s report. See Ex. 16.
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remedy that should not be granted unless the movant clearly carries its burden of
persuasion on each of these prerequisites.” Suntrust Bank v. Houghton Mifflin Co.,
252 F.3d 1165, 1166 (11th Cir. 2001) (per curiam).
B.

Plaintiff lacks standing.
At the outset, Plaintiff’s request for injunctive relief should be dismissed

because Plaintiff does not have standing for the reasons extensively set forth in the
Political Party Committees’ motion to dismiss, see ECF No. 8-2 at 7–13,
incorporated by reference here. In short, Plaintiff lacks standing because he has
neither pleaded nor suffered a cognizable injury-in-fact, asserting only generalized
grievances about Defendants’ supposed defiance of state law. Plaintiff also lacks
prudential standing to assert the claims of others; he cannot step into the Georgia
General Assembly’s shoes to prosecute the Elections and Electors Clause claims,
nor can he maintain a recount-related “due process” claim on behalf of the Georgia
Republican Party or the “non-party” monitors. See Prelim. Inj. Mot. at 11.2

Plaintiff also relies on Meek v. Metro. Dade Cty. Fla., 985 F.2d 1471, 1480 (11th
Cir. 1993), which the Eleventh Circuit explicitly abrogated thirteen years ago. See
Dillard v. Chilton Cty. Comm’n, 495 F.3d 1324, 1331-1332 (11th Cir. 2007). This
fact is plain; for example, Meek is red-flagged on Westlaw.
2
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C.

Plaintiff is not likely to succeed on the merits of his claims.
Even if Plaintiff had standing to invoke the jurisdiction of this Court, he in

any event does not have the faintest likelihood of success on the merits of his claims,
much less a “substantial” likelihood. This first factor is dispositive by itself.
1.

Plaintiff is not likely to succeed on his Equal Protection claim.3

Plaintiff is unlikely to succeed on the merits of his Equal Protection claim
because he fails to demonstrate any burden on his or anyone else’s right to vote or
any disparate treatment of voters.4
Plaintiff asserts that there has been “disparate treatment” of voters. Prelim.
Inj. Mot. at 18. To sustain a such an Equal Protection claim, a plaintiff must
necessarily allege that similarly situated voters are treated differently. See, e.g.,
Obama for Am. v. Husted, 697 F.3d 423, 428 (6th Cir. 2012) (Equal Protection
Clause applies when state classifies voters in disparate ways). But Plaintiff does not
allege that he or any other voter in Georgia is being treated differently from similarly
For additional discussion, see ECF No. 8-2 at 15–17.
Though it is not entirely clear why, Plaintiff’s Equal Protection claim includes
extensive discussion of burdens on the right to vote. See Prelim. Inj. Mot. at 15–17.
This is irrelevant, as he does not allege any such burden. Nor does Plaintiff offer any
evidence that the Settlement Agreement disenfranchised any voter, created obstacles
to voting, or resulted in any lawfully cast ballot not being counted. Rather, the
Settlement Agreement helped protect the right to vote by occasioning the
implementation of uniform signature match protocols. It logically could not impede
Plaintiff’s right to vote or anyone else’s.
3
4
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situated voters because of the Settlement Agreement; rather, he alleges that the
disparate treatment is in purportedly processing absentee ballots according to the
process set forth in the Settlement Agreement which, he complains, is different than
the Election Code allegedly requires. See Prelim. Inj. Mot. at 18 (“The result [of the
Settlement Agreement] is that absentee ballots have been processed differently by
County Officials than the process created by the Georgia Legislature and set forth in
the Georgia Election Code.”). Different or not, the process about which Plaintiff
complains was provided in uniform, statewide guidance—which Plaintiff concedes.
See Am. Compl. ¶ 25 (complaining that Settlement Agreement “set[s] forth different
standards” than statutes require for all authorities “in the State of Georgia”); Prelim.
Inj. Mot. at 18. This is not an Equal Protection violation. See Husted, 697 F.3d at
428.
Further, even if it were, the Secretary has a strong interest in uniform
application of state election laws that easily justifies the modest procedures in the
Settlement Agreement. See, e.g., Brooks v. State Bd. of Elections, 775 F. Supp. 1470,
1489 (S.D. Ga. 1989), aff’d, 498 U.S. 916 (1990) (“The state’s overriding
independent, legitimate interest in maintaining a uniform election procedure is
clearly shown.”); Texas League of United Latin Am. Citizens v. Hughs, 978 F.3d
136, 149 (5th Cir. 2020) (“[T]he Secretary has articulated important state interests
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in ensuring election uniformity . . . .”). The Settlement Agreement and resulting
regulations merely require double-checking ballot rejection determinations made
through the statutory process; this reduces the risk of accepting noncompliant
ballots, while ensuring uniform and fair treatment of all voters within the existing
statutory framework. As such, the Settlement Agreement lessens the likelihood that
voters are disparately treated in violation of the Equal Protection Clause or that their
right to vote is unduly burdened. Thus, Plaintiff is unlikely to succeed on this claim.
2.

Plaintiff is not likely to succeed on his Elections and Electors Clause
claims.5

As an individual voter, Plaintiff lacks standing to bring his Elections and
Electors Clause claims, see ECF No. 8-2 at 10, but they lack merit in any event. The
Elections and Electors Clause vest authority in “the Legislature” of each state to
regulate “[t]he Times, Places, and Manner of holding Elections for Senators and
Representatives,” U.S. CONST. art. I, § 4, cl. 1., and to direct the selection of
presidential electors, U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 2, respectively. But innumerable
courts to examine this issue have held that the use of the term “Legislature” does not
preclude the delegation of such legislative authority. See, e.g., Ariz. State Legislature
v. Ariz. Indep. Redistricting Comm’n, 576 U.S. 787, 807 (2015) (noting that

5

For additional discussion, see ECF No. 8-2 at 18–21.
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Elections Clause does not preclude “the State’s choice to include” state officials in
lawmaking functions so long as such involvement is “in accordance with the method
which the State has prescribed for legislative enactments”) (internal quotations
omitted).6
Accordingly, the actions of the Secretary could only constitute plausible
violations of the Elections and Electors Clauses if such actions exceeded the
authority granted to him by the Georgia General Assembly.7 They plainly did not.
Pursuant to Georgia law, the Secretary is the chief election official for the State,
O.C.G.A § 21-2-50(b), and the General Assembly has granted him the power and
authority to manage Georgia’s election system, including the absentee voting
system. See Fair Fight Action, Inc. v. Raffensperger, 413 F. Supp. 3d 1251 (N.D.
Ga. 2019); Ga. Op. Att’y Gen. No. 2005-3 (Apr. 15, 2005) (recognizing the

Given the functionally identical roles that the Elections and Electors Clauses serve,
with the former setting the terms for congressional elections and the latter
implicating presidential elections, see id. at 839 (2015) (Roberts, C.J., dissenting)
(noting that Electors Clause is “a constitutional provision with considerable
similarity to the Elections Clause”), this same logic applies equally to the Electors
Clause.
7
As explained in the Political Party Committees’ motion to dismiss, it does not
appear that Plaintiff is challenging the notice and cure procedures under the Electors
and Elections Clauses, but even if he were, as discussed therein, see ECF No. 8-2 at
20, those rules were promulgated pursuant to state law and went through a full public
notice and comment period, which is within the authority delegated to the Board by
the Georgia General Assembly.
6
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Secretary’s authority to manage Georgia’s election system). Additionally, the
Secretary is the Chair of the Board, which is the governmental body responsible for
uniform election practice in Georgia. O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31; see also Curling v.
Raffensperger, 403 F. Supp. 3d 1311, 1345 (N.D. Ga. 2019) (“[T]he [] Board is
charged with enforcing Georgia’s election code under state law.”). The Secretary
was well within that authority in entering into the Settlement Agreement and
ensuring the signature verification protocols were uniform across Georgia.
Plaintiff’s Elections and Electors Clause claims are entirely premised on the
notion that, by promulgating procedures to implement the Settlement Agreement,
“Defendants altered the otherwise statutorily mandated procedure contrary to the
Georgia Election Code.” Prelim. Inj. Mot. at 19. Put simply, this is false. The
Settlement Agreement and resulting procedures are in no way inconsistent with the
Georgia Election Code. The Secretary’s signature review guidance explicitly seeks
to promote uniform application of the signature verification processes “required by
Georgia law.” Ex. 5 at 1. In order to “[e]nsur[e] that signatures match . . . in this time
of increased absentee voting due to the COVID-19 crisis,” the Secretary required
election administrators to double check that the statutory procedures had been
properly followed. Id. at 1-2. The OEB merely “strengthened signature match”
procedures. Ex. 9. It defies logic to suggest that ensuring more rigorous compliance
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with a law somehow violates that law. For all these reasons, Plaintiff’s Elections and
Electors Clause claims necessarily fail.
3.

Plaintiff is not likely to succeed on his Due Process claim.

Plaintiff’s due process claim—which is premised on the purported denial of
Republican observers’ right to observe the hand recount—also fails. As a threshold
matter, to succeed on a procedural due process claim, a plaintiff must demonstrate
that he has a “private interest that will be affected by the official action.” Mathews
v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 334–47 (1976). But neither Georgia law nor the U.S.
Constitution provides a private individual with an enforceable “private interest” in
observing a recount. Rather, as Plaintiff recognizes, Georgia law provides that
candidates and political parties may send “two representatives to be present” at a
recount. See Prelim. Inj. Mot. at 20 (quoting O.C.G.A. § 21-2-495(a)). Thus, neither
Plaintiff—who does not even allege much less present evidence that he even
attempted to observe the recount—nor the individual monitors who submitted
supporting affidavits are due any process as they have no right to monitor recounts
in Georgia. See supra Section B; see also ECF No. 8-2 at 21–23 (explaining that
Plaintiff has no vested interest in the recount observation process).
More fundamentally, even if an individual could hold such an interest (which
they cannot), the process announced by the Secretary and memorialized in the very
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affidavits upon which Plaintiff relies, demonstrates that far more than two observers
per political party were allowed to observe the recount. See Prelim. Inj. Mot. at 11
(explaining that the Secretary permitted two monitors per political party and one per
party for every ten tables); see also Ex. 4; Ex. 15. Indeed, virtually every affiant
supporting Plaintiff’s Motion testifies that they and others were able to freely
observe or participate in the recount process. See ECF Nos. 6-5 at ¶ 5 and 6-13 at ¶
5 (“I was permitted to roam throughout the facility to conduct observations.”); ECF
No. 6-7 at ¶ 21 (noting he was “a Voting Review Panel member”); ECF No. 6-9 at
¶ 6 (noting he could walk to counting table and observe); ECF Nos. 6-11 at ¶¶ 3–7,
6-18 at ¶ 3, and 6-19 at ¶ 2 (noting they were close enough to see how ballots were
filled in); ECF Nos. 6-6, 6-8, 6-10, 6-12, and 6-17 (permitted to observe). And the
Political Party Committees’ affidavits confirm this. See Vailes Aff. ¶¶ 5–6 (noting
equal number of Republican and Democratic monitors in Fulton County), 10-11;
Thomas Aff. ¶¶ 7–8 (observing 20 monitors per party in Fulton County); Brandon
Aff. ¶ 17 (observing at least ten monitors from each political party in Cobb County);
Lourie Aff. ¶ 7 (observing numerous monitors from both parties in Fulton County);
Sumner Aff. ¶¶ 3, 5 (observing more Republican monitors than Democratic monitors
at Gwinnett County); Young Aff. ¶ 10 (observing equal numbers of monitors for
each party in Fulton County); Graham Aff. ¶¶ 5–6, 10, 13 (equal numbers in Fulton
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County); Short Aff. ¶¶ 7–10 (same); Alston Aff. ¶ 7 (same); Cason Aff. ¶ 8 (same);
Ghazal Aff. ¶¶ 6–40 (observing Republican monitors in Cobb County); Zydney Aff.
¶ 9 (more Republican monitors inside the rope than allowed). Thus, while Plaintiff
and the Republican affiants might complain about the level of access they were
given, nothing in their affidavits indicates that they were deprived of access to the
recount process or of the process they were due. Cf. Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 183-112-.11(12) (“Accredited poll watchers shall be allowed to observe the process
described in this rule; however, they must do so in a manner that does not interfere
with poll officials or voters.”).
To the extent Plaintiff attempts to show that he is likely to succeed on a
substantive due process claim, his claim is equally unavailing. It is well-settled that
“[f]ederal courts should not ‘involve themselves in garden variety election
disputes.’” Serpentfoot v. Rome City Comm’n, No. 4:09-CV-0187-HLM, 2010 WL
11507239, at *16 (N.D. Ga. Mar. 3, 2010) (quoting Curry v. Baker, 802 F.2d 1302,
1315 (11th Cir. 1986) (noting “[o]nly in extraordinary circumstances will a
challenge to a state election rise to the level of a constitutional deprivation”). For the
substantive due process clause to be implicated, the situation “must go well beyond
the ordinary dispute over the counting and marking of ballots.” Curry, 802 F.2d at
1315 (emphasis added). But that is not the case here.
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The incidents Plaintiff complains of—not being close enough to hear poll
worker conversations, ECF Nos. 6-5 at ¶, 11 and 6-13 at ¶ 11; not being able to speak
to poll workers, ECF No. 6-9 at ¶ 15; differences in counting methods, ECF No. 66 at ¶ 5; and isolated discrepancies in ballot placements or ballot recounts, ECF No.
6-5 at ¶ 26—are nothing more than “garden variety” ordinary disputes that would
plague any hand recount. To the extent that the affidavits go beyond that, insinuating
that sightings of “pristine ballots” led affiants to believe that fraud occurred, see ECF
No. 6-4 at ¶ 14, this is nothing more than mere speculation and uninformed opinions
of individuals who are unfamiliar with Georgia elections and, as such, are not only
improper, but also easily explained and refuted, see Ghazal Aff. ¶ 41; Brandon Aff.
¶ 15; see also Ex. 10 (the Secretary explaining that his office has found no evidence
of widespread fraud or irregularities); Ex. 11 (the Secretary “expressed exasperation
over a string of baseless allegations coming from Trump and his allies”); Ex. 12
(“Federal election infrastructure officials said in a joint statement . . . that the 2020
election was the ‘most secure in American history’”). What is not a garden variety
change and is fundamentally unfair, however, is the disenfranchisement of millions
of Georgians and the subsequent imposition of a party-controlled signature
verification and absentee review process, which is precisely what Plaintiff seeks. See
Griffin v. Burns, 570 F.2d 1065 (1st Cir. 1978) (refusing to disenfranchise the
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“[a]lmost ten percent of the qualified and voting electorate” who voted “in reliance
on absentee . . . ballot procedures announced by state officials[,]” because doing so
was a due process violation); see also ECF No. 8-2 at 23–24. Accordingly, Plaintiff’s
due process claim is unlikely to succeed.8
D.

Plaintiff does not establish irreparable harm.
Plaintiff has failed to establish that he will suffer any harm, much less

irreparable harm if his requested relief is not granted. As discussed supra Section B,
Plaintiff brings, at most, generalized grievances or third-party claims. As such, he
cannot demonstrate that he will suffer any harm at all. In contrast, Plaintiff’s
requested relief would in fact cause irreparable injury by depriving between one and
five million Georgians of their votes. See Gonzalez v. Governor of Georgia, 978
F.3d 1266 (11th Cir. 2020) (noting that depriving even a single individual of his right
to vote would cause irreparable harm). As a court in this district recently explained
“[i]t is well-settled that an infringement on the fundamental right to vote amounts
[to] an irreparable injury.” New Georgia Project v. Raffensperger, No. 1:20-CV-

The only case Plaintiff cites to support his due process claim is Marks v. Stinson,
19 F.3d 873 (3rd Cir. 1994), but that case does not support his claim. Indeed, in
Marks, even where there was clear evidence of fraud (not speculation and
insinuations, as here), the court refused to permit all absentee ballots to be discarded.
Id. at 887.
8
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01986-ELR, 2020 WL 5200930, at *26 (N.D. Ga. Aug. 31, 2020). Thus, Plaintiff
has failed to establish this element of his request for preliminary relief.
E.

The balance of the equities and public interest weigh against a
preliminary injunction.

There is no question that the balance of the equities and the public interest
weigh against Plaintiff’s requested relief. Plaintiff asks this Court to disenfranchise
between one and five million voters who dutifully cast their votes after the election
is over. Such relief is unprecedented. See Short v. Brown, No. 2:18-CV-00421 TLNKJN, 2018 WL 1941762, at *8 (E.D. Cal. Apr. 25, 2018), aff’d, 893 F.3d 671 (9th
Cir. 2018) (quoting Sw. Voter Registration Educ. Project v. Shelley, 344 F.3d 914,
919 (9th Cir. 2003) (en banc) (“[I]nterference with an election after voting has begun
is unprecedented.”). And it is certainly not in the public interest. See Democratic
Exec. Comm. of Fla. v. Lee, 915 F.3d 1312, 1327 (11th Cir. 2019) (“[T]he public
interest is served when constitutional rights are protected.”); Jones v. Governor of
Fla., 950 F.3d 795, 831 (11th Cir. 2020) (“The public, of course, has every interest
in ensuring that their peers who are eligible to vote are able to do so in every
election.”); Scott v. Roberts, 612 F.3d 1279, 1296 (11th Cir. 2010) (indicating these
factors weigh against preliminary relief when it “would require the state to . . .
discard ballots already cast”).
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Indeed, instead of remedying a constitutional violation, granting Plaintiff’s
requested relief would violate millions of Georgians’ constitutional rights. See
Bognet v. Sec’y Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, No. 20-3214, 2020 WL 6686120,
at *1, *8 (3d Cir. Nov. 13, 2020) (“[It is] indisputable in our democratic process:
that the lawfully cast vote of every citizen must count”); Stein v. Cortés¸ 223 F.
Supp. 3d 423, 442 (E.D. Pa 2016) (granting relief that “could well ensure that no
Pennsylvania vote counts . . . would be both outrageous and completely
unnecessary”). Moreover, the harm would not stop there. In addition to
disenfranchising voters, “knowledge that otherwise-eligible voters were not counted
would be harmful to the public’s perception of the election’s legitimacy,” and
therefore weighs even further against the public interest. Jones, 950 F.3d at 830
(internal quotation marks omitted).
In contrast, Plaintiff, who unjustifiably waited over eight months and three
election cycles to bring his claim challenging the Settlement Agreement, has
articulated no injuries whatsoever and as such would suffer no harm if this Court
were to withhold relief.9
It is equally appropriate to consider Plaintiff’s delay in bringing his claims as part
of a laches argument, like the one the Political Party Committees set forth in their
Motion to Dismiss. See ECF No. 8-2, at *13–15. Thus, Plaintiff’s delay should either
bar consideration of his claims entirely (laches) or alternatively warrant denial of his
TRO on the merits (balancing of the equities / public interest).
9
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The same is true of Plaintiff’s requested relief with respect to the recount,
which seeks statewide recourse for purported infringements in only a handful of
counties and, most egregiously, asks for Republican-only surveillance of every step
of Georgia’s processing of individual votes in a manner likely violating multiple
provisions of state law both backward looking and in future elections. See Prelim.
Inj. Mot. at 23–25. Such relief is unprecedented in scope and plainly not justified by
Plaintiff’s paltry alleged harms.
Ultimately, “[t]he chief function of a preliminary injunction is to preserve the
status quo until the merits of the controversy can be fully and fairly adjudicated.”
Robinson v. Attorney Gen., 957 F.3d 1171, 1178–79 (11th Cir. 2020) (quoting Ne.
Fla. Ch. of Ass’n of Gen. Contractors v. City of Jacksonville, 896 F.2d 1283, 1284
(11th Cir. 1990)). Here, the status quo is that the widely publicized, well-accepted
procedures of the Settlement Agreement were used to conduct an election in which
President-Elect Joseph Biden won more Georgians’ votes. The results of that
election have been announced and now confirmed by a rigorous hand recount of all
ballots cast which both parties were able to observe. The Court should not grant an
injunction that would upend the status quo and wreak havoc on the state’s election
apparatus, especially in light of the weakness of Plaintiff’s claims.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

For these reasons, the Political Party Committees respectfully request that the
Court deny Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion for Injunctive Relief.

Dated: November 19, 2020.
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I hereby certify that the foregoing document has been prepared in accordance
with the font type and margin requirements of L.R. 5.1, using font type of Times
New Roman and a point size of 14.
Dated: November 19, 2020.

Adam M. Sparks
Counsel for Proposed IntervenorDefendants
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
1:20-cv-04651-SDG

v.
Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on November 19, 2020, I electronically filed the foregoing
with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system, which will send a notice of
electronic filing to all counsel of record.
Dated: November 19, 2020.

Adam M. Sparks
Counsel for Proposed IntervenorDefendants
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,
v.

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
1:20-cv-04651-SDG

Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.
ATTORNEY DECLARATION OF AMANDA R. CALLAIS
I, Amanda R. Callais, state as follows:
1.

My name is Amanda R. Callais. I am over 18 years of age and have

personal knowledge of the below facts, which are true and accurate to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
2.

I am an attorney with the firm of Perkins Coie LLP, and counsel for

Proposed Defendant-Intervenors the Democratic Party of Georgia, DSCC, and
DCCC. I make this declaration in support of Proposed Defendant-Intervenors’
Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for Preliminary Injunction.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of Georgia

Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger’s NOTICE OF PUBLIC CONTEST

Case 1:20-cv-04651-SDG Document 33 Filed 11/19/20 Page 2 of 7

SELECTION OF RISK LIMITING AUDIT, which is publicly available at
https://sos.ga.gov/admin/uploads/RLA_Public_Notice_11092020.pdf.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the article:

Tal Axelrod, Georgia secretary of state announces hand recount of presidential
race, THE HILL (Nov. 11, 2020), https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/525476georgia-secretary-of-state-announces-hand-recount.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of Georgia

Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger’s Press Release: Monitors Closely Observing
Audit-Trigger Full Hand Recount: Transparency is Built into Process (Nov. 13,
2020),

https://sos.ga.gov/index.php/elections/monitors_closely_observing_audit-

triggered_full_hand_recount_transparency_is_built_into_process.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is November 12, 2020 Official Election

Bulletin sent by Chris Harvey, State Elections Director, to all County Election
Officials and County Registrars regarding the official “Audit Instructions.”
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the May 1,

2020 Official Election Bulletin sent by Chris Harvey, State Elections Director, to all
County Election Officials and County Registrars regarding “Absentee Ballot
Signature Review Guidance.”
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8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of Georgia

Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger’s Press Release: Number of Absentee Ballots
Rejected for Signature Issues in the 2020 Election Increased 350% From 2018 (Nov.
18, 2020), which is publicly available at https://sos.ga.gov/index.php/elections
/number_of_absentee_ballots_rejected_for_signature_issues_in_the_2020_election
_increased_350_from_2018.
9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of Georgia State

Elections Board, Notice of Intent to Post a Rule of the State Elections Board, Chapter
183-1-14

and

Notice

of

Public

Hearing

(Mar.

5,

2020),

https://sos.ga.gov/admin/files/SEB%20Rule%20183.1.14.13%20Reposted%20Rul
es%20RE%20SEB%202.28.2020.pdf (scheduling public hearing for April 15,
2020).
10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the official

election results as of November 18, as published by the Georgia Secretary of State
at Election Results: President of the United States, https://results.enr.clarity
elections.com/GA/105369/ (last visited Nov. 18, 2020). County level results are
available for download on the left-hand side of the page under the heading
“Reports.”
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11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of a Facebook

post by Georgia Secretary of State Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger,
available at GA Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger (@GASecretaryofState),
FACEBOOK

(Nov.

15,

2020),

https://www.facebook.com/

GASecretaryofState/photos/a.2134798756635689/3559519377496946.
12.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of the article:

Tim Reid, Republican Georgia secretary of state says no sign of widespread fraud
in vote count, REUTERS (Nov. 11, 2020, 2:54PM), https://www.reuters.com/article
/us-usa-election-georgia-recount-raffenpe/republican-georgia-secretary-of-statesays-no-sign-of-widespread-fraud-in-vote-count-idUSKBN27R33P.
13.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of the article:

Amy Gardner, Ga. secretary of state says fellow Republicans are pressuring him to
find ways to exclude ballots, THE WASHINGTON POST (Nov. 16, 2020), https://www.
washingtonpost.com/politics/brad-raffensperger-georgia-vote/2020/11/16/6b6cb2f
4-283e-11eb-8fa2-06e7cbb145c0_story.html.
14.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the article:

Stefan Becket, 2020 election “most secure in history,” security officials say, CBS
News (Nov. 13, 2020), https://www.cbsnews.com/live-updates/2020-election-mostsecure-history-dhs/.
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15.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of the article:

Mark Niesse, Absentee ballots can begin to be opened, but not counted, in Georgia,
THE ATLANTA JOURNAL-CONSTITUTION (October 19, 2020), https://www.ajc.com/
politics/absentee-ballots-can-begin-to-be-opened-but-not-counted-in-georgia
/BRBLHVUJOFHB5OEHAMZV34HPDA/.
16.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of the article:

Brian O’Shea, Georgia recount: Metro Atlanta counties offer live feeds for voters to
watch,

THE

ATLANTA

JOURNAL-CONSTITUTION

(Nov.

15,

2020),

https://www.ajc.com/politics/election/georgia-recount-metro-atlanta-countiesoffer-live-feeds-for-voters-to-watch/6MCEZ5N4JJGKTEC4IU7ELDOIRQ/.
17.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is November 13, 2020 Official Election

Bulletin sent by Chris Harvey, State Elections Director, to all County Election
Officials and County Registrars regarding the “Allowing More Credentialed
Monitors at Risk Limiting Audit Allowing Libertarian Party Monitors.”
18.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of the expert

report of Dr. Jonathan Rodden of Stanford University, dated November 18, 2020.
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Dated: November 19, 2020.

Amanda R. Callais
Amanda R. Callais*
PERKINS COIE LLP
700 Thirteenth Street NW, Suite 800
Washington, DC 20005
Telephone: (202) 654-6200
Facsimile: (202) 654-6211
acallais@perkinscoie.com
Counsel for Proposed IntervenorDefendants
*Pro Hac Vice Application Pending
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
1:20-cv-04651-SDG

v.
Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on November 19, 2020, I electronically filed the foregoing
with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system, which will send a notice of
electronic filing to all counsel of record.
Adam M. Sparks
Counsel for Proposed IntervenorDefendants

Dated: November 19, 2020.
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Georgia secretary of state
announces hand recount of
presidential race
BY TAL AXELROD - 11/11/20 10:57 AM EST

Just In...
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Georgia Secretary of State Brad Raﬀensperger (R) announced Wednesday
he will oversee a hand recount of ballots cast in the Peach State as
President-elect Joe Biden maintains a slim lead over President Trump
there.
Raﬀensperger, who has come under an avalanche of pressure from
Republicans to take some kind of action given the tight statewide margin,
said he will implement a risk-limiting audit to cover the presidential race.
The audit is expected to be done by Nov. 20, when the state must certify
its election results.
“With the margin being so close, it will require a full, by-hand recount in
each county. This will help build con idence. It will be an audit, a recount
and a recanvass all at once. It will be a heavy lift, but we will work with the
counties to get this done in time for our state certi ication,” Raﬀensperger
said at a press conference.
The announcement comes as Trump and Republicans in Georgia
have promoted baseless allegations of voter fraud in Georgia to explain
the more than 14,000-vote margin that separates Trump from Biden in the
historically red state.
Raﬀensperger in particular has faced broadsides from fellow Republicans
over his oversight of the election, with Georgia Sens. Kelly Loe ler and
David Perdue, who are each facing a runoﬀ election in January, calling for

https://thehill.com/homenews/campaign/525476-georgia-secretary-of-state-announces-hand-recount
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his resignation and accusing him of failing “to deliver honest and
transparent elections.”

VIEW ALL

“Earlier today Senators Loe ler and Perdue called for my resignation. Let
me start by saying that is not going to happen,” Raﬀensperger ired back
in a statement on Monday. “The voters of Georgia hired me, and the
voters will be the one to ire me.”

Related News

by

That rebuke did little to ease the pressure, with GOP House members in
Georgia continuing on Tuesday to call on him to review the
unsubstantiated voter fraud allegations and the Trump campaign
speci ically calling for a by-hand recount.
The secretary of state walked a ine line during his Wednesday remarks,
saying he would look into claims of voter fraud but maintaining that local
o icials performed their jobs well on Election Day.

Kayleigh McEnany's
Salary Disclosed And…
Sponsored | De inition

Trump has told advisers
he's thinking about…

“They and their staﬀ are the ones that do the hard work on the ground of
making sure that all legal votes will be counted,” Raﬀensperger said.
“Their job is hard, they executed their responsibilities, and they did their
job. These men and women, and my o ice, will continue to follow the law
and count every legal vote.”
“My o ice will continue to investigate each and every instance of illegal
voting, double voting, felon voting, people voting out of state,” he added.
“We have all worked hard to bring fair and accurate counts to ensure that
the will of the voters is re lected in the inal count and that every voter will
have con idence in the outcome whether their candidate won or lost.”

Georgia secretary of state says wife has received threatening texts...
Bush's 2000 recount
team: Trump has no…

Georgia elections chief: 'Emotional abuse' to mislead voters about...

The recount will be of all the votes cast in the state rather than just a
subset given the tight statewide margin.

Pennsylvania secretary
of state will not order a…

“When you have 5 million votes and the margin is so close, 14,000, if we
pulled out 10,000 votes, all of the sudden you could say, ‘Well this is the
person that won.’ You pull out 100,000, it says this person won. You pull
out a million, this person won. And that’s why mathematically you actually
have to do a full hand-by-hand recount of all because the margin is so
close,” Raﬀensperger said.
Regardless of the results from the recount, Biden will still have enough
Electoral College votes to win the White House. With calls from Georgia
and North Carolina still pending, and hesitance from some outlets to call
Arizona for Biden amid his lead there, the former vice president still has
279 electoral votes after winning the Rust Belt states of Michigan,
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.
TAGS DONALD TRUMP JOE BIDEN KELLY LOEFFLER DAVID PERDUE BRAD RAFFENSPERGER
GEORGIA VOTE COUNTING ELECTION RECOUNT ELECTORAL FRAUD 2020 2020 ELECTION

SHARE

TWEET
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CDEFDGEDHÿJÿKLMNOLPQÿRPLSÿQOTOUÿTMVÿWLXMOYÿZTPOYÿLP[TMN\TONLMQÿ]N^^ÿ_UÿW^LQU^YÿL_QUP`NM[ÿOaU
QOTOU]NVUÿRX^^ÿaTMVÿPUWLXMObÿ]aNWaÿ]TQÿOPN[[UPUVÿ_YÿcULP[NTdQÿePQOÿQOTOU]NVUÿfNQgÿFNSNONM[ÿDXVNOhÿiPLS
OaUÿ_U[NMMNM[ÿLRÿZ^TMMNM[bÿOaUÿjUWPUOTPYÿLRÿjOTOUdQÿLReWUÿaTQÿSTVUÿQXPUÿOLÿNMQOPXWOÿWLXMONUQÿOLÿT^^L]
ZL^NONWT^ÿZTPOYÿLP[TMN\TONLMQÿOLÿL_QUP`UÿOaUÿTXVNOkPUWLXMOÿOaPLX[aLXOÿOaUÿZPLWUQQh
lEPTMQZTPUMWYÿNQÿNMVNQZUMQT_^UÿRLPÿUMQXPNM[ÿWLMeVUMWUÿNMÿOaUÿLXOWLSUÿLRÿcULP[NTdQÿU^UWONLMQbÿ]aNWaÿNQ
]aYÿmÿaT`UÿNMQOPXWOUVÿWLXMOYÿU^UWONLMQÿLReWNT^QÿOLÿUMQXPUÿZL^NONWT^ÿZTPOYÿSLMNOLPQÿWTMÿ]TOWaÿU`UPYÿQOUZ
LRÿOaUÿ]TYbnÿQTNVÿjUWPUOTPYÿLRÿjOTOUÿoPTVÿfTRRUMQZUP[UPhÿlpPL`NVNM[ÿTWWUQQÿTMVÿL`UPQN[aOÿLRÿOaUÿRX^^ÿaTMV
PUWLXMOÿZPLWUQQÿaTQÿ_UUMÿZTPOÿLRÿOaUÿZ^TMMNM[ÿQNMWUÿOaUÿ_U[NMMNM[hÿqUÿaT`UÿUMWLXPT[UVÿWLXMONUQÿOL
^ǸUQOPUTSÿOaUNPÿPUWLXMOQÿ]aUMÿZLQQN_^UÿTMVÿaT`UÿSTVUÿQXPUÿZL^NONWT^ÿZTPONUQÿWTMÿUMQXPUÿTÿW^UTMÿTMVÿRTNP
PUWLXMOÿNMÿcULP[NThÿEPTMQZTPUMWYÿQaLX^Vÿ_UÿTÿ[XNVNM[ÿZPNMWNZ^UÿNMÿaL]ÿWLXMONUQÿTPUÿWLMVXWONM[ÿOaUÿTXVNOh
qaN^UÿOaUPUÿTPUÿPX^UQÿNMÿZ^TWUÿOaTOÿT^^L]ÿWLXMONUQÿOLÿgUUZÿLPVUPbÿOaUÿSLPUÿOPTMQZTPUMWYÿOaUYÿWTMÿZPL`NVU
OaUÿ_UOOUPÿ]aN^UÿQON^^ÿUMQXPNM[ÿTMÿLPVUP^YÿZPLWUQQhn
cULP[NTÿWLXMONUQÿ]UPUÿPUrXNPUVÿOLÿ_U[NMÿOaUNPÿQOTOU]NVUÿfNQgÿFNSNONM[ÿDXVNOÿOPN[[UPUVÿRX^^ÿaTMV
PUWLXMOQÿ_YÿsÿTSÿLMÿiPNVTYbÿGL`US_UPÿtuhÿEaUÿWLXMONUQÿSXQOÿeMNQaÿOaUNPÿPUWLXMOQÿ_YÿttvwsÿZSÿLM
qUVMUQVTYbÿGL`US_UPÿtxhÿDQÿZPUQWPN_UVÿ_YÿcULP[NTÿ^T]bÿOaUÿjUWPUOTPYÿLRÿjOTOUdQÿLReWUÿ]N^^ÿOaUMÿWUPONRY
QOTOU]NVUÿU^UWONLMÿPUQX^OQÿTROUPÿWLSZ^UONLMÿLRÿOaUÿTXVNObÿ_YÿGL`US_UPÿyzh
pUPÿOaUÿNMQOPXWONLMQÿ[ǸUMÿOLÿWLXMONUQÿTQÿOaUYÿWLMVXWOÿOaUNPÿTXVNOÿOPN[[UPUVÿRX^^ÿaTMVÿPUWLXMOQb
VUQN[MTOUVÿSLMNOLPQÿ]N^^ÿ_Uÿ[ǸUMÿWLSZ^UOUÿTWWUQQÿOLÿL_QUP`UÿOaUÿZPLWUQQÿRPLSÿOaUÿ_U[NMMNM[hÿqaN^UÿOaU
TXVNOÿOPN[[UPUVÿPUWLXMOÿSXQOÿ_UÿLZUMÿOLÿOaUÿZX_^NWÿTMVÿSUVNTbÿVUQN[MTOUVÿSLMNOLPQÿ]N^^ÿ_UÿT_^UÿOL
L_QUP`UÿSLPUÿW^LQU^YhÿEaUÿ[UMUPT^ÿZX_^NWÿTMVÿOaUÿZPUQQÿ]N^^ÿ_UÿPUQOPNWOUVÿOLÿTÿZX_^NWÿ̀NU]NM[ÿTPUTh
{UQN[MTOUVÿSLMNOLPQÿ]N^^ÿ_UÿT_^UÿOLÿ]TOWaÿOaUÿPUWLXMOÿ]aN^UÿQOTMVNM[ÿW^LQUÿOLÿOaUÿU^UWONLMQÿ]LPgUPQ
WLMVXWONM[ÿOaUÿPUWLXMOh
pL^NONWT^ÿZTPONUQÿTPUÿT^^L]UVÿOLÿVUQN[MTOUÿTÿSNMNSXSÿLRÿO]LÿSLMNOLPQÿZUPÿWLXMOYÿTOÿTÿPTONLÿLRÿLMU
SLMNOLPÿZUPÿZTPOYÿRLPÿU`UPYÿOUMÿTXVNOÿ_LTPVQÿNMÿTÿWLXMOYhÿmRÿ{U|T^_ÿ}LXMOYbÿRLPÿU~TSZ^UbÿaTQÿwÿTXVNO
OUTSQbÿUTWaÿZL^NONWT^ÿZTPOYÿ]LX^Vÿ_UÿT^^L]UVÿOLÿVUQN[MTOUÿxÿSLMNOLPQÿOLÿSLMNOLPÿOaUÿZPLWUQQhÿoUYLMV
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OFFICIAL ELECTION BULLETIN
November 12, 2020

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

TO:

County Election Officials and County Registrars

FROM:

Chris Harvey, Elections Division Director

RE:

Audit Instructions

______________________________________________________________________
Pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 21-2-498 and SEB Rule 183-1-15-.04, the Secretary has
selected the contest for President of the United States to audit. While many risk-limiting
audits rely on samples of ballots, the design of risk-limiting audits combined with the
margin of this race mean that this risk-limiting audit is required to be a full manual tally
of the votes cast. SEB Rule 183-1-15-.04 requires that the Superintendent follow
instructions issued by the Secretary of State on how to specifically conduct the audit.
While there will be additional instructions issued regarding more specific processes,
initial instructions are below:
1. Start and Completion Times
Each county must start their audit no later than 9:00 a.m. on Friday, November 13, 2020
and must complete their audit no later than 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, November 18,
2020.
Public notice of the date, time, and location of the audit must be posted on the county
election office’s website, or, if the county election’s office does not have a website, in
another prominent location.
2. Public Access and Political Party Monitors
The audit shall be open to the public and the press, but no person except the persons
designated by the Superintendent shall touch any ballot or ballot container. The
Superintendent shall designate a viewing area from which members of the public and
press may observe the audit for the purpose of good order and maintaining the integrity
of the audit. The Superintendent may also choose to make the audit proceeding
available via livestream or webcast. If any member of the public or press interferes with
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the process or persists in not following reasonable regulations and instructions set by
the Superintendent, that person shall be removed.
The State Executive Committee of each political party (Republicans and Democrats)
shall have the right to have one properly designated person act as monitor of the audit
for each ten audit teams that are conducting the audit, with a minimum of two
designated monitors in each county per party per room where the audit is being
conducted. Properly designated monitors shall have complete access to monitor the
audit. They do not have to remain in the public viewing areas. The designated monitors
shall be given a letter by the designating entity containing the name of the monitor, his
or her address, and the county in which he or she may monitor the audit. A copy of the
letter shall be delivered to the county elections superintendent prior to the monitor being
allowed to monitor the process. The designating entity shall provide their monitors with
name tags that clearly indicate their names and the entity the designated them. Such
name tags shall be worn at all times while monitoring the audit.
The Superintendent may make reasonable regulations, including regulations regarding
social distancing measures and required personal protective equipment, that designated
monitors and public observers shall follow so that they do not interfere with the auditing
process. If a designated monitor or public observer interferes with the audit after being
warned by an election official, or if he or she violated any of the prohibited activities
listed herein, the superintendent may revoke the person’s designation to monitor the
process, remove them from any further monitoring or observing, and refer the incident
to the Secretary of State’s office for investigation. Any infraction or irregularity observed
by a monitor or observer shall be reported to the superintendent or to the Secretary of
State. If a monitor’s designation is revoked by the Superintendent, the designating entity
shall have the right to designate a new monitor in the manner set forth herein.
While monitoring the process, designated monitors are prohibited from:
(a) In any way interfering with the audit process;
(b) Speaking to any member of the audit team or vote review panel;
(c) When outside of the public viewing area, using any photographic, electronic
monitoring or recording devices, cellular telephones, or other electronic
equipment;
(d) Touching any ballot or ballot container; or
(e) Engaging in any form of campaigning or campaign activity.
Before being allowed to monitor the process, each designated monitor shall execute an
oath swearing or affirming, under penalty of perjury, that they understand the
prohibitions set forth above, that they will not engage in any prohibited activity, and that
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they understand any violations of this rule will be punishable by the State Election
Board.
3. Audit Teams
Audit teams shall consist of at least two sworn designees. The Superintendent may
designate non-employees to be a member of an audit team, but any non-employees
designated to audit teams shall be residents of the State of Georgia. Every member of
the audit team shall be a person of good moral character and shall take and sign an
oath that they will conduct the audit fairly and accurately prior to conducting the audit. In
determining the candidate for which the vote was cast, the audit teams shall refer to and
rely on SEB Rule 183-1-15-02 (Definition of a Vote) for Optical Scan Voting Systems.
4. Vote Review Panels
Any ballot where the audit team does not agree on the selection for President shall be
sent to a Vote Review Panel. Each Vote Review Panel shall consist of a designee of the
Election Superintendent and a nominee of the county or state executive committee of
each political party (Republican and Democrat) designated via letter provided to the
Superintendent. Notice of the members and location of any Vote Review Panels shall
be posted prominently at the office of the Superintendent. Prior to beginning its work,
each member of the Vote Review Panel shall take and sign an oath The panel shall
manually review all ballots sent to it by any audit team and shall determine by a majority
vote “if the elector has marked his or her ballot in such a manner that he or she has
indicated clearly and without question the candidate for whom he or she desires to
cast his or her vote.” O.C.G.A. 21-2-438(c). The determination of the Vote Review Panel
shall be final. The Superintendent may create multiple Vote Review Panels
In making its determination, the Vote Review Panel shall refer to and rely on SEB Rule
183-1-15-.02 (Definition of a Vote) for Optical Scan Voting Systems.
5. Re-Certifying if Vote Counts Change
In cases like this, where the risk-limiting audit of the selected contest has led to a full
manual tally of the ballots cast, the vote counts according to the manual tally shall
replace the vote previously reported vote counts and each county shall re-certify the
new counts for the audited race, if necessary, prior to November 20, 2020.
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OFFICIAL ELECTION BULLETIN
May 1, 2020

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

TO: County Election Officials and County Registrars
FROM: Chris Harvey, State Elections Director
RE: Absentee Ballot Signature Review Guidance
______________________________________________________________________
Verifying that a voter’s signature on his or her absentee ballot matches his or her
signature on the absentee ballot application or in the voter registration record is required
by Georgia law and is crucial to secure elections. Ensuring that signatures match is even
more crucial in this time of increased absentee voting due to the COVID-19 crisis. The
purpose of this OEB is to remind you of some recent updates to Georgia law and
regulations regarding verifying signatures on absentee ballots and to make you aware of
the procedures that should be followed when a signature on an absentee ballot does not
match. HB 316, which passed in 2019, modified the absentee ballot laws and the design
of the oath envelope. The State Election Board also adopted Rule 183-1-14.13 this year,
which addresses how quickly and by what methods electors need to be notified
concerning absentee ballot issues. What follows are the procedures that should be
followed when the signature on the absentee ballot does not match the voter’s signature
on his or her application or voter registration record:
County registrars and absentee ballot clerks are required, upon
receipt of each mail-in absentee ballot, to compare the signature or
mark of the elector on the mail-in absentee ballot envelope with the
signatures or marks in eNet and on the application for the mail-in
absentee ballot. If the signature does not appear to be valid, registrars
and clerks are required to follow the procedure set forth in O.C.G.A. §
21-2-386(a)(1)(C).
Page 1 of 3
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When reviewing an elector’s signature on the mail-in absentee ballot
envelope, the registrar or clerk must compare the signature on the
mail-in absentee ballot envelope to each signature contained in such
elector’s voter registration record in eNet and the elector’s signature
on the application for the mail-in absentee ballot.1 If the registrar or
absentee ballot clerk determines that the voter’s signature on the mailin absentee ballot envelope does not match any of the voter’s
signatures on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot application, the
registrar or absentee ballot clerk must seek review from two other
registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks.
A mail-in absentee ballot shall not be rejected unless a majority of the
registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks reviewing the
signature agree that the signature does not match any of the voter’s
signatures on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot application. If a
determination is made that the elector’s signature on the mail-in
absentee ballot envelope does not match any of the voter’s signatures
on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot application, the registrar or
absentee ballot clerk shall write the names of the three elections
officials who conducted the signature review across the face of the
absentee ballot envelope, which shall be in addition to writing
“Rejected” and the reason for the rejection as required under OCGA
21-2-386(a)(1)(C). Then, the registrar or absentee ballot clerk shall
commence the notification procedure set forth in O.C.G.A. § 21-2386(a)(1)(C) and State Election Board Rule 183-1-14-.13.

1

Once the registrar or clerk verifies a matching signature, they do not need to continue to review additional
signatures for the same voter.
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RULE 183-1-14-.13 Prompt Notification of Absentee Ballot Rejection
When a timely submitted absentee ballot is rejected, the board of registrars or absentee
ballot clerk shall send the elector notice of such rejection and opportunity to cure by
mailing written notice, and attempt to notify the elector by telephone and email, if a
telephone number or email is on the elector’s voter registration record or absentee ballot
application, no later than the close of business on the third business day after rejecting
the absentee ballot. However, for any timely submitted absentee ballot that is rejected
within eleven days of Election Day, the board of registrars or absentee ballot clerk shall
send the elector notice of such rejection and opportunity to cure by mailing written notice,
and attempt to notify the elector by telephone and email, if a telephone number or email
is on the elector’s voter registration record or absentee ballot application, no later than
close of business on the next business day.
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President of the United States

Donald J. Trump (I) (Rep)
Joseph R. Biden (Dem)
Jo Jorgensen (Lib)
County
Election Da Absentee b Advanced VProvisional Total Votes Election Da Absentee b Advanced VProvisional Total Votes Election Da Absentee b Advanced VProvisional Total Votes Total
Appling
1,753
890
3,874
9
6,526
334
587
855
3
1,779
5
5
26
0
36
8,341
Atkinson
716
164
1,419
1
2,300
250
130
445
0
825
14
3
13
0
30
3,155
Bacon
431
487
3,099
1
4,018
140
196
288
1
625
8
4
13
0
25
4,668
Baker
291
138
466
2
897
149
234
269
0
652
2
2
2
0
6
1,555
Baldwin
1,873
1,290
5,736
4
8,903
1,527
3,000
4,612
1
9,140
63
38
107
0
208
18,251
Banks
1,644
1,025
5,116
10
7,795
150
344
435
3
932
20
9
45
0
74
8,801
Barrow
5,885
4,134
16,782
3
26,804
1,717
3,583
5,150
3
10,453
226
131
307
0
664
37,921
2
701
50,467
Bartow
10,179
5,976
21,499
20
37,674
2,175
4,486
5,423
8
12,092
276
148
275
Ben Hill
441
528
3,140
1
4,110
336
714
1,342
0
2,392
18
8
32
0
58
6,560
Berrien
1,835
749
3,825
10
6,419
333
367
568
1
1,269
21
9
25
0
55
7,743
Bibb
7,922
5,375
13,234
54
26,585
8,704
14,264
20,384
116
43,468
299
174
273
3
749
70,802
Bleckley
942
614
2,770
2
4,328
295
428
588
0
1,311
20
10
37
0
67
5,706
Brantley
1,992
685
4,307
7
6,991
145
204
349
1
699
24
11
21
0
56
7,746
Brooks
1,423
519
2,312
6
4,260
522
1,115
1,149
4
2,790
16
9
25
0
50
7,100
Bryan
2,579
1,588
10,072
5
14,244
838
2,105
3,794
2
6,739
108
72
177
0
357
21,340
87
175
1
455
30,084
Bulloch
6,653
2,800
8,910
23
18,386
2,415
3,530
5,263
35
11,243
192
Burke
1,949
649
2,802
0
5,400
1,490
1,867
1,852
0
5,209
25
14
36
0
75
10,684
Butts
824
1,137
6,443
2
8,406
376
973
1,924
1
3,274
22
20
49
0
91
11,771
Calhoun
279
150
494
0
923
361
436
463
0
1,260
6
3
2
0
11
2,194
Camden
3,621
2,161
9,465
4
15,251
1,166
2,777
4,021
3
7,967
170
95
205
0
470
23,688
Candler
1,587
375
1,172
0
3,134
529
376
363
1
1,269
23
4
2
0
29
4,432
Carroll
11,071
4,699
21,676
30
37,476
3,007
4,634
8,582
15
16,238
278
125
357
0
760
54,474
Catoosa
5,170
2,952
17,025
20
25,167
976
2,130
3,823
3
6,932
178
78
236
2
494
32,593
1,103
17
7
20
0
44
4,566
Charlton
1,124
397
1,896
2
3,419
233
294
576
0
Chatham
18,346
11,781
23,014
96
53,237
17,952
29,037
31,085
180
78,254
889
506
519
15
1,929 133,420
Chattahooc
291
132
455
2
880
150
166
350
1
667
17
9
8
1
35
1,582
Chattooga
2,464
1,102
4,492
6
8,064
366
649
837
2
1,854
50
25
57
0
132
10,050
Cherokee
23,758
19,639
56,171
19
99,587
6,598
17,261
18,929
6
42,794
921
628
899
1
2,449 144,830
Clarke
3,409
4,048
6,974
15
14,446
5,323
14,329
16,357
39
36,048
268
243
325
3
839
51,333
Clay
131
105
401
0
637
165
296
329
0
790
5
2
0
0
7
1,434
Clayton
3,403
4,366
7,988
56
15,813
16,580
27,109
51,347
440
95,476
343
312
397
3
1,055 112,344
Clinch
618
209
1,277
1
2,105
235
156
356
0
747
2
2
8
0
12
2,864
Cobb
37,609
50,764
76,907
179 165,459
30,599
95,513
95,387
347 221,846
2,157
2,320
1,952
12
6,441 393,746
Coffee
2,587
917
7,066
8
10,578
1,100
995
2,411
5
4,511
41
17
67
0
125
15,214
Colquitt
4,270
1,365
6,132
10
11,777
1,108
1,199
1,877
3
4,187
50
20
49
0
119
16,083
Columbia
13,300
7,023
29,643
47
50,013
5,009
9,546
14,648
33
29,236
514
241
575
0
1,330
80,579
Cook
1,113
486
3,301
0
4,900
538
512
1,008
1
2,059
26
14
36
0
76
7,035
Coweta
18,273
9,400
23,824
4
51,501
5,330
9,288
9,578
14
24,210
498
304
283
3
1,088
76,799
Crawford
1,152
562
2,713
1
4,428
263
524
827
1
1,615
21
10
28
0
59
6,102
Crisp
977
780
3,227
3
4,987
571
886
1,527
2
2,986
23
10
33
0
66
8,039
0
107
7,434
Dade
2,010
635
3,414
7
6,066
243
377
640
1
1,261
51
12
44
Dawson
2,336
1,964
9,095
3
13,398
254
1,051
1,181
0
2,486
62
44
90
1
197
16,081
Decatur
1,469
832
4,451
6
6,758
788
1,472
2,512
8
4,780
20
23
46
0
89
11,627
DeKalb
12,126
16,074
29,966
203
58,369
33,634 110,579 162,718
1,209 308,140
1,122
1,354
1,707
19
4,202 370,711
Dodge
2,335
711
2,793
4
5,843
550
580
1,040
1
2,171
34
10
11
1
56
8,070
Dooly
466
259
1,431
3
2,159
482
476
951
2
1,911
10
7
18
0
35
4,105
Dougherty
4,259
2,350
3,818
22
10,449
7,317
8,051
9,124
84
24,576
133
70
74
3
280
35,305
Douglas
4,735
5,434
15,139
15
25,323
5,807
13,998
22,804
44
42,653
252
227
349
2
830
68,806
6
15
0
28
5,187
Early
799
416
1,504
3
2,722
646
684
1,107
0
2,437
7
Echols
226
121
909
0
1,256
33
32
102
0
167
4
3
11
0
18
1,441
Effingham
7,350
2,520
13,471
17
23,358
1,752
2,333
3,623
12
7,720
233
92
167
0
492
31,570
Elbert
1,837
981
3,408
0
6,226
529
1,082
1,268
0
2,879
30
13
23
0
66
9,171
Emanuel
2,528
896
3,126
1
6,551
842
808
1,234
0
2,884
36
7
22
1
66
9,501
Evans
471
491
1,926
0
2,888
236
347
741
0
1,324
12
12
11
0
35
4,247
Fannin
4,163
2,253
5,730
23
12,169
384
1,159
1,028
0
2,571
43
32
35
0
110
14,850
Fayette
6,352
7,382
22,585
56
36,375
3,400
11,152
17,315
70
31,937
279
232
420
2
933
69,245
10,972
199
98
199
0
496
38,588
Floyd
7,897
4,436
14,612
175
27,120
2,154
3,976
4,806
36
Forsyth
9,740
14,612
60,739
31
85,122
3,375
15,682
23,125
21
42,203
415
477
1,087
1
1,980 129,305
Franklin
2,299
1,404
5,364
2
9,069
348
598
647
0
1,593
31
25
47
0
103
10,765
Fulton
19,552
29,479
87,293
916 137,240
38,143 115,788 224,688
2,525 381,144
1,448
1,727
3,004
96
6,275 524,659
Gilmer
4,371
2,183
6,863
12
13,429
453
1,270
1,209
0
2,932
64
35
64
1
164
16,525
Glascock
403
205
795
0
1,403
40
53
62
0
155
3
1
4
0
8
1,566
Glynn
4,701
4,388
16,492
35
25,616
2,153
5,735
7,969
22
15,879
149
105
234
1
489
41,984
Gordon
6,986
2,538
9,866
15
19,405
1,003
1,464
1,916
1
4,384
107
51
86
0
244
24,033
1,861
11
3,619
25
11
18
0
54
10,707
Grady
2,028
1,103
3,896
7
7,034
635
1,112
Greene
844
1,275
4,947
2
7,068
583
1,532
1,965
8
4,088
21
19
51
0
91
11,247
Gwinnett
35,271
40,396
90,472
274 166,413
35,793
81,502 124,125
407 241,827
1,742
1,679
2,186
18
5,625 413,865
Habersham
2,628
2,905
11,083
21
16,637
511
1,315
1,733
4
3,563
64
42
126
0
232
20,432
Hall
11,111
12,005
40,999
55
64,170
3,847
9,215
11,951
18
25,031
402
305
611
4
1,322
90,523
Hancock
274
244
641
0
1,159
624
1,223
1,135
3
2,985
10
7
4
0
21
4,165
Haralson
4,317
1,786
6,224
4
12,331
375
671
746
0
1,792
55
30
40
0
125
14,248
Harris
5,592
2,087
6,627
13
14,319
1,278
2,067
2,106
6
5,457
103
62
50
0
215
19,991
Hart
2,338
1,437
5,687
2
9,464
560
1,128
1,467
2
3,157
43
20
43
0
106
12,727
Heard
1,641
677
2,197
1
4,516
184
296
343
1
824
21
11
19
0
51
5,391
Henry
8,143
8,134
31,879
31
48,187
8,191
20,858
44,156
71
73,276
322
310
645
2
1,279 122,742
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Houston
Irwin
Jackson
Jasper
Jeff Davis
Jefferson
Jenkins
Johnson
Jones
Lamar
Lanier
Laurens
Lee
Liberty
Lincoln
Long
Lowndes
Lumpkin
Macon
Madison
Marion
McDuffie
McIntosh
Meriwethe
Miller
Mitchell
Monroe
Montgome
Morgan
Murray
Muscogee
Newton
Oconee
Oglethorpe
Paulding
Peach
Pickens
Pierce
Pike
Polk
Pulaski
Putnam
Quitman
Rabun
Randolph
Richmond
Rockdale
Schley
Screven
Seminole
Spalding
Stephens
Stewart
Sumter
Talbot
Taliaferro
Tattnall
Taylor
Telfair
Terrell
Thomas
Tift
Toombs
Towns
Treutlen
Troup
Turner
Twiggs
Union
Upson
Walker
Walton
Ware
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Wheeler

11,644
655
4,961
1,547
1,418
1,096
579
771
3,023
1,743
481
5,660
3,054
1,704
904
1,126
5,351
2,002
348
3,502
759
826
810
2,230
530
1,551
3,102
1,109
1,865
3,893
6,527
10,888
2,680
1,061
9,710
954
5,994
1,208
2,341
2,849
336
1,547
163
1,207
321
8,584
2,526
304
1,260
944
5,234
1,234
229
1,524
464
96
1,536
349
958
665
2,718
2,721
1,797
984
418
4,673
377
841
3,400
1,364
5,560
9,202
2,577
190
1,481
2,495
139
438

8,163
369
4,395
808
528
446
335
331
1,272
807
250
2,351
1,221
1,311
442
290
3,379
2,022
139
1,718
295
898
834
980
264
681
1,062
356
938
1,361
6,399
4,860
2,696
946
9,582
810
1,786
923
919
1,707
313
1,760
88
1,663
214
6,233
3,005
154
505
277
3,490
1,365
105
837
241
64
818
292
358
270
1,670
1,221
1,217
1,227
274
2,905
233
310
2,232
1,175
3,517
6,031
1,368
205
719
1,354
121
202

21,677
2,106
20,135
3,455
2,749
1,992
1,244
1,748
5,666
3,772
1,778
6,479
7,728
4,941
1,832
2,102
16,795
8,138
1,296
6,103
1,221
4,445
2,371
3,312
1,269
2,701
6,890
1,495
5,424
7,689
17,106
8,103
11,216
3,584
35,174
4,728
6,287
5,768
5,864
9,021
2,155
4,983
353
4,604
856
11,931
7,466
1,341
2,140
1,390
8,801
6,765
462
3,358
686
200
3,699
1,764
1,506
1,069
8,565
6,833
4,852
4,165
1,409
10,519
1,738
1,219
7,008
6,063
14,089
22,594
5,900
771
2,458
6,131
488
943

50
4
6
12
0
3
3
0
4
8
0
3
4
3
1
10
166
1
0
3
0
0
1
2
3
2
6
0
3
0
17
18
3
2
59
10
8
0
3
12
1
1
0
0
0
33
15
1
11
0
532
4
5
13
1
0
0
13
3
0
1
9
6
8
0
46
1
0
11
6
8
15
20
0
5
7
0
0

41,534
3,134
29,497
5,822
4,695
3,537
2,161
2,850
9,965
6,330
2,509
14,493
12,007
7,959
3,179
3,528
25,691
12,163
1,783
11,326
2,275
6,169
4,016
6,524
2,066
4,935
11,060
2,960
8,230
12,943
30,049
23,869
16,595
5,593
54,525
6,502
14,075
7,899
9,127
13,589
2,805
8,291
604
7,474
1,391
26,781
13,012
1,800
3,916
2,611
18,057
9,368
801
5,732
1,392
360
6,053
2,418
2,825
2,004
12,954
10,784
7,872
6,384
2,101
18,143
2,349
2,370
12,651
8,608
23,174
37,842
9,865
1,166
4,663
9,987
748
1,583

6,349
227
1,053
294
248
1,056
292
209
841
472
204
1,884
895
1,666
265
379
2,892
332
692
740
220
600
442
1,189
174
818
690
250
496
530
6,579
6,745
723
417
3,763
809
645
122
285
607
165
470
163
199
402
11,843
3,543
65
601
294
2,554
291
292
1,139
541
100
412
272
317
567
1,473
1,110
569
118
123
2,809
332
426
300
646
994
2,145
563
297
1,071
460
142
197

11,867
257
2,797
680
273
1,274
416
420
1,689
936
298
2,735
1,243
4,301
628
500
5,929
1,245
706
1,192
471
1,522
853
1,489
221
1,499
1,372
310
1,042
679
17,690
10,471
2,993
868
10,525
1,741
1,119
368
523
1,088
337
1,478
137
888
464
21,348
9,429
157
789
269
4,264
806
378
2,023
955
237
546
489
618
839
2,412
1,464
1,078
711
303
3,459
289
736
1,303
1,572
2,206
4,254
1,556
540
1,811
736
227
195

13,970
523
3,791
785
507
1,723
557
593
2,356
1,204
517
3,451
2,418
7,129
540
1,148
11,017
1,549
1,459
1,478
620
2,046
1,317
1,604
354
1,673
2,320
419
1,815
1,093
25,227
12,556
4,444
1,150
15,376
3,364
1,044
610
695
1,957
715
1,500
196
897
802
25,780
18,248
240
1,264
691
4,600
1,288
505
3,150
618
223
1,103
624
545
969
4,819
2,732
1,288
720
526
5,276
788
878
1,198
1,983
2,567
6,272
2,066
632
1,843
1,489
270
297

46
1
1
2
0
8
1
0
2
3
0
3
2
3
2
6
279
0
0
1
0
0
0
5
0
5
2
0
2
0
33
22
2
1
40
6
0
0
2
6
0
0
1
0
3
153
24
0
7
0
366
0
7
6
0
1
0
2
7
1
4
16
4
1
0
34
1
4
0
0
2
11
26
0
5
2
0
0

32,232
1,008
7,642
1,761
1,028
4,061
1,266
1,222
4,888
2,615
1,019
8,073
4,558
13,099
1,435
2,033
20,117
3,126
2,857
3,411
1,311
4,168
2,612
4,287
749
3,995
4,384
979
3,355
2,302
49,529
29,794
8,162
2,436
29,704
5,920
2,808
1,100
1,505
3,658
1,217
3,448
497
1,984
1,671
59,124
31,244
462
2,661
1,254
11,784
2,385
1,182
6,318
2,114
561
2,061
1,387
1,487
2,376
8,708
5,322
2,939
1,550
952
11,578
1,410
2,044
2,801
4,201
5,769
12,682
4,211
1,469
4,730
2,687
639
689

422
8
157
22
18
18
15
9
47
40
13
62
62
102
13
33
168
63
10
83
12
40
34
25
7
17
52
12
50
50
305
289
113
26
327
44
135
14
27
58
10
35
3
28
6
428
126
4
24
15
132
33
2
26
9
4
34
13
10
15
65
54
49
17
10
139
6
15
49
28
162
225
46
6
25
35
0
5

294
1
116
18
13
6
5
6
18
14
10
38
19
93
10
14
122
48
2
40
6
23
15
17
2
9
27
3
19
22
261
158
76
28
278
12
34
6
20
24
9
34
1
33
2
322
115
3
5
1
53
24
2
18
2
1
10
3
2
12
35
33
16
10
4
60
5
7
23
20
76
111
17
1
14
16
2
1

339
17
258
21
17
20
8
13
47
40
25
63
68
136
13
48
249
131
10
77
20
55
19
24
11
7
69
12
53
72
397
129
222
47
550
66
64
29
41
67
18
47
1
49
4
359
189
6
22
3
78
75
3
56
5
2
25
18
9
9
91
88
38
18
10
129
22
8
36
48
173
235
52
9
27
53
1
7

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
12
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1,057
26
531
61
48
44
28
28
113
94
48
163
149
331
36
95
547
242
22
200
38
118
68
66
20
33
148
27
122
144
965
576
411
102
1,156
123
233
49
88
152
37
116
5
110
12
1,111
430
13
51
19
275
132
7
100
16
7
69
34
21
36
191
177
103
45
24
328
33
30
108
96
411
571
116
16
66
104
3
13

74,823
4,168
37,670
7,644
5,771
7,642
3,455
4,100
14,966
9,039
3,576
22,729
16,714
21,389
4,650
5,656
46,355
15,531
4,662
14,937
3,624
10,455
6,696
10,877
2,835
8,963
15,592
3,966
11,707
15,389
80,543
54,239
25,168
8,131
85,385
12,545
17,116
9,048
10,720
17,399
4,059
11,855
1,106
9,568
3,074
87,016
44,686
2,275
6,628
3,884
30,116
11,885
1,990
12,150
3,522
928
8,183
3,839
4,333
4,416
21,853
16,283
10,914
7,979
3,077
30,049
3,792
4,444
15,560
12,905
29,354
51,095
14,192
2,651
9,459
12,778
1,390
2,285
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White
Whitfield
Wilcox
Wilkes
Wilkinson
Worth
Total:

3,448
8,963
743
704
1,293
2,779
588,725

2,088
6,680
3,544
13,084
343
1,317
467
1,649
259
1,109
766
3,285
451,148 1,414,363

6
12,222
45
25,636
0
2,403
3
2,823
3
2,664
0
6,830
3,885 2,458,121

372
2,814
285
504
528
581
367,385

973
1,066
2,840
4,997
212
365
754
897
602
942
820
994
849,640 1,248,031

0
2,411
19
10,670
0
862
4
2,159
3
2,075
0
2,395
7,042 2,472,098

80
194
8
16
17
22
20,640

27
84
2
11
4
10
16,056

76
162
6
20
10
28
25,136

0
0
0
0
0
0
234

183
14,816
440
36,746
16
3,281
47
5,029
31
4,770
60
9,285
62,066 4,992,285
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Georgia starts processing absentee ballots 15 days before Election Day

Absentee ballots can begin to be opened, but not counted, in Georgia
https://www.ajc.com/politics/absentee-ballots-can-begin-to-be-opened-but-not-counted-in-georgia/BRBLHVUJOFHB5OEHAMZV34HPDA/
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Georgia starts processing absentee ballots 15 days before Election Day

POLITICS | Oct 19, 2020

By Mark Niesse, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Election workers were able to begin opening and scanning absentee ballots Monday under a new Georgia rule.
The rule, passed by the State Election Board in August, allows county election oﬃcials to start processing absentee
ballots 15 days before Election Day.
But the rule also forbids tabulation of absentee ballots until polls close on Election Day. Scanned votes will be stored in
the memory of optical scanning computers, the same as votes cast in person during early voting.
Processing absentee ballots in advance will help election oﬃcials manage unprecedented levels of remote voters
during the coronavirus pandemic. Over 1.6 million voters have requested absentee ballots in Georgia, and more than
676,000 of them have been filled out and returned, according to state election records.
Election oﬃcials will be able to get a head start on the time-consuming job of processing absentee ballots. They’re
permitted to verify, open, separate and scan absentee ballots.
Election results in close races might not be known for days because of the time it takes to count every vote. State law
gives county election oﬃcials until Nov. 13 to certify the election, and then Secretary of State Brad Raﬀensperger must
finalize results by Nov. 20.
Handling absentee ballots ahead of time will reduce the number of ballots left after Election Day.

https://www.ajc.com/politics/absentee-ballots-can-begin-to-be-opened-but-not-counted-in-georgia/BRBLHVUJOFHB5OEHAMZV34HPDA/
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Absentee ballot processing must be open to the view of the public, but only designated election employees can touch
ballots, according to the State Election Board rule.
Before the rule change, absentee ballots couldn’t be processed until Election Day in Georgia.

Explore

Map: Where to find absentee ballot drop boxes in metro Atlanta

County election workers verify voter signatures and registration information when absentee ballots are returned, before
they’re opened.
If ballots are rejected, election oﬃcials are required to quickly notify voters and give them time to correct problems. So
far, just 261 returned absentee ballots had been rejected across Georgia through Sunday, according to state election
records.
It’s not too late for voters to request and return absentee ballots to drop boxes located in about 120 counties across
Georgia. Absentee ballots can be requested online at ballotrequest.sos.ga.gov or by filling out a form on the secretary of
state’s website.
Completed absentee ballots must be received by county election oﬃcials by 7 p.m. Nov. 3 to be counted.
Three weeks of in-person early voting is also underway in every county in Georgia.

In Other News
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It's worth knowing what's really going on. Subscribe today for 99¢.

Georgia recount: Metro Atlanta counties offer live feeds for voters to watch
ELECTION 2020 | Updated Nov 15, 2020

By Brian O'Shea, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Advertisement
1800Flowers.com

The Perfect Pick Me Up Gift

OPEN

While every county in Georgia takes part in the massive, manual statewide recount of the presidential election in Georgia, many counties
are oﬀering livestreams to allow the public to observe the process.

This article will include links to watch for a number of metro Atlanta counties.
Advertisement

My colleague Mark Niesse wrote about how the recount will work. and that may be helpful in understanding what you are watching.
There is no audio, and what you can generally see from the livestream is a ﬁxed camera view. Election workers sit at tables in teams of
two. For each ballot, both members of the team check and verify the voter’s choice for president. And then the ballot is put into a pile for
that candidate. The process repeats.
After the ballots are sorted into stacks, the audit team will count up the votes for each candidate, write them on a form and return the
ballots to their containers. Then those totals will be entered into laptops by diﬀerent election workers at another table.
The recounts began Friday and must be completed by the end of Wednesday. Fulton and DeKalb counties have ﬁnished their counts.

https://www.ajc.com/politics/election/georgia-recount-metro-atlanta-counties-offer-live-feeds-for-voters-to-watch/6MCEZ5N4JJGKTEC4IU7ELDOIRQ/
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The recount is open to the public. Anyone can watch from an observation area. Read more about the process.

Gabriel Sterling
@GabrielSterling

In the state’s and counties’ continuing unprecedented level of
transparency, here is a link to watch Fulton County’s hand
tallied audit today. The process continues across the state
with about 50 counties already having completed their audit.

FultonGovernmentTV Live Stream
youtube.com

8:30 AM · Nov 14, 2020 from Sandy Springs, GA
115

60 people are Tweeting about this

Find the livestream for various metro Atlanta counties:
Advertisement

Gwinnett County - Additional county recount info
Athens Clarke County
Cherokee County - No livestream reported. County recount info
Clayton County - No livestream reported. County recount info
Cobb County - No livestream reported. County recount info
DeKalb County ﬁnished its recount - Additional county recount info
Douglas County - No livestream reported. County recount info
Fayette County - No livestream reported. County recount info
Forsyth County - No livestream reported. County recount info
Fulton County ﬁnished its recount - Additional county recount info
Henry County - No livestream reported. County recount info
Rockdale County - No livestream reported. County recount info
Note: If you know of a metro county livestream not linked here, please email Brian O’Shea with the link.

Explore

Follow complete updates on the Georgia election recount from the AJC Politics team

In Other News
ELECTION 2020

Georgia has two runoff election dates after the general election
ELECTION 2020

Recount, Day 4: Counties continue work, Chambliss disputes Trump claims
ELECTION 2020

Georgia election recount nears finish line with few hiccups
ELECTION 2020
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Maps: Compare how Georgia counties voted for president in 2008-2020
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OFFICIAL ELECTION BULLETIN
November 13, 2020

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

TO:

County Election Officials and County Registrars

FROM:

Chris Harvey, Elections Division Director

RE:

Allowing More Credentialed Monitors at Risk Limiting Audit
Allowing Libertarian Party Monitors

______________________________________________________________________
There has been some concern about the appropriate number of political party monitors eligible
to view the audit process. The rules that the Secretary of State’s office put out require that
Superintendents allow a minimum of two political party monitors from each party, with
additional monitors if there are more than twenty audit teams. For example, if Dekalb has 75
audit teams, they would have to allow a minimum of 8 designated monitors for each party.
Additionally, as the Libertarian Party (technically a political body) has a candidate on the ballot
for President, the same standards should be applied to the designated monitors from the
Libertarian Party.
As an addendum to the rules on political parties monitors and because transparency should be
a guiding principle throughout this process, if Election Superintendents can safely allow more
than the minimum number of designated political party monitors consistent with maintaining
an orderly process, space limitations, social distancing/public health guidelines then you should.
Please allow as much transparency as you can while maintaining a secure, orderly process and
abiding your public health regulations.

Page 1 of 1
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November 18, 2020
Woods v. Raffensperger, et al., Case No. 1:20-cv-04651-SDG
United States District Court for Northern District of Georgia
Preliminary Expert Report of Jonathan Rodden, PhD
737 Mayfield Avenue
Stanford, CA 94305

__________________________
Jonathan Rodden, PhD
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I.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Today I received a declaration from Christos Makridis, which makes a variety
of claims about fraud and irregularities associated with the 2020 general election in
Georgia. I have been asked by Counsel to provide a preliminary assessment of those
claims. In this report, I respond to each of Dr. Makridis’ claims. Some are mere
assertions without citations or they are based on data or vague stories that appear to
have been culled from the internet. Others are illogical or fallacious or both. Some
appear to be based on basic misunderstandings of the academic literature. None are
supported in any way by data analysis. While some of his claims are too vague or
illogical to subject to data analysis, others can be easily cast side with rudimentary
analysis, which I perform in the report that follows. Overall, it is my opinion that Dr.
Makridis’ report is unreliable, out of line with the standard practices in the fields of
political science, statistics, and the study of election administration, and as a result
cannot be used to form any opinions about the integrity of the 2020 elections in
Georgia.
II.

QUALIFICATIONS

I am currently a tenured Professor of Political Science at Stanford University
and the founder and director of the Stanford Spatial Social Science Lab (“the
Lab”)—a center for research and teaching with a focus on the analysis of geo-spatial
data in the social sciences. In my affiliation with the Lab, I am engaged in a variety
2
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of research projects involving large, fine-grained geo-spatial data sets including
ballots and election results at the level of polling places, individual records of
registered voters, census data, and survey responses. I am also a senior fellow at the
Stanford Institute for Economic Policy Research and the Hoover Institution. Prior to
my employment at Stanford, I was the Ford Professor of Political Science at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. I received my Ph.D. from Yale University
and my B.A. from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, both in political science.
A copy of my current C.V. is included as an Appendix to this report.
In my current academic work, I conduct research on the relationship between
the patterns of political representation, geographic location of demographic and
partisan groups, and the drawing of electoral districts. I have published papers using
statistical methods to assess political geography, balloting, and representation in a
variety of academic journals including Statistics and Public Policy, Proceedings of
the National Academy of Science, American Economic Review Papers and
Proceedings, the Journal of Economic Perspectives, the Virginia Law Review, the
American Journal of Political Science, the British Journal of Political Science, the
Annual Review of Political Science, and the Journal of Politics. One of these papers
was recently selected by the American Political Science Association as the winner
of the Michael Wallerstein Award for the best paper on political economy published

3
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in the last year, and another received an award from the American Political Science
Association section on social networks.
I have recently written a series of papers, along with my co-authors, using
automated redistricting algorithms to assess partisan gerrymandering. This work has
been published in the Quarterly Journal of Political Science, Election Law Journal,
and Political Analysis, and it has been featured in more popular publications like the
Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, and Boston Review. I have recently
completed a book, published by Basic Books in June of 2019, on the relationship
between political districts, the residential geography of social groups, and their
political representation in the United States and other countries that use winner-takeall electoral districts. The book was reviewed in The New York Times, The New York
Review of Books, Wall Street Journal, The Economist, and The Atlantic, among
others.
I have expertise in the use of large data sets and geographic information
systems (GIS), and conduct research and teaching in the area of applied statistics
related to elections. My PhD students frequently take academic and private sector
jobs as statisticians and data scientists. I frequently work with geo-coded voter files
and other large administrative data sets, including in recent paper published in the
Annals of Internal Medicine and The New England Journal of Medicine. I have
developed a national data set of geo-coded precinct-level election results that has

4
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been used extensively in policy-oriented research related to redistricting and
representation. 1
I have been accepted and testified as an expert witness in six recent election
law cases: Romo v. Detzner, No. 2012-CA-000412 (Fla. Cir. Ct. 2012); Mo. State
Conference of the NAACP v. Ferguson-Florissant Sch. Dist., No. 4:2014-CV-02077
(E.D. Mo. 2014); Lee v. Va. State Bd. of Elections, No. 3:15-CV-00357 (E.D. Va.
2015); Democratic Nat’l Committee et al. v. Hobbs et al., No. 16-1065-PHX-DLR
(D. Ariz. 2016); Bethune-Hill v. Virginia State Board of Elections, No. 3:14-cv00852-REP-AWA-BMK (E.D. Va. 2014); and Jacobson et al. v. Lee, No. 4:18-cv00262 (N.D. Fla. 2018). I also worked with a coalition of academics to file Amicus
Briefs in the Supreme Court in Gill v. Whitford, No. 16-1161, and Rucho v. Common
Cause, No. 18-422. Much of the testimony in these cases had to do with geography,
voting, ballots, and election administration. I am being compensated at the rate of
$500/hour for my work in this case. My compensation is not dependent upon my
conclusions in any way.
III.

DATA SOURCES

I have collected county-level data on presidential elections for each year from
1988 to 2020 from the Georgia Secretary of State from the following web page:
https://sos.ga.gov/index.php/Elections/current_and_past_elections_results

1

The dataset can be downloaded at http://projects.iq.harvard.edu/eda/home.
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I have also collected 2016 precinct-level data on Georgia from the Metric Geometry
and Gerrymandering Group at Tufts University. Finally, I have also consulted my
own precinct-level dataset from the 2008 election.
IV.

ANALYSIS

First, in bullet point number 4 of his report, Dr. Makridis points out that
Georgia uses a relatively new voting system manufactured by Dominion Voting
Systems. He remarks that this system has “a history of technical glitches.” He makes
no specific allegations about such glitches in Georgia in November of 2020, other
than to point out that “roughly 80,000” ballots were “affected” in Gwinnett County.
He makes no specific claims about where these numbers come from or what these
effects might be, and cites no sources. It seems likely that he is drawing on media
reports that election-night counting was delayed in Gwinnett County due to software
complications. 2 He also suggests, without evidence or citations, that “it is possible”
that there were other “glitches” that went undetected.
Next, in bullet point number 5, he introduces a vague discussion of “glitches”
in Morgan and Spalding counties. He makes no specific claim about Morgan County
at all, but includes a quote from an election administrator in Spalding County about
a “glitch,” while providing no citation or context. Here, he appears to be referring to

https://www.gwinnettdailypost.com/local/a-software-glitch-caused-delays-in-gettingthousands-of-gwinnett-ballots-counted/article_f0e26324-2123-11eb-a16d-837ea9d8cc56.html

2
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an issue not with voting machines, but with e-pollbooks used to check voters in. 3 In
any case, Marcia Ridley, who Dr. Makridis quoted making a vague description that
the voting technology company “uploaded something last night,” later clarified to
the local media that she misunderstood, and this did not in fact happen. 4 Dr. Makridis
did not provide an update on this in his report.
Next, in bullet point number 6, Dr. Makridis points out that a large number of
Georgia voters requested absentee ballots compared with 2016. The increase in
absentee ballot requests had to do, of course, with concerns about in-person voting
during a pandemic. Dr. Makridis does not make any specific claims about problems
with absentee ballots. Rather, he quickly moves on to discuss provisional ballots,
and seems to intimate that the number of provisional ballots was somehow large or
suspicious in 2020. Without citation, he claims that 14,200 provisional ballots
remained to be counted on November 6 at 6 PM. It is hard to know where this
number came from, or why it is relevant. According to the Secretary of State’s data,
there were a total of 11,161 total provisional ballots counted for president in 2020.
Given that 2020 was an extremely high-turnout election and attracted a large number
of first-time voters, this number of provisional ballots does not seem surprising. It is

https://www.wsbtv.com/news/local/spalding-county-experiencing-county-wide-glitch-bringingdown-voting-machines/EPCV6RSBRFBLTJUVQXJZAIFO2U/
4 https://the-grip.net/2020/11/12/voting-machine-glitch-not-caused-by-software-updateinvestigation-ongoing/
3
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quite common for provisional ballots to be counted last in the days after the election,
and there is nothing about the reported number that would indicate that any
discrepancy or other issue occurred.
Dr. Makridis includes a discussion of provisional ballots in Mercer County.
It is difficult to know what Dr. Makridis might be referring to, since there is no
county called Mercer in Georgia. He appears to be citing some statistics from a
county in Pennsylvania, and the relevance to this case is unclear.
Next, Dr. Makridis makes the following claim: “It is also curious that the
correlation between the number of mail-in votes for Biden net of Trump and the
2016 share of votes for Clinton is stronger than the total votes for Biden net of
Trump.” This sentence is very difficult to follow, and I have no idea why any such
thing would be curious, but let us examine the data. Dr. Markridis seems to suggest
that he has calculated the county-level advantage for Biden among mail-in votes,
and examined the correlation between that quantity and Hillary Clinton’s share of
the vote in 2016. In the first panel of Figure 1, I present a scatter plot of that
relationship. On the horizontal axis is Hillary Clinton’s share of the two-party vote
in 2016 in each Georgia county. On the vertical axis is Biden’s advantage over
Trump in mail-in ballots in 2020. The size of the data marker corresponds to the total
number of ballots (of any kind) cast in the county in 2020, in order to give us a sense
of the size of the county. The graph shows a strong positive relationship, indicating

8
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that Biden outperformed Trump among mail-in voters in 2020 in the same counties
where Clinton outperformed Trump in 2016. This is not the least bit surprising. The
next graph is identical, except that the horizontal axis corresponds to Biden’s vote
share in 2020. Not surprisingly, Biden performs better among mail-in voters in
counties where he performs better overall. The third graph appears to be the one that
Dr. Makridis has in mind when he writes “the total votes for Biden net of Trump.”
The horizontal axis now corresponds to Biden’s advantage over Trump in raw
overall votes. Again, of course, Biden has a larger mail-in advantage in the counties
where he has a larger overall advantage.
None of this is surprising and none of it indicates any type of abnormality, as
Dr. Makridis appears to insinuate. Dr. Makridis seems to be arguing that the
correlation depicted in the first panel of Figure 1 is greater than that in the third
panel, and that this is somehow “curious.” I have no idea why it would be curious,
but in any case, it is not even true. The simple correlation between Biden’s mail-in
advantage and Hillary Clinton’s vote share, illustrated in the top panel in Figure 1,
is .48. The correlation between Biden’s mail-in advantage and his overall advantage
(illustrated in the bottom graph) is .95.

9
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Figure 1: Scatterplots of Mail-in Democratic Advantage and Overall
Democratic Voting

10
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Perhaps Dr. Makridis means to suggest that Biden’s mail-in advantage was
more highly correlated with Clinton’s 2016 vote share than was his overall
advantage. Again, it is unclear why this would be suspicious, and again, it is untrue.
While the simple correlation between Clinton’s 2016 vote share and Biden’s mailin advantage was .48, the correlation with his overall advantage is .53. Quite simply,
there is nothing surprising or unusual about these correlations, and I have no reason
to anticipate that one of these correlations should be higher than the other, and Dr.
Makridis provides no explanation whatsoever about how these correlations might
relate to allegations of fraud or irregularities.
Perhaps Dr. Makridis means to imply that larger, denser, and more
Democratic counties in the top right corners of the graphs in Figure 1 had fewer
Republican poll-watchers, and as a result, somehow exhibited unusually high
Democratic vote shares, but he provides no evidence that would be consistent with
such a claim. It is useful to simply plot Biden’s 2020 county-level vote share against
Clinton’s in 2016. This plot is provided in Figure 2, which again displays data
markers for counties according to their size. It also includes a 45-degree line, so that
any county that is above the line is one where Biden out-performed Clinton, and any
county below the line is one where Biden under-performed Clinton. Figure 2
clarifies that it is simply not true that Biden’s gains were concentrated in extremely
Democratic counties. We can see that Biden did not outperform Clinton in the most
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Democratic counties. His largest gains were in the pivotal suburban counties in the
middle of the graph, and he also made substantial gains in counties (many of them
also suburban) on the left-hand side of the graph where voters have typically
supported Republicans. In general, Figure 2 reveals that Biden’s gains were spread
broadly throughout the state.
Figure 2: Scatterplot of 2020 Versus 2016 Democratic Vote Share

In fact, if we regress the change in Democratic vote share (from 2016 to 2020) on
the 2016 Clinton vote share, the coefficient is not statistically significant from zero.
If we weight the counties by population and perform that same regression, the
coefficient is negative and borderline statistically significant. This means we can
12
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reject the claim that Biden’s support increased the most in more Democratic
counties. If anything, it actually increased more in more Republican counties. This
is completely inconsistent with the story about nefarious Democratic election
administrators that Dr. Makridis appears to be pushing in his report.
Next, in bullet point 7, Dr. Makridis claims that “the counties with the greatest
reported software glitches and delays are also the counties with the biggest swings
in votes for Biden.” He provides no evidence about how he measures “reported
software glitches and delays.” He provides no citations to media reports or
investigations about glitches or delays. In fact, he only makes oblique mentions of
media reports about “glitches or delays” in two counties—Morgan, where Biden
received only 29 percent of the vote, and Spalding, where he received 39 percent.
Quickly abandoning his claims about glitches, Dr. Makridis proceeds to
provide a table displaying increases in Democratic votes for the most Democratic
counties in Georgia from 2008 to 2012, from 2012 to 2016, and 2016 to 2020. Dr.
Makridis points out that there were larger increases in Democratic votes in 2020 than
in previous elections. What he neglects to mention is that there were also large
increases in Republican votes in most of those same counties, simply because
turnout was extremely and unusually high in 2020. He also neglects to point out that,
as indicated in Figure 2 above, Democratic votes increased substantially in many of
the most Republican counties in the state. Since Dr. Makridis asserts that the mere
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observation of a large increase in Democratic voting is sufficient evidence of fraud,
it is not clear if Dr. Makridis believes that election administrators in these suburban
Republican counties were also involved in the same corrupt practices that he
attributes to administrators in more Democratic and urban counties.
Simply because raw votes for the Democratic candidate were higher in
Democratic counties than in previous elections, Dr. Makridis makes the stunningly
absurd claim that this provides evidence of “a high likelihood of fraudulent
alterations within the software or the system” (page 3). Let us conduct the analysis
intended by Dr. Makridis in a way that is not patently absurd, and examine the
evolution of Democratic vote shares in these counties over time. This is taken up in
Figure 3, which displays the evolution of Democratic vote shares over time in the
counties highlighted by Dr. Makridis. In these mostly urban and suburban counties,
the Democratic vote share has been increasing steadily over time. Perhaps the largest
inflection point was in 2008. It is clear that in each of these counties, 2020 was an
unremarkable continuation of the trend from previous elections—precisely the
opposite of the claim made by Dr. Makridis. The suburban counties where the
Democratic vote share was trending upwards, like Cobb and Gwinnett, continued
those trends in 2020. As discussed above, in many of the most Democratic counties,
the Democratic vote share actually flattened out, falling below what would have
been predicted from previous tends, in 2020.
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Figure 3: Democratic Presidential Vote, 1988 to 2020, Selected Georgia
Counties

Surprisingly, Dr. Makridis singles out Fulton county (page 4) as a “hotspot for fraud”
that he surmises was large enough to sway the overall election outcome. This is a
bizarre argument, since Biden’s performance was relatively flat in Fulton County
relative to his large gains in relatively Republican counties and indeed, relative to
his gains in the state as a whole (again, see Figure 2 above).
Next, Dr. Makridis suggests that rural counties “that are on the Northeastern
border of Alabama have a much lower increase in Democratic votes for Biden,” and
should be viewed as some kind of control group. Dr. Makridis believes that the swing
in vote share should be uniform across urban, suburban, and rural counties, and it is
“suspect” that higher-density suburban areas with more diverse and educated voters
15
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trended more toward the Democratic candidate in Georgia than rural counties.
Evidently Dr. Makridis is unaware that this same persistent pattern—a correlation
between population density and Democratic gains—has been identified in almost
every U.S. state for decades, 5 and this pattern has continued in 2020, in Georgia and
around the United States.
Figure 4: Democratic Presidential Vote and Population Density,
Georgia Counties, 1988 to 2020

Figure 4 plots the relationship between population density (log scale) and
Democratic presidential vote share across Georgia counties from 1988 to 2020. On
Jonathan Rodden, Why Cities Lose: The Deep Roots of the Urban-Rural Divide. Basic Books
(2019).

5
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the left side of each graph are low-density majority-African-American counties that
vote overwhelmingly for Democrats. But many lower-density counties with larger
white populations have become increasingly Republican over time. And higherdensity counties on the right side of the graphs have become increasingly
Democratic over time. Some of the largest increases in Democratic vote share in
2020 were in higher-density counties in suburban Atlanta. There is nothing in Figure
4 that is remotely indicative of fraud. Rather, 2020 was merely the continuation of a
long-term trend— something that any credible social scientist could easily determine
with very simple analysis of readily available data.
Figure 5: Population Density and Change in Democratic Vote Margin from
2016 to 2020
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Figure 5 is taken from a recent article in The Economist.6 It shows that Georgia was
not alone. The Democratic vote share increased in relatively dense, mostly suburban
counties around the United States in 2020. Dr. Makridis wishes to argue that
increased Democratic vote share in suburban Atlanta relative to rural North Georgia
is indicative of vote fraud, even in majority-Republican counties. However, this
pattern can be found in virtually every state, including those that Donald Trump won
handily. Dr. Makridis has provided no explanation about what this nationwide
demographic pattern might possibly have to do with election fraud.
Next, Dr. Makridis argues that it is “highly suspect” that he was able to find a
precinct in Fulton County, and one in DeKalb county, where Biden received 97
percent of the vote. In fact, Democratic vote shares nearing 100 percent are
extremely common in American cities. They are reflections of American geographic
polarization, not election fraud. I have consulted precinct-level results of the 2016
presidential election—one that Dr. Makridis appears to claim was not fraudulent—
and note that there were 130 precincts where Hillary Clinton received over 97
percent of the vote. I have assembled a first-of-its kind nationwide precinct-level
data set for the 2008 election. In that data set, which contains results for over 185,000
precincts, there are well over 6,000 precincts where the Democratic candidate,

https://www.economist.com/united-states/2020/11/14/our-analysis-of-the-election-resultssuggests-that-2020-accelerated-a-long-running-trend
6
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Barack Obama, received over 97 percent of the vote. These urban precincts can be
found in the majority of U.S. states. Their existence tells us nothing about election
fraud.
Next, in bullet point number 8, Dr. Makridis discusses “Benford’s Law,”
which is a set of observations about the frequency distribution of leading digits in a
variety of real-world data sets. Analysts have noticed that in many different types of
data sets, it is possible to characterize how frequently the leading digit is likely to be
1, 2, and so on. Financial analysts and accountants have attempted to use these
expected distributions to search for fraud. The intuition is that someone who is
inventing numbers is likely to be lazy or follow some rule of thumb that creates a set
of numbers with a different distribution of first (or second) digits than one typically
sees in canonical data sets.
Some scholars have attempted to bring this type of analysis to the study of
elections—an area of considerable controversy. For instance, studies using the socalled First Digit Newcomb-Benford Law have come under heavy criticism for
electoral applications. Among other reasons, it is widely understood that the first
digits of precinct-level vote counts are not useful for trying to identify electoral
fraud, in part because they are driven by the number of registered voters in the
precinct. It is not reasonable, then, to expect the first digit of precinct-level vote
totals to resemble the distributions found in a large set of canonical data sets, for
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instance financial records, city sizes, molecular weights, or surface areas of rivers.7
It is important to craft one’s analysis of digits to the actual data set at hand. The type
of analysis undertaken by scholars in this literature cannot be written up in a breezy
paragraph that lacks crucial details, such as Dr. Makridis’ brief exposition on page
4 of his report. Dr. Makridis merely claims that he is using a precinct-level data set
for Georgia with 2,656 observations, and tells the reader that 1,017 precincts are
“suspicious” when we look at “advance” ballots (presumably he is referring to early
voting totals rather than mail-in ballots), and 1,530 precincts are “suspicious” when
he looks at election-day votes. He does not fill the reader on what he means by
“suspicious.” He does not explain whether he is using First Digit Newcomb-Benford
Law, Second Digit Newcomb-Benford Law, or something else. It simply does not
make sense in this literature to inform the reader that over half of the precincts
reported “suspicious” numbers. It would be necessary to report distributions of digits
and explore some of the common statistics used in the literature. To my knowledge,
there is not any concept in this literature that remotely corresponds to a claim that
58 percent of the precincts in a large state have “suspicious” digits. In any case, Dr.
See Luis Perrichi and David Torres. 2011. “Quick Anomaly Detection by the Newcomb-Benford
Law, with Applications to Electoral Processes Data from the USA, Puerto Rico and Venezuela.”
Statistical Science 26(4):502–516. Water Mebane, Jr., 2014. Can Votes Counts’ Digits and
Benford’s Law Diagnose Elections? In The Theory and Applications of Benford’s Law, ed. Steven
J. Miller. Princeton: Princeton University Press pp. 206–216.
7
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Makridis does not provide any analysis, output, computer code, or data, so there is
nothing here to evaluate, other than a rather nonsensical claim. His approach is also
inconsistent with other claims in his report, where he surmises that fraud took place
only in certain majority-Democratic counties. It makes little sense, then, to anticipate
some discernable deviation from a typical digit distribution in the state as a whole.
It is not clear why his analysis does not focus on the list of counties, for instance,
that he accuses of fraud on page three of his report.
Next, Dr. Makridis claims that it is useful to “detect statistical anomalies” by
looking at the distributions of changes in total votes cast from 2016 to 2020 for the
two main presidential candidates. He does not explain why he believes we should
expect a normal distribution, a skewed distribution, or any other type of distribution
on these variables, or why we might view one type of distribution as “suspicious.”
He provides a histogram of changes in raw Trump votes as well as changes in raw
Biden votes. He does not inform the reader about the units of analysis in these
figures. Given the numbers on the horizontal axis, it seems likely that these are
supposed to be precinct-level results. However, given that changes to precinct
boundaries take place quite frequently, it is extremely unlikely that Dr. Makridis has
already done the complex geo-spatial analysis needed to weave together a 2016 and
2020 precinct-level data set. If precinct boundaries have changed, it makes little
sense to subtract 2016 votes from 2020 votes. The numbers in the tails of the
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distributions would be essentially meaningless. If indeed these are meant to be
precincts, it is not clear how Dr. Makridis might have dealt with late-emerging
precinct consolidations due to COVID.
In any case, in the figure on page 5 of his report, Dr. Makridis presents two
histograms, both of which are clearly right-skewed. That is to say, both have a large
density of precincts with a moderate number of increased votes in the middle of the
figure, and a long right tail—a small set of precincts where the candidate received a
relatively large number of additional votes in 2020 relative to 2016. For some reason,
Dr. Makridis describes the Trump histogram as “perfectly normal,” even though the
reader can clearly see that it has a pronounced right skew.
Perhaps Dr. Makridis is trying to claim that the right skew is more pronounced
in the Biden histogram than in the Trump histogram. However, he fails to explain
why he believes this would be meaningful. One possibility is that precinct
consolidations took place disproportionately in urban, Democratic areas, which
would lead to much larger Biden votes in 2020 than in 2016 in the precincts that Dr.
Makridis was able to match based on name and county (if this is indeed what he has
done). It is also the case that Georgia has not increased the number of precincts in
the large suburban counties in metro Atlanta, even as population growth has
exploded in these counties. As a result, these precincts are far larger than precincts
in the rest of the state. Since these are the precincts where Biden’s vote share
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increased the most, it is not surprising that we would see a long right tail in the
distribution of Biden’s raw precinct-level vote totals. In all likelihood, his vote
shares are increasing the most in the largest precincts, which would create a long
right tail in the distribution of Biden vote change. It is very difficult to discern a logic
whereby these histograms would tell us anything about election fraud.
Finally, Dr. Makridis expresses concern that there were “surges of votes for
Biden” at “odd hours of the morning on November 4th.” The incumbent Republican
presidential candidate made very strong negative statements about voting by mail,
and encouraged his supporters to vote on Election Day. Moreover, provisional
ballots very frequently favor Democrats. Thus, every knowledgeable election
watcher understood that in states where absentee and provisional ballots were likely
to be counted after election-day votes, observers would observe what analysts refer
to as a “blue shift” as votes were counted late at night and in the days to follow. This
was not the least bit surprising. Dr. Makridis argues that Florida “did not have similar
concerns about fraud,” and thus did not display evidence of a “blue shift” on election
night. However, the obvious explanation is that Florida is accustomed to handling a
heavy volume of mail ballots, and has laws that encourage early counting of absentee
ballots, for instance by letting counties process absentee ballots weeks in advance.
The early results announced in Florida included pre-tabulated mail ballots, which
led to early results that were skewed toward Democrats. If Dr. Makridis wishes to
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argue that shifts toward one party or another in vote counts over time are indicative
of fraud, he would be required to argue that Florida’s election was fraudulent as well.
In reality, there are obvious explanations why different states, and different counties,
would count more Democratic or Republican ballots earlier or later in the counting
process. By no means does this constitute evidence related to fraud.
In conclusion, Dr. Makridis has provided a set of loose conjectures and
innuendo that are difficult to understand or evaluate. His report contains some
snippets of data that have nothing whatsoever to do with fraud or irregularities. He
examines patterns of votes in Georgia that are mere descriptions of what any
qualified political scientist knows about trends in the geography of American
elections, but without explanation, he insinuates that these trends are somehow
indicative of fraud. Dr. Makridis’ report contains nothing resembling evidence of
fraud, and there is nothing in the report that could help the Court draw conclusions
about the integrity of the 2020 election.
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W. J. Bryan Prize, top graduating senior in political science department at the University of Michigan,
1993.

Other Professional Activities
International Advisory Committee, Center for Metropolitan Studies, Sao Paulo, Brazil, 2006–2010.
Selection committee, Mancur Olson Prize awarded by the American Political Science Association Political Economy Section for the best dissertation in the field of political economy.
Selection committee, Gregory Luebbert Best Book Award.
Selection committee, William Anderson Prize, awarded by the American Political Science Association
for the best dissertation in the field of federalism and intergovernmental relations.

Courses
Undergraduate
Politics, Economics, and Democracy
Introduction to Comparative Politics
Introduction to Political Science
Political Science Scope and Methods
Institutional Economics
Spatial Approaches to Social Science

Graduate
Political Economy of Institutions
Federalism and Fiscal Decentralization
Politics and Geography
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Consulting
2017. Economic and Financial Affairs Committee of the European Parliament.
2016. Briefing paper for the World Bank on fiscal federalism in Brazil.
2013-2018: Principal Investigator, SMS for Better Governance (a collaborative project involving USAID,
Social Impact, and UNICEF in Arua, Uganda).
2019: Written expert testimony in McLemore, Holmes, Robinson, and Woullard v. Hosemann, United States
District Court, Mississippi.
2019: Expert witness in Nancy Corola Jacobson v. Detzner, United States District Court, Florida.
2018: Written expert testimony in League of Women Voters of Florida v. Detzner No. 4:18-cv-002510,
United States District Court, Florida.
2018: Written expert testimony in College Democrats of the University of Michigan, et al. v. Johnson, et al.,
United States District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan.
2017: Expert witness in Bethune-Hill v. Virginia Board of Elections, No. 3:14-CV-00852, United States
District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia.
2017: Expert witness in Arizona Democratic Party, et al. v. Reagan, et al., No. 2:16-CV-01065, United
States District Court for Arizona.
2016: Expert witness in Lee v. Virginia Board of Elections, 3:15-cv-357, United States District Court for
the Eastern District of Virginia, Richmond Division.
2016: Expert witness in Missouri NAACP v. Ferguson-Florissant School District, United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Missouri, Eastern Division.
2014-2015: Written expert testimony in League of Women Voters of Florida et al. v. Detzner, et al., 2012-CA002842 in Florida Circuit Court, Leon County (Florida Senate redistricting case).
2013-2014: Expert witness in Romo v Detzner, 2012-CA-000412 in Florida Curcuit Court, Leon County
(Florida Congressional redistricting case).
2011-2014: Consultation with investment groups and hedge funds on European debt crisis.
2011-2014: Lead Outcome Expert, Democracy and Governance, USAID and Social Impact.
2010: USAID, Review of USAID analysis of decentralization in Africa.
2006–2009: World Bank, Independent Evaluations Group. Undertook evaluations of World Bank decentralization and safety net programs.
2008–2011: International Monetary Fund Institute. Designed and taught course on fiscal federalism.
1998–2003: World Bank, Poverty Reduction and Economic Management Unit. Consultant for World Development Report, lecturer for training courses, participant in working group for assembly of decentralization data, director of multi-country study of fiscal discipline in decentralized countries, collaborator
on review of subnational adjustment lending.

Last updated: October 19, 2020
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Appendix- I

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. LIN WOOD, JR.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
v.
BRAD RAFFENSPERGER, et al.,
Defendants.

Civil Action No.
1:20-cv-04651-SDG

DEFENDANTS’ RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF’S MOTION
FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION
Defendants Brad Raffensperger, Georgia Secretary of State, and State
Election Board members Rebecca N. Sullivan, David J. Worley, Matthew
Mashburn, and Ahn Le (collectively, “State Defendants”) submit the following
response in opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion for Preliminary Injunction:
INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff’s motion makes the extraordinary and unprecedented request that the
Court enjoin the certification of the 2020 general election in Georgia unless all
absentee ballots are removed from the tabulation. Inexplicably, Plaintiff waited to
move for this relief until two days before the November 20th deadline for the
Secretary of State to certify the election results, even though his claim is based upon
1
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rule-making by the State Defendants that was implemented in March and in full
effect during the entirety of the 2020 primary and general election cycles. At this
point, ballots have been cast, tabulated, and audited statewide. It is simply
impossible for the Court to grant Plaintiff’s requested relief, even if there were any
merit to Plaintiff’s constitutional claims—and there is not. Plaintiff fails to state a
legally cognizable or even coherent constitutional claim. The Court should decline
Plaintiff’s legally unsupportable efforts to trigger a constitutional crisis and overturn
the election results, based upon nothing more than Plaintiff’s personal dissatisfaction
with the outcome.
Plaintiff seeks to set aside the election results based upon two complaints: (1)
that State Defendants and the Democratic Party of Georgia entered into a March
2020 settlement agreement that allegedly altered the process by which counties
verify voter signatures on absentee ballots in a way that he asserts is contrary to the
Georgia election code; and (2) that monitors for the Trump Campaign and the
Republican Party were not permitted to observe the vote tabulations or post-election
audit. Setting aside the lack of factual support for either of these claims, neither
establish constitutional violations, and injunctive relief should be denied because
Plaintiff will not succeed on the merits of his claims.

2
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More importantly, however, the Court lacks subject-matter jurisdiction over
the action because Plaintiff cannot demonstrate Article III standing. Plaintiff has not
shown a concrete and particularized injury to his own, individual right to vote.
Instead, Plaintiff asserts a generalized grievance against State Defendants on behalf
of all Georgia voters, which courts repeatedly have held insufficient to establish
standing.
Finally, Plaintiff’s claims are barred by laches, as well as moot, because
Plaintiff delayed in bringing this action until it was too late for the Court to grant
any effectual, equitable relief. More than 1.3 million Georgians cast absentee ballots
in the presidential election, which have been processed, tabulated, certified, and
audited by the counties. Plaintiff’s inexcusable delay is extremely prejudicial to the
Secretary of State’s timely certification of the election results, which is necessary to
certify presidential electors, hold state and federal runoffs, and allow newly elected
officials to take office. Accordingly, the Court should deny Plaintiff’s motion.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
In 2019, the Georgia General Assembly enacted HB 316, a bipartisan effort
to reform to the state’s election code and implement a new electronic voting system.
The reforms kept in place Georgia’s policy of “no excuse” absentee voting, but
modified the technical requirements for absentee ballots in an effort to prevent them
3
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from being rejected, with no option to cure, for missing or mismatched signatures.
Specifically, HB 316 modified the language of the oath on the absentee ballot
envelope to remove requests for the elector’s address and date of birth, which was
deemed to potentially subject voters to increased risk of identity theft, while leaving
the signature requirement. See O.C.G.A. § 21-2-384. While the election code already
required that election officials “promptly notify” the voter of a rejected absentee
ballot due to a missing or mismatched signature, HB 316 added a cure provision,
whereby election officials must give a voter until three days after the date of the
election to cure a signature before rejecting an absentee ballot for a missing or
mismatched signature on the outer envelope. See O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(C).
On November 6, 2019, the Democratic Party of Georgia, DSCC, and DCCC
(collectively, “Political Party Organizations”) filed a lawsuit against the State
Defendants, alleging that the “promptly notify” language of O.C.G.A. § 21-2386(a)(1)(C) was vague and ill-defined and left counties with a standard-less
procedure for verifying signatures on absentee ballots. See Democratic Party of
Georgia v. Raffensperger, Civil Action No. 1:19-cv-05028-WMR.
While this action was pending, the State Election Board (“SEB”) approved a
rule that established a uniform standard for counties to follow to “promptly notify”
voters when their absentee ballot is rejected as required by O.C.G.A. § 21-24
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386(a)(1)(C). The rule provides that when a timely-submitted absentee ballot is
rejected, the board of registrars or absentee ballot clerk must send the voter notice
of the rejection and opportunity to cure within three business days, or by the next
business day if within ten days of Election Day. Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 183-1-14.13 (the “Prompt Notification Rule”).
The Prompt Notification Rule was adopted pursuant to the SEB’s rule-making
authority under O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31(2), and is in no respects inconsistent with
O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(C). It provides a uniform 3-day standard for “prompt”
notification when an absentee ballot is rejected, so that all counties follow the
procedures set forth in O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(C) in a consistent manner. The
Prompt Notification Rule was legally promulgated pursuant to the Georgia
Administrative Procedure Act, published for public comment, and discussed at
multiple public hearings before it became effective on March 22, 2020.1
Because the Prompt Notification Rule resolved the pending issues in the DPG
Action, the parties agreed to resolve the matter in a settlement agreement along the
following terms: (1) the State Election Board would promulgate and enforce the
1

The rule was subsequently amended at the April 15, 2020, SEB meeting to further
modify only the notification to a voter if their ballot was rejected. Both the original
rule as well as the modified rule were transmitted to the General Assembly for
consideration of legislative rejection or modification, and no action was taken by the
General Assembly as to either version of the rule.
5
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Prompt Notification Rule (which had already been approved by the State Election
Board prior to settlement); (2) the Secretary of State would issue guidance to county
election officials regarding the signature matching process; and (3) the Secretary of
State would consider sending to counties training materials prepared by the Political
Party Organizations’ handwriting expert (the “Settlement Agreement”).2 (Doc. 6-1.)
On May 1, 2020, the Secretary of State distributed an Official Election
Bulletin (“OEB”), which advised county election officials of the Prompt Notification
Rule and provided guidance on absentee ballot envelope signature review.
(Declaration of Chris Harvey ¶ 5 & Ex. 1.) The OEB notified officials that after an
election official makes an initial determination that the signature on the absentee
ballot envelope does not match the signature on file for the voter pursuant to
O.C.G.A. §21-2-386(a)(1)(B) and (C), two additional registrars, deputy registrars,
or absentee ballot clerks should also review the signature, and the ballot would be
rejected if at least two agree that the signature does not match. (Id.) The OEB in no
way is contrary to or inconsistent with the procedures in O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386, and
clearly instructs county officials to comply with the applicable law. (Id.)

2

The Secretary did consider in good faith the training materials provided by the
Political Party Organizations but ultimately decided not to distribute the Political
Party Organizations’ materials to county election officials.
6
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Contrary to Plaintiff’s claim that the Prompt Notification Rule and the OEB
have significantly disrupted the signature verification process, there has been no
detectable effect on the absentee ballot rejection rate since the last general election
in 2018. An analysis was undertaken of the number of absentee ballot rejections for
signature issues for 2020 as compared to 2018 which found that the rejection rate
for absentee ballots with missing or non-matching signatures in the 2020 general
election was 0.15%, which is the same rejection rate for signature issues in 2018.
(Harvey Dec. ¶¶ 6, 7.)
Following the November election, the Secretary of State ordered a statewide
audit of all ballots cast in the presidential election, which was conducted by manual
tabulation at the county level. (Harvey Dec. ¶ 8.) Political parties were permitted to
have certified monitors present in every county, and the Secretary of State’s office
issued an OEB with instructions that political parties (Republicans and Democrats)
were permitted to have one designated monitor for each ten audit teams, with a
minimum of two designated monitors in each county per party per room. (Id.) The
manual tabulation for the audit was conducted solely by the counties, and the State
Defendants had no control or responsibility over how the counties instructed, placed,
or interacted with party monitors.

7
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ARGUMENT AND CITATION OF AUTHORITY
I.

The Court Lacks Jurisdiction over the Action Because Plaintiff Cannot
Establish Article III Standing.
Plaintiff raises three separate constitutional counts: (1) that the Litigation

Settlement violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
(Count I); (2) that the Litigation Settlement violates the Electors and Elections
Clauses of Articles I and II (Count II); and (3) a Due Process claim based upon the
allegation that the State Defendants denied Republican party monitors meaningful
access to observe and monitor the tabulation of votes or the statewide audit (Count
III). However, because Plaintiff cannot establish standing as to any of these causes
of action, the Court lacks jurisdiction to consider the merits of Plaintiff’s motion.
Federal courts have an independent obligation to ensure that subject-matter
jurisdiction exists before reaching the merits of a dispute. Jacobson v. Fla. Sec’y of
State, 974 F.3d 1236, 1245 (11th Cir. 2020) (vacating and ordering dismissal of
voting rights case due to lack of standing). “‘For a court to pronounce upon . . . the
constitutionality of a state or federal law when it has no jurisdiction to do so is, by
very definition, for a court to act ultra vires.’” Id. (quoting Steel Co. v. Citizens for
a Better Env’t, 523 U.S. 83, 101-02 (1998)). “If at any point a federal court discovers
a lack of jurisdiction, it must dismiss the action.” Id. (citation omitted).

8
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Article III of the Constitution limits the subject-matter jurisdiction of federal
courts to “Cases” and “Controversies.” U.S. Const. art. III, § 2. A party invoking
federal jurisdiction bears the burden of establishing standing at the commencement
of the lawsuit. Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992). As an
irreducible constitutional minimum, Plaintiff must show he has (1) suffered an injury
in fact, (2) that is fairly traceable to the challenged conduct of the defendant, and (3)
that is likely to be redressed by a favorable judicial decision. Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561.
As the party invoking federal jurisdiction, Plaintiff bears the burden at the pleadings
phase of “clearly alleg[ing] facts demonstrating each element.” Spokeo, Inc. v.
Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540, 1547 (2016).
A. Plaintiff lacks standing to assert an Equal Protection claim.
To establish injury-in-fact sufficient to establish standing, Plaintiff must show
he suffered “an invasion of a legally protected interest” that is “concrete and
particularized” and “actual or imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical.” Id. at 1548
(quoting Lujan, 504 U.S. at 560). Rather than allege a particularized or concrete
injury, Plaintiff alleges that he has standing “as a qualified elector and registered
voter.” (Doc. 5 ¶ 8.) Plaintiff further alleges that he “made donations to various
Republican candidates on the ballot for the November 3, 2020 general elections, and

9
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his interests are aligned with those of the Georgia Republican Party for the purposes
of the instant lawsuit.” (Id.)
These facts, however, do not demonstrate that Plaintiff has “a personal stake
in the outcome” that is “distinct from a generally available grievance about
government.” Gill v. Whitford, 138 S. Ct. 1916, 1923 (2018). When alleged injuries
are undifferentiated and common to members of the public, courts routinely dismiss
such cases as “generalized grievances” that cannot support standing. United States
v. Richardson, 418 U.S. 166, 173–75 (1974). Plaintiff’s factual allegations are the
very definition of a generalized grievance, as Plaintiff fails to point to any injury that
affects him “in a personal and individual way,” rather than as part of a collective of
voters. Spokeo, 136 S. Ct. at 1548.
The Eleventh Circuit’s recent decision in Jacobson is instructive here, as it
rejected both of Plaintiff’s theories of standing. The plaintiffs in Jacobson included
two individual voters who challenged the constitutionality of Florida’s ballot order
statute, arguing that Republican candidates reaped the benefit of a “primacy” effect
due to their top placement on the ballot. 974 F.3d at 1246. The Court held that the
individual voters lacked standing because they could not prove an injury in fact. Id.
The Court rejected the argument that all voters have standing to bring claims
involving voting rights, stating, “the Supreme Court has made clear that ‘a person’s
10
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right to vote is individual and personal in nature,’ so ‘voters who allege facts
showing disadvantage to themselves as individuals have standing to sue.’” Id.
(quoting Gill, 138 S. Ct. at 1929).
The Court similarly rejected the voters’ self-identification as Democrat voters
as a basis for standing, stating, “[a] candidate’s electoral loss does not, by itself,
injure those who voted for the candidate,” as “[v]oters have no judicially enforceable
interest in the outcome of the election.” Id.
As in Jacobson, Plaintiff cannot show any particularized, concrete injury to
his individual right to vote that is traceable to the State Defendants. He asserts a
number of generalized grievances regarding the Litigation Settlement, such as
speculating that it has “created an arbitrary, disparate, and ad hoc process for
processing defective absentee ballots.” (Doc. 6 at 18.) But he fails to make any
cognizable allegation that he personally has been injured by this process.
B. Plaintiff lacks standing under the Electors and Elections Clauses.
Federal courts are not venues for parties to assert a bare right “to have the
Government act in accordance with law.” Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 754 (1984).
The Third Circuit recently rejected a similar claim in Bognet v. Secretary
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, No. 20-3214, 2020 U.S. App. LEXIS 35639 (3d
Cir. Nov. 13, 2020), holding that individual voters lacked standing to sue for alleged
11
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injuries attributable to a state government’s violations of the Elections Clause and
Electors Clause. Id. at *19. The Court stated, “[b]ecause Plaintiffs are not the
General Assembly, nor do they bear any conceivable relationship to state lawmaking
processes, they lack standing to sue over the alleged usurpation of the General
Assembly’s rights under the Elections and Electors Clauses.” Id. at *21; see also
Lance v. Coffman, 549 U.S. 437, 442 (2007) (“The only injury plaintiffs allege is
that the law—specifically the Elections Clause—has not been followed.”); Dillard
v. Chilton Cty. Comm’n, 495 F.3d 1324, 1332-33 (11th Cir. 2007) (holding that an
allegation that the law has not been followed is “the kind of undifferentiated,
generalized grievance about the conduct of government” that will not satisfy
standing).
C. Plaintiff lacks standing under the Due Process Clause.
Plaintiff’s standing to assert a due process claim is even more tenuous because
he attempts to assert claims on behalf of third-party Republican monitors. (See Doc.
6 at 21.) However, Plaintiff may only assert prudential standing based on the rights
of another if he “has a ‘close’ relationship with the person who possesses the right”
and “there is a ‘hindrance’ to the possessor’s ability to protect his own interests.”
Bognet, 2020 U.S. App. LEXIS 35639, *21 (quoting Kowalski v. Tesmer, 543 U.S.
125, 130 (2004)). Plaintiff makes no such allegations here.
12
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Not only does Plaintiff lack an injury-in-fact sufficient to establish standing
for his due process claim, the alleged injury is not traceable to any action by the State
Defendants. “To satisfy the causation requirement of standing, a plaintiff’s injury
must be ‘fairly traceable to the challenged action of the defendant, and not the result
of the independent action of some third party not before the court.’” Jacobson, 974
F.3d at 1253 (citation omitted). As in Jacobson, Plaintiff’s gripe is with county
election officials, who are the ones who allegedly excluded party monitors from
observing the audit. Plaintiff does not allege that any of the State Defendants
controlled or even participated in this conduct. See id. (holding that there was no
injury traceable to the Florida Secretary of State when the injury complained of was
the responsibility of county officials not under the Secretary’s control).
Accordingly, because Plaintiff cannot satisfy the threshold requirement of
standing, the Court should deny Plaintiff’s motion for injunctive relief.
II.

Plaintiff’s Claim is Moot.
Plaintiff’s claims related to the validation of signatures on absentee ballots by

local elections officials, or to any perceived irregularities during either the initial
tabulation of votes by county officials or during Georgia’s statewide risk-limiting
audit have been mooted by the completion of those processes, and the case “no
longer presents a live controversy with respect to which the court can give
13
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meaningful relief.” Troiano v. Supervisor of Elections in Palm Beach Cty., Fla., 382
F.3d 1276, 1282 (11th Cir. 2004). Mootness is jurisdictional—because a federal
court may only adjudicate cases and controversies, and a ruling that cannot provide
meaningful relief is an impermissible advisory opinion. Id.
The Court “cannot prevent what has already occurred.” De La Fuente v.
Kemp, 679 F. App’x 932, 933 (11th Cir. 2017); Yates v. GMAC Mortg. LLC, No.
1:10-CV-02546-RWS, 2010 WL 5316550, at *2 (N.D. Ga. Dec. 17, 2010) (“The
Court is powerless to enjoin what has already occurred.”). While Plaintiff
purportedly seeks re-counting and re-certification from counties that have already
certified and audited their election returns, the Eleventh Circuit made clear in
Jacobson that federal courts do not have the authority to exercise jurisdiction to order
relief against county officials who have not been named as parties, especially where
those county election officials have already completed their statutory obligations
regarding the 2020 general election. 974 F.3d at 1253.
III.

Plaintiff’s Motion Fails to Satisfy the Preliminary Injunction Factors.
In order to prevail on a motion for preliminary injunction, the movant must

show: (1) a substantial likelihood of prevailing on the merits; (2) that the plaintiff
will suffer irreparable injury unless the injunction issues; (3) that the threatened
injury to the movant outweighs whatever damages the proposed injunction may
14
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cause the opposing party; and (4) the injunction would not be adverse to the public
interest. Duke v. Cleland, 954 F.2d 1526, 1529 (11th Cir. 1992). A preliminary
injunction is a drastic remedy “which should not be granted unless the movant
clearly carries the burden of persuasion.” Canal Auth. of Fla. v. Callaway, 489 F.2d
567, 573 (11th Cir. 1974). Because Plaintiff is seeking a mandatory injunction,
which are particularly disfavored, the burden is further heightened, and Plaintiff
must show that the facts and the law clearly favor him. Winter v. Natural Res. Def.
Council, 555 U.S. 7, 20 (2008).
A. Plaintiff is not substantially likely to succeed on the merits.
1. Plaintiff’s equal protection claim fails because he cannot show arbitrary
and disparate treatment among different classes of voters.
In the voting rights context, equal protection means that “[h]aving once
granted the right to vote on equal terms, the state may not, by later arbitrary and
disparate treatment, value one person’s vote over that of another.” Bush v. Gore, 531
U.S. 98, 104 (2000) (citation omitted). Typically, when deciding a constitutional
challenge to state election laws, federal courts apply the Anderson-Burdick
framework that balances the burden on the voter with the state’s interest in the voting
regulation. Crawford v. Marion Cty. Election Bd., 553 U.S. 181, 190 (2008);
Democratic Exec. Comm. of Fla. v. Lee, 915 F.3d 1312, 1318-19 (11th Cir. 2019).

15
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But Plaintiff’s equal protection claim does not even implicate AndersonBurdick, because he fails to articulate how the Litigation Settlement affects his right
to vote in the first place. Both the Prompt Notification Rule and the OEB guidance
are facially neutral, and Plaintiff does not explain how either values one person’s
vote over another or treats voters arbitrarily or disparately. Instead, he alleges
(similar to his elections clause argument) that “Defendants are not part of the
Georgia Legislature and cannot exercise legislative power to enact rules or
regulations … that are contrary to the Georgia Election Code.” (Doc. 6 at 17-18.)
But erroneously alleging that the State Defendants have acted contrary to state law
is not the same thing as alleging that a policy enforced by State Defendants treats
voters differently.
The Supreme Court’s decision in Bush v. Gore does not support Plaintiff’s
case (see Doc. 6 at 16-17), as that case found a violation of equal protection where
certain counties were utilizing varying standards for what constituted a legal vote in
the 2000 Florida recount. 531 U.S. at 105 (“The question before us … is whether the
recount procedures … are consistent with its obligation to avoid arbitrary and
disparate treatment of the members of its electorate”). Here, the Prompt Notification
Rule and OEB guidance provide uniform and consistent standards in complete
harmony with the statutory framework for each county to employ when verifying
16
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signatures on absentee ballot envelopes, in order to avoid the kind of ad hoc
standards that varied from county to county as found unconstitutional in Bush. They
are the exact opposite of arbitrary and disparate treatment.
2. Plaintiff’s claim under the Electors and Elections Clauses fails.
The electors clause of the United States Constitution provides that “[e]ach
State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number
of Electors, ”who, in turn, cast the State’s votes for president. U.S. Const. art. II, §
1, cl. 2. The General Assembly established the manner for the appointment of
presidential electors in O.C.G.A. § 21-2-10, which provides that electors are selected
by popular vote in a general election. Plaintiff fails to show how any act of the State
Defendants has altered this process.
Similarly, Plaintiff fails to show how State Defendants have violated the
elections clause, which provides that “[t]he Times, Places, and Manner of holding
elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each State by the
Legislature thereof.” U.S. Const. art. I, § 4, cl. 1. Plaintiff contends that the State
Defendants have usurped the power of the legislature by “imposing a different
procedure for handling defective absentee ballots” than the one specified by statute.
(Doc. 4 ¶ 89.) Yet Plaintiff concedes that the State Election Board has the authority,
delegated by the legislature, “[t]o formulate, adopt, and promulgate such rules and
17
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regulations … as will be conducive to the fair, legal, and orderly conduct of
primaries and elections” so long as those rules are “consistent with law.” O.C.G.A.
21-2-31(2); see Doc. 4 ¶ 27. Thus, while no one disagrees that State Defendants are
not members of the Georgia legislature, Plaintiff’s claim depends on the assumption
that the rules and guidance resulting from the Litigation Settlement are inconsistent
with Georgia’s election code. They are not.
When an absentee ballot is defective because of a signature mismatch, the
statute provides that “[t]he board of registrars or absentee ballot clerk shall promptly
notify the elector of such rejection, [and] a copy of [that] notification shall be
retained in the files of the board of registrars or absentee ballot clerk.” O.C.G.A. §
21-2-386(a)(1)(C). Once notified, the elector has the opportunity to “cure” any
defects so the ballot may be counted. See id. The Litigation Settlement (and
subsequent OEB guidance to county officials) merely elaborates on that procedure.
If the clerk determines that a signature does not match, the clerk “must seek review
from two other … absentee ballot clerks,” and a ballot will only be rejected if a
majority of the consulted clerks agree that the signatures do not match. (See Doc. 4
¶ 33.) If the ballot is rejected, the clerk writes the names of the reviewing officials
on the face of the ballot, along with the reason for the rejection. Id. These types of
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procedures might add detail to the statutory scheme, but they do not supplant or
contradict the text of the statute.
The Georgia Administrative Procedure Act, O.C.G.A. §§ 50-13-1 through
50-13-44, specifically provides a framework for the General Assembly to review
and acquiesce in the rules promulgated by regulatory bodies such as the State
Election Board. O.C.G.A. § 50-13-4. The Prompt Notification Rule received final
approval on February 28, 2020, and the General Assembly signaled its favorable
acceptance of said rule by making no efforts to legislatively reject said rule prior to
its final adjournment on June 26, 2020. The General Assembly took no action to
reverse or modify the State Election Board’s rule prior to the commencement, or
during the pendency, of the 2020 election cycle, and Plaintiff fails to make any
cognizable claim that the State Election Board’s actions violate state law.
3. Plaintiff’s due process claim fails.
Plaintiff’s motion fails to articulate a discernable claim under the due process
clause. It is unclear whether Plaintiff asserts a substantive or procedural due process
claim, but neither is supported by the facts. First, Plaintiff fails to cite to any statutory
process he claims party monitors were denied. Second, Plaintiff fails to show how
State Defendants participated in any alleged denial of access by monitors to observe
a process that was taking place at the county level. While the Secretary issued OEB
19
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guidance instructing counties to allow party monitors to observe the audit process,
to the extent any county failed to comply with this guidance, any legal claim should
have been brought by the monitors or the affected political party against the county
at the time of the alleged violation.
Moreover, Plaintiff’s factual assertion that monitors were denied access is not
supported by his evidence. For example, one would-be monitor appears to have
simply misunderstood when she should arrive, and the other had good enough access
to identify various perceived problems. (Doc 6-3 ¶¶ 6-11; 12 (noting that at one point
“there were too many party monitors” such that county officials had to “[ask] the
Republican watchers to gather and decide which 17 would be on the floor”).)
The most that can be gleaned from Plaintiff’s motion is that he believes not
enough monitors were granted access. But a plaintiff challenging the
constitutionality of a state election law must show that “the character and magnitude
of the burden” imposed on the right to vote is greater than “the interests the State
contends justify that burden.” Timmons v. Twin Cities Area New Party, 520 U.S.
351, 358 (1997). Plaintiff fails to explain how limiting each party to 17 poll watchers
is so burdensome that it outweighs a state’s interest in an orderly environment for
conducting a statewide audit.
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B. Plaintiff will suffer no irreparable harm if the Court denies his
motion.
Plaintiff’s claim of irreparable harm borders on the delusional: if the Court
denies his request to exclude all absentee ballots, “then Georgia’s election results
are improper and suspect, resulting in Georgia’s electoral college votes going to
Joseph R. Biden contrary to the votes of the majority of Georgia[’s] qualified
electors.” (Doc. 6 at 22.) Of course, if a sufficient number of votes for the winning
candidate are improperly excluded, the losing candidate will have a higher vote total.
Such exclusion, however, frustrates the will of the electorate expressed through their
lawfully cast ballot and is patently unconstitutional. Certifying the expressed will of
the electorate is not irreparable harm, but rather inevitable and legally required
within our constitutional framework. To the extent that the losing candidate—rather
than a dissatisfied supporter—seeks post-certification remedies, both a recount and
election contest are available under Georgia law. See O.C.G.A. §§ 21-2-495; 21-2522.
C. The Balance of Equities Weighs Heavily against Injunctive Relief.
Courts in this district have considered the remaining two factors, balancing
the equities and public interest, together in election cases. See Curling v. Kemp, 334
F. Supp. 3d 1303, 1326 (N.D. Ga. 2018). Both of these factors clearly weigh in favor
of the State Defendants.
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The State Defendants have a “strong interest in their ability to enforce state
election law requirements.” Hunter v. Hamilton Cty. Bd. of Elections, 635 F.3d 219,
244 (6th Cir. 2011). For this reason, the Supreme Court “has repeatedly emphasized
that lower federal courts should ordinarily not alter the election rules on the eve of
an election.” Republican Nat’l Comm. v. Democratic Nat’l Comm., 140 S.Ct. 1205,
1207 (April 6, 2020) (per curiam) (citing Purcell v. Gonzalez, 549 U. S. 1 (2006)).
The Supreme Court and Eleventh Circuit have repeatedly stayed lower court
injunctions that altered election rules once the 2020 general election cycle
commenced. See, e.g., Andino v. Middleton, No. 20A55, 592 U.S. __, 2020 WL
5887393, at *1 (Oct. 5, 2020) (Kavanaugh, J., concurring) (“By enjoining South
Carolina’s witness requirement shortly before the election, the District Court defied
[the Purcell] principle and this Court’s precedents.” (citations omitted)); Merrill v.
People First of Ala., No. 19A1063, 591 U.S. __, 2020 WL 3604049, at *1 (July 2,
2020); New Ga. Project v. Raffensperger, No. 20-13360, 2020 U.S. App. LEXIS
31405, at *11-12 (11th Cir. Oct. 2, 2020) (“[W]e are not on the eve of the election—
we are in the middle of it, with absentee ballots already printed and mailed. An
injunction here would thus violate Purcell’s well-known caution against federal
courts mandating new election rules—especially at the last minute.”).
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Here, an election has already been conducted, and Plaintiff seeks relief that,
if fully granted, would result in wide-spread disenfranchisement. Any personal
dissatisfaction by Plaintiff pales in comparison to the risk that the over 1.3 million
Georgia voters who lawfully cast their absentee ballots in the general election would
be disenfranchised if Plaintiff’s requested relief were granted.
IV.

Laches Bars Plaintiff’s Request for Post-Election Equitable Relief.
Plaintiff’s inexcusable delay in bringing his claim also warrants denial of

his motion. Laches bars a request for equitable relief when (1) the plaintiff delays in
asserting the claim; (2) the delay is not excusable; and (3) the delay causes the nonmoving party undue prejudice. United States v. Barfield, 396 F.3d 1144, 1150 (11th
Cir. 2005). In the context of elections, “any claim against a state electoral procedure
must be expressed expeditiously.” Fulani v. Hogsett, 917 F.2d 1028, 1031 (7th Cir.
1990) (citing Williams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. 23, 34-35 (1968)). As time passes, the
state’s interest in proceeding with the election increases in importance as resources
are committed and irrevocable decisions are made. Id.
Where, as here, the challenge to an election procedure is not filed until after
an election has already been conducted, the prejudice to the state and to the voters
that have cast their votes in the election becomes particularly severe. Once the
election has been conducted, any harm that might arise from a purported
23
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constitutional violation must be weighed against “such countervailing equitable
factors as the extremely disruptive effect of election invalidation and the havoc it
wreaks upon local political continuity.” Soules v. Kauaians for Nukolii Campaign
Committee, 849 F.2d 1176, 1177 (9th Cir. 1988). For this reason, “if aggrieved
parties, without adequate explanation, do not come forward before the election, they
will be barred from the equitable relief of overturning the results of the election.” Id.
at 1180-81 (citing Hendon v. North Carolina State Bd. of Elections, 710 F.2d 177,
182-83 (4th Cir. 1983); see also Curtin v. Va. State Bd. of Elections, No. 1:20-cv0546, 2020 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 98627, *16-17 (E.D. Va. May 29, 2020) (rejecting a
similar challenge to state official guidance as barred by laches due to plaintiffs’
failure to raise the challenge prior to the election).
Plaintiff offers no justification for his failure to bring his challenge to the
Litigation Settlement prior to the election, so that a court could decide the validity
of his claims in ample time to make any changes to the signature match validation
process before elections officials began validating signatures on absentee ballot
envelopes for the general election. Plaintiff’s delay now poses the risk of substantial
prejudice to the State and the members of the public who have cast lawful ballots in
exercise of their constitutional rights. Election officials processed ballots in
compliance with Georgia law, and voters who submitted those ballots did so with
24
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the reasonable and legitimate expectation that their validly cast votes would be
counted. Plaintiff’s failure to raise this issue in a timely fashion therefore “created
expectation interests that cannot lightly be discounted.” Lopez v. Hale County, 797
F. Supp. 547, 550 (N.D. Tx. 1992).
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff’s emergency motion for injunctive relief
must be denied.
Respectfully submitted, this 19th day of November, 2020.
CHRISTOPHER M. CARR
Attorney General

112505

BRYAN K. WEBB
Deputy Attorney General

743580

Russell D. Willard
760280
Senior Assistant Attorney General
/s/ Charlene S. McGowan
Charlene S. McGowan
Assistant Attorney General
40 Capitol Square SW
Atlanta, GA 30334
cmcgowan@law.ga.gov
404-458-3658 (tel)
Attorneys for State Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
I hereby certify that the foregoing has been formatted using Times New
Roman font in 14-point type in compliance with Local Rule 7.1(D).
/s/ Charlene S. McGowan
Charlene S. McGowan
Assistant Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I have this day electronically filed the foregoing STATE
DEFENDANTS’ RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF’S EMERGENCY MOTION
FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT with the
Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system, which will send notification of such filing
to counsel for all parties of record via electronic notification.
Dated: November 19, 2020.
/s/ Charlene S. McGowan
Charlene S. McGowan
Assistant Attorney General
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OFFICIAL ELECTION BULLETIN
May 1, 2020
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

TO: County Election Officials and County Registrars
FROM: Chris Harvey, State Elections Director
RE: Absentee Ballot Signature Review Guidance
______________________________________________________________________
Verifying that a voter’s signature on his or her absentee ballot matches his or her
signature on the absentee ballot application or in the voter registration record is required
by Georgia law and is crucial to secure elections. Ensuring that signatures match is even
more crucial in this time of increased absentee voting due to the COVID-19 crisis. The
purpose of this OEB is to remind you of some recent updates to Georgia law and
regulations regarding verifying signatures on absentee ballots and to make you aware of
the procedures that should be followed when a signature on an absentee ballot does not
match. HB 316, which passed in 2019, modified the absentee ballot laws and the design
of the oath envelope. The State Election Board also adopted Rule 183-1-14.13 this year,
which addresses how quickly and by what methods electors need to be notified
concerning absentee ballot issues. What follows are the procedures that should be
followed when the signature on the absentee ballot does not match the voter’s signature
on his or her application or voter registration record:
County registrars and absentee ballot clerks are required, upon
receipt of each mail-in absentee ballot, to compare the signature or
mark of the elector on the mail-in absentee ballot envelope with the
signatures or marks in eNet and on the application for the mail-in
absentee ballot. If the signature does not appear to be valid, registrars
and clerks are required to follow the procedure set forth in O.C.G.A. §
21-2-386(a)(1)(C).
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When reviewing an elector’s signature on the mail-in absentee ballot
envelope, the registrar or clerk must compare the signature on the
mail-in absentee ballot envelope to each signature contained in such
elector’s voter registration record in eNet and the elector’s signature
on the application for the mail-in absentee ballot.1 If the registrar or
absentee ballot clerk determines that the voter’s signature on the mailin absentee ballot envelope does not match any of the voter’s
signatures on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot application, the
registrar or absentee ballot clerk must seek review from two other
registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks.
A mail-in absentee ballot shall not be rejected unless a majority of the
registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks reviewing the
signature agree that the signature does not match any of the voter’s
signatures on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot application. If a
determination is made that the elector’s signature on the mail-in
absentee ballot envelope does not match any of the voter’s signatures
on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot application, the registrar or
absentee ballot clerk shall write the names of the three elections
officials who conducted the signature review across the face of the
absentee ballot envelope, which shall be in addition to writing
“Rejected” and the reason for the rejection as required under OCGA
21-2-386(a)(1)(C). Then, the registrar or absentee ballot clerk shall
commence the notification procedure set forth in O.C.G.A. § 21-2386(a)(1)(C) and State Election Board Rule 183-1-14-.13.

1

Once the registrar or clerk verifies a matching signature, they do not need to continue to review additional
signatures for the same voter.
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RULE 183-1-14-.13 Prompt Notification of Absentee Ballot Rejection
When a timely submitted absentee ballot is rejected, the board of registrars or absentee
ballot clerk shall send the elector notice of such rejection and opportunity to cure by
mailing written notice, and attempt to notify the elector by telephone and email, if a
telephone number or email is on the elector’s voter registration record or absentee ballot
application, no later than the close of business on the third business day after receiving
the absentee ballot. However, for any timely submitted absentee ballot that is rejected
within eleven days of Election Day, the board of registrars or absentee ballot clerk shall
send the elector notice of such rejection and opportunity to cure by mailing written notice,
and attempt to notify the elector by telephone and email, if a telephone number or email
is on the elector’s voter registration record or absentee ballot application, no later than
close of business on the next business day.
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OFFICIAL ELECTION BULLETIN
November 12, 2020
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

TO:

County Election Officials and County Registrars

FROM:

Chris Harvey, Elections Division Director

RE:

Audit Instructions

______________________________________________________________________
Pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 21-2-498 and SEB Rule 183-1-15-.04, the Secretary has
selected the contest for President of the United States to audit. While many risk-limiting
audits rely on samples of ballots, the design of risk-limiting audits combined with the
margin of this race mean that this risk-limiting audit is required to be a full manual tally
of the votes cast. SEB Rule 183-1-15-.04 requires that the Superintendent follow
instructions issued by the Secretary of State on how to specifically conduct the audit.
While there will be additional instructions issued regarding more specific processes,
initial instructions are below:
1. Start and Completion Times
Each county must start their audit no later than 9:00 a.m. on Friday, November 13, 2020
and must complete their audit no later than 11:59 p.m. on Wednesday, November 18,
2020.
Public notice of the date, time, and location of the audit must be posted on the county
election office’s website, or, if the county election’s office does not have a website, in
another prominent location.
2. Public Access and Political Party Monitors
The audit shall be open to the public and the press, but no person except the persons
designated by the Superintendent shall touch any ballot or ballot container. The
Superintendent shall designate a viewing area from which members of the public and
press may observe the audit for the purpose of good order and maintaining the integrity
of the audit. The Superintendent may also choose to make the audit proceeding
available via livestream or webcast. If any member of the public or press interferes with
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the process or persists in not following reasonable regulations and instructions set by
the Superintendent, that person shall be removed.
The State Executive Committee of each political party (Republicans and Democrats)
shall have the right to have one properly designated person act as monitor of the audit
for each ten audit teams that are conducting the audit, with a minimum of two
designated monitors in each county per party per room where the audit is being
conducted. Properly designated monitors shall have complete access to monitor the
audit. They do not have to remain in the public viewing areas. The designated monitors
shall be given a letter by the designating entity containing the name of the monitor, his
or her address, and the county in which he or she may monitor the audit. A copy of the
letter shall be delivered to the county elections superintendent prior to the monitor being
allowed to monitor the process. The designating entity shall provide their monitors with
name tags that clearly indicate their names and the entity the designated them. Such
name tags shall be worn at all times while monitoring the audit.
The Superintendent may make reasonable regulations, including regulations regarding
social distancing measures and required personal protective equipment, that designated
monitors and public observers shall follow so that they do not interfere with the auditing
process. If a designated monitor or public observer interferes with the audit after being
warned by an election official, or if he or she violated any of the prohibited activities
listed herein, the superintendent may revoke the person’s designation to monitor the
process, remove them from any further monitoring or observing, and refer the incident
to the Secretary of State’s office for investigation. Any infraction or irregularity observed
by a monitor or observer shall be reported to the superintendent or to the Secretary of
State. If a monitor’s designation is revoked by the Superintendent, the designating entity
shall have the right to designate a new monitor in the manner set forth herein.
While monitoring the process, designated monitors are prohibited from:
(a) In any way interfering with the audit process;
(b) Speaking to any member of the audit team or vote review panel;
(c) When outside of the public viewing area, using any photographic, electronic
monitoring or recording devices, cellular telephones, or other electronic
equipment;
(d) Touching any ballot or ballot container; or
(e) Engaging in any form of campaigning or campaign activity.
Before being allowed to monitor the process, each designated monitor shall execute an
oath swearing or affirming, under penalty of perjury, that they understand the
prohibitions set forth above, that they will not engage in any prohibited activity, and that
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they understand any violations of this rule will be punishable by the State Election
Board.
3. Audit Teams
Audit teams shall consist of at least two sworn designees. The Superintendent may
designate non-employees to be a member of an audit team, but any non-employees
designated to audit teams shall be residents of the State of Georgia. Every member of
the audit team shall be a person of good moral character and shall take and sign an
oath that they will conduct the audit fairly and accurately prior to conducting the audit. In
determining the candidate for which the vote was cast, the audit teams shall refer to and
rely on SEB Rule 183-1-15-02 (Definition of a Vote) for Optical Scan Voting Systems.
4. Vote Review Panels
Any ballot where the audit team does not agree on the selection for President shall be
sent to a Vote Review Panel. Each Vote Review Panel shall consist of a designee of the
Election Superintendent and a nominee of the county or state executive committee of
each political party (Republican and Democrat) designated via letter provided to the
Superintendent. Notice of the members and location of any Vote Review Panels shall
be posted prominently at the office of the Superintendent. Prior to beginning its work,
each member of the Vote Review Panel shall take and sign an oath The panel shall
manually review all ballots sent to it by any audit team and shall determine by a majority
vote “if the elector has marked his or her ballot in such a manner that he or she has
indicated clearly and without question the candidate for whom he or she desires to
cast his or her vote.” O.C.G.A. 21-2-438(c). The determination of the Vote Review Panel
shall be final. The Superintendent may create multiple Vote Review Panels
In making its determination, the Vote Review Panel shall refer to and rely on SEB Rule
183-1-15-.02 (Definition of a Vote) for Optical Scan Voting Systems.
5. Re-Certifying if Vote Counts Change
In cases like this, where the risk-limiting audit of the selected contest has led to a full
manual tally of the ballots cast, the vote counts according to the manual tally shall
replace the vote previously reported vote counts and each county shall re-certify the
new counts for the audited race, if necessary, prior to November 20, 2020.
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OFFICIAL ELECTION BULLETIN
November 13, 2020
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

TO:

County Election Officials and County Registrars

FROM:

Chris Harvey, Elections Division Director

RE:

Allowing More Credentialed Monitors at Risk Limiting Audit
Allowing Libertarian Party Monitors

______________________________________________________________________
There has been some concern about the appropriate number of political party monitors eligible
to view the audit process. The rules that the Secretary of State’s office put out require that
Superintendents allow a minimum of two political party monitors from each party, with
additional monitors if there are more than twenty audit teams. For example, if DeKalb has 75
audit teams, they would have to allow a minimum of 8 designated monitors for each party.
Additionally, as the Libertarian Party (technically a political body) has a candidate on the ballot
for President, the same standards should be applied to the designated monitors from the
Libertarian Party.
As an addendum to the rules on political parties monitors and because transparency should be
a guiding principle throughout this process, if Election Superintendents can safely allow more
than the minimum number of designated political party monitors consistent with maintaining
an orderly process, space limitations, social distancing/public health guidelines then you should.
Please allow as much transparency as you can while maintaining a secure, orderly process and
abiding your public health regulations.
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AFFIDAVIT OF BRIDGET THORNE
Comes now, Bridget Thorne, and after being duly sworn makes the
following statement under oath:
1.

My name is Bridget Thorne.

2.

I am over the age of 21 years, and I am under no legal disability

which would prevent me from giving this declaration. If called to testify, I
would testify under oath to these facts.
3.
4.

I was certified by Fulton County as a voting technician. I was hired

as a certified technician to temporarily assist Dominion Voting Systems with
preparation for the Fulton County Georgia General Election from October 27
thru November 1, 2020 at the Georgia World Congress Center, Building B,
where all of the Fulton County voting machinery was tested and calibrated.
5.

The testing and calibration process entailed printing 21 test

ballots for each ballot marking device (BMD) from each voting precinct. (The
number of test ballots was dictated by the 21 candidates in the Loeffler senate
race.)
6.

Based on my knowledge and belief, the test ballots could have been

run on plain paper, making them easily distinguishable from live Georgia
ballots.
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7.

The test ballots were printed on the same Roland Voter Paper (heavy

cardstock) as used for actual ballots, making them, in every way, indistinguishable
from live Georgia ballots.
8.

Over the entire course of my experience, these test ballots were handled

by Dominion employees in a haphazard and careless way. At times there were stacks
of “test ballots” unsecured all over the facility.
9.

I am personally aware that some batches of test ballots were lost during

the process and I was required to reprint entire polling districts test ballots a second
time.

10.

On October 28, I became concerned that these ballots were unsecure and

indistinguishable from live ballots, so I began, with my daughter, Kenedy Thorne (also

a technician for Dominion Voting) to “spoil” some of the ballots by either marking
through the QR code on the ballot with a pen or simply tearing the ballot.
11.
12.

I spoiled approximately a couple thousand test ballots.

Based on my knowledge and belief, there were thousands of test ballots

that were not spoiled.
13.

The test ballots were ostensibly collected for shredding, but I do not

know if they were ever shredded.
14.

During the testing and calibration process, a consultant from The

Elections Group named Mike (LNU) was present.
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15.

On November 1, 2020 approximately 10 pm, I observed Mike

assisting another employee with generating test ballots for a district. Mike,
however, was generating random ballots. He was not using the procedure for
generating test ballots. I explained to Mike that he needed to generate the test
ballots in a particular way, specifically, voting for the first candidate first, the
second candidate on the next, etc. Mike asked me, “Do I have to vote for
Trump?” I told him he did.
16.

During the testing and calibration process, Richard Barron, the Fulton

County Supervisor of Elections was present during much of the time.
17.

On October 30, 2020, after the conclusion of early voting, all the

equipment from the State Farm Arena was brought to Georgia World Congress
Center, Building B to be prepared for election day voting.
18.

When the equipment was brought in, Dominion personnel began

to prep the equipment for election day. As part of the process, the vote
tabulators (scanners) were all opened. There were approximately 50 tabulators
from State Farm Arena.
19.

Every tabulator had voted ballots in the ballot bins. These were,

based on my knowledge and belief, actual voted ballots from early voting that
were not removed and secured.
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20.

The ballots were removed by Dominion personnel and stacked,

haphazardly. Some were left unattended for periods of time.
21.

Based on my knowledge as a poll manager, these voted ballots

should have been securely transported using two-person security. These
ballots were simply left in the scanners and dropped at the warehouse.
22.

There were Dominion personnel alone with scanners in all parts of

the facility removing ballots from these machines.
23.

During the process, these ballots were eventually gathered in suitcases

(ballot cases) and collected into the corner of the facility.
24.

At one point, I saw 50-60 ballot cases stacked in the corner. I estimate

that each case could have held over 6,000 ballots.
25.

I was upset by this. One of the warehouse employees, Tia (LNU)

told me, “Bridget, don’t worry about it…we’ve been doing this all week.”
26.

On election day, I was credentialed as the Poll Manager at the

Johns Creek polling location. I was told in an email sent to all poll managers
from my regional supervisor (supervisor of elections office) the Sunday before
election day that we would have ACLU “clerks” for absentee ballots in each
precinct.
27.

I replied all and asked what, exactly, these ACLU clerks would be

doing. Nobody of authority from Fulton County answered.
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28.

I was at the Georgia World Congress Center, Building B when the

email exchange took place and Richard Barron was behind me, so I went and
asked him about the ACLU clerks.
29.

He gave me the impression that the supervisor should not have

mentioned the ACLU. He said, “She shouldn’t have said that [meaning ACLU
clerk]. She should have just said you are having absentee clerks,” or words to
that effect.
30.

I looked on the Atlanta ACLU website and they were advertising

to have people come to volunteer as absentee clerks.
31.

When I arrived at Johns Creek on election day, there was a woman

from the ACLU there who served as the absentee clerk.
32.

She told me she was a lawyer and was trained earlier that week.

33.

I was given a laptop for her to use, but we could not find the

password. She told me she would just use her personal laptop.
34.

She, apparently, had access on her personal device to the voter

database in order to clear the absentee voter.
35.

I do not recall if she had a name tag or badge, but she was in the

voting area near the poll pad station.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
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Executed this 17th day of November 2020,

Bridget Thorne

State of Geolgia
County of {V tfiN
,

Appeared before me Bridget Thorne, this 17th day of November 2020 and after
being duly sworn, stated the forgoing statements are true and correct to the
best of her knowledge and belief.

My commission expires

Ll loV f qOZt
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Appendix- K

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,
v.

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
1:20-cv-04651-SDG

Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.
NOTICE OF FILING OF AFFIDAVITS IN SUPPORT OF PROPOSED
RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF’S EMERGENCY MOTION
FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
Proposed Intervenor-Defendants Democratic Party of Georgia, Inc.
(“DPG”), DSCC, and DCCC (together, “Political Party Committees”) hereby give
notice of filing of the following sworn affidavits offered in support of their
Response in Opposition to Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion for Injunctive Relief
filed earlier today.
1.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Shameika Vailes, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Fulton County.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Angela Thomas, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Fulton County.
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3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Kimberly Brandon, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Cobb County.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Doris Sumner, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Gwinnett County.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Robin Lourie, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Fulton County.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Olivia Alston, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Fulton County.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Russell Cason, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Fulton County.
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Steve Young, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for DeKalb County.
9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Beth Graham, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Fulton County.
10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Rebecca Short, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Fulton County.
11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Sara T. Ghazal, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Cobb County.
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12.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Sharon Zydney, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Henry County.
13.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit

of Komal Patel, a DPG-credentialed recount observer for Clayton County.
Dated: November 19, 2020.

Amanda R. Callais
Amanda R. Callais*
PERKINS COIE LLP
700 Thirteenth Street NW, Suite 800
Washington, DC 20005
Telephone: (202) 654-6200
Facsimile: (202) 654-6211
acallais@perkinscoie.com
Counsel for Proposed IntervenorDefendants
*Pro Hac Vice Application Pending
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
1:20-cv-04651-SDG

v.
Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on November 19, 2020, I electronically filed the foregoing
with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system, which will send a notice of
electronic filing to all counsel of record.
Adam M. Sparks
Counsel for Proposed IntervenorDefendants

Dated: November 19, 2020.
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Exhibit 1

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
20-cv-04651-SDG

Plaintiff,

v.

Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.
AFFIDAVIT OF SHAMEIKA VAILES
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned subscribing officer, duly
authorized to administer oaths, Shameika Vailes, who being duly sworn, deposed
and stated as follows:
1.

My name is Shameika Vailes. I am over 18 years of age, a citizen of

the State of Georgia, suffer from no legal disabilities, and am otherwise competent
to testify to the matters contained herein. I have personal knowledge of the facts
here, and if called as a witness, can testify completely thereto.
2.

I am a resident of and registered elector in Fulton County, Georgia.

3.

On November 15, 2020, I was present as an observer credentialed by

the Democratic Party of Georgia (“DPG”) to observe the statewide hand recount of
KH620790.DOCX 2
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ballots cast in the 2020 Presidential Election in Fulton County, Georgia (the
“Recount”). As part of becoming credentialed, I received training in what the
Recount would entail and what I would expect to observe.
4.

I arrived at the Georgia World Congress Center, where the Recount

was held, at approximately 8:00 a.m.
5.

On arrival, I had no problems accessing the Center where the Recount

was happening, though I was unable at first to locate and connect with fellow
credentialed observers.
6.

Check-in went smoothly.

7.

After check-in, it took me some time to find the DPG appointed Site

Lead. As I asked around seeking where I should go, Fulton County election
employees or volunteers shared that a great deal of progress was made in the
Recount on Saturday, such that the auditors were nearing completion of the
Recount. No one tried to stop me from proceeding, or to get me or anyone else to
leave on the premise that the Recount was complete or nearly complete.
8.

. The Recount was ongoing when I arrived.

9.

By 8:30 a.m., I had connected with the Site Lead and fellow observers

and learned that there were more DPG-credentialed observers than were permitted
to access the floor at that time.
KH620790.DOCX 2
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10.

The numbers of credentialed observers from DPG and from the

Georgia Republican Party appeared to be roughly equal. Both parties appeared to
have more credentialed observers present than were permitted to approach the
audit teams who were conducting the Recount. Both parties had credentialed
observers in the space where the audit teams were conducting the Recount
11.

At no time did I see or hear of a credentialed observer being denied

access to the Recount, other than for the reason that the observer’s political party
already had the maximum permitted number of credentialed observers in the space.
I observed no disparate treatment by Fulton County elections employees or
volunteers of observers credentialed by a particular party, or of members of the
public.
12.

Around 9:30 a.m., I left the Recount because there were sufficient

numbers of DPG-credentialed observers on site and I had other commitments that
day.
13.

I give this Declaration freely, without coercion, and without any

expectation of compensation or other reward.
14.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct

to the best of my ability.
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Executed this 17th day of November 2020.

SHAMEIKA VAILES
Sworn to and subscribed to
before me this 17th day of
November 2020.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,

v.

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
1:20-cv-04651-SDG

Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.
AFFIDAVIT OF DORIS SUMNER
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned subscribing officer, duly
authorized to administer oaths, DORIS SUMNER, who being duly sworn, deposed
and stated as follows:
1.

My name is DORIS SUMNER. I am over 18 years of age, a citizen of

the State of Georgia, suffer from no legal disabilities, and am otherwise competent
to testify to the matters contained herein. I have personal knowledge of the facts
here, and if called as a witness, can testify completely thereto.
2.

I am a resident of and registered elector in Gwinnett County, Georgia.

3.

On November 13, 14, and 15, 2020, I was present as an observer

credentialed by the Democratic Party of Georgia to observe the statewide hand
KH621076.DOCX 2
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recount of ballots cast in the 2020 Presidential Election in Gwinnett County,
Georgia (the “Recount”).
4.

I arrived at 455 Grayson Highway, Lawrenceville, GA 30046, where

the Recount was held, at approximately 1:00 p.m. on November 13 and
approximately 8:00 a.m. on November 14 and 15. I had no difficulty accessing the
space in which the Recount was held on any of these days.
5.

Throughout my time observing the Recount, there were many more

GOP-credentialed observers than DPG-credentialed observers. At no time did I see
or hear of a credentialed observer being denied access to the Recount.
6.

When I first began observing on November 13, GOP-credentialed

observers stationed themselves close to or in the personal space of the audit teams.
By November 15, these observers had stopped getting so close to the audit teams.
7.

In all but a few instances, the auditing teams counted ballots aloud,

with both members of each audit team examining the ballot. The few times that
didn’t occur, a credentialed observer would notify a county elections official and
the election official would promptly correct the auditors.
8.

From what I observed, the election officials secured ballots well. I

never saw any unattended ballots. There was always an elections worker present
around any of the plastic black boxes (for absentee ballots) and blue security bags
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(for election day ballots) used to store and organize the batches of ballots being
counted.
9.

I saw no unauthorized party handling ballots at any point.

10.

Based on my personal observations over three days, I have no

concerns about Gwinnett County’s ability to count, control, and keep secure the
voted ballots examined in the Recount.
11.

The Recount process seemed like a professional operation each day I

observed.
12.

I give this Declaration freely, without coercion, and without any

expectation of compensation or other reward.
13.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct

to the best of my ability.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,

v.

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
1:20-cv-04651-SDG

Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.
AFFIDAVIT OF OLIVIA ALSTON
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned subscribing officer, duly
authorized to administer oaths, Olivia Alston, who being duly sworn, deposed and
stated as follows:
1.

My name is Olivia Alston. I am over 18 years of age, a citizen of the

State of Georgia, suffer from no legal disabilities, and am otherwise competent to
testify to the matters contained herein. I have personal knowledge of the facts
here, and if called as a witness, can testify completely thereto.
2.

I am a resident of and registered elector in Fulton County, Georgia.

3.

On November 15, 2020, I was present as an observer credentialed by

the Democratic Party of Georgia (“DPG”) to observe the statewide hand recount of
KH620637.DOCX 2
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ballots cast in the 2020 Presidential Election in Fulton County, Georgia (the
“Recount”). As part of becoming credentialed, I received training in what the
Recount would entail and what I would expect to observe.
4.

I arrived at the Georgia World Congress Center, where the Recount

was held, at approximately 8:00 a.m.
5.

On arrival, I had no problems accessing the Center where the Recount

was happening, though I was unable at first to connect with fellow credentialed
observers. By 8:30 a.m., I had connected with fellow observers and learned that
there were more DPG-credentialed observers than were permitted to access the
floor at that time.
6.

I volunteered to stand by for the moment and observed the Recount at

a distance where others viewing as well.
7.

Both parties had credentialed observers in the space where the audit

teams were conducting the Recount.
8.

At no time did I see or hear of a credentialed observer being denied

access to the Recount, other than for the reason that the observer’s political party
already had the maximum permitted number of credentialed observers in the space.
9.

Based on my training nothing seemed out of the ordinary.
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10.

I did not observe anyone claiming that the Recount had “just finished”

or was otherwise complete. To the contrary, the Recount was ongoing when I
arrived. When I arrived my understanding was that the recount was almost
complete.
11.

While observing, I spoke with a Fulton County elections employee,

who explained that many of the votes had been counted, which was why the
number of audit team were fewer in number than expected.
12.

Around 9:40 a.m., I left the Recount because there were sufficient

numbers of DPG-credentialed observers on site and I had other commitments that
day.
13.

I give this Declaration freely, without coercion, and without any

expectation of compensation or other reward.
14.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct

to the best of my ability.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,

v.

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
20-cv-04651-SDG

Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.
DECLARATION (AND AFFIDAVIT) OF RUSSELL CASON
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned subscribing officer, duly
authorized to administer oaths, RUSSELL CASON, who being duly sworn,
deposed and stated as follows:
1.

My name is RUSSELL CASON. I am over 18 years of age, a citizen

of the State of Georgia, suffer from no legal disabilities, and am otherwise
competent to testify to the matters contained herein. I have personal knowledge of
the facts here, and if called as a witness, can testify completely thereto.
2.

I am a resident of Fulton County and registered elector in Fulton

County, Georgia.
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3.

On November 15, 2020, I was present as an observer credentialed by

the Democratic Party of Georgia to observe the statewide hand recount of ballots
cast in the 2020 Presidential Election in Fulton County, Georgia (the “Recount”).
4.

I arrived at the Georgia World Congress Center, where the Recount

was held, at approximately 8:00 a.m.
5.

On arrival, there was no exterior signage to indicate the entrance and a

group of 15 to 20 people near me were milling around trying to figure out how to
access the facility. Ultimately, we gained access to the building, though the
absence of signage required some exploration before we found the table where we
could sign in and then be sworn in between 8:30 am and 9:00 am.
6.

As a Democratic representative, during our virtual training session, it

was suggested that we wear blue clothing and judging from the numbers of
observers dressed in red, it is likely someone told the Republicans representatives
to wear that color. As was the case on the exterior of the building, inside there was
no indication where Democrats or Republicans could or should congregate. As we
entered the large room where the recount was being conducted, several tables were
set up and individuals were checking people in. On the sign-up sheet, we were
instructed to write our names and the political party we were representing.
Immediately before my name on the sign-up sheet were at least five people with
KH620819.DOCX 3
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GOP written beside their names. After being sworn in, at one point a woman
approached me and asked where the Republican table was located. I was not able
to help her, but a short while later I saw the woman gathered with a group of 2025, so I took them to be Republican observers. Eventually, I was able to locate the
table where the Democratic observers were gathered and checked in there as well.
7.

At this juncture, announcements were being broadcast over the public

address system. Due to an echo caused by the size of the room, I had difficulty
making much sense of what was being said. The Democratic table was adjacent to
the news media bullpen in the back of the room. We were told to “hang tight.”
8.

At approximately 10 am, the election officials declared they had too

many people on the floor and that they wanted each party to thin its ranks of
observers to 17 people each. This was accomplished, and I held my station for the
moment at the Democratic table.
9.

At approximately 10:15 am, a cheer rang through the hall as it was

announced that the inventory of ballots was complete. The election officials now
instructed that the number of observers be reduced to 5 observers for each political
party. Anyone who wanted to go was released.
10.

In the absence of any further need for my services, I was happy to

depart, which I did.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,

v.

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
20-cv-04651-SDG

Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.
AFFIDAVIT / DECLARATION OF STEVE YOUNG
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned subscribing officer, duly
authorized to administer oaths, STEVE YOUNG, who being duly sworn, deposed
and stated as follows:
1.

My name is STEVE YOUNG. I am over 18 years of age, a citizen of

the State of Georgia, suffer from no legal disabilities, and am otherwise competent
to testify to the matters contained herein. I have personal knowledge of the facts
here, and if called as a witness, can testify completely thereto.
2.

KH621099.DOCX
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3.

On November 15, 2020, I was present as an observer credentialed by

the Democratic Party of Georgia to observe the statewide hand recount of ballots
cast in the 2020 Presidential Election in DeKalb County, Georgia (the “Recount”).
4.

I arrived at 2994 Turner Hill Road, Stonecrest, GA 30038, where the

Recount was held, at approximately 7:30 a.m.
5.

On arrival, I had no problems accessing the space where the Recount

was happening.
6.

While I was observing the Recount, there were approximately 18-20

other credentialed observers present, with 10-12 representing the Democratic Party
of Georgia and about 8 representing the Georgia Republican Party.
7.

At no time did I see or hear of a credentialed observer being denied

access to the Recount.
8.

I also saw members of the public and/or the media observing the

Recount from a designated area.
9.

While I observed the Recount, I only saw auditing teams counting

ballots cast during advance voting and marked by ballot-marking devices. I
understood from speaking with other observers and with county elections workers
that by Sunday morning, when I was observing, DeKalb had already counted all of
the hand-marked absentee ballots cast in the election. Some auditing teams on duty
KH621099.DOCX
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while I was observing didn’t even receive a batch of ballots to count, because
DeKalb had gotten quite far in the process.
10.

I saw a GOP-credentialed observer getting very close to the auditing

team tables and looking right over peoples’ shoulders. A gentleman in an orange
vest approached her and asked her to step back. She resisted, claiming that she was
more than six feet away. She was not. The gentleman in the orange vest informed
her that she was closer than six feet from the auditing team and advised her again
to step back. Once she complied, he returned to his station.
11.

The Recount was very organized and efficiently run. The Recount

workers and volunteers with whom I interacted were friendly and did not treat any
observer or group of observers in a hostile way.
12.

In short, there were few problems and no major problems while I

observed the Recount. I left the Recount around 12:30 p.m.
13.

I give this Declaration freely, without coercion, and without any

expectation of compensation or other reward.
14.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct

to the best of my ability.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,

v.

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
20-cv-04651-SDG

Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.
AFFIDAVIT OF BETH GRAHAM
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned subscribing officer, duly
authorized to administer oaths, BETH GRAHAM, who being duly sworn, deposed
and stated as follows:
1.

My name is BETH GRAHAM. I am over 18 years of age, a citizen of

the State of Georgia, suffer from no legal disabilities, and am otherwise competent
to testify to the matters contained herein. I have personal knowledge of the facts
here, and if called as a witness, can testify completely thereto.
2.

I am a resident of and registered elector in Fulton County, Georgia.
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3.

On November 15, 2020, I was present as a monitor credentialed by the

Democratic Party of Georgia to observe the statewide hand recount of ballots cast
in the 2020 Presidential Election in Fulton County, Georgia (the “Recount”).
4.

I arrived at the Georgia World Congress Center, where the Recount

was held, at approximately 8:30 a.m. I had no problems accessing the space where
the Recount was happening.
5.

Around 9:00 a.m., the election officials indicated that they did not

need as many auditors as were present at that time. As auditors were released, each
party gathered to count their number of monitors. Because the officials stated that
they wanted only one monitor per party, per ten tables, the number of monitors was
quickly reduced to about seventeen (17) per party, with only 5 per party allowed on
the audit floor, and further reduced as the day went on. Additional monitors were
told they could stay in the public viewing area.
6.

When the day began, there were approximately 50 credentialed

monitors present observing the Recount. Over the course of the day, that number
decreased because there were fewer tables counting.
7.

I did not observe anyone claiming that the Recount had “just finished”

or was otherwise complete prior to 1 p.m., although new arrivals were told during
the day that additional volunteers would not be needed.
KH620998.DOCX 2
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8.

I also saw approximately five (5) news cameras in the public viewing

area and approximately six (6) observers from the Carter Center, who were
circulating on the audit floor.
9.

I never saw a credentialed observer being denied access to the

Recount, however I did see a monitor who had to be corrected by election officials
for improperly approaching the audit tables, attempting to talk to auditors, and
attempting to touch ballot containers. This individual did not leave the facility after
being corrected, but congregated with the Republican monitors and continued to
walk the audit floor.
10.

While observing, I had access to view each of the two-person audit

teams from about six feet away. From this distance, I could hear the auditors
announce and discuss the votes they counted on each ballot. I could also see the
selections voters had made on the ballots that the audit teams were recounting if I
chose to get that close. I could also see into what designated stack a given audit
team placed each ballot.
11.

During my time observing, I did not hear anyone call out a ballot and

then place it into the wrong stack, or hear anyone complain to an elections official
that ballots were being placed in the wrong stack.
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12.

Based on my observation, the audit teams I observed seemed to count

correctly. I did see two tables who independently counted for a few minutes at the
beginning of the process, but they self-corrected upon being observed and each
counted as a team after that.
13.

Around 12 p.m., when we were asked to reduce our numbers to two

(2) per party, there were still four (4) Republican monitors walking around the
audit floor looking for pieces of paper or documents lying on tables. I saw them
approach an auditor and ask questions. The auditor told them she could not speak
to them. They later approached another auditor, and one of the Democratic
observers intervened to tell them they could not question auditors. He then escorted
the Republican observers to an elections official whom I understood to be an
attorney, who confirmed that observers should not speak to the auditors.
14.

I continued as a monitor on the floor until around 1 p.m., and left

shortly thereafter. By that time only 3-4 tables were still counting ballots, and I
was no longer needed.
15.

I give this Declaration freely, without coercion, and without any

expectation of compensation or other reward.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,

v.

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
1:20-cv-04651-SDG

Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.
AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA SHORT
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned subscribing officer, duly
authorized to administer oaths, Rebecca Short, who being duly sworn, deposed and
stated as follows:
1.

My name is Rebecca Short. I am over 18 years of age, a citizen of the

State of Georgia, suffer from no legal disabilities, and am otherwise competent to
testify to the matters contained herein. I have personal knowledge of the facts
here, and if called as a witness, can testify completely thereto.
2.

I am a resident of and registered elector in Fulton County, Georgia. I

am also an attorney and member of the State Bar of Georgia.

1
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3.

On November 15, 2020, I was present as an observer credentialed by

the Democratic Party of Georgia to observe the statewide hand recount of ballots
cast in the 2020 Presidential Election in Fulton County, Georgia (the “Recount”).
4.

I arrived at the Georgia World Congress Center, where the Recount

was held, at approximately 8:20/8:30 a.m.
5.

On arrival, I had no problems accessing the space where the Recount

was happening.
6.

I did not observe anyone claiming that the Recount had “just finished”

or was otherwise complete. To the contrary, the Recount was ongoing when I
arrived and was continuing when I left at about 12:10 p.m.
7.

While I was observing the Recount, there were numerous other

credentialed observers present. At one point, Fulton County elections officials
asked us to gather by party and asked both the Democratic Party of Georgia and
the Republican Party of Georgia to cull themselves down to 17 credentialed
observers. I would estimate the Democratic Party had approximately 30
credentialed observers there so some 13 Democratic Party observers were asked to
leave. I do not know how many credentialed observers the Republican party had
present, but they were also asked to limit their number to 17.

2
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8.

Fulton County officials then came back and asked both the

Democratic and Republican parties to limit the number on the floor at any given
time to five credentialed observers. Officials noted that county employees had
made progress in counting ballots and officials had dismissed approximately twothirds of the counters, thus less observers were needed on the floor. The same
instructions were given to both the Democratic and Republican parties.
9.

I was one of the five credentialed observers to remain behind. I was

able to walk on the floor where the counting was taking place and observe the twoperson teams hand counting ballots. There was nothing extraordinary to note as
the county employees looked at ballots, moved the ballots to one of 4 piles and
then tallied the votes in each pile. I observed the piles to contain Trump votes,
Biden votes and Jorgensen votes. The 4th pile was for questionable or
undetermined ballots which were placed in an envelope and then someone from the
County would retrieve the envelope and take it to the voter review panel. The
process was very orderly.
10.

I also was able to observe the voter review panels, which were

adjudicating ballots containing Presidential votes which the two-person county
team could not conclusively determine were meant for a given candidate. At one
point, a County official stated that they need additional Republican reviewers for
3
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the voter review panels but could not find any credentialed for that task. Instead
the County official allowed two of the credentialed floor observers, both women,
to serve on the panel. I observed one of the women chosen for the voter review
panel to be taking her own notes during this process. I had also observed this same
woman taking photos earlier when she was walking on the floor as an observer and
heard a county official ask her to delete the photos and to delete them from the
deleted file. This woman was eating, drinking and coughing while reviewing
undetermined ballots.
11.

I observed two gentlemen arrive who were credentialed for the voter

review panel. At that point all parties, Republican observers, Democratic
observers, and county officials, agreed to allow the two women to complete the
review of ballots as they were almost done.
12.

I also at one point observed a press conference with Fulton County

officials and saw approximately 10-15 members of the news media in attendance.
I also observed individuals and media in the designated general-public observation
area.
13.

Except for the number limitations imposed equally on both teams of

credentialed observers, I did not see or hear of a credentialed observer being
denied access to the Recount.
4
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14.

While observing, I had access to view each of the two-person audit

teams from about six feet away. Some of the two-person teams were discussing
audibly the votes and some were simply moving each ballot to a stack of ballots.
After the team was finished separating the votes, they would count the number of
ballots in each stack and then provide the numbers to be entered into a computer.
15.

I was in the credentialed, ballot-counting area for approximately 4

hours and observed no inaccuracies, improprieties, inconsistencies, or other
problems during the Recount. The process ran smoothly.
16.

Around 12:10 p.m., after approximately 4 hours of observation, I left

the Recount because the voter review panels had essentially wrapped up the work
and that had been the focus of my observations.
17.

I give this Declaration freely, without coercion, and without any

expectation of compensation or other reward.
18.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct

to the best of my ability.

5
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Executed this 17th day of November 2020.
7

—

(signed)

Rebecca Hoelting Short
Sworn to and subscribed to
before me this 17th day of
November 2020.
I
( IiMek(rz 4 ithiC
Notary' blic
My commission expires:
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,

v.

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO.
20-cv-04651-SDG

Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity
as Secretary of the State of Georgia, et al.,
Defendants.
AFFIDAVIT OF SHARON ZYDNEY
Personally appeared before me, the undersigned subscribing officer, duly
authorized to administer oaths, Sharon Zydney, who being duly sworn, deposed
and stated as follows:
1.

My name is Sharon Zydney. I am over 18 years of age, a citizen of the

State of Georgia, suffer from no legal disabilities, and am otherwise competent to
testify to the matters contained herein. I have personal knowledge of the facts
here, and if called as a witness, can testify completely thereto.
2.
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I am a resident of and registered elector in Fulton County, Georgia.
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3.

On November 16, 2020, I was present as an observer credentialed by

the Democratic Party of Georgia to observe the statewide hand recount of ballots
cast in the 2020 Presidential Election in Henry County, Georgia (the “Recount”).
4.

I arrived at 526 Industrial Boulevard, McDonough, Georgia where the

Recount was held, at approximately 6:50 a.m.
5.

On arrival, I was greeted by Ameika Pitts, Henry County Elections

Director, who I recognized from the training I attended the previous Friday. I had
with me the certified letter from the Democratic party that I was eligible to observe
the Recount. I also took an oath before being allowed on the floor to observe.
6.

At the training I had been told that observers were not allowed to have

cell phones in the Recount area. I also observed signs in the Recount area stating
no cell phones.
7.

I was one of 2 Democratic observers joined by 2 Republican

observers inside the rope where tables were set up for the recount. There were
approximately 6 tables with 3 stations per table and 2 counting officials (auditors)
at each station. There were approximately 12 teams of auditors during my time on
the floor, with another team of auditors coming in around 11:00 The four
observers, two from each party, were allowed to move amongst the tables where

KH620557.DOCX
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the Recount was happening and observe the Recount. There were also 2 additional
observers from each party assigned to the vote review panels.
8.

After 8:00 a.m., additional observers with credentials from the

Democratic party arrived and observed from behind the rope. There were also
observers whose party affiliation was not obvious. As the morning went on, some
Democrat certified observers did leave, and some individuals remained in the
public viewing area behind the rope.
9.

At approximately 11:00 a.m., the 2 Republican observers were

replaced by 2 other Republican observers. At one point, all 4 were within the rope.
The other Democratic observer working with me switched out with a Democratic
observer who had been behind the rope.
10.

While I was observing the Recount, an individual in the back called

Ms. Pitts over claiming there was an urgent issue. I heard that one ballot had been
put in the wrong pile and it sounded like it was a Trump ballot put in the Biden
pile. Ms. Pitts came over and I watched as the auditors re-did the sorting for this
pile of votes. Indeed one ballot was in the wrong pile and they found it and
corrected the mistake when they re-counted the batch.
11.

I also observed one audit team get out of sync when placing their

ballots into piles. One woman was orally calling out the vote and the other person
KH620557.DOCX
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was then orally calling out the vote and placing them in the appropriate pile. In the
middle of the batch she started putting Biden ballots on the Trump pile and Trump
ballots on the Biden pile. I called over a county election official who had the two
counters redo the entire batch of ballots. I watched them redo and recount and it
was corrected. I do not believe the mix up was intentional.
12.

To me, the system for counting and observing was working as it was

intended; when mistakes were made by human error, then those mistakes were
corrected.
13.

In my interactions with Ms. Pitts I found her friendly and welcoming.

She did become focused and serious if a problem was identified. I would not
characterize her behavior as hostile but attentive and matter-of-fact if a problem
was brought to her attention.
14.

A little after 1:00 p.m., after approximately 6 hours of observation, I

left the Recount.
15.

I give this Declaration freely, without coercion, and without any

expectation of compensation or other reward.

KH620557.DOCX
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Appendix- L

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. Lin Wood, Jr.,
Plaintiff,
v.

Civil Action No. 1:20-cv-04651-SDG

Brad Raffensperger, et al.,,
Defendants.

Date:
Time:

Nov. 19, 2020
3:00 p.m.

PROPOSED BRIEF OF PROPOSED INTERVENORS NAACP OF
GEORGIA, ET AL. IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF’S
EMERGENCY MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion for Injunctive Relief asks this Court to take the

genuinely unprecedented step of throwing out the results of a general election in
which nearly five million Georgians voted—a record level of election participation.1
There is no basis whatsoever for the Court to award Plaintiff any relief in this case,
much less to grant his request to prohibit certification of the results of the November
3, 2020 Georgia general election. See Mot. at 24. To do so would not just
disenfranchise Proposed Intervenors James Woodall, Helen Butler, and Melvin Ivey,
as well as the members of Proposed Intervenors the Georgia State Conference of the
NAACP and the Georgia Coalition for the People’s Agenda,2 but this would
disenfranchise every Georgia voter.
Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion for Relief is late, legally and factually baseless,
and contrary to the bedrock values of our democracy. Proposed Intervenors
respectfully urge the Court to reject it.

See Mot. at 10; Secretary of State Reports Record Breaking
Turnout, https://sos.ga.gov/index.php/elections/secretary_of_state_reports_record_
breaking_turnout.
2
Proposed Intervenors filed their Motion To Intervene And For Leave To File
Responsive Papers As Same Time As Defendants on November 18, 2020 as ECF
No. 22. As of the time of the filing of this Brief in Opposition, the Motion to
Intervene is pending before the Court.
1
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II.

PLAINTIFF’S EMERGENCY MOTION SHOULD BE DENIED
A.

Plaintiff Lacks Standing

Plaintiff cannot obtain preliminary relief—and indeed cannot maintain suit—
because his complaints about Defendants’ processing of absentee ballots and
conduct of the recount are, at most, the kind of generalized grievance about
government conduct that the Supreme Court has repeatedly found insufficient to
confer Article III standing. “The doctrine of standing asks whether a litigant is
entitled to have a federal court resolve his grievance.” Kowalski v. Tesmer, 543 U.S.
125, 128 (2004). To avoid dismissal on standing grounds, a plaintiff must show (1)
an injury in fact, meaning “an invasion of a legally protected interest” that is
“concrete and particularized” and “actual or imminent, not conjectural or
hypothetical”; (2) a causal connection between the injury and the defendant’s
conduct, and (3) a likelihood that the injury will be redressed by a favorable decision
from the court. Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540, 1547–48 (2016) (quoting
Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560–61 (1992)).
1.

Plaintiff Brings a Generalized Grievance in This Case

Plaintiff fails to allege that he will suffer an “actual or imminent” injury, as
opposed to one that is merely “conjectural” or “hypothetical.” Clapper v. Amnesty
Int’l USA, 568 U.S. 398, 402, 409 (2013); Lujan v. Defs. Of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555,
560 (1992); see also City of Los Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95, 107 n.8 (1983).

-2-
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Plaintiff cannot demonstrate that he will suffer any injury absent the requested
relief. Plaintiff’s alleged injury rests solely on the unsupported assertion that alleged
state law violations render (1) Georgia’s election results “improper and suspect”;
(2) “resulting in Georgia’s electoral college votes going to Joseph R. Biden”; which
is allegedly (3) “contrary to the votes of the majority of Georgia qualified electors.”
Mot. at 22. But Plaintiff has not provided any evidence, or even alleged, that his vote
was not tabulated appropriately, that another qualified electors’ votes were not
tabulated appropriately, or that an unqualified elector’s vote was incorrectly
tabulated. Plaintiff alleges generalized injuries on behalf of the Trump Campaign,
which he does not have the right to assert. Plaintiff’s disappointment in the election
results is not a cognizable injury, much less one that a court may remedy.
For the extraordinary relief of enjoining the certification of statewide results
– the challenged votes “would have to be sufficient in number to change the outcome
of the election to [Plaintiff]’s detriment.” Bognet v. Secretary of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, — F.3d —, 2020 WL 6686120, at *8 (3d Cir. Nov. 13, 2020) citing
Sibley v. Alexander, 916 F. Supp. 2d 58, 62 (D.D.C. 2013) (“[E]ven if the Court
granted the requested relief, [plaintiff] would still fail to satisfy the redressability
element because enjoining defendants from casting the . . . votes would not change
the outcome of the election.”). Plaintiff, of course, has not even attempted to make
this showing, let alone proven it successfully.

-3-
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2.

Plaintiff Does Not Have Standing to Bring a Claim Under
the Electors and Elections Clauses

As a private citizen, Plaintiff has no standing to assert claims under the
Electors and Elections Clauses that Georgia officials have purportedly failed to
follow state election law. See Compl. ¶ 8 (Plaintiff is a registered elector who “brings
this suit in his capacity as a private citizen”). In Lance v. Coffman, the Supreme
Court squarely rejected the standing of four private citizens to bring an Elections
Clause claim. 549 U.S. 437, 442 (2007). The Court held: “The only injury plaintiffs
allege is that the law—specifically the Elections Clause—has not been followed.
This injury is precisely the kind of undifferentiated, generalized grievance about the
conduct of government that we have refused to countenance in the past.”. Id. The
same is true here. See also Bognet v. Sec’y of Commonwealth, No. 20-3214, 2020
WL 6686120 at *6 (3d Cir. Nov. 13, 2020) (holding that “private plaintiffs lack
standing to sue for alleged injuries attributable to a state government’s violations of
the Elections Clause”); Corman v. Torres, 287 F. Supp. 3d 558, 568-569 (M.D. Pa.
2018) (three-judge panel) (holding that “two of 253 members of the Pennsylvania
General Assembly” lacked standing to sue under the Elections Clause”).3

The only cases in which the Supreme Court has found standing to bring an
Elections Clause or Electors Clause claim are those brought by or on behalf of a
state, a state legislature or a working majority of a state legislature. See Ariz. State
Legislature v. Ariz. Indep. Redistricting Comm’n, 576 U.S. 787, 799-804 (2015)
(holding that plaintiff Arizona Legislature had standing because a voter initiative to
3
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Moreover, as the Third Circuit recently held, “[b]ecause the Elections Clause
and the Electors Clause have considerable similarity’ ... the same logic applies to
[Plaintiff’s] alleged injury stemming from the claimed violation of the Electors
Clause.” Bognet, 2020 WL 6686120 at *7; see also Foster v. Love, 522 U.S. 67, 69
(1997) (characterizing Electors Clause as Elections Clause’s “counterpart for the
Executive Branch”); U.S. Term Limits, Inc. v. Thornton, 514 U.S. 779, 804-805
(1995) (noting that state’s “duty” under Elections Clause “parallels the duty”
described by Electors Clause).
Because Plaintiff lacks standing, his Emergency Motion must be denied.
B.

Plaintiff Is Not Likely To Succeed On The Merits Of His Claims

Plaintiff’s lack of standing independently justifies denial of the Emergency
Motion. It also should be rejected because Plaintiff has not shown that any of the
alleged conduct by Defendants rises to the level of a violation of the U.S.
Constitution.

establish an independent redistricting commission eliminated its ability to
implement a redistricting plan, thus causing a “concrete and particularized”
institutional injury). In Ariz. State Legislature, the Court distinguished Rainey v.
Byrd, 521 U.S. 811 (1997) (six individual members of Congress lacked standing to
challenge the line-item veto), from Coleman v. Miller, 307 U.S. 433 (1939) (working
majority of Kansas State Legislature had standing to challenge lieutenant-governor’s
tie-breaking vote in favor of a federal constitutional amendment).
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1.

No Valid Constitutional Claim Arises Out of the Valid DPG
Settlement

Plaintiff bases his request for emergency injunctive relief under Counts I and
II on purported violations of Georgia election law that never occurred. The
Settlement Agreement did not re-write any election laws on the handling of absentee
ballots. Plaintiff readily concedes the Georgia Legislature has authorized the State
Election Board to issue election rules and regulations that are “conducive to the
fair, legal, and orderly conduct of . . . elections” and “consistent with law.” Mot.
at 5 (quoting O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31(2)). This is exactly what the Settlement
Agreement achieved. Accordingly, the Court should reject Plaintiff’s belated
arguments that an agreement finalized over eight months before the election
upended Georgia law.
Under the Settlement Agreement (Pl’s Ex. A), Secretary Raffensperger
agreed to issue an Official Election Bulletin to county officials on the procedures
for reviewing signatures on absentee ballot envelopes. If a registrar or clerk were to
determine a signature did not match the elector’s signature on file, the Election
Bulletin directed that “two other registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot
clerks” evaluate the signature. Pl’s Ex. A ¶ 3. If a majority of the reviewers
determined the signature did not match the elector’s signature on file, the absentee
ballot was to be rejected. Id.
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This straightforward process is consistent with the signature verification
procedures provided under Georgia law. In pertinent part, under O.C.G.A. § 21-2386 (a) (1) (B), upon receiving an absentee ballot, “The register or clerk shall
compare the signature or mark on the oath with the signature or mark” on file, and
“shall if the information and signature appear to be valid . . . , so certify by signing
or initialing his or her name below the voter's oath.” If, however, “the signature does
not appear to be valid . . . , the registrar or clerk shall write across the face of the
envelope ‘Rejected,’ giving the reason therefor.” O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386 (a) (1) (C).
Relying on these statues, Plaintiff argues the Election Bulletin stripped
authority from county election officials to determine “individually” the validity of
absentee ballot signatures. Under basic rules of statutory construction and a plain
reading of the statute, Plaintiff argument fails. That O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386 (a) (1) (B)(C) refers to “clerk and “register” in the singular does not mean only one “clerk” or
one “register” may be involved in evaluating the validity of a signature on an
absentee ballot envelope. In interpreting a statute, “the singular or plural number
each includes the other, unless the other is expressly excluded.” O.C.G.A. § 1-3-1
(d)(6); see Reid v. Morris, 309 Ga. 230, 236 n.3, 845 S.E.2d 590, 596 (2020)
(applying O.C.G.A. § 1-3-1 (d)(6) to determine statutory use of the term “defendant”
does not mean only one defendant may be liable for punitive damages). In drafting
O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386 (a) (1) (B)-(C), the Legislature did not preclude registers,
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deputy registers, and clerks from working together to evaluate questionable
signatures. Nothing in the Settlement Agreement is contrary to Georgia law, and
Defendants guidance on the handling of absentee ballots did what Plaintiff agrees is
proper under Georgia law: provided a set of rules “conducive to the fair, legal, and
orderly conduct of . . . elections” and “consistent with law.” Pl’s Mot. 5.
Plaintiff also asserts that Defendants violated Georgia law by allowing a
single political party to “write rules for reviewing signatures.” Pl’s Mot. 9, 18.
Plaintiff’s own exhibits refute this hyperbole. As part of the Settlement
Agreement, the State Defendants agreed to “consider” providing county registers
and absentee ballot clerks with training materials on evaluating voter signatures
prepared by a handwriting expert retained by the plaintiffs in Democratic Party
of Georgia, Inc. v. Raffensperger, No. 1:19-cv-05028-WMR. See Pl’s Ex. A, ¶ 4.
The Settlement Agreement did not identify the materials nor did it impose any
requirement on distributing those materials. Further, Plaintiff does not allege
what, if any, materials were distributed nor does he explain how they would have
constituted “rules for reviewing signatures.” Thus, Plaintiff has not established
the Settlement Agreement violated Georgia election law.
Finally, the declaration filed this morning by Plaintiff’s counsel, see Dkt. 301, fails to move the needle. First, properly analyzing the Georgia Absentee Voter
File and reaching conclusions based on it requires social science expertise beyond
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that attested to by Plaintiff’s counsel. Second, and relatedly, the declaration fails to
acknowledge that a comparison of 2016 and 2018 absentee ballot rejection data
related to signature mismatch is inapposite because of the notice-and-cure process
was not in effect in Georgia at all until an order issued shortly before the November
2018 general election in Martin v. Kemp, 341 F. Supp. 3d 1326 (N.D. Ga. 2018),
and was formally adopted by the Georgia Legislature via the enactment of H.B. 316
in 2019, which amended O.C.G.A. §§ 21-2-381(b)(3) and 21-2-386(a)(1)(C) to
provide for notice and cure. Expanded numbers of voters utilizing the notice-andcure process explains why the number of signature mismatch-related rejections
might decrease, if that is in fact the case.
2.

Plaintiff’s Monitoring Claim Fails as a Matter of Law

In addition, Plaintiff cannot succeed on his due process claim. This claim is
based on Plaintiff’s assertion that Republican monitors “have been denied the
opportunity to be present throughout the entire Hand Recount,” and when present
were unable to observe the recount “in any meaningful way.” Mot. at 21. Plaintiff
does not claim that he made any effort to monitor the recount, much less than he was
denied the opportunity to do so. Rather, the only proffered bases for this claim are
the assertions that one Trump Campaign monitor arrived at a counting location
around the time indicated by the Republican Party only to find that the recount there
had been finished (Coleman Decl. ¶¶ 3-5, ECF 6-2), and that another monitor did
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observe the recount that same day at that same location and was able to object to
certain ostensible irregularities before being asked to leave because of the large
number of other Republican monitors (Dietrich Decl. ¶¶ 6-13, ECF 6-3).
a.

Plaintiff sat on his rights as afforded by Georgia law

Plaintiff should have availed himself and two other electors of the legislatively
approved remedies afforded to him under Georgia law if he thought there was a
mistake or error not apparent on the face of the returns. Plaintiff waived the relief
requested in this case by failing to do so. In particular, Plaintiff ignores that O.C.G.A.
§ 21-2-495(d) allows a losing candidate for a federal office or three electors to
request a recount or recanvass of votes any time prior to the certification of the
results when it appears that a discrepancy or error, although not apparent on the face
of the returns, has been made. Moreover, under O.C.G.A. § 21-2-495(c)(1), a losing
federal candidate has the right to request that the Secretary of State order a
mandatory statewide recount when the margin between the candidates is not greater
than 0.5 percentage points within two business days of the certification of the
election results. The Governor’s certification of the presidential electors’ results is
on November 21, 2020. Finally, any alleged defects in the failure to provide adequate
public access to the recount alleged by the plaintiff in his complaint and motion can
be readily remedied by the Trump Campaign asking for a recount within two
business days of the certification of the results by the Governor. See O.C.G.A. § 21-
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2-499(b).
b.

Plaintiff does not allege a due process claim

Even if Plaintiff could assert the rights of third-parties—as, of course, he
cannot—those facts do not remotely add up to a constitutional violation. Put simply,
neither Plaintiff nor anyone else has a constitutional right to be an election monitor.
See, e.g., Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. v. Boockvar, No. 2:20-CV-966, 2020
WL 5997680, at *67 (W.D. Pa. Oct. 10, 2020) (“At the outset, ‘there is no individual
constitutional right to serve as a poll watcher[.]’”) (quoting Pa. Democratic Party v.
Boockvar, 238 A.3d 345 (Pa. 2020)).4
Plaintiff does not address the requirements for a due process claim, and
instead relies on the notion that Defendants’ alleged failure to conduct the Hand
Recount “a manner consistent with the Georgia Election Code” constitutes a freefloating due process violation. Mot. at 20-21; cf. Compl. ¶¶ 97-106 (Due Process
claim alleging that the Trump Campaign was denied the ability to monitor the Hand
Recount). But Plaintiff cannot ignore Supreme Court and Eleventh Circuit law.
Plaintiff fails to acknowledge, much less attempt to satisfy, the requirements
of a substantive due process claim. “[P]laintiffs face a high bar when attempting to

Although Plaintiff also indicates that other non-parties harbor suspicious about
irregularities in the recount, this is not the monitoring-related Due Process violation
alleged in the Complaint (see Compl. ¶¶ 97-106) and Plaintiff does not attempt to
make a constitutional claim based on them.
4
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establish a substantive due process violation.” Maddox v. Stephens, 727 F.3d 1109,
1119 (11th Cir. 2013). A “garden variety election dispute[]” such as an “ordinary
dispute over the counting and marking of ballots” falls far short of a substantive due
process violation. Curry v. Baker, 802 F.2d 1302, 1315 (11th Cir. 1986) (internal
quotation omitted).
In any case, nothing in Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion shows, or even suggests,
that Plaintiff, Ms. Coleman, or Ms. Dietrich were denied the opportunity to act as
monitors. Plaintiff apparently never tried, Ms. Coleman arrived too late, and Ms.
Dietrich was in fact able to observe the recount. And the experience of two
individuals at a single place on a single day says nothing at all about the broader
conduct of the election, the results of which Plaintiff asks this Court to nullify.
3.

Plaintiffs’ Requested Relief Defies Well-Established Federal
and Georgia Law

Here, Plaintiff’s requested relief is disproportionate to his purported injury
and would violate the U.S. Constitution. Plaintiff fails to allege fraud or electoral
irregularities in his Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order, and as such, it is
difficult to even consider the Plaintiff’s proposed remedies. However, even if all of
Plaintiff’s allegations survived, none of the remedies sought by the Plaintiff in the
Motion could be granted under federal or Georgia law. No court has ever granted
relief of the nature and scope requested by the Plaintiff under any set of facts, let
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alone those averred in the Motion. This is a classic case in which “the cure [is]
worse than the alleged disease, at least insofar as the professed concern is with the
right of voters to cast effective ballots in a fair election.” Baber v. Dunlap, 349 F.
Supp. 3d 68, 76 (D. Me. 2018).
Even if Plaintiff’s allegations could support a finding of some sort of errors in
election administration, tossing out millions of votes in the presidential election is at
odds with established of law. Courts have refused to “believe that the framers of our
Constitution were so hypersensitive to ordinary human frailties as to lay down an
unrealistic requirement that elections be free of any error.” Powell v. Power, 436
F.2d 84, 88 (2d Cir. 1970). A finding that “the election process itself reaches the
point of patent and fundamental unfairness … must go well beyond the ordinary
dispute over the counting and marking of ballots.” Duncan v. Poythress, 657 F.2d
691, 703 (5th Cir. 1981) (quoting Griffin v. Burns, 570 F.2d 1065, 1077 (1st Cir.
1978)). The Eleventh Circuit has observed that “[i]n most cases, irregularities in state
elections are properly addressed at the state level, whether through state courts or
review by state election officials.” Burton v. State of Ga., 953 F.2d 1266, 1268 (11th
Cir. 1992). Only the most egregious election misconduct could conceivably justify
the sort of mass disenfranchisement Plaintiff seeks. See McMichael v. Napa County,
709 F.2d 1268, 1273–94 (9th Cir. 1983) (Kennedy, J., concurring) (invalidation of
election results “has been reserved for instances of willful or severe violations of
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established constitutional norms”). Even if proven likely true—which they have not
been—none of Plaintiffs’ allegations meet that standard.
The Georgia Supreme Court has similarly stated that “[i]t is not sufficient to
show irregularities which simply erode confidence in the outcome of the election.
Elections cannot be overturned on the basis of mere speculation.” Meade v.
Williamson, 745 S.E.2d 279, 285 (Ga. 2013) (emphasis added) (quoting Middleton
v. Smith, 539 S.E.2d 163 (Ga. 2000)). In this vein, that Court has held in a case where
Atlanta voters registered to vote at locations that were not authorized by state law
and voted in the 1981 Atlanta mayoral election, “the remedy of disenfranchisement
of voters registered in violation of the statute is so severe as to be unpalatable where
the good faith of the registrars is not disputed.” Malone v. Tison, 282 S.E.2d 84, 89
(Ga. 1981).
As a matter of law, the Motion—which does not demonstrate any concrete or
specific instances of fraud, systemic or otherwise—cannot support the extreme relief
requested. And far from curing any constitutional violation, the Plaintiff’s requested
injunction would create grave constitutional violations by invalidating the legal and
valid votes of millions of Georgia citizens, or by creating new election procedures.
4.

The Prohibition of Certification In Whole Or In Part Is
Disproportionate To Plaintiff’s Purported Injury And
Would Violate the U.S. Constitution

Plaintiff’s request that the Court prohibit certification of the election results is
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a disproportionate and unconstitutional response to the claims in the Motion.
Plaintiff asks the Court to enjoin certification of the 2020 election results on
a statewide basis in Georgia, or, in the alternative, to enjoin certification of results
that include the tabulation of defective absentee ballots. Mot. at 24. A statewide
injunction is improper. It is only in the rarest of circumstances that federal courts
have taken such drastic measures to prevent the certification of election results, and
only where the evidence establishes that there was a fundamental failure of the
election process. See Stein v. Cortés, 223 F. Supp. 3d 423 (E.D. Pa. 2016) (collecting
cases). The Motion does not show that Plaintiff is likely to succeed on his claims of
systemic or election worker error. Because Plaintiff’s attempt to circumvent the will
of the Georgia electorate “has no essential or important relationship to the claim for
relief,” his requested relief must be denied. Rees v. PNC Bank, N.A., 308 F.R.D. 266,
271 (N.D. Cal. 2015) (quoting Fantasy, Inc. v. Fogerty, 984 F.2d 1524, 1527 (9th
Cir. 1993)); Genter v. Allstate Property and Cas. Ins. Co., No. 11-cv-0709, 2011
WL 2533075, at *5 (W.D. Pa. June 24, 2011).5
Moreover, a judicial order nullifying Georgia’s election results would be
grossly inequitable because the Presidential election results must be determined by

5

See also Williamsburg Commons Condo. Ass’n v. State Farm Fire and Cas. Co.,
907 F. Supp. 2d 673, 680 (E.D. Pa. 2012) (granting motion to dismiss requested
relief).
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December 8, 2020, to benefit from the safe-harbor provision of the federal election
code and in any event by December 14, 2020, to ensure that Georgia’s electoral votes
will be counted. 3 U.S.C. §§ 5, 7; O.C.G.A. § 21-2-11 (electors must meet at noon
the day directed by Congress); see Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 110–111 (2000). To
meet this task, Georgia law requires the Secretary of State to compute the returns of
the election received by the various election superintendents and to provide such
results to the Governor by 5:00 PM on November 20—two days from now. O.C.G.A.
§ 21-2-499(b). After that, consistent with federal law, the Governor must the slate
of electors by issuing a certificate identifying such electors by 5:00 PM on
November 21. Id.; 3 U.S.C. § 6. This certification process constitutes an outside limit
on the ability of this Court to issue relief. Bush, 531 U.S. at 110-111. To prevent
state officials from meeting that deadline could throw the results of this election into
chaos, and could gravely undermine public confidence in the conduct of the
presidential election and in the rightful winner.
The requested relief would also violate the constitutional rights of Georgia
voters. Even if Plaintiff’s allegations were proven (they are not) and there were
isolated and sporadic incidents in which the election laws were violated, not by
voters but by election workers or other officials, this occurrence could not possibly
justify wide-scale disenfranchisement of Georgians. Such a remedy—unlike the
election irregularities Plaintiff alleges—would place an undue burden on the right to
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vote. See Ne. Ohio Coalition for Homeless v. Husted, 696 F.3d 580, 595, 597-98
(6th Cir. 2012) (holding rejecting ballots invalidly cast due to poll worker error likely
violates due process). Plaintiff’s unconstitutional prayer for relief must be rejected.
5.

Plaintiff’s Requested Declaratory Relief Is Disproportionate
and Itself Unconstitutional.

Plaintiff’s request for declaratory relief requiring a third counting of nearly
five million ballots and one-sided Republican only monitoring in both that process
and in the high-stakes January 5, 2021 run-off election is disproportionate (see Mot.
at 24), implausible, and wholly unsupported by either Georgia law or federal law.
The Plaintiff offers no legal or factual support to justify any of the forgoing
requests for declaratory relief. Georgia law already provides the mechanisms for a
recount of votes cast in a presidential election. O.C.G.A. § 21-2-495. The Plaintiff
asks that the Court declare an additional “recount” of the already conducted recount.
Georgia law does not provide for any additional subsequent recounts following the
initial requested recount of general election results—and Plaintiff’s Equal Protection
and Due Process claims are premised on the notion that going beyond the express
provision of the statute would violate the Georgia General Assembly’s constitutional
right to control the manner of the election under Article II, Section 1, Clause 2 of the
U.S. Constitution. Plaintiff cannot have it both ways.
Moreover, Plaintiff is essentially demanding that the Court grant the
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Republican Party an opportunity to conduct a wholly partisan, single-party recount
that has absolutely no basis in the law, is unprecedented, and would wrongfully
undermine public confidence in the legitimacy of the election results. This too is
contrary to Georgia law. For example, the Plaintiff requests that the Court allow the
Republican Party to have monitors observe signature match analysis in the January
5, 2021 runoff election in Georgia. Georgia law does not permit this. Georgia law
provides that poll watchers are permitted “for the purpose of observing the conduct
of the election and the counting and recording of votes.” O.C.G.A. § 21-2-408(d).
However, a 1990 opinion by the Attorney General of Georgia, in connection with
O.C.G.A. § 21–2–406 and O.C.G.A. § 21–2–384(d) stated that Georgia law stated
that no inspection of returned absentee ballots is allowed under Georgia law. 1990
Ga. Op. Atty. Gen. 60 (Ga. A.G.), Ga. Op. Atty. Gen. No. 90-31, 1990 WL 487258.
Even if Plaintiff’s claims were supported, this requested remedy is incongruous to
anything allowed or provided for by Georgia or federal law.
C.

Plaintiff’s Claims With Respect to the November 2020 Election
Are Barred by Laches

The doctrine of laches applies forcefully in the elections context to avoid
gamesmanship and precisely the kind of mass-disenfranchisement that Plaintiff
seeks. Plaintiff has plainly (1) “delay[ed] in asserting a right or a claim,” (2) without
excuse, (3) that delay would result in undue prejudice. AmBrit, Inc. v. Kraft, Inc.,
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812 F.2d 1531, 1545 (11th Cir. 1986) (setting out the laches factors); see also Amtrak
v. Morgan, 536 U.S. 101, 121-22 (2002) (laches “bars a plaintiff from maintaining
a suit if he unreasonably delays in filing a suit and as a result harms the defendant”);
United States v. Barfield, 396 F.3d 1144, 1150 (11th Cir. 2005); Costello v. United
States, 365 U.S. 265, 282 (1961); Plyman v. Glynn Cty., 578 S.E.2d 124, 126 (Ga.
2003) (Georgia law).
The settlement agreement to which Plaintiff objects was entered into and
made public in March 2020, eight full months before the November 3, 2020 general
election. See Mot. at 6 n.2 (citing March 6, 2020 public filing of the settlement
agreement). It was the subject of extensive publicity,6 and the relevant regulations
contemplated by the settlement agreement were adopted after a public notice and
comment period.7 And yet Plaintiff did nothing. Instead of bringing a timely
challenge, Plaintiff waited until after the procedures he objects to had been used to

See, e.g., Mark Niesse, Lawsuit settled, giving Georgia voters time to fix rejected
ballots, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (Mar. 7, 2020),
https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/lawsuit-settled-givinggeorgia-voters-time-fix-rejected-ballots/oJcZ4eCXf8J197AEdGfsSM/ (last visited
Nov. 19, 2020).
7
Georgia State Elections Board, Notice of Intent to Post a Rule of the State
Elections Board, Chapter 183-1-14 and Notice of Public Hearing (Mar. 5, 2020),
https://sos.ga.gov/admin/files/SEB%20Rule%20183.1.14.13%20Reposted%20Rul
es%20RE%20SEB%202.28.2020.pdf (scheduling public hearing for April 15,
2020).
6
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process the ballots of more than a million Georgians, and the outcome of the
election—which he disliked—was made known.
It is a bedrock rule of election law that challenges to election procedures to be
raised before the election is conducted. See Toney v. White, 488 F.2d 310, 314 (5th
Cir. 1973) (“[T]he law imposes the duty on parties having grievances based on
discriminatory practices to bring the grievances forward for pre-election
adjudication.”). This common-sense rule protects voters and the integrity of our
system of government: pre-election challenges allow problems to be fixed before the
election is held, without disrupting votes after they have been cast. See, e.g., Sw.
Voter Registration Educ. Project v. Shelley, 344 F.3d 914, 919 (9th Cir. 2003)
(“Interference with impending elections is extraordinary, and interference with an
election after voting has begun is unprecedented.”).
Since overturning the results of an election is an extraordinary intervention by
the judiciary into democratic processes, a challenge to election procedures should be
brought when there is still time to correct those procedures. See Gwinnett Cty.
NAACP v. Gwinnett Cty. Bd. of Registration and Elections, 446 F. Supp. 3d 1111,
1126-27 (N.D. Ga. 2020) (“Plaintiffs were not faced with a binary choice and should
have sought court intervention sooner.”); see also Republican Party of Pa. v. Cortes,
218 F. Supp. 3d 396, 404-05 (E.D. Pa. 2016) (declining to enjoin aspects of
Pennsylvania’s poll-watcher statute in case filed “eighteen days before the election,”
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observing that “Plaintiffs unreasonably delayed filing their Complaint and Motion,
something which weighs decidedly against granting the extraordinary relief they
seek”).
Were the law otherwise, parties could “lay by and gamble upon receiving a
favorable decision of the electorate and then, upon losing, seek to undo the ballot
results in a court action.” Hendon v. N.C. State Bd. of Elections, 710 F.2d 177, 182
(4th Cir. 1983) (quoting Toney v. White, 488 F.2d 310, 314 (5th Cir. 1973)); see also,
e.g., Carlson v. Ritchie, 830 N.W.2d 887, 892 (Minn. 2013) (“[P]etitioners cannot
wait until after elections are over to raise challenges that could have been addressed
before the election.”); Lewis v. Cayetano, 823 P.2d 738, 741 (Haw. 1992) (laches
barred post-election challenge to form of ballot, where voters had at least
constructive notice of the form for a month prior to the election). “Courts have been
wary lest the granting of post-election relief encourage sandbagging on the part of
wily plaintiffs.” Soules v. Kauaians for Nukolii Campaign Comm., 849 F.2d 1176,
1180 (11th Cir. 1988); see also, e.g., United States v. City of Cambridge, Md., 799
F.2d 137, 141 (4th Cir. 1986) (“[A] candidate or other election participants should
not be allowed to ambush an adversary or subvert the election process by
intentionally delaying a request for remedial action to see first whether they will be
successful at the polls.”). That is precisely what Plaintiff has done here. Plaintiffs’
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displeasure with the election results is no excuse for his delay in bringing his
objection to the procedures by which that election was conducted.
By waiting until after the end of vote counting, Plaintiff now tries to cast a
cloud over ballots cast in good faith by millions of Georgia voters, including those
of Proposed Intervenors President Woodall, Ms. Butler, and Rev. Ivey, who took all
necessary steps to ensure that their voices count in this election. Even assuming
arguendo that there were problems with the conduct of the election and that any such
conduct gave rise to constitutional concerns, if Plaintiff had timely asserted these
claims, Defendants would have had the opportunity to address the concern. But
having sat on his objections for eight months, laches now bars Plaintiff’s claims.
CONCLUSION
For all of these reasons, Proposed Interveners respectfully urge the Court to
deny Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion for Injunctive Relief.
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Appendix- M

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
L. LIN WOOD, JR.,
Plaintiff,
v.
BRAD RAFFENSPERGER, in his official
capacity as Secretary of State of Georgia;
REBECCA N. SULLIVAN, in her official
capacity as Vice Chair of the Georgia State
Election Board; DAVID J. WORLEY, in his
official capacity as a Member of the Georgia
State Election Board; MATTHEW
MASHBURN, in his official capacity as a
Member of the Georgia State Election Board;
and ANH LE, in her official capacity as a
Member of the Georgia State Election Board,

Civil Action No.
1:20-cv-04651-SDG

Defendants.
OPINION AND ORDER
This matter is before the Court on a motion for temporary restraining order
filed by Plaintiff L. Lin Wood, Jr. [ECF 6]. For the following reasons, and with the
benefit of oral argument, Wood’s motion is DENIED.
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I.

BACKGROUND
On November 3, 2020, the United States conducted a general election for

various federal, state, and local political offices (the General Election).1 However,
the voting process in Georgia began in earnest before that date. On September 15,
2020, local election officials began mailing absentee ballots for the General Election
to eligible voters.2 On October 12, 2020, Georgia’s in-person, early voting period
started.3 This entire process played out amidst the throes of a global health
pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2—colloquially known as
COVID-19. Due in large part to the threat posed by COVID-19, an overwhelming
number of Georgia voters—over 1 million of the 5 million votes cast by November
3—participated in the General Election through the use of absentee ballots.4
Wood, a registered voter in Fulton County, Georgia, believes Defendants—
the elected officials tasked with conducting elections in the state—performed their
roles in an unconstitutional manner. As such, Wood initiated this action on

1

Elections and Voter Registration Calendars, https://sos.ga.gov/index.php/electi
ons/elections_and_voter_registration_calendars (last accessed Nov. 19, 2020).

2

Id.

3

Id.

4

ECF 33-2; ECF 33-6; ECF 33-8.
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November 13, 2020, ten days after the conclusion of the General Election.5
On November 16, Wood filed an Amended Complaint, asserting three claims
against Defendants—all in their official capacities—for violation of: the First
Amendment and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
(Count I); the Electors and Elections Clause of the Constitution (Count II); and the
Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment (Count III).6
Counts I and II seek extraordinary relief:
As a result of Defendants’ unauthorized actions and
disparate treatment of defective absentee ballots, this
Court should enter an order, declaration, and/or
injunction that prohibits Defendants from certifying the
results of the 2020 general election in Georgia on a
statewide basis.
Alternatively, this Court should enter an order,
declaration, and/or injunction prohibiting Defendants
from certifying the results of the General Election which
include the tabulation of defective absentee ballots,
regardless of whether said ballots were cured.
Alternatively, this Court should enter an order,
declaration, and/or injunction that the results of the 2020
general election in Georgia are defective as a result of the
above-described constitutional violations, and that
Defendants are required to cure said deficiencies in a
manner consistent with federal and Georgia law, and

5

ECF 1.

6

ECF 5.
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without the taint of the procedures described in the
Litigation Settlement.7
For Count III, Wood requests an order, declaration, and/or injunction requiring
Defendants to perform a myriad of activities, including ordering a second recount
prior to the certification of the election results and permitting monitors designated
by the Republican Party to have special access to observe all election activity.8
On November 17, 2020, Wood filed an emergency motion for a temporary
restraining order.9 Two sets of parties subsequently sought permission to
intervene as defendants (collectively, the Intervenors): (1) the Democratic Party of
Georgia, Inc. (DPG), DSCC, and DCCC; and (2) the Georgia State Conference of
the NAACP (Georgia NAACP) and Georgia Coalition for the People’s Agenda
(GCPA).10 On November 19, Defendants and Intervenors filed separate responses
in opposition to Wood’s motion for a temporary restraining order.11 The Court
held oral argument on Wood’s motion the same day. At the conclusion of the oral

7

E.g., ECF 5, ¶¶ 81–83, 93–95. The Litigation Settlement—also referred to as the
Settlement Agreement—is discussed infra in Section I.b.

8

ECF 5, ¶ 106.

9

ECF 6.

10

ECF 8; ECF 22.

11

ECF 31; ECF 34; ECF 39.
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argument, the Court denied Wood’s request for a temporary restraining order.
This Order follows and supplements this Court’s oral ruling.
a.

Georgia Statutory Law Regarding Absentee Ballots.

Georgia law authorizes any eligible voter to cast his or her absentee ballot
by mail without providing a reason. O.C.G.A. § 21-2-380(b). To initiate the
absentee-voting process, a prospective voter must submit an application to the
applicable registrar’s or absentee ballot clerk’s office. O.C.G.A. § 21-2-381(a)(1)(A).
Upon receipt of a timely absentee ballot request, a registrar or absentee ballot clerk
must enter the date the office received the application and compare the
prospective voter’s information and signature on the application with the
information and signature on file in the registrar’s or clerk’s office. O.C.G.A. § 212-381(b)(1). If the prospective voter’s eligibility is confirmed, the registrar or clerk
must mail the voter an absentee ballot. O.C.G.A. § 21-2-381(b)(2)(A).
An absentee voter receives two envelopes along with the absentee ballot;
the completed ballot is placed in the smaller envelope, which is then placed in the
larger envelope, which contains the oath of the elector and a signature line.
O.C.G.A. § 21-2-384(b). Upon receipt of a timely absentee ballot, a registrar or clerk
is required to compare the identifying information and signature provided in the
oath with the information and signature on file in the respective office.
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O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(B). If the information and signature appear to match, the
registrar or clerk signs his or her name below the voter’s oath. Id. If the information
or signature is missing or does not appear to match, the registrar or clerk is
required to write “Rejected” across the envelope and provide the reason for the
rejection. O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(C). The board of registrars or absentee ballot
clerk is required to “promptly notify” the elector of the rejection, who then has
until the end of the period for verifying provisional ballots to cure the issue that
resulted in the rejection. Id.
Secretary of State Raffensperger is “the state’s chief election official.”
O.C.G.A. § 21-2-50(b). See also Ga. Op. Att’y Gen. No. 2005-3 (Apr. 15, 2005)
(“Just as a matter of sheer volume and scope, it is clear that under both the
Constitution and the laws of the State the Secretary is the state official with the
power, duty, and authority to manage the state’s electoral system. No other state
official or entity is assigned the range of responsibilities given to the Secretary of
State in the area of elections.”). In this role, Raffensperger is required to, among
other things, “promulgate rules and regulations so as to obtain uniformity in the
practices and proceedings of superintendents, registrars, deputy registrars, poll
officers, and other officials” and “formulate, adopt, and promulgate such rules and
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regulations, consistent with law, as will be conducive to the fair, legal, and orderly
conduct of primaries and elections.” O.C.G.A. § 21-3-31(1)-(2).
b.

The Settlement Agreement

Wood does not challenge the underlying constitutionality of the absentee
ballot framework enacted by the Georgia General Assembly. The genesis of his
claims instead derive from a lawsuit filed over one year ago by the DPG against
Raffensperger, the then-Members of the Georgia State Election Board, and the
then-Members of the Gwinnett County Board of Registration and Elections.12
In that action, the DPG, DSCC, and DCCC challenged several aspects of the
process for rejecting absentee ballots based on a missing or mismatched
signature.13
On March 6, 2020, the DPG, DSCC, DCCC, Raffensperger, and the Members
of the Georgia State Election Board executed—and filed on the public docket—a
“Compromise Settlement Agreement and Release” (Settlement Agreement).14
As part of the Settlement Agreement, Raffensperger agreed to issue an Official
Election Bulletin containing certain procedures for the review of signatures on

12

Democratic Party of Ga., Inc. v. Raffensperger, 1:19-cv-05028-WMR (ECF 1)
(Compl.).

13

Id.

14

Id. at ECF 56 (Settlement Agreement).
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absentee ballot envelopes by county election officials for the March 24, 2020
Presidential Primary Election and subsequent General Election. In relevant part,
the procedures stated:
When reviewing an elector’s signature on the mail-in
absentee ballot envelope, the registrar or clerk must
compare the signature on the mail-in absentee ballot
envelope to each signature contained in such elector’s
voter registration record in eNet and the elector’s
signature on the application for the mail-in absentee
ballot. If the registrar or absentee ballot clerk
determines that the voter’s signature on the mail-in
absentee ballot envelope does not match any of the
voter’s signatures on file in eNet or on the absentee
ballot application, the registrar or absentee ballot clerk
must seek review from two other registrars, deputy
registrars, or absentee ballot clerks. A mail in absentee
ballot shall not be rejected unless a majority of the
registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks
reviewing the signature agree that the signature does
not match any of the voter’s signatures on file in eNet
or on the absentee ballot application. If a determination
is made that the elector’s signature on the mail-in
absentee ballot envelope does not match any of the
voter’s signatures on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot
application, the registrar or absentee ballot clerk shall
write the names of the three elections officials who
conducted the signature review across the face of the
absentee ballot envelope, which shall be in addition to
writing “Rejected” and the reason for the rejection as
required under OCGA 21-2-386(a)(1)(C).15

15

Id. (emphasis added).
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No entity or individual sought permission to intervene and challenge the
Settlement Agreement. United States District Judge William M. Ray closed the case
on March 9.16
c.

The Risk-Limiting Audit

Georgia law provides procedures for conducting a “risk-limiting audit”
prior to the final certification of an election. O.C.G.A. § 21-2-498. Such an audit
must be “[c]omplete[d] . . . in public view.” O.C.G.A. § 21-2-498(c)(4). And the
State Election Board is “authorized to promulgate rules, regulations, and
procedures to implement and administer” an audit, including “security
procedures to ensure that [the] collection of validly cast ballots is complete,
accurate, and trustworthy throughout the audit.” O.C.G.A. § 21-2-498(d).
See also Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 183-1-15-.04 (2020).
On November 11, 2020, Raffensperger announced a statewide risk-limiting
audit (the Audit)—also referred to as a “full hand recount”—of all votes cast in the
contest for President of the United States.17 Every county in Georgia was required
to begin the Audit at 9:00 am on November 13 and finish by 11:59 pm on

16

Id. at ECF 57.

17

ECF 33-1; ECF 33-2; ECF 33-3.
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November 18.18 The statewide election results are set to be certified on
November 20.19 Raffensperger required the Audit to “be open to the public and
the press” and required local election officials to “designate a viewing area from
which members of the public and press may observe the audit for the purpose of
good order and maintaining the integrity of the audit.”20 The two major political
parties—Democratic and Republican—were permitted “the right to have one
properly designated person as a monitor of the audit for each ten audit teams that
are conducting the audit, with a minimum of two designated monitors in each
county per party per room where the audit is being conducted.”21 The designated
monitors were not required to remain in the public viewing areas, but were
required to comply with the rules promulgated by Raffensperger and the local
election officials.22 The Audit process differs from that required by Georgia law for
a recount requested by a unsuccessful candidate following the official certification
of votes. See O.C.G.A. § 21-2-524.

18

Id.

19

Id.

20

ECF 33-4.

21

Id.

22

Id.
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II.

LEGAL STANDARD
The standard for the issuance of a temporary restraining order and a

preliminary injunction are identical. Windsor v. United States, 379 F. App’x 912,
916–17 (11th Cir. 2010). A preliminary injunction is “an extraordinary remedy.”
Bloedorn v. Grube, 631 F.3d 1218, 1229 (11th Cir. 2011). To obtain the relief he seeks,
Wood must affirmatively demonstrate: “(1) substantial likelihood of success on
the merits; (2) [that] irreparable injury will be suffered unless the injunction issues;
(3) the threatened injury to [him] outweighs whatever damage the proposed
injunction may cause the opposing party; and (4) if issued, the injunction would
not be adverse to the public interest.” McDonald’s Corp. v. Robertson, 147 F.3d 1301,
1306 (11th Cir. 1998). See also Siegel v. LePore, 234 F.3d 1163, 1176 (11th Cir. 2000)
(“In this Circuit, a preliminary injunction is an extraordinary and drastic remedy
not to be granted unless the movant clearly established the burden of persuasion
as to each of the four prerequisites.”).
III.

DISCUSSION
Wood’s motion essentially boils down to two overarching claims:

that Defendants violated the Constitution by (1) executing and enforcing the
Settlement Agreement to the extent it requires different procedures than the
Georgia Election Code, and (2) not permitting designated monitors to have certain
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live viewing privileges of the Audit at the county locations. Defendants and
Intervenors posit a number of challenges to Wood’s claims.
a.

Standing

As a threshold matter, the Court finds Wood lacks standing to assert these
claims. Article III limits federal courts to the consideration of “Cases” and
“Controversies.” U.S. Const. art. III, § 2, cl. 1. The doctrine of standing “is an
essential and unchanging part of the case-or-controversy requirement of
Article III.” Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560 (1992). It is “built on
separation-of-powers principles” and “serves to prevent the judicial process from
being used to usurp the powers of the political branches.” Clapper v. Amnesty Int’l
USA, 568 U.S. 398, 408 (2013). See also Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540, 1547
(2016) (“[N]o principle is more fundamental to the judiciary’s proper role in our
system of government than the constitutional limitation of federal-court
jurisdiction to actual cases or controversies.”) (quoting Raines v. Byrd, 521 U.S. 811,
818 (1997)). The standing inquiry is threefold: “The litigant must prove (1) an
injury in fact that (2) is fairly traceable to the challenged action of the defendant
and (3) is likely to be redressed by a favorable decision.” Jacobson v. Fla. Sec’y of
State, 974 F.3d 1236, 1245 (11th Cir. 2020) (citing Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561). Wood must
“demonstrate standing for each claim he seeks to press and for each form of relief
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that is sought”—Town of Chester, N.Y. v. Laroe Estates, Inc., 137 S. Ct. 1645, 1650
(2017)—and

shoulders

“the

burden

of

establishing

[each]

element[ ].”

Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561.
Injury in fact is “the first and foremost of standing’s three elements” and
requires Wood to show that he suffered “an invasion of a legally protected interest
that is concrete and particularized and actual or imminent, not conjectural or
hypothetical.” Spokeo, 136 S. Ct. at 1547–48. To be “particularized,” the alleged
injury “must affect the plaintiff in a personal and individual way.” Lujan, 504 U.S.
at 561 n.1. Wood must demonstrate “a personal stake in the outcome of the
controversy,” as a federal court “is not a forum for generalized grievances.” Gill v.
Whitford, 138 S. Ct. 1916, 1929 (2018). This requires more than a mere “keen interest
in the issue.” Trump v. Hawaii, 138 S. Ct. 2392, 2416 (2018). The alleged injury must
be “distinct from a generally available grievance about government.”
Gill, 138 S. Ct. at 1923. See also id. at 1929 (explaining that a person’s “right to vote
is individual and personal in nature . . . [t]hus [only] voters who allege facts
showing disadvantage to themselves as individuals have standing to sue to
remedy that disadvantage”) (quoting Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 561 (1964);
Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 206 (1962)). Claims premised on allegations that “the
law . . . has not been followed . . . [are] precisely the kind of undifferentiated,
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generalized grievance about the conduct of government . . . [and] quite different
from the sorts of injuries alleged by plaintiffs in voting rights cases where we have
found standing.” Dillard v. Chilton Cnty. Comm’n, 495 F.3d 1324, 1332–33 (11th Cir.
2007) (citing Baker, 369 U.S. at 207–08). See also Lance v. Coffman, 549 U.S. 437, 440–
41 (2007) (“Our refusal to serve as a forum for generalized grievances has a lengthy
pedigree. . . . [A] generalized grievance that is plainly undifferentiated and
common to all members of the public” is not sufficient for standing).
Wood alleges he has standing because he is “a qualified registered elector
residing in Fulton County, Georgia” who has “made donations to various
Republican candidates on the ballot for the November 3, 2020 elections, and his
interests are aligned with those of the Georgia Republican Party for the purposes
of the instant lawsuit.”23 These allegations fall far short of demonstrating that
Wood has standing to assert these claims.
i.

The Elections and Electors Clause

Starting with his claim asserted under the Elections and Electors Clause,
Wood lacks standing as a matter of law. The law is clear: A generalized grievance
regarding a state government’s failure to properly follow the Elections Clause of

23

ECF 5, ¶ 8.
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the Constitution does not confer standing on a private citizen.24 Lance, 549 U.S. at
442; Bognet, 2020 WL 6686120, at *6 (“[P]rivate plaintiffs lack standing to sue for
alleged injuries attributable to a state government’s violations of the Elections
Clause. . . . Their relief would have no more directly benefitted them than the
public at large.”); Dillard, 495 F.3d at 1332–33.
ii.

Equal Protection

For his equal protection claim, Wood relies on a theory of vote dilution, i.e.,
because Defendants allegedly did not follow the correct processes, invalid
absentee votes may have been cast and tabulated, thereby diluting Wood’s inperson vote. But the same prohibition against generalized grievances applies to
equal protection claims. United States v. Hays, 515 U.S. 737, 743 (1995) (“The rule
against generalized grievances applies with as much force in the equal protection
context as in any other.”) Wood does not differentiate his alleged injury from any

24

Although separate constitutional provisions, the Electors Clause and Elections
Clause share “considerably similarity” and may be interpreted in the same
manner. Ariz. State Leg. v. Ariz. Indep. Redistricting Comm’n, 576 U.S. 787, 839
(2015) (Roberts, C.J., dissenting). See also Bognet v. Sec’y Commonwealth of Pa.,
No. 20-3214, 2020 WL 6686120, at *7 (3d Cir. Nov. 13, 2020) (applying same test
for standing under both Elections Clause and Electors Clause); Donald J. Trump
for President, Inc. v. Bullock, No. CV 20-66-H-DLC, 2020 WL 5810556, at *11
(D. Mont. Sept. 30, 2020) (“As an initial matter, the Court finds no need to
distinguish between the term ‘Legislature’ as it is used in the Elections Clause
as opposed to the Electors Clause.”).
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harm felt in precisely the same manner by every Georgia voter. As Wood conceded
during oral argument, under his theory any one of Georgia’s more than seven
million registered voters would have standing to assert these claims. This is a
textbook generalized grievance. Bognet, 2020 WL 6686120, at *12 (“Voter Plaintiffs’
dilution claim is a paradigmatic generalized grievance that cannot support
standing. . . . Put another way, a vote cast by fraud or mailed in by the wrong
person through mistake, or otherwise counted illegally, has a mathematical impact
on the final tally and thus on the proportional effect of every vote, but no single
voter is specifically disadvantaged. Such an alleged dilution is suffered equally by
all voters and is not particularized for standing purposes.”) (internal punctuation
omitted) (collecting cases); Moore v. Circosta, No. 1:20-cv-911, 2020 WL 6063332, a
*14 (M.D.N.C. Oct. 14, 2020) (“[T]he notion that a single person’s vote will be less
valuable as a result of unlawful or invalid ballots being cast is not a concrete and
particularized injury in fact necessary for Article III standing.”). See also Citizens for
Fair Representation v. Padilla, 815 F. App’x 120, 123 (9th Cir. 2020) (dismissing equal
protection claim for lack of standing and stating “the Supreme Court has
consistently held that a plaintiff raising only a generally available grievance . . .
does not state an Article III case or controversy.”).
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iii.

Due Process

For the same reasons, Wood also does not have standing to pursue his due
process claim. Wood asserts that various election monitors appointed by the
Republican Party “have been denied the opportunity to be present throughout the
entire Hand Recount, and when allowed to be present, they were denied the
opportunity to observe the Hand Recount in any meaningful way.”25 Yet, Wood
does not allege that he attempted to participate as a designated monitor. Nor does
he allege that, on behalf of the Republican Party, he himself designated monitors
who were ultimately denied access. Wood’s broad objection is that Defendants
failed to conduct the Audit fairly and consistently under Georgia law. This is a
generalized grievance.26 Lance, 549 U.S. at 440–41. See also Nolles v. State Comm. for
Reorganization of Sch. Dists., 524 F.3d 892, 900 (8th Cir. 2008) (voters lacked standing
because substantive due process claim that delay of implementation of new statute

25

ECF 6, at 21.

26

To the extent Wood attempts to rely on a theory of third party standing, the
Court disagrees; the doctrine is disfavored and Wood has not alleged or
proven any of the required elements—that (1) he “suffered an injury-in-fact
that gives [him] a sufficiently concrete interest in the dispute”; (2) he has “a
close relationship to the third party”; and (3) there is “a hindrance to the third
party’s ability to protect its own interests.” Aaron Private Clinic Mgmt. LLC v.
Berry, 912 F.3d 1330, 1339 (11th Cir. 2019) (internal quotation marks omitted).
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until after referendum election violated their right to fair election did not allege
particularized injury).
iv.

Alignment with Non-Parties

Wood further points to his status as a donor to the Republican Party whose
interests are aligned with that party and its political candidates to support his
standing argument. But this does not sufficiently differentiate his alleged injury
from that which any voter might have suffered—no matter the party affiliation.
Ostensibly, Wood believes he suffered a particularized injury because his
preferred candidates—to whom he has contributed money—did not prevail in the
General Election. This argument has been squarely rejected by the Eleventh
Circuit. Jacobson, 974 F.3d at 1247 (“A candidate’s electoral loss does not, by itself,
injure those who voted for the candidate. Voters have no judicially enforceable
interest in the outcome of an election. Instead, they have an interest in their ability
to vote and in their vote being given the same weight as any other.”)
(internal citation omitted).
v.

Lack of Relevant Authorities

Finally, the Court notes the futility of Wood’s standing argument is
particularly evident in that his sole relied-on authority—Meek v. Metropolitan Dade
County, Florida, 985 F.2d 1471 (11th Cir. 1993)—is no longer good law. The Eleventh
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Circuit expressly abrogated its holding in that case over thirteen years ago. Dillard,
495 F.3d at 1331–32 (“We subsequently upheld Meek’s reasoning against repeated
challenges that it was wrongly decided in light of the Supreme Court’s later
decisions . . . [b]ut it is clear that we can no longer do so in light of the Supreme
Court’s most recent pronouncement on voter standing in Lance.”).
During oral argument, Wood additionally pointed to Roe v. State of Alabama
by & through Evans, 43 F.3d 574 (11th Cir. 1995), but that case does not support
Wood’s standing argument. For example, two plaintiffs in Roe were candidates for
a political office decided in the challenged election. Id. at 579. Wood is a private
citizen, not a candidate for any elected office. Moreover, the Eleventh Circuit
found particularized harm in the post-election inclusion of absentee ballots that
had been deemed invalid. Id. at 580. Wood here seeks to do the opposite—remove
validly cast absentee ballots after completion of the election.
In sum, Wood lacks standing to pursue these claims in the first instance.
b.

The Doctrine of Laches

Even if the Court found Wood possessed standing to pursue his claims
regarding the Settlement Agreement (Counts I and II), such claims would
nonetheless be barred by the doctrine of laches. To establish laches, Defendants
must show “(1) there was a delay in asserting a right or a claim, (2) the delay was
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not excusable, and (3) the delay caused [them] undue prejudice.” United States v.
Barfield, 396 F.3d 1144, 1150 (11th Cir. 2005). See also Democratic Exec. Comm. of Fla.
v. Lee, 915 F.3d 1312, 1326 (11th Cir. 2019) (“To succeed on a laches claim,
[defendant] must demonstrate that [p]laintiffs inexcusably delayed bringing their
claim and that the delay caused it undue prejudice.”). Courts apply laches in
election cases. E.g., Sanders v. Dooly Cnty., Ga., 245 F.3d 1289, 1291 (11th Cir. 2001)
(“[W]e conclude that the district court did not abuse its discretion in deeming the
claims seeking injunctive relief to be laches-barred.”). See also, e.g., Detroit Unity
Fund v. Whitmer, 819 F. App’x 421, 422 (6th Cir. 2020) (holding district court did
not err in finding that plaintiff’s claims regarding deadline for local ballot
initiatives “barred by laches, considering the unreasonable delay on the part of
[p]laintiffs and the consequent prejudice to [d]efendants”). Cf. Benisek v. Lamone,
138 S. Ct. 1942, 1944 (2018) (“[A] party requesting a preliminary injunction must
generally show reasonable diligence. That is as true in election law cases as
elsewhere.”) (internal citation omitted). Defendants have established each element
of laches.
i.

Delay

First, Wood delayed considerably in asserting these claims. On March 6,
2020, the GDP, DSCC, DCCC, and Defendants executed the Settlement
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Agreement, which was entered on the public docket. It has since been in effect for
at least three elections. Nearly eight months later—and after over one million
voters cast their absentee ballots in the General Election—Wood challenges the
terms of the Settlement Agreement as unconstitutional. Wood could have, and
should have, filed his constitutional challenge much sooner than he did, and
certainly not two weeks after the General Election.
ii.

Excuse

Nor has Wood articulated any reasonable excuse for his prolonged delay.
Wood failed to submit any evidence explaining why he waited to bring these
claims until the eleventh hour. He instead relies solely on a representation from
his legal counsel during oral argument, without evidence, that Wood did not vote
in any election between the execution of the Settlement Agreement and the
General Election. Even assuming this proffer to be true, it does not provide a
reasonable justification for the delay. Wood’s claims are constitutional challenges
to Defendants’ promulgation authority under state law. If valid, these claims
should not depend on the outcome of any particular election, to wit, whether
Wood’s preferred candidates won or lost. Indeed, Wood’s claims, even assuming
his standing for bringing them could be established, were ripe the moment the
parties executed the Settlement Agreement.
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iii.

Prejudice

Finally, Defendants, Intervenors, and the public at large would be
significantly injured if the Court were to excuse Wood’s delay. A bedrock principle
of election law is that “lower federal courts should ordinarily not alter the election
rules on the eve of an election.” Republican Nat’l Comm. v. Democratic Nat’l Comm.,
140 S. Ct. 1205, 1207 (2020) (citing Purcell v. Gonzalez, 549 U.S. 1, 5 (2006)). This is
because a last-minute intervention by a federal court could “result in voter
confusion and consequent incentive to remain away from the polls.” Purcell,
549 U.S. at 4–5. See also Democratic Nat’l Comm. v. Wisc. State Legislature, No. 20A66,
2020 WL 6275871, at *4 (U.S. Oct. 26, 2020) (Kavanaugh, J., concurring in denial of
application to vacate stay) (“The principle [of judicial restraint] also discourages
last-minute litigation and instead encourages litigants to bring any substantial
challenges to election rules ahead of time, in the ordinary litigation process.
For those reasons, among others, this Court has regularly cautioned that a federal
court’s last-minute interference with state election laws is ordinarily
inappropriate.”).
Underscoring the exceptional nature of his requested relief, Wood’s claims
go much further; rather than changing the rules on the eve of an election, he wants
the rules for the already concluded election declared unconstitutional and over
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one million absentee ballots called into question. Beyond merely causing
confusion, Wood’s requested relief could disenfranchise a substantial portion of
the electorate and erode the public’s confidence in the electoral process.
See Sw. Voter Registration Educ. Project v. Shelley, 344 F.3d 914, 919 (9th Cir. 2003)
(“Interference with impending elections is extraordinary, and interference with an
election after voting has begun is unprecedented.”) (citation omitted);
Arkansas United v. Thurston, No. 5:20-cv-5193, 2020 WL 6472651, at *5 (W.D. Ark.
Nov. 3, 2020) (“[T]he equities do not favor intervention where the election is
already in progress and the requested relief would change the rules of the game
mid-play.”).
Thus, Wood is not entitled to injunctive relief on Counts I and II for the
additional reason that these claims are barred by the doctrine of laches.
c.

The Merits of the Request for Injunctive Relief

Even assuming Wood possessed standing, and assuming Counts I and II are
not barred by laches, the Court nonetheless finds Wood would not be entitled to
the relief he seeks. The Court addresses each required element for a temporary
restraining order in turn.
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i.

Substantial Likelihood of Success on the Merits
1.

Equal Protection (Count I)

Wood argues the execution and enforcement of the Settlement Agreement
burdens his right to vote in contravention of the Equal Protection Clause because
the agreement sets forth additional voting safeguards not found in the Georgia
Election Code. States retain the power to regulate their own elections. Burdick v.
Takushi, 504 U.S. 428, 433 (1992) (citing U.S. Const. Art. I, § 4, cl. 1). The Supreme
Court has held that:
Common sense, as well as constitutional law, compels
the conclusion that government must play an active role
in structuring elections; as a practical matter, there must
be a substantial regulation of elections if they are to be
fair and honest and if some sort of order, rather than
chaos, is to accompany the democratic processes.
Burdick, 504 U.S. at 433 (citing Storer v. Brown, 415 U.S. 724, 730 (1974)).
Inevitably, most election laws will “impose some burden upon individual
voters.” Burdick, 504 U.S. at 433. But the Equal Protection Clause only becomes
applicable if “a state either classifies voters in disparate ways . . . or places
restrictions on the right to vote.” Obama for Am. v. Husted, 697 F.3d 423, 428 (6th Cir.
2012). As recently summarized by one federal district court:
The Supreme Court has identified two theories of voting
harms prohibited by the Fourteenth Amendment. First,
the Court has identified a harm caused by debasement or
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dilution of the weight of a citizen’s vote, also referred to
[as] vote dilution. . . . Second, the Court has found that
the Equal Protection Clause is violated where the state,
having once granted the right to vote on equal terms,
through later arbitrary and disparate treatment, values
one person’s vote over that of another.
Moore, 2020 WL 6063332, at *12 (citing Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 104–05 (2000);
Reynolds, 377 U.S. at 554). A rationale basis standard of review applies if the
plaintiff alleges “that a state treated him or her differently than similarly situated
voters, without a corresponding burden on the fundamental right to vote.”
Obama for Am., 697 F.3d at 429 (citing McDonald v. Bd. of Election Comm’rs, 394 U.S.
802, 807–09 (1969)). If a fundamental right is implicated, the claim is governed by
the flexible Anderson/Burdick balancing test. Burdick, 504 U.S. at 433–35; Anderson
v. Celebrezze, 460 U.S. 780, 788 (1983).
Wood’s equal protection claim does not fit within this framework.27 Wood
does not articulate a cognizable harm that invokes the Equal Protection Clause.

27

The Court notes that, in the Amended Complaint, Wood alludes to issues
caused by Raffensperger’s adoption of Ballot Trax—an electronic interface that
permits an elector to track his or her ballot as it is being processed [ECF 5,
¶¶ 44–46]. Wood also alleges harm in that the Settlement Agreement
permitted the DPG to submit “additional guidance and training materials” for
identifying a signature mismatch, which Defendants “agree[d] to consider in
good faith” [id. ¶ 47; see also ECF 5-1, ¶ 4]. Wood did not address how these
items violated his constitutional rights—equal protection or otherwise—in
either his motion or during oral argument. Therefore, the Court need not
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For example, to the extent Wood relies on a theory of disparate treatment, Bush v.
Gore is inapplicable. Defendants applied the Settlement Agreement in a wholly
uniform manner across the entire state.28 In other words, no voter—including
Wood—was treated any differently than any other voter. E.g., Wise v. Circosta, 978
F.3d 93, 100 (4th Cir. 2020); Deutsch v. New York State Bd. of Elections, No. 20 CIV.
8929 (LGS), 2020 WL 6384064, at *6 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 30, 2020).
Wood fares no better with a vote dilution argument. According to Wood,
his fundamental right to vote was burdened because the “rules and regulations set
forth in the [Settlement Agreement] created an arbitrary, disparate, and ad hoc
process for processing defective absentee ballots, and for determining which of
such ballots should be ‘rejected,’ contrary to Georgia law.”29 At the starting gate,
the additional safeguards on signature and identification match enacted by
Defendants did not burden Wood’s ability to cast his ballot at all. Wood, according
to his legal counsel during oral argument, did not vote absentee during the

address them at this stage.
28

Wood concedes as much in the Amended Complaint. See ECF 5, ¶ 25
(alleging the Settlement Agreement “set[ ] forth different standards to be
followed by the clerks and registrars in processing absentee ballots in the State
of Georgia.”) (emphasis added).

29

ECF 6, at 18.
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General Election. And the “burden that [a state’s] signature-match scheme
imposes on the right to vote . . . falls on vote-by-mail and provisional voters’
fundamental right to vote.” Democratic Exec. Comm. of Fla. v. Lee, 915 F.3d 1312,
1319 (11th Cir. 2019).
This leaves Wood to speculate that, because the Settlement Agreement
required three ballot clerks—as opposed to just one—to review an absentee ballot
before it could be rejected, fewer ballots were ultimately rejected, invalid ballots
were tabulated, and his in-person vote was diluted. In support of this argument,
Wood relies on Baker v. Carr, where the Supreme Court found vote dilution in the
context of apportionment of elected representatives. 369 U.S. at 204–208. But Wood
cannot transmute allegations that state officials violated state law into a claim that
his vote was somehow weighted differently than others. This theory has been
squarely rejected. Bognet, 2020 WL 6686120, at *11 (“[T]he Voter Plaintiffs cannot
analogize their Equal Protection claim to gerrymandering cases in which votes
were weighted differently. Instead, Plaintiffs advance an Equal Protection Clause
argument based solely on state officials’ alleged violation of state law that does not
cause unequal treatment. And if dilution of lawfully cast ballots by the ‘unlawful’
counting of invalidly cast ballots were a true equal-protection problem, then it
would transform every violation of state election law (and, actually, every
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violation of every law) into a potential federal equal-protection claim requiring
scrutiny of the government’s ‘interest’ in failing to do more to stop the illegal
activity. That is not how the Equal Protection Clause works.”).
Even if Wood’s claim were cognizable in the equal protection framework, it
is not supported by the evidence at this stage. Wood’s argument is that the
procedures in the Settlement Agreement regarding information and signature
match so overwhelmed ballot clerks that the rate of rejection plummeted and, ergo,
invalid ballots were passed over and counted. This argument is belied by the
record; the percentage of absentee ballots rejected for missing or mismatched
information and signature is the exact same for the 2018 election and the General
Election (.15%).30 This is despite a substantial increase in the total number of
absentee ballots submitted by voters during the General Election as compared to
the 2018 election.31
In sum, there is insubstantial evidence supporting Wood’s equal protection
theory and he has not established a substantial likelihood of success on the merits
as to Count I.

30

ECF 33-6.

31

Id.
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2.

Electors and Elections Clauses (Count II)

In relevant part, the Constitution states: “The Times, Places and Manner of
holding Elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each
State by the Legislature thereof.” U.S. Const. art. I, § 4, cl. 1. This provision—
colloquially known as the Elections Clause—vests authority in the states to
regulate the mechanics of federal elections. Foster v. Love, 522 U.S. 67, 69 (1997).
The “Electors Clause” of the Constitution similarly states that “[e]ach State shall
appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of
[Presidential] Electors.” U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 2.
Wood argues Defendants violated the Elections and Electors Clauses
because the “procedures set forth in the [Settlement Agreement] for the handling
of defective absentee ballots is not consistent with the laws of the State of Georgia,
and thus, Defendants’ actions . . . exceed their authority.”32 Put another way,
Wood argues Defendants usurped the role of the Georgia General Assembly—and
thereby violated the United States Constitution—by enacting additional
safeguards regarding absentee ballots not found in the Georgia Election Code.
In support, Wood points to Chief Justice Rehnquist’s concurrence in Bush v. Gore,

32

ECF 5, ¶ 90.
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which states that “in a Presidential election the clearly expressed intent of the
legislature must prevail.” 531 U.S. at 120 (Rehnquist, C.J., concurring).
State legislatures—such as the Georgia General Assembly—possess the
authority to delegate their authority over elections to state officials in conformity
with the Elections and Electors Clauses. Ariz. State Legislature, 576 U.S. at 816
(“The Elections Clause [ ] is not reasonably read to disarm States from adopting
modes of legislation that place the lead rein in the people’s hands . . . it is
characteristic of our federal system that States retain autonomy to establish their
own governmental processes.”). See also Corman v. Torres, 287 F. Supp. 3d 558, 573
(M.D. Pa. 2018) (“The Elections Clause, therefore, affirmatively grants rights to
state legislatures, and under Supreme Court precedent, to other entities to which
a state may, consistent with the Constitution, delegate lawmaking authority.”).
Cf. Bullock, 2020 WL 5810556, at *11 (“A survey of the relevant case law makes clear
that the term ‘Legislature’ as used in the Elections Clause is not confined to a state’s
legislative body.”).
Recognizing that Secretary Raffensperger is “the state’s chief election
official,”33 the General Assembly enacted legislation permitting him (in his official

33

O.C.G.A. § 21-2-50(b).
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capacity) to “formulate, adopt, and promulgate such rules and regulations,
consistent with law, as will be conducive to the fair, legal, and orderly conduct of
primaries and elections.” O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31(2). The Settlement Agreement is a
manifestation of Secretary Raffensperger’s statutorily granted authority. It does
not override or rewrite state law. It simply adds an additional safeguard to ensure
election security by having more than one individual review an absentee ballot’s
information and signature for accuracy before the ballot is rejected. Wood does not
articulate how the Settlement Agreement is not “consistent with law” other than
it not being a verbatim recitation of the statutory code. Taking Wood’s argument
at face value renders O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31(2) superfluous. A state official—such as
Secretary Raffensperger—could never wield his or her authority to make rules for
conducting elections that had not otherwise already been adopted by the Georgia
General Assembly. The record in this case demonstrates that, if anything,
Defendants’ actions in entering into the Settlement Agreement sought to achieve
consistency among the county election officials in Georgia, which furthers Wood’s
stated goals of conducting “[f]ree, fair, and transparent public elections.”34

34

ECF 5, ¶ 11.
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Wood has not demonstrated a substantial likelihood of success as to
Count II.
3.

Due Process (Count III)

Under the Fourteenth Amendment, “[n]o State shall . . . deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” U.S. Const. amend. XIV.
The Due Process Clause has two components: procedural and substantive.
DeKalb Stone, Inc. v. Cnty. of DeKalb, Ga., 106 F.3d 956, 959 (11th Cir. 1997).
Wood alleges that Defendants have “fail[ed] . . . to ensure that the Hand Recount
is conducted fairly and in compliance with the Georgia Election Code” by denying
monitors “the opportunity to be present throughout the entire Hand Recount, and
when allowed to be present, they were denied the opportunity to observe the
Hand Recount in any meaningful way.”35 Although not articulated in his
Amended Complaint or motion for temporary restraining order, Wood clarified
during oral argument that he is pursing both a procedural and substantive due
process claim. Each will be addressed in turn.
a)

Procedural Due Process

A procedural due process claim raises two inquires: “(1) whether there
exists a liberty or property interest which has been interfered with by the State and

35

ECF 6, at 20–21.
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(2) whether the procedures attendant upon that deprivation were constitutionally
sufficient.” Richardson v. Texas Sec’y of State, 978 F.3d 220, 229 (5th Cir. 2020)
(citing Kentucky Dep’t of Corr. v. Thompson, 490 U.S. 454, 460 (1989)). The party
invoking the Due Process Clause’s procedural protections bears the “burden . . . of
establishing a cognizable liberty or property interest.” Richardson, 978 F.3d at 229
(citing Wilkinson v. Austin, 545 U.S. 209, 221 (2005)). Wood bases his procedural
due process claim on “a vested interest in being present and having meaningful
access to observe and monitor the electoral process.”36 But Wood does not
articulate how this “vested interest” fits within a recognized, cognizable interest
protected by procedural due process. The Court is not persuaded that the right to
monitor an audit or vote recount is a liberty or property right secured by the
Constitution. For example, the Eleventh Circuit does “assume that the right to vote
is a liberty interest protected by the Due Process Clause.” Jones v. Governor of Fla.,
975 F.3d 1016, 1048 (11th Cir. 2020). But the circuit court has expressly declined to
extend the strictures of procedural due process to “a State’s election procedures.”
New Ga. Project v. Raffensperger, 976 F.3d 1278, 1282 (11th Cir. 2020)
(“The generalized due process argument that the plaintiffs argued for and the

36

ECF 5, ¶ 101.
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district court applied would stretch concepts of due process to their breaking
point.”).
More specifically, federal courts have rejected the very interest Wood claims
has been violated, i.e., the right to observe the electoral process. See, e.g., Republican
Party of Penn. v. Cortes, 218 F. Supp. 3d 396, 408 (E.D. Pa. 2016) (“[T]here is no
individual constitutional right to serve as a poll watcher . . . but rather the right is
conferred by statute.”); Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. v. Boockvar, No. 2:20-cv966, 2020 WL 5997680, at *67 (W.D. Pa. Oct. 10, 2020) (same); Dailey v. Hands, No.
14-423, 2015 WL 1293188, at *5 (S.D. Ala. Mar. 23, 2015) (“[P]oll watching is not a
fundamental right.”); Turner v. Cooper, 583 F. Supp. 1160, 1162 (N.D. Ill. 1983)
(finding no authority “that supports the proposition that [plaintiff] had a first
amendment right to act as a pollwatcher. Indeed, we would suggest that the state
is not constitutionally required to permit pollwatchers for political parties and
candidates to observe the conduct of elections.”). Without such an interest, Wood
cannot establish a substantial likelihood of success on the merits as to his
procedural due process claim.
b)

Substantive Due Process

Wood’s substantive due process claim fares no better. The types of voting
rights covered by the substantive due process clause are considered narrow.
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Curry v. Baker, 802 F.2d 1302, 1314 (11th Cir. 1986). Pursuant to the “functional
structure embodied in the Constitution,” a federal court must not “intervene to
examine the validity of individual ballots or supervise the administrative details
of a local election.” Id. In only “extraordinary circumstances will a challenge to a
state election rise to the level of a constitutional deprivation.” Id. See also Bennett v.
Yoshina, 140 F.3d 1218, 1226 (9th Cir. 1998) (“We have drawn a distinction between
garden variety election irregularities and a pervasive error that undermines the
integrity of the vote. In general, garden variety election irregularities do not violate
the Due Process Clause, even if they control the outcome of the vote or election.”)
(citation and punctuation omitted) (collecting cases); Duncan v. Poythress, 657 F.2d
691, 700 (5th Cir. 1981) (“[T]he due process clause of the fourteenth amendment
prohibits action by state officials which seriously undermine the fundamental
fairness of the electoral process.”). It is well understood that “garden variety”
election disputes, including “the ordinary dispute over the counting and marking
of ballots” do not rise to the level of a constitutional deprivation.37 Curry, 802 F.2d

37

In contrast, as Defendants note, it would be a violation of the constitutional
rights of the millions of absentee voters who relied on the absentee ballot
procedures in exercising their right to vote. See e.g. Griffin v. Burns, 570 F.2d
1065, 1079 (1st Cir. 1978) (finding disenfranchisement of electorate who voted
by absentee ballot a violation of substantive due process).
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at 1314–15. See also Serpentfoot v. Rome City Comm’n, 426 F. App’x 884, 887 (11th Cir.
2011) (“[Plaintiff’s] allegations show, at most, a single instance of vote dilution and
not an election process that has reached the point of patent and fundamental
unfairness indicative of a due process violation.”).
Although Wood generally claims fundamental unfairness, and the
declarations and testimony submitted in support of his motion speculate as to
wide-spread impropriety, the actual harm alleged by Wood concerns merely a
“garden variety” election dispute. Wood does not allege unfairness in counting
the ballots; instead, he alleges that select non-party, partisan monitors were not
permitted to observe the Audit in an ideal manner. Wood presents no authority,
and the Court finds none, providing for a right to unrestrained observation or
monitoring of vote counting, recounting, or auditing. Precedent militates against
a finding of a due process violation regarding such an “ordinary dispute over the
counting and marking of ballots.” Gamza v. Aguirre, 619 F.2d 449, 453 (5th Cir.
1980) (“If every state election irregularity were considered a federal constitutional
deprivation, federal courts would adjudicate every state election dispute.”). Wood
has not satisfied his burden of establishing a substantial likelihood of success on
the merits as to his substantive due process claim.
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ii.

Irreparable Harm

Because Wood cannot show a likelihood of success on the merits, an
extensive discussion of the remaining factors for the issuance of a temporary
restraining order is unnecessary. Obama for Am., 697 F.3d at 436 (“When a party
seeks a preliminary injunction on the basis of a potential constitutional violation,
the likelihood of success on the merits often will be the determinative factor.”).
See also Bloedorn, 631 F.3d at 1229 (“If [plaintiff] is unable to show a substantial
likelihood of success on the merits, we need not consider the other
requirements.”). Nonetheless, for the second factor, Plaintiffs must show that
“irreparable injury would result if no injunction were issued.” Siegel, 234 F.3d at
1175–76 (“A showing of irreparable injury is the sine qua non of injunctive relief.”).
This factor also weighs in Defendants’ favor. As discussed above, Wood’s
allegations are the quintessential generalized grievance. He has not presented any
evidence demonstrating how he will suffer any particularized harm as a voter or
donor by the denial of this motion. The fact that Wood’s preferred candidates did
not prevail in the General Election—for whom he may have voted or to whom he
may have contributed financially—does not create a legally cognizable harm,
much less an irreparable one. Jacobson, 974 F.3d at 1247.
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iii.

Balance of the Equities and Public Interest

The Court finds that the threatened injury to Defendants as state officials
and the public at large far outweigh any minimal burden on Wood. To reiterate,
Wood seeks an extraordinary remedy: to prevent Georgia’s certification of the
votes cast in the General Election, after millions of people had lawfully cast their
ballots. To interfere with the result of an election that has already concluded would
be unprecedented and harm the public in countless ways. See Sw. Voter Registration
Educ. Project, 344 F.3d at 919; Arkansas United, 2020 WL 6472651, at *5. Granting
injunctive relief here would breed confusion, undermine the public’s trust in the
election, and potentially disenfranchise of over one million Georgia voters.
Viewed in comparison to the lack of any demonstrable harm to Wood, this Court
finds no basis in fact or in law to grant him the relief he seeks.
IV.

CONCLUSION
Wood’s motion for temporary restraining order [ECF 6] is DENIED.
SO ORDERED this the 20th day of November 2020.

Steven D. Grimberg
United States District Court Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF INTERESTED PERSONS AND CORPORATE
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Appellant, L. LIN WOOD, JR., pursuant to Fed.Ed. R. Civ. P. 26.1, and 11th
Cir. R. 26.1-3, hereby submit this Certificate of Interested Persons and Corporate
Disclosure Statement, as follows:
Beane, Amanda J. - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic Party
of Georgia, et al.
Blumenfeld, Jeremy P. - Counsel for Proposed Intervenors Woodhall, et al.
Brailey, Emily R. - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic Party of
Georgia, et al.
Callais, Amanda R. - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic Party
of Georgia, et al.
Carr, Christopher – Counsel for Appellee
Clarke, Kristen- Counsel for Proposed Intervenors Woodhall, et al.
Coppedge, Susan P. - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic Party
of Georgia, et al.
Elias, Marc E. - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic Party of
Georgia, et al.
Greenbaum, Jon M. - Counsel for Proposed Intervenors Woodhall, et al.
Grimberg, Steven D. – United States Northern District Court Judge
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Hamilton, Kevin J. - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic Party
of Georgia, et al.
Houk, Julie M. - Counsel for Proposed Intervenors Woodhall, et al.
Hounfodji, Catherine North- Appellee
Knapp, Jr., Halsey G. - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic
Party of Georgia, et al.
Krevolin and Horst, LLC- Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic
Party of Georgia, et al.
Kuhlmann, Gillian C. - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic
Party of Georgia, et al.
Law Office of Bryan L. Sells, LLC - Counsel for Proposed Intervenors
Woodhall, et al.
Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law- Counsel for Proposed
Intervenors Woodhall, et al.
Le, Anh - Appellee
Lewis, Joyce Gist- Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic Party of
Georgia, et al.
Manning, Susan Baker- Counsel for Proposed Intervenors Woodhall, et al.
Mashburn, Matthew- Appellee
McGowan, Charlene S. - Counsel for Appellee
Mertens, Matthew J. - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic Party
of Georgia, et al.
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Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP - Counsel for Proposed Intervenors
Woodhall, et al.
Office of Attorney General of Georgia- Counsel for Appellee
Perkins Coie LLP - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic Party of
Georgia, et al.
Powers, John- Counsel for Proposed Intervenors Woodhall, et al.
Raffensperger, Brad - Appellant
Rosenberg, Ezra D. - Counsel for Proposed Intervenors Woodhall, et al.
Sells, Bryan L. - Counsel for Proposed Intervenors Woodhall, et al.
Smith, III, Ray - Counsel for Appellant
Sparks , Adam M. - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic Party
of Georgia, et al.
Sullivan, Rebecca N. – Appellant
Velez, Alexi M. - Counsel for Intervenor-Defendants, Democratic Party of
Georgia, et al.
Webb, Bryan K. - Counsel for Appellee
Willard, Russell D. - Counsel for Appellee
Wood, Jr., L. Lin. – Appellant
Worley, David J. - Appellee
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STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT
Appellant believes that oral argument would benefit the Court. This appeal
involves important constitutional issues regarding the dilution and impairment of
Plaintiff’s fundamental right to vote and the Defendants’ illegal and unconstitutional
procedures for processing and rejecting absentee ballots in the 2020 elections. These
procedures violated Plaintiff’s rights to Equal Protection under the United States
Constitution. Unless this Court intervenes, said unconstitutional procedures will not
only continue to impair Plaintiff’s right to vote, but also will adversely affect and
taint the upcoming Senatorial runoff election.
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT
This is an appeal of an interlocutory order of a district court of the United
States refusing an application for an injunction, which appeal is authorized by 28
U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1). See Bognet v. Secretary Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, et al.
2020 WL 6686120 *5 (3d Cir. November 13, 2020) (recognizing the immediate
appealability of voter and candidates motion for temporary restraining order and
preliminary injunction.); Schaivo v. Schaivo, 403 F. 3d 1223, 1225 (when denial of
TRO might have serious, perhaps irreparable consequence, same can be effectively
challenged only by immediate appeal).
STATEMENT OF ISSUES
I.

The District Court errored in denying injunctive relief because the
election was, and absent injunctive relief, the run-off election will be
conducted in an unlawful manner rendering it unconstitutional and
violative of the Plaintiff’s fundamental right to vote.

II.

The Appellees instituted a procedure for processing absentee ballots
that conflict with State Law and is unconstitutional.

III.

The Appellees’ Procedure for Processing Absentee Ballots Violates
Appellant’s Rights to Equal Protection under the United States
Constitution

{00584695. }
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS
Appellant/Plaintiff, an individual residing in Fulton County, Georgia, is a
qualified, registered "elector" who possesses all of the qualifications for voting in
the State of Georgia. See O.C.G.A. §§ 21-2-2(7), 21-2-216(a); (see also Verified
Am. Compl. for Decl. and Inj. Relief (DE 5, the "Complaint", at 8). Plaintiff sought
declaratory relief and an emergency injunction from the district court below, among
other things, halting the certification of Georgia's results for the November 3, 2020
presidential election and determining that the results were defective. As a result of
the appellees’/defendants' violations of the United States Constitution and other
election laws, Plaintiff alleged below the Georgia's election tallies are suspect and
tainted with impropriety.
On November 13, 2020, Plaintiff filed his original Verified Complaint for
Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, which was subsequently amended. The named
defendants include Defendant Brad Raffensperger, in his official capacity as
Secretary of State of Georgia and as Chairperson of Georgia's State Election Board,
as well as the other members of the State Election Board in their official capacities
- Rebecca N. Sullivan, David J. Worley, Matthew Mashburn, and Anh Le
(hereinafter the "State Election Board"). (See DE 5, Compl., at

9-10.) The

Complaint alleges violations of the United States Constitution and the amendments
{00584695. }
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thereto in the regards to the November 3, 2020 general election, as well as the "full
hand recount" of all ballots cast in that election, to be completed by November 18,
2020 (the "Hand Recount"), with those same violations likely to occur again in the
January 5, 2021 run-off election for Georgia's United States Senators. (See generally
id.)
The Georgia Legislature established a clear an efficient process for
handling absentee ballots . To the extent that there is any change in that
process, that change must, under Article I, Section 4 of the Constitution, be
prescribed by the Georgia Legislature. (See DE 5 Compl., at 17-18.)
Specifically, the unconstitutional procedure in this case involved the
unlawful and improper processing of absentee ballots. The Georgia
Legislature instructed county registrars and clerks (the "County Officials")
regarding

the

handling

of

absentee

ballot

O.C.G.A. §§ 21-2-

386(a)(l )(B), 21-2-380.1. (See DE 5 Compl., at 19.) The Georgia Election
Code instructs those who handle absentee ballots to follow a clear procedure:
Upon receipt of each [absentee] ballot, a registrar or clerk shall
write the day and hour of the receipt of the ballot on its
envelope. The registrar or clerk shall then compare the
identifying information on the oath with the information on
file in his or her office, shall compare the signature or make
on the oath with the signature or mark on the absentee elector's
{00584695. }
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voter card or the most recent update to such absentee elector 's
voter registration card and application for absentee ballot or a
facsimile of said signature or maker taken from said card or
application, and shall , if the information and signature appear to
be valid and other identifying information appears to be
correct, so certify by signing or initialing his or her name below the
voter's oath...
O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(l )(B) (emphasis added); (see DE 5 Compl., at 20).
The Georgia Legislature also established a clear and efficient process to
be used by County Officials if they determine that an elector has failed to
sign the oath on the outside envelope enclosing the ballot or that the
signature does not conform with the signature on file in the registrar 's or
clerk' s office (a "defective absentee ballot"). See O.C.G.A. § 21-2386(a)(l)(C); (DE 5 Compl., a t 22.)

With respect to defective absentee

ballots:
If the elector has failed to sign the oath, or if the signature does not
appear to be valid, or if the elector has failed to furnish required
information or information so furnished does not conform with that
on file in the registrar's or clerk's office, or if the elector is otherwise
found disqualified to vote, the registrar or clerk shall write across the
face of the envelope "Rejected," giving the reason therefor. The
board of registrars or absentee ballot clerk shall promptly notify the
elector of such rejection , a copy of which notification shall be
retained in the files of the board of registrars or absentee ballot clerk
for at least one year.
O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(l )(C) (emphasis added); (see DE 5 Compl., at 23). The
{00584695. }
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Georgia Legislature clearly contemplated the use of written notification by the
county registrar or clerk in notifying the elector of the rejection. (See DE 5
Compl.,

at 24.)

In March 2020, Defendants Secretary Raffensperger, and the State Election
Board, who administer the state elections (collectively the "Administrators")
entered into a "Compromise and

Settlement Agreement and

Release"

(the "Litigation Settlement") with the Democratic Party of Georgia, Inc., the
Democrat Senatorial Campaign Committee, and the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee (the "Democrat Agencies"), setting forth totally different
standards to be followed by County Officials in processing absentee

ballots

in Georgia. (See DE 5 Compl., 25-26.) See also Democratic Party of Georgia,
Inc., et al. v. Raffensperger, et al., Civil Action File No. 1:19-cv-05028-WMR,
United States District Court for the Northern District of Georgia, Atlanta Division,
Doc. 56-1 (DE 6, 30-35).
Although Secretary Raffensperger is authorized to promulgate rules and
regulations that are "conducive to the fair, legal, and orderly conduct of
primaries and elections," all such rules and regulations must be "consistent
with law." O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31(2); (see DE 5 Compl., at 28).
Under the Litigation Settlement, the Administrators agreed to change
{00584695. }
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the statutorily-prescribed process of handling absentee ballots in a manner that
was not consistent with the laws promulgated by the Georgia Legislature. (See
DE 5 Compl., a t 28.) The Litigation Settlement provides that the Secretary of
State would issue an

"Official Election

Bulletin" to

County

Officials

overriding the prescribed statutory procedures. The unauthorized Litigation
Settlement procedure, set forth below, is more cumbersome, and makes it much more
difficult to follow the statute with respect to defective absentee ballots. (See DE 5,
Compl., at 30-32.)
Under the Litigation Settlement, the following language added to the
pressures and complexity of processing defective absentee ballots, making
it less likely that they would be identified or, if identified, processed for
rejection:
County registrars and absentee ballot clerks are required, upon
receipt of each mail-in absentee ballot, to compare the
signature or make of the elector on the mail-in absentee
ballot envelope with the signatures or marks in eNet and
on the application for the mail-in absentee ballot. If the
signature does not appear to be valid, registrars and clerks
are required to follow the procedure set forth in O.C.G.A. §
21- 2-386(a)(l )(C). When reviewing an elector's signature
on the mail-in absentee ballot envelope, the registrar or
clerk must compare the signature on the mail-in absentee
ballot envelope to each signature contained in such elector's
voter registration record in eNet and the elector's signature
on the application for the mail-in absentee ballot.
{00584695. }
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If the registrar or absentee ballot clerk determines that
the voter's signature on the mail-in absentee ballot
envelope does not match any of the voter's signatures on
file in eNet or on the absentee ballot app lication, the registrar
or absentee ballot clerk must seek review from two other
registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks. A
mail-in absentee ballot shall not be rejected unless a
majority of the registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot
clerks reviewing the signature agree that the signature does
not match any of the voter's signatures on file in eNet
or on the absentee ballot application. I f a determination
is made that the elector's signature on the mail-in absentee
ballot envelope does not match anv of the voter's
signatures on file in eNet or on the absentee ballot
application, the registrar or absentee ballot clerk shall
write the names of the three elections of ficials who
conducted the signature review across the face of the
absentee ballot envelope, which shall be in addition to
writing "Rejected" and the reason for the rejection as
required under 0.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(l )(C ).Then, the
registrar or absentee ballot clerk shall commence the
notification procedure set forth in O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(l
)(C) and State Election Board Rule 183-1-14-.13.
(See DE 5 Compl., paragraph 33; see Ex. A, Litigation Settlement, p. 3-4,
paragraph 3, "Signature Match" (emphasis added).)

{00584695. }
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Plaintiff suffered an injury in fact and actual harm as a result of the
unconstitutional absentee ballot processing procedures utilized in connection with
the November 3, 2020 presidential election and the manual re-count. The procedures
were illegal and in derogation of the state legislature’s clear statutory scheme for
elections and accordingly, were unconstitutional. The procedures were promulgated
by the Defendants’ in violation of the non-delegation doctrine. Moreover, in issuing
these procedures, the Defendants exceeded their statutory authority. These
procedures violated the Plaintiff’s constitutional rights to Equal Protection under the
law.
As a result, this Court should reverse the district court and enter, or direct
that the district court enter, an injunction declaring that the election results are
defective, and ordering the Defendants to cure their constitutional violations by redoing the election in a manner consistent with the requirements of the United States
Constitution.
ARGUMENT
THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN DENYING INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
BECAUSE THE ELECTION WAS, AND ABSENT INJUNCTIVE RELIEF,
THE RUNOFF ELECTION WILL BE CONDUCTED IN AN UNLAWFUL
MANNER RENDERING IT UNCONSTITUTIONAL AND VIOLATIVE OF
THE PLAINTIFF’S FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT TO VOTE
{00584695. }
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Standard of review
The Court of Appeals reviews a district court’s decision to deny a preliminary
injunction for abuse of discretion. Fish v. Kobach, 840 F. 3d 710, 723 (10th Cir.
2016). This Court reviews the district court’s factual findings for clear error and its
conclusions of law de novo. Id. Although review of a denial of a preliminary
inunction is normally limited to whether the district court abused its discretion, an
appellate court under some circumstances may decide the merits of a case in
connection with such a review. Siegel v. Lepore, 254 Fed. 3d 1163, 1171 n.4 (11th
Cir. 2000).
Merits
A. The Appellant Has Standing to Maintain This Lawsuit
The requirements for standing, under Article III of the Constitution, are threefold: First, the plaintiff must have suffered, or must face an imminent and not merely
hypothetical prospect of suffering, an invasion of a legally protected interest
resulting in a “concrete and particularized” injury. Second, the injury must have been
caused by the defendant's complained-of actions. Third, the plaintiff's injury or threat
of injury must likely be redressable by a favorable court decision.
Fla. State Conference of NAACP v. Browning, 522 F.3d 1153, 1159 (11th Cir.2008).
An injury sufficient for standing purposes is “an invasion of a legally protected
{00584695. }
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interest which is (a) concrete and particularized, and (b) actual or imminent, not
conjectural or hypothetical.” Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560,
(1992).
In the voting context, “voters who allege facts showing disadvantage to
themselves as individuals have standing to sue,” Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 206,
(1962), so long as their claimed injuries are “distinct from a ‘generally available
grievance about the government,’” Gill v. Whitford, 138 S.Ct. 1916, 1923
(2018)(quoting Lance v. Coffman, 549 U.S. 437, 439, 1 (2007) (per curiam)).
Contrary to the District Judge’s conclusion (DE 54 at 12), Plaintiff Wood
consistent with several constitutional provisions, established an injury sufficient
for standing.

Specifically, under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S.

Constitution, a state may not “deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.” U.S. Const. amend. XIV. The Fourteenth Amendment is one
of several constitutional provisions that “protects the right of all qualified citizens to
vote, in state as well as federal elections.” Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 554
(1964). Because the Fourteenth Amendment protects not only the “initial allocation
of the franchise,” as well as “the manner of its exercise,” Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98,
104, (2000), “lines may not be drawn which are inconsistent with the Equal
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Protection Clause ....” Id. at 105 (citing Harper v. Va. State Bd. of Elections, 383
U.S. 663, 665 (1966)).
The Supreme Court has identified two theories of voting harms prohibited by
the Fourteenth Amendment. First, the Court has identified a harm caused by
“debasement or dilution of the weight of a citizen's vote,” also referred to “vote
dilution.” Reynolds, 377 U.S. at 555. Plaintiff presented a dilution claim below.
Second, the Supreme Court has found that the Equal Protection Clause is
violated where the state, “[h]aving once granted the right to vote on equal terms,”
through “later arbitrary and disparate treatment, value[s] one person's vote over that
of another.” Bush, 531 U.S. at 104-05 (2000); see also Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186,
208 (1962) (“A citizen's right to a vote free of arbitrary impairment by state action
has been judicially recognized as a right secured by the Constitution, when such
impairment resulted from dilution by a false tally, or by a refusal to count votes from
arbitrarily selected precincts, or by a stuffing of the ballot box.”) (internal citations
omitted). The Plaintiff supplied evidence in the form of numerous affidavits (D.E. 6
at Page 45-54; DE 7, DE 20, DE 30, and DE 35) outlining numerous irregularities
in the actual re-counting of votes including attributing the votes of one candidate to
the other, the failure of counters to compare signatures on absentee ballots with other
signatures on file, processing of absentee ballots that appear to be counterfeit
{00584695. }
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because they had no creases indicative of having been sent by mail, and the manner
in which they were bubbled in, not allowing observers sufficient access to
meaningfully observe the counting and concluding fraudulent conduct occurred
during the vote re-counting as well as the live testimony of Susan Voyles. These
irregularities rise to the level of an unconstitutional impairment and dilution of the
Plaintiff’s vote.
The second theory of voting harm requires courts to balance competing
concerns around access to the ballot. On the one hand, a state should not engage in
practices which prevent qualified voters from exercising their right to vote. A state
must ensure that there is “no preferred class of voters but equality among those who
meet the basic qualifications.” Gray v. Sanders, 372 U.S. 368, 379-80, 83 (1963).
On the other hand, the state must protect against “the diluting effect of illegal
ballots.” Id. at 380. Because “the right to have one's vote counted has the same
dignity as the right to put a ballot in a box,” id., the vote dilution occurs only where
there is both “arbitrary and disparate treatment.” Bush, 531 U.S. at 105. To this end,
states must have “specific rules designed to ensure uniform treatment” of a voter's
ballot. Id. at 106.
In Bush, the Supreme Court held that, “[h]aving once granted the right to vote
on equal terms, the State may not, by later arbitrary and disparate treatment, value
{00584695. }
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one person's vote over that of another.” 531 U.S. at 104-05. Plaintiff argued below
that he has been subjected to arbitrary and disparate treatment because he voted
under one set of rules, and other voters, through the guidance in the unlawful consent
agreement, were permitted to vote invalidly under a different and unequal set of
rules, and that this is a concrete and particularized injury.
For the purposes of determining whether Plaintiff has standing, is it not
“necessary to decide whether [Plaintiff’s] allegations of impairment of his vote” by
Defendants’ actions “will, ultimately, entitle them to any relief,” Baker, 369 U.S. at
208; whether a harm has occurred is best left to this court's analysis of the merits of
Plaintiff’s claims. Instead, the appropriate inquiry is, “[i]f such impairment does
produce a legally cognizable injury,” whether Plaintiff “is among those who have
sustained it.” Baker, 369 U.S. at 208.
For purposes of standing, a denial of equal treatment is an actual injury even
when the complainant is able to overcome the challenged barrier:
When the government erects a barrier that makes it more difficult for
members of one group to obtain a benefit than it is for members of
another group, a member of the former group seeking to challenge the
barrier need not allege that he would have obtained the benefit but for
the barrier in order to establish standing. The “injury in fact” in an equal
protection case of this variety is the denial of equal treatment resulting
from the imposition of the barrier, not the ultimate inability to obtain
the benefit.

{00584695. }
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Ne. Fla. Chapter of Assoc. Gen. Contractors of Am. v. City of Jacksonville, Fla., 508
U.S. 656, 666 (1993).
The Supreme Court has rejected the argument that an injury must be
“significant”; a small injury, “an identifiable trifle,” is sufficient to
confer standing. United States v.

Students Challenging Regulatory

Agency

Procedures (SCRAP), 412 U.S. 669, 689 n. 14, 93 (1973). Plaintiff Wood submits
that he has suffered an injury sufficient to confer standing. “A plaintiff need not
have the franchise wholly denied to suffer injury. Any concrete, particularized, nonhypothetical injury to a legally protected interest is sufficient.” Charles H. Wesley
Educ. Found., Inc. v. Cox, 408 F.3d 1349, 1352 (11th Cir. 2005).
For instance, requiring a registered voter to produce photo identification to
vote in person, but not requiring a voter to produce identification to cast an absentee
or provisional ballot is sufficient to demonstrate disparate treatment and thus, an
injury sufficient for standing.
Additionally, the inability of a voter to pay a poll tax, for example, is not
required to challenge a statute that imposes a tax on voting, see Harper v.
Va. State Bd. of Elections, 383 U.S. 663, 668 (1966), and the lack of an acceptable
photo identification is not necessary to challenge a statute that requires photo
identification to vote in person. Because Plaintiff Wood has demonstrated that the
{00584695. }
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unlawful “Consent Agreement” subjected him to arbitrary and disparate treatment,
vis-à-vis, other voters, he has clearly suffered a sufficient injury. See also Roe v.
Alabama, 43 F. 3d 574, 580-581 (11th Cir. 1995)(voter and candidates in statewide
election had standing to allege violation of their constitutional rights based on the
counting of improperly completed absentee ballots, which diluted votes of the voters
who met requirements of absentee ballot statute and those who went to the polls on
election day.)
B. The Appellees Instituted a Procedure for Processing Absentee Ballots
That Conflicts with State Law and is Unconstitutional
The Elections Clause of the United States Constitution states that "[t]he
Times, Places

and Manner

of holding

Elections

for

Senators

and

Representatives shall be prescribed in each State by the Legislature thereof;
but the Congress may at any time by Law make or alter such Regulation s,
except as to the Places of choosing Senators." U.S. Const. Art. I, § 4, cl. 1
(emphasis added); (see DE 5 Compl., at 12). Regulations of congressional and
presidential elections, thus, "must be in accordance with the method which
the state has prescribed for legislative enactments." Smiley v. Holm , 285 U.S.
355, 367 (1932); see also Ariz. St. Leg. v. Ariz. Indep. Redistricting Comm 'n,
{00584695. }
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576 U.S. 787, 807-08 (2015); (see DE 5 Compl. at 13).

In Georgia, the

"legislature" is the General Assembly (the "Georgia Legislature"). See Ga.
Const. Art. III, § I, Para. I; (see DE 5 Compl., at 14).
The Supreme Court of Georgia has recognized that statutes delegating
legislative authority violate constitutional nondelegation and separation of powers.
Premier Health Care Investments, LLC. v. UHS of Anchor, LP, 220 WL 5883325
(Ga. 2020). The non-delegation doctrine is rooted in the principle of separation of
powers in that the integrity of the tripartite system of government mandates the
general assembly not divest itself of the legislative power granted to it by the State
Constitution. Department of Trans. v. City of Atlanta, 260 Ga. 699, 703 (Ga.
1990)(finding OCGA §

50-16-180 through 183 created an impermissible

delegation of legislative authority). See also Mitchell v. Wilkerson, 258 Ga. 608,
610 (Ga. 1988)(election recall statute’s attempt to transfer the selection of the
reasons to the applicant amounted to an impermissible delegation of legislative
authority.)
Because the Constitution reserves for state legislatures the power to set
the time, place, and manner of holding federal elections, state executive officers
have no authority to unilaterally exercise that power, much less flout existing
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legislation, nor to ignore existing legislation. ( See D E 5 Compl., at 15.)
While the Elections Clause "was not adopted to diminish a State's authority
to determine its own lawmaking processes," it does hold states accountable
to their chosen processes in regulating federal elections. Ariz. St. Leg., 135
S.Ct. at 2677, 2668.
In North Fulton Med. Center v. Stephenson, 269 Ga. 540 (Ga. 1998), a
hospital outpatient surgery center which had already relocated to a new site
and commenced operations applied to the State Health Planning Agency for a
certificate of need under the agency’s second relocation rule, which certificate
was provided by the agency. A competitor sought appellate relief and the
Georgia Supreme Court held that the agency rule conflicted with the State
Health Planning Act, and thus, was invalid and had to be stricken.
Additionally, the supreme court held that the rule was the product of the
agency’s unconstitutional usurpation of the general assembly’s power to define
the thing to which the statute was to be applied. Id at 544. See also Moore v.
Circosta, 2020 WL 6063332 (MDNC October 14, 2020)(North Carolina State
Board of Elections exceeded its statutory authority when it entered into consent
agreement and eliminated witness requirements for mail-in ballots).
The Framers of the Constitution were concerned with just such a
{00584695. }
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usurpation of authority by State administrators.

In Federalist No. 59,

Alexander Hamilton defended the Elections Clause by noting that “a
discretionary power over elections ought to exist somewhere (emphasis
supplied) and then discussed why the Article 1, Clause 4 “lodged [the
power]… primarily in the [State legislatures] and ultimately in the
[Congress].” He defended the right of Congress to have the ultimate authority,
observing that even though granting this right to states was necessary to secure
their place in the national government, that power had to be subordinate to the
Congressional mandates to prevent what could arise as the “sinister designs in
the leading members of a few of the State legislatures.”
Hamilton feared that the state legislatures might conspire against the
Union but also that “influential characters in the State administrations” might
“prefer[] their own emolument and advancement to the public weal.” But in
concluding his defense of this constitutional compromise, Hamilton noted that
the Clause was designed to commit to the guardianship of election “those
whose situation will uniformly beget an immediate interest in the faithful and
vigilant performance of the trust.”
The procedures for processing and rejecting ballots employed by the
Defendants during the election. (See page ____, infra) constitute a
{00584695. }
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usurpation of the legislator’s plenary authority. This is because the
procedures are not consistent with- and in fact conflict with- the statute
adopted by the Georgia Legislature governing processing of absentee ballots.
(See DE 5 Compl., 34.) First, the Litigation Settlement overrides the clear
statutory authorities granted to County Officials individually and forces
them to form a committee of three if any one official believes that an
absentee ballot is a defective absentee ballot. (See DE 5 Compl., 35.) Such a
procedure creates a cumbersome bureaucratic procedure to be followed with
each defective absentee ballot - and makes it likely that such ballots will
simply not be identified by the County Officials. (See id., 36.)
Second, the Litigation Settlement allows a County Official to compare
signatures in ways not permitted by the statutory structure created by the
Georgia Legislature. (See id., 37.) The Georgia Legislature prescribed
procedures to ensure that any request for an absentee ballot must be
accompanied by sufficient identification of the elector's identity. See
O.C.G.A . § 21-2-38l (b)(l ) (providing, in pertinent part, "In order to be found
eligible to vote an absentee ballot in person at the registrar's office or absentee
ballot clerk's office, such person shall show one of the forms of identification
listed in Code Section 21-2-417 ..."); (see DE 5 Compl., 38.) Under
{00584695. }
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O.C.G.A. § 21-2-220( c), the elector must present identification, but need
not submit identification if the electors submit with their application
information such that the County Officials are able to match the
elector's information with the state database, generally referred to as the eNet
system. ( See DE 5 Compl., 39.) The system for identifying absentee ballots
was carefully constructed by the Georgia Legislature to ensure that electors
were identified by acceptable identification , but at some point in the process ,
the Georgia Legislature mandated the system whereby the elector be identified
for each absentee ballot. (See DE 5 Compl., 40.) Under the

Litigation

Settlement, any determination of a signature mismatch would lead to the
cumbersome process described in the settlement, which was not intended by
the Georgia Legislature, which authorized those decisions to be made by single
election officials. ( See id., 41.) The Georgia Legislature also provided for the
opportunity to cure (again, different from the opportunity to cure in the
Litigation Settlement), but did not allocate funds for three County Officials
for every mismatch decision. (See id.,
Finally , under paragraph

42.)

4 of the Litigation

Settlement, the

Administrators delegated their responsibilities for determining when there
was a signature mismatch by considering in good faith "additional guidance
{00584695. }
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and training materials" drafted by the "handwriting and signature review
expert" of the Democrat Agencies . (See DE 5 Compl., at 47; see Ex.
A, Litigation Settlement, p. 4, at 4, "Consideration of Additional Guidance
for Signature Matching.") Allowing a single political party to write rules
for reviewing signatures is not "conducive to the fair. ..conduct of primaries
and elections" or "consistent with law" under O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31. (See
DE 5 Compl., at 48.)
In short, the Litigation Settlement by itself has created confusion,
misplaced incentives, and undermined the confidence of the voters of the
State of Georgia in the electoral system . (See DE 5 Compl., a t 49.) Neither
it nor any of the activities spawned by it were authorized by the Georgia
Legislature, as required by the United States Constitution. (See DE 5
Compl., at 50.)
“A consent degree must of course be modified, if, as it later turns out,
one or more of the obligations placed upon the parties has become
impermissible under Federal law.” Rufo v. Inmates of Suffolk County Jail, 502
U.S. 367388 (1992). As such, the lower court should be reversed and the
injunction requested below should be granted.

{00584695. }
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C. The Appellees’ Procedure for Processing Absentee Ballots Violates
Appellant’s Rights to Equal Protection under the United States
Constitution
The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution prohibits a state from “deny[ing] to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” U.S. Const. amend XIV, § 1. This
constitutional provision requires “that all persons similarly situated should be
treated alike.” City of Cleburne v. Clerburn Living Center, 473 U.S. 432, 439
(1985).
And this applies to voting. “Having once granted the right to vote on equal
terms, the State may not, by later arbitrary and disparate treatment, value one
person’s vote over that of another.” Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 104-05 (2000). The
appellees have failed to ensure that Georgia voters are treated equally regardless of
whether they vote in person or through absentee ballot. Under the Equal Protection
Clause of the 14th amendment, a state cannot utilize election practices that unduly
burden the right to vote or that dilute votes.
When deciding a constitutional challenge to state election laws, the
flexible standard outlined in Anderson v. Celebrezze, 460 U.S. 780 (1983) and
Burdick v. Takushi, 504 U .S. 428 (1992) applies. Under Anderson and Burdick,
{00584695. }
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courts must "weigh the character and magnitude of the burden the State's rule
imposes on those rights against the interests the State contends justify that
burden, and consider the extent to which the State's concerns make the
burden necessary." Timmons v. Twin Cities Ar ea New Party, 520 U.S. 351,
358 (1997) (citations and quotations omitted). "[E]ven when a law imposes
only a slight burden on the right to vote, relevant and legitimate interests of
sufficient weight still must justify that burden ." Democratic Exec. Comm. of
Fla. v. Lee, 915 F.3d 1312, 1318-19 (11th Cir. 2019).
"To establish an undue burden on the right to vote under the AndersonBurdick test, Plaintiffs need not demonstrate discriminatory intent behind the
signature-match scheme or the notice provisions because we are considering
the constitutionality of a generalized burden on the fundamental right to vote,
for which we apply the And erson-Burdick balancing test instead of a traditional
equal protection inquiry." Lee, 915 F.3d at 1319.
Plaintiff’s equal protection claim is straightforward: states may not, by
arbitrary action or other unreasonable impairment, burden a citizen 's right to
vote. See Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 208 (1962) ("citizen's right to a vote
free of arbitrary impairment by state action has been judicially recognized as a
{00584695. }
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right secured by the Constitution"). "Having once granted the right to vote on
equal terms, the State may not, by later arbitrary and disparate treatment,
value on person 's vote over that of another." Bush, 531 U.S. at 104-05. Among
other things, this requires "specific rules designed to ensure uniform treatment"
in order to prevent "arbitrary and disparate treatment to voters." Id. at 106-07;
see also Dunn v. Bloomstein, 405 U.S. 330, 336 (1972) (providing that each
citizen "has a constitutionally protected right to participate in elections on an
equal basis with other citizens in the jurisdiction").
"The right to vote extends to all phases of the voting process, from
being permitted to place one's vote in the ballot box to having that vote actually
counted. Thus, the right to vote applies equally to the initial allocation of the
franchise as well as the manner of its exercise. Once the right to vote is
granted, a state may not draw distinctions between voters that are inconsistent
with the guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment's equal protection clause."
Pierce v. Allegheny County Bd. of Elections , 324 F.Supp.2d 684, 695 (W.D. Pa.
2003) (citations and quotations omitted). "[T]reating voters differently " thus
"violate[s] the Equal Protection Clause" when the disparate treatment is the
result of arbitrary, ad hoc processes . Charfauros v. Bd. of Elections , 249 F.3d
{00584695. }
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941, 954 (9th Cir. 2001). Indeed, a "minimum requirement for non-arbitrary
treatment of voters [is] necessary to secure the fundamental right [to vote]."
Bush, 531 U.S. at 105.
Defendants are not part of the Georgia Legislature and cannot
exercise legislative power to enact rules or regulations regarding the handling of
defective absentee ballots that are contrary to the Georgia Election Code. By
entering the Litigation Settlement, however, Defendants unilaterally and without
authority altered the Georgia Election Code and the procedure for processing
defective absentee ballots. The result is that absentee ballots have been processed
differently by County Officials than the process created by the Georgia
Legislature and set forth in the Georgia Election Code. Further, allowing a single
political party to write rules for reviewing signatures, as paragraph 4 of the
Litigation Settlement provides, is not "conducive to the fair. ..conduct of primaries
and elections" or "consistent with law" under O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31.
The rules and regulations set forth in the Litigation Settlement created
an arbitrary, disparate, and ad hoc process for processing defective absentee
ballots, and for determining which of such ballots should be "rejected,"
contrary to Georgia law. See O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386; (see also DE 5 Ex. A,
Litigation Settlement, p. 3-4, if 3, "Signature Match"). This disparate treatment
{00584695. }
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is not justified by, and is not necessary to promote, any substantial

or

compelling state interest that cannot be accomplished by other, less restrictive
means. As such, Plaintiff has been harmed by Defendants ' violations of his
equal protection rights, and an injunction should have been issued below.
Accordingly, the district court erred in not finding the Plaintiff had a substantial
likelihood of success on the merits.
Moreover, the irreparable nature of the harm to Plaintiff is apparent. "It is
well-settled that an infringement on the fundamental right to vote amounts in
an irreparable injury." New Ga. Project v. Raffensperger, 2020 WL 5200930 at
*26 (N.D. Ga. Aug. 31, 2020). Indeed, the violation of a constitutional right
must weigh heavily in the irreparable harm analysis on a motion for preliminary
injunction. Fish, 840 F. 3d at 752. Further, because there can be no do-over or
redress of a denial of the right to vote after an election becomes final, denial or
impairment of the right to vote weighs heavily in determining the existence of
irreparable harm. Id.
If the Georgia vote count, including defective absentee ballots that were
not processed according to the Georgia Election Code, is permitted to stand,
and if the same procedure is in place during the upcoming Senatorial runoff
{00584695. }
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election, then Georgia's election results are and will continue to be improper,
illegal, and therefore unconstitutional. Plainly , there is no adequate remedy at
law if this occurs.
The remaining two factors for the preliminary injunction test, "harm to
the opposing party and weighing the public interest merge when the Government
is the opposing party."

New Ga. Project v. Raffensperger, 2020 WL 5200930

at *26 (quoting Nken v. Holder, 556 U.S. 418, 435 (2009) (alternations and
punctuation omitted).
The fact that the State has certified the Georgia purported election results
does not moot the Plaintiff’s lawsuit because this litigation is ongoing. Plaintiff’s
fundamental right to vote continues to be impaired, President Trump has officially
requested a recount and the constitutionally improper procedure would be employed
in the recount, as well as in the upcoming Senatorial runoff election in January.
Siegel, 234 F. 3d at 1372.
If the certified result is permitted to stand, and if the upcoming Senatorial
runoff election is run according to the same unconstitutional process, the Plaintiff
(and the citizens of Georgia) will be permanently harmed by the Defendants’
infringement on Plaintiff’s voting rights. New Ga. Project v. Raffensperger, 2020
WL 5200930 at *26-27
{00584695. }
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harms/public interest factors, as "Plaintiffs will be forever harmed if they are
unconstitutionall y deprived of their right to vote").
Nor should the doctrine of latches operate to bar Plaintiff’s claims. The
lawsuit was filed within days of the election and until the Plaintiff cast his vote
and all votes were purportedly in, Plaintiff had not suffered an injury. In any event,
delay in seeking preliminary relief is only one factor to be considered among
others, and there is no categorical rule that delay bars the issuance of an injunction.
Fish, 840 F. 3d at 753.
Moreover, the public will be served by the relief requested. "[T]he public
has a strong interest in exercising the fundamental political right to vote. That
interest is best served by favoring enfranchisement and ensuring that qualified
voters' exercise of their right to vote is successful. The public interest therefore
favors permitting as many qualified voters to vote as possible," and having
those votes properly processed and tallied pursuant to Georgia law. Obama
for Am. v. Husted , 697 F.3d 423, 436-37 (6th Cir. 2012) (citations and quotations
omitted). As such, this Court should direct or reverse with instructions that the
trial court direct that the election must be re-done in a constitutionally permissible
manner.
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CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the District Court’s order should be reversed
with instructions to grant the Plaintiff an injunction determining that the results of
the 2020 general election in Georgia are defective as a result of the above described
constitutional violations and requiring the Defendants to cure said deficiencies in a
manner consisted with Federal and Georgia law, and not in accordance with the
improper procedures established in the litigation settlement. Further, the Defendants
should be enjoined from employing the constitutionally defective procedures in the
re-count requested by President Trump and in the upcoming Senatorial runoff
election.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion for Injunctive Relief asks this Court to take the

genuinely unprecedented step of throwing out the results of a general election in
which nearly five million Georgians voted—a record level of election participation.1
There is no basis whatsoever for the Court to award Plaintiff any relief in this case,
much less to grant his request to prohibit certification of the results of the November
3, 2020 Georgia general election. See Mot. at 24. To do so would not just
disenfranchise Proposed Intervenors James Woodall, Helen Butler, and Melvin Ivey,
as well as the members of Proposed Intervenors the Georgia State Conference of the
NAACP and the Georgia Coalition for the People’s Agenda,2 but this would
disenfranchise every Georgia voter.
Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion for Relief is late, legally and factually baseless,
and contrary to the bedrock values of our democracy. Proposed Intervenors
respectfully urge the Court to reject it.

See Mot. at 10; Secretary of State Reports Record Breaking
Turnout, https://sos.ga.gov/index.php/elections/secretary_of_state_reports_record_
breaking_turnout.
2
Proposed Intervenors filed their Motion To Intervene And For Leave To File
Responsive Papers As Same Time As Defendants on November 18, 2020 as ECF
No. 22. As of the time of the filing of this Brief in Opposition, the Motion to
Intervene is pending before the Court.
1
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II.

PLAINTIFF’S EMERGENCY MOTION SHOULD BE DENIED
A.

Plaintiff Lacks Standing

Plaintiff cannot obtain preliminary relief—and indeed cannot maintain suit—
because his complaints about Defendants’ processing of absentee ballots and
conduct of the recount are, at most, the kind of generalized grievance about
government conduct that the Supreme Court has repeatedly found insufficient to
confer Article III standing. “The doctrine of standing asks whether a litigant is
entitled to have a federal court resolve his grievance.” Kowalski v. Tesmer, 543 U.S.
125, 128 (2004). To avoid dismissal on standing grounds, a plaintiff must show (1)
an injury in fact, meaning “an invasion of a legally protected interest” that is
“concrete and particularized” and “actual or imminent, not conjectural or
hypothetical”; (2) a causal connection between the injury and the defendant’s
conduct, and (3) a likelihood that the injury will be redressed by a favorable decision
from the court. Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540, 1547–48 (2016) (quoting
Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560–61 (1992)).
1.

Plaintiff Brings a Generalized Grievance in This Case

Plaintiff fails to allege that he will suffer an “actual or imminent” injury, as
opposed to one that is merely “conjectural” or “hypothetical.” Clapper v. Amnesty
Int’l USA, 568 U.S. 398, 402, 409 (2013); Lujan v. Defs. Of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555,
560 (1992); see also City of Los Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95, 107 n.8 (1983).

-2-
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Plaintiff cannot demonstrate that he will suffer any injury absent the requested
relief. Plaintiff’s alleged injury rests solely on the unsupported assertion that alleged
state law violations render (1) Georgia’s election results “improper and suspect”;
(2) “resulting in Georgia’s electoral college votes going to Joseph R. Biden”; which
is allegedly (3) “contrary to the votes of the majority of Georgia qualified electors.”
Mot. at 22. But Plaintiff has not provided any evidence, or even alleged, that his vote
was not tabulated appropriately, that another qualified electors’ votes were not
tabulated appropriately, or that an unqualified elector’s vote was incorrectly
tabulated. Plaintiff alleges generalized injuries on behalf of the Trump Campaign,
which he does not have the right to assert. Plaintiff’s disappointment in the election
results is not a cognizable injury, much less one that a court may remedy.
For the extraordinary relief of enjoining the certification of statewide results
– the challenged votes “would have to be sufficient in number to change the outcome
of the election to [Plaintiff]’s detriment.” Bognet v. Secretary of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, — F.3d —, 2020 WL 6686120, at *8 (3d Cir. Nov. 13, 2020) citing
Sibley v. Alexander, 916 F. Supp. 2d 58, 62 (D.D.C. 2013) (“[E]ven if the Court
granted the requested relief, [plaintiff] would still fail to satisfy the redressability
element because enjoining defendants from casting the . . . votes would not change
the outcome of the election.”). Plaintiff, of course, has not even attempted to make
this showing, let alone proven it successfully.

-3-
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2.

Plaintiff Does Not Have Standing to Bring a Claim Under
the Electors and Elections Clauses

As a private citizen, Plaintiff has no standing to assert claims under the
Electors and Elections Clauses that Georgia officials have purportedly failed to
follow state election law. See Compl. ¶ 8 (Plaintiff is a registered elector who “brings
this suit in his capacity as a private citizen”). In Lance v. Coffman, the Supreme
Court squarely rejected the standing of four private citizens to bring an Elections
Clause claim. 549 U.S. 437, 442 (2007). The Court held: “The only injury plaintiffs
allege is that the law—specifically the Elections Clause—has not been followed.
This injury is precisely the kind of undifferentiated, generalized grievance about the
conduct of government that we have refused to countenance in the past.”. Id. The
same is true here. See also Bognet v. Sec’y of Commonwealth, No. 20-3214, 2020
WL 6686120 at *6 (3d Cir. Nov. 13, 2020) (holding that “private plaintiffs lack
standing to sue for alleged injuries attributable to a state government’s violations of
the Elections Clause”); Corman v. Torres, 287 F. Supp. 3d 558, 568-569 (M.D. Pa.
2018) (three-judge panel) (holding that “two of 253 members of the Pennsylvania
General Assembly” lacked standing to sue under the Elections Clause”).3

The only cases in which the Supreme Court has found standing to bring an
Elections Clause or Electors Clause claim are those brought by or on behalf of a
state, a state legislature or a working majority of a state legislature. See Ariz. State
Legislature v. Ariz. Indep. Redistricting Comm’n, 576 U.S. 787, 799-804 (2015)
(holding that plaintiff Arizona Legislature had standing because a voter initiative to
3
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Moreover, as the Third Circuit recently held, “[b]ecause the Elections Clause
and the Electors Clause have considerable similarity’ ... the same logic applies to
[Plaintiff’s] alleged injury stemming from the claimed violation of the Electors
Clause.” Bognet, 2020 WL 6686120 at *7; see also Foster v. Love, 522 U.S. 67, 69
(1997) (characterizing Electors Clause as Elections Clause’s “counterpart for the
Executive Branch”); U.S. Term Limits, Inc. v. Thornton, 514 U.S. 779, 804-805
(1995) (noting that state’s “duty” under Elections Clause “parallels the duty”
described by Electors Clause).
Because Plaintiff lacks standing, his Emergency Motion must be denied.
B.

Plaintiff Is Not Likely To Succeed On The Merits Of His Claims

Plaintiff’s lack of standing independently justifies denial of the Emergency
Motion. It also should be rejected because Plaintiff has not shown that any of the
alleged conduct by Defendants rises to the level of a violation of the U.S.
Constitution.

establish an independent redistricting commission eliminated its ability to
implement a redistricting plan, thus causing a “concrete and particularized”
institutional injury). In Ariz. State Legislature, the Court distinguished Rainey v.
Byrd, 521 U.S. 811 (1997) (six individual members of Congress lacked standing to
challenge the line-item veto), from Coleman v. Miller, 307 U.S. 433 (1939) (working
majority of Kansas State Legislature had standing to challenge lieutenant-governor’s
tie-breaking vote in favor of a federal constitutional amendment).

-5-
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1.

No Valid Constitutional Claim Arises Out of the Valid DPG
Settlement

Plaintiff bases his request for emergency injunctive relief under Counts I and
II on purported violations of Georgia election law that never occurred. The
Settlement Agreement did not re-write any election laws on the handling of absentee
ballots. Plaintiff readily concedes the Georgia Legislature has authorized the State
Election Board to issue election rules and regulations that are “conducive to the
fair, legal, and orderly conduct of . . . elections” and “consistent with law.” Mot.
at 5 (quoting O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31(2)). This is exactly what the Settlement
Agreement achieved. Accordingly, the Court should reject Plaintiff’s belated
arguments that an agreement finalized over eight months before the election
upended Georgia law.
Under the Settlement Agreement (Pl’s Ex. A), Secretary Raffensperger
agreed to issue an Official Election Bulletin to county officials on the procedures
for reviewing signatures on absentee ballot envelopes. If a registrar or clerk were to
determine a signature did not match the elector’s signature on file, the Election
Bulletin directed that “two other registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot
clerks” evaluate the signature. Pl’s Ex. A ¶ 3. If a majority of the reviewers
determined the signature did not match the elector’s signature on file, the absentee
ballot was to be rejected. Id.

-6-
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This straightforward process is consistent with the signature verification
procedures provided under Georgia law. In pertinent part, under O.C.G.A. § 21-2386 (a) (1) (B), upon receiving an absentee ballot, “The register or clerk shall
compare the signature or mark on the oath with the signature or mark” on file, and
“shall if the information and signature appear to be valid . . . , so certify by signing
or initialing his or her name below the voter's oath.” If, however, “the signature does
not appear to be valid . . . , the registrar or clerk shall write across the face of the
envelope ‘Rejected,’ giving the reason therefor.” O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386 (a) (1) (C).
Relying on these statues, Plaintiff argues the Election Bulletin stripped
authority from county election officials to determine “individually” the validity of
absentee ballot signatures. Under basic rules of statutory construction and a plain
reading of the statute, Plaintiff argument fails. That O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386 (a) (1) (B)(C) refers to “clerk and “register” in the singular does not mean only one “clerk” or
one “register” may be involved in evaluating the validity of a signature on an
absentee ballot envelope. In interpreting a statute, “the singular or plural number
each includes the other, unless the other is expressly excluded.” O.C.G.A. § 1-3-1
(d)(6); see Reid v. Morris, 309 Ga. 230, 236 n.3, 845 S.E.2d 590, 596 (2020)
(applying O.C.G.A. § 1-3-1 (d)(6) to determine statutory use of the term “defendant”
does not mean only one defendant may be liable for punitive damages). In drafting
O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386 (a) (1) (B)-(C), the Legislature did not preclude registers,

-7-
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deputy registers, and clerks from working together to evaluate questionable
signatures. Nothing in the Settlement Agreement is contrary to Georgia law, and
Defendants guidance on the handling of absentee ballots did what Plaintiff agrees is
proper under Georgia law: provided a set of rules “conducive to the fair, legal, and
orderly conduct of . . . elections” and “consistent with law.” Pl’s Mot. 5.
Plaintiff also asserts that Defendants violated Georgia law by allowing a
single political party to “write rules for reviewing signatures.” Pl’s Mot. 9, 18.
Plaintiff’s own exhibits refute this hyperbole. As part of the Settlement
Agreement, the State Defendants agreed to “consider” providing county registers
and absentee ballot clerks with training materials on evaluating voter signatures
prepared by a handwriting expert retained by the plaintiffs in Democratic Party
of Georgia, Inc. v. Raffensperger, No. 1:19-cv-05028-WMR. See Pl’s Ex. A, ¶ 4.
The Settlement Agreement did not identify the materials nor did it impose any
requirement on distributing those materials. Further, Plaintiff does not allege
what, if any, materials were distributed nor does he explain how they would have
constituted “rules for reviewing signatures.” Thus, Plaintiff has not established
the Settlement Agreement violated Georgia election law.
Finally, the declaration filed this morning by Plaintiff’s counsel, see Dkt. 301, fails to move the needle. First, properly analyzing the Georgia Absentee Voter
File and reaching conclusions based on it requires social science expertise beyond

-8-
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that attested to by Plaintiff’s counsel. Second, and relatedly, the declaration fails to
acknowledge that a comparison of 2016 and 2018 absentee ballot rejection data
related to signature mismatch is inapposite because of the notice-and-cure process
was not in effect in Georgia at all until an order issued shortly before the November
2018 general election in Martin v. Kemp, 341 F. Supp. 3d 1326 (N.D. Ga. 2018),
and was formally adopted by the Georgia Legislature via the enactment of H.B. 316
in 2019, which amended O.C.G.A. §§ 21-2-381(b)(3) and 21-2-386(a)(1)(C) to
provide for notice and cure. Expanded numbers of voters utilizing the notice-andcure process explains why the number of signature mismatch-related rejections
might decrease, if that is in fact the case.
2.

Plaintiff’s Monitoring Claim Fails as a Matter of Law

In addition, Plaintiff cannot succeed on his due process claim. This claim is
based on Plaintiff’s assertion that Republican monitors “have been denied the
opportunity to be present throughout the entire Hand Recount,” and when present
were unable to observe the recount “in any meaningful way.” Mot. at 21. Plaintiff
does not claim that he made any effort to monitor the recount, much less than he was
denied the opportunity to do so. Rather, the only proffered bases for this claim are
the assertions that one Trump Campaign monitor arrived at a counting location
around the time indicated by the Republican Party only to find that the recount there
had been finished (Coleman Decl. ¶¶ 3-5, ECF 6-2), and that another monitor did
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observe the recount that same day at that same location and was able to object to
certain ostensible irregularities before being asked to leave because of the large
number of other Republican monitors (Dietrich Decl. ¶¶ 6-13, ECF 6-3).
a.

Plaintiff sat on his rights as afforded by Georgia law

Plaintiff should have availed himself and two other electors of the legislatively
approved remedies afforded to him under Georgia law if he thought there was a
mistake or error not apparent on the face of the returns. Plaintiff waived the relief
requested in this case by failing to do so. In particular, Plaintiff ignores that O.C.G.A.
§ 21-2-495(d) allows a losing candidate for a federal office or three electors to
request a recount or recanvass of votes any time prior to the certification of the
results when it appears that a discrepancy or error, although not apparent on the face
of the returns, has been made. Moreover, under O.C.G.A. § 21-2-495(c)(1), a losing
federal candidate has the right to request that the Secretary of State order a
mandatory statewide recount when the margin between the candidates is not greater
than 0.5 percentage points within two business days of the certification of the
election results. The Governor’s certification of the presidential electors’ results is
on November 21, 2020. Finally, any alleged defects in the failure to provide adequate
public access to the recount alleged by the plaintiff in his complaint and motion can
be readily remedied by the Trump Campaign asking for a recount within two
business days of the certification of the results by the Governor. See O.C.G.A. § 21-
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2-499(b).
b.

Plaintiff does not allege a due process claim

Even if Plaintiff could assert the rights of third-parties—as, of course, he
cannot—those facts do not remotely add up to a constitutional violation. Put simply,
neither Plaintiff nor anyone else has a constitutional right to be an election monitor.
See, e.g., Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. v. Boockvar, No. 2:20-CV-966, 2020
WL 5997680, at *67 (W.D. Pa. Oct. 10, 2020) (“At the outset, ‘there is no individual
constitutional right to serve as a poll watcher[.]’”) (quoting Pa. Democratic Party v.
Boockvar, 238 A.3d 345 (Pa. 2020)).4
Plaintiff does not address the requirements for a due process claim, and
instead relies on the notion that Defendants’ alleged failure to conduct the Hand
Recount “a manner consistent with the Georgia Election Code” constitutes a freefloating due process violation. Mot. at 20-21; cf. Compl. ¶¶ 97-106 (Due Process
claim alleging that the Trump Campaign was denied the ability to monitor the Hand
Recount). But Plaintiff cannot ignore Supreme Court and Eleventh Circuit law.
Plaintiff fails to acknowledge, much less attempt to satisfy, the requirements
of a substantive due process claim. “[P]laintiffs face a high bar when attempting to

Although Plaintiff also indicates that other non-parties harbor suspicious about
irregularities in the recount, this is not the monitoring-related Due Process violation
alleged in the Complaint (see Compl. ¶¶ 97-106) and Plaintiff does not attempt to
make a constitutional claim based on them.
4
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establish a substantive due process violation.” Maddox v. Stephens, 727 F.3d 1109,
1119 (11th Cir. 2013). A “garden variety election dispute[]” such as an “ordinary
dispute over the counting and marking of ballots” falls far short of a substantive due
process violation. Curry v. Baker, 802 F.2d 1302, 1315 (11th Cir. 1986) (internal
quotation omitted).
In any case, nothing in Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion shows, or even suggests,
that Plaintiff, Ms. Coleman, or Ms. Dietrich were denied the opportunity to act as
monitors. Plaintiff apparently never tried, Ms. Coleman arrived too late, and Ms.
Dietrich was in fact able to observe the recount. And the experience of two
individuals at a single place on a single day says nothing at all about the broader
conduct of the election, the results of which Plaintiff asks this Court to nullify.
3.

Plaintiffs’ Requested Relief Defies Well-Established Federal
and Georgia Law

Here, Plaintiff’s requested relief is disproportionate to his purported injury
and would violate the U.S. Constitution. Plaintiff fails to allege fraud or electoral
irregularities in his Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order, and as such, it is
difficult to even consider the Plaintiff’s proposed remedies. However, even if all of
Plaintiff’s allegations survived, none of the remedies sought by the Plaintiff in the
Motion could be granted under federal or Georgia law. No court has ever granted
relief of the nature and scope requested by the Plaintiff under any set of facts, let
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alone those averred in the Motion. This is a classic case in which “the cure [is]
worse than the alleged disease, at least insofar as the professed concern is with the
right of voters to cast effective ballots in a fair election.” Baber v. Dunlap, 349 F.
Supp. 3d 68, 76 (D. Me. 2018).
Even if Plaintiff’s allegations could support a finding of some sort of errors in
election administration, tossing out millions of votes in the presidential election is at
odds with established of law. Courts have refused to “believe that the framers of our
Constitution were so hypersensitive to ordinary human frailties as to lay down an
unrealistic requirement that elections be free of any error.” Powell v. Power, 436
F.2d 84, 88 (2d Cir. 1970). A finding that “the election process itself reaches the
point of patent and fundamental unfairness … must go well beyond the ordinary
dispute over the counting and marking of ballots.” Duncan v. Poythress, 657 F.2d
691, 703 (5th Cir. 1981) (quoting Griffin v. Burns, 570 F.2d 1065, 1077 (1st Cir.
1978)). The Eleventh Circuit has observed that “[i]n most cases, irregularities in state
elections are properly addressed at the state level, whether through state courts or
review by state election officials.” Burton v. State of Ga., 953 F.2d 1266, 1268 (11th
Cir. 1992). Only the most egregious election misconduct could conceivably justify
the sort of mass disenfranchisement Plaintiff seeks. See McMichael v. Napa County,
709 F.2d 1268, 1273–94 (9th Cir. 1983) (Kennedy, J., concurring) (invalidation of
election results “has been reserved for instances of willful or severe violations of
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established constitutional norms”). Even if proven likely true—which they have not
been—none of Plaintiffs’ allegations meet that standard.
The Georgia Supreme Court has similarly stated that “[i]t is not sufficient to
show irregularities which simply erode confidence in the outcome of the election.
Elections cannot be overturned on the basis of mere speculation.” Meade v.
Williamson, 745 S.E.2d 279, 285 (Ga. 2013) (emphasis added) (quoting Middleton
v. Smith, 539 S.E.2d 163 (Ga. 2000)). In this vein, that Court has held in a case where
Atlanta voters registered to vote at locations that were not authorized by state law
and voted in the 1981 Atlanta mayoral election, “the remedy of disenfranchisement
of voters registered in violation of the statute is so severe as to be unpalatable where
the good faith of the registrars is not disputed.” Malone v. Tison, 282 S.E.2d 84, 89
(Ga. 1981).
As a matter of law, the Motion—which does not demonstrate any concrete or
specific instances of fraud, systemic or otherwise—cannot support the extreme relief
requested. And far from curing any constitutional violation, the Plaintiff’s requested
injunction would create grave constitutional violations by invalidating the legal and
valid votes of millions of Georgia citizens, or by creating new election procedures.
4.

The Prohibition of Certification In Whole Or In Part Is
Disproportionate To Plaintiff’s Purported Injury And
Would Violate the U.S. Constitution

Plaintiff’s request that the Court prohibit certification of the election results is
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a disproportionate and unconstitutional response to the claims in the Motion.
Plaintiff asks the Court to enjoin certification of the 2020 election results on
a statewide basis in Georgia, or, in the alternative, to enjoin certification of results
that include the tabulation of defective absentee ballots. Mot. at 24. A statewide
injunction is improper. It is only in the rarest of circumstances that federal courts
have taken such drastic measures to prevent the certification of election results, and
only where the evidence establishes that there was a fundamental failure of the
election process. See Stein v. Cortés, 223 F. Supp. 3d 423 (E.D. Pa. 2016) (collecting
cases). The Motion does not show that Plaintiff is likely to succeed on his claims of
systemic or election worker error. Because Plaintiff’s attempt to circumvent the will
of the Georgia electorate “has no essential or important relationship to the claim for
relief,” his requested relief must be denied. Rees v. PNC Bank, N.A., 308 F.R.D. 266,
271 (N.D. Cal. 2015) (quoting Fantasy, Inc. v. Fogerty, 984 F.2d 1524, 1527 (9th
Cir. 1993)); Genter v. Allstate Property and Cas. Ins. Co., No. 11-cv-0709, 2011
WL 2533075, at *5 (W.D. Pa. June 24, 2011).5
Moreover, a judicial order nullifying Georgia’s election results would be
grossly inequitable because the Presidential election results must be determined by

5

See also Williamsburg Commons Condo. Ass’n v. State Farm Fire and Cas. Co.,
907 F. Supp. 2d 673, 680 (E.D. Pa. 2012) (granting motion to dismiss requested
relief).
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December 8, 2020, to benefit from the safe-harbor provision of the federal election
code and in any event by December 14, 2020, to ensure that Georgia’s electoral votes
will be counted. 3 U.S.C. §§ 5, 7; O.C.G.A. § 21-2-11 (electors must meet at noon
the day directed by Congress); see Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 110–111 (2000). To
meet this task, Georgia law requires the Secretary of State to compute the returns of
the election received by the various election superintendents and to provide such
results to the Governor by 5:00 PM on November 20—two days from now. O.C.G.A.
§ 21-2-499(b). After that, consistent with federal law, the Governor must the slate
of electors by issuing a certificate identifying such electors by 5:00 PM on
November 21. Id.; 3 U.S.C. § 6. This certification process constitutes an outside limit
on the ability of this Court to issue relief. Bush, 531 U.S. at 110-111. To prevent
state officials from meeting that deadline could throw the results of this election into
chaos, and could gravely undermine public confidence in the conduct of the
presidential election and in the rightful winner.
The requested relief would also violate the constitutional rights of Georgia
voters. Even if Plaintiff’s allegations were proven (they are not) and there were
isolated and sporadic incidents in which the election laws were violated, not by
voters but by election workers or other officials, this occurrence could not possibly
justify wide-scale disenfranchisement of Georgians. Such a remedy—unlike the
election irregularities Plaintiff alleges—would place an undue burden on the right to
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vote. See Ne. Ohio Coalition for Homeless v. Husted, 696 F.3d 580, 595, 597-98
(6th Cir. 2012) (holding rejecting ballots invalidly cast due to poll worker error likely
violates due process). Plaintiff’s unconstitutional prayer for relief must be rejected.
5.

Plaintiff’s Requested Declaratory Relief Is Disproportionate
and Itself Unconstitutional.

Plaintiff’s request for declaratory relief requiring a third counting of nearly
five million ballots and one-sided Republican only monitoring in both that process
and in the high-stakes January 5, 2021 run-off election is disproportionate (see Mot.
at 24), implausible, and wholly unsupported by either Georgia law or federal law.
The Plaintiff offers no legal or factual support to justify any of the forgoing
requests for declaratory relief. Georgia law already provides the mechanisms for a
recount of votes cast in a presidential election. O.C.G.A. § 21-2-495. The Plaintiff
asks that the Court declare an additional “recount” of the already conducted recount.
Georgia law does not provide for any additional subsequent recounts following the
initial requested recount of general election results—and Plaintiff’s Equal Protection
and Due Process claims are premised on the notion that going beyond the express
provision of the statute would violate the Georgia General Assembly’s constitutional
right to control the manner of the election under Article II, Section 1, Clause 2 of the
U.S. Constitution. Plaintiff cannot have it both ways.
Moreover, Plaintiff is essentially demanding that the Court grant the
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Republican Party an opportunity to conduct a wholly partisan, single-party recount
that has absolutely no basis in the law, is unprecedented, and would wrongfully
undermine public confidence in the legitimacy of the election results. This too is
contrary to Georgia law. For example, the Plaintiff requests that the Court allow the
Republican Party to have monitors observe signature match analysis in the January
5, 2021 runoff election in Georgia. Georgia law does not permit this. Georgia law
provides that poll watchers are permitted “for the purpose of observing the conduct
of the election and the counting and recording of votes.” O.C.G.A. § 21-2-408(d).
However, a 1990 opinion by the Attorney General of Georgia, in connection with
O.C.G.A. § 21–2–406 and O.C.G.A. § 21–2–384(d) stated that Georgia law stated
that no inspection of returned absentee ballots is allowed under Georgia law. 1990
Ga. Op. Atty. Gen. 60 (Ga. A.G.), Ga. Op. Atty. Gen. No. 90-31, 1990 WL 487258.
Even if Plaintiff’s claims were supported, this requested remedy is incongruous to
anything allowed or provided for by Georgia or federal law.
C.

Plaintiff’s Claims With Respect to the November 2020 Election
Are Barred by Laches

The doctrine of laches applies forcefully in the elections context to avoid
gamesmanship and precisely the kind of mass-disenfranchisement that Plaintiff
seeks. Plaintiff has plainly (1) “delay[ed] in asserting a right or a claim,” (2) without
excuse, (3) that delay would result in undue prejudice. AmBrit, Inc. v. Kraft, Inc.,
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812 F.2d 1531, 1545 (11th Cir. 1986) (setting out the laches factors); see also Amtrak
v. Morgan, 536 U.S. 101, 121-22 (2002) (laches “bars a plaintiff from maintaining
a suit if he unreasonably delays in filing a suit and as a result harms the defendant”);
United States v. Barfield, 396 F.3d 1144, 1150 (11th Cir. 2005); Costello v. United
States, 365 U.S. 265, 282 (1961); Plyman v. Glynn Cty., 578 S.E.2d 124, 126 (Ga.
2003) (Georgia law).
The settlement agreement to which Plaintiff objects was entered into and
made public in March 2020, eight full months before the November 3, 2020 general
election. See Mot. at 6 n.2 (citing March 6, 2020 public filing of the settlement
agreement). It was the subject of extensive publicity,6 and the relevant regulations
contemplated by the settlement agreement were adopted after a public notice and
comment period.7 And yet Plaintiff did nothing. Instead of bringing a timely
challenge, Plaintiff waited until after the procedures he objects to had been used to

See, e.g., Mark Niesse, Lawsuit settled, giving Georgia voters time to fix rejected
ballots, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (Mar. 7, 2020),
https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/lawsuit-settled-givinggeorgia-voters-time-fix-rejected-ballots/oJcZ4eCXf8J197AEdGfsSM/ (last visited
Nov. 19, 2020).
7
Georgia State Elections Board, Notice of Intent to Post a Rule of the State
Elections Board, Chapter 183-1-14 and Notice of Public Hearing (Mar. 5, 2020),
https://sos.ga.gov/admin/files/SEB%20Rule%20183.1.14.13%20Reposted%20Rul
es%20RE%20SEB%202.28.2020.pdf (scheduling public hearing for April 15,
2020).
6
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process the ballots of more than a million Georgians, and the outcome of the
election—which he disliked—was made known.
It is a bedrock rule of election law that challenges to election procedures to be
raised before the election is conducted. See Toney v. White, 488 F.2d 310, 314 (5th
Cir. 1973) (“[T]he law imposes the duty on parties having grievances based on
discriminatory practices to bring the grievances forward for pre-election
adjudication.”). This common-sense rule protects voters and the integrity of our
system of government: pre-election challenges allow problems to be fixed before the
election is held, without disrupting votes after they have been cast. See, e.g., Sw.
Voter Registration Educ. Project v. Shelley, 344 F.3d 914, 919 (9th Cir. 2003)
(“Interference with impending elections is extraordinary, and interference with an
election after voting has begun is unprecedented.”).
Since overturning the results of an election is an extraordinary intervention by
the judiciary into democratic processes, a challenge to election procedures should be
brought when there is still time to correct those procedures. See Gwinnett Cty.
NAACP v. Gwinnett Cty. Bd. of Registration and Elections, 446 F. Supp. 3d 1111,
1126-27 (N.D. Ga. 2020) (“Plaintiffs were not faced with a binary choice and should
have sought court intervention sooner.”); see also Republican Party of Pa. v. Cortes,
218 F. Supp. 3d 396, 404-05 (E.D. Pa. 2016) (declining to enjoin aspects of
Pennsylvania’s poll-watcher statute in case filed “eighteen days before the election,”
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observing that “Plaintiffs unreasonably delayed filing their Complaint and Motion,
something which weighs decidedly against granting the extraordinary relief they
seek”).
Were the law otherwise, parties could “lay by and gamble upon receiving a
favorable decision of the electorate and then, upon losing, seek to undo the ballot
results in a court action.” Hendon v. N.C. State Bd. of Elections, 710 F.2d 177, 182
(4th Cir. 1983) (quoting Toney v. White, 488 F.2d 310, 314 (5th Cir. 1973)); see also,
e.g., Carlson v. Ritchie, 830 N.W.2d 887, 892 (Minn. 2013) (“[P]etitioners cannot
wait until after elections are over to raise challenges that could have been addressed
before the election.”); Lewis v. Cayetano, 823 P.2d 738, 741 (Haw. 1992) (laches
barred post-election challenge to form of ballot, where voters had at least
constructive notice of the form for a month prior to the election). “Courts have been
wary lest the granting of post-election relief encourage sandbagging on the part of
wily plaintiffs.” Soules v. Kauaians for Nukolii Campaign Comm., 849 F.2d 1176,
1180 (11th Cir. 1988); see also, e.g., United States v. City of Cambridge, Md., 799
F.2d 137, 141 (4th Cir. 1986) (“[A] candidate or other election participants should
not be allowed to ambush an adversary or subvert the election process by
intentionally delaying a request for remedial action to see first whether they will be
successful at the polls.”). That is precisely what Plaintiff has done here. Plaintiffs’
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displeasure with the election results is no excuse for his delay in bringing his
objection to the procedures by which that election was conducted.
By waiting until after the end of vote counting, Plaintiff now tries to cast a
cloud over ballots cast in good faith by millions of Georgia voters, including those
of Proposed Intervenors President Woodall, Ms. Butler, and Rev. Ivey, who took all
necessary steps to ensure that their voices count in this election. Even assuming
arguendo that there were problems with the conduct of the election and that any such
conduct gave rise to constitutional concerns, if Plaintiff had timely asserted these
claims, Defendants would have had the opportunity to address the concern. But
having sat on his objections for eight months, laches now bars Plaintiff’s claims.
CONCLUSION
For all of these reasons, Proposed Interveners respectfully urge the Court to
deny Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion for Injunctive Relief.
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STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT
Oral argument is unnecessary. As shown in the Appellees’
response to the Court’s Jurisdictional Questions, this Court lacks
jurisdiction over the district court’s denial of Appellant’s motion
for a temporary restraining order, and the case has been mooted
by the certification of the slate of presidential electors by the
Secretary of State and Governor. Even if this Court determines
that it has jurisdiction over the appeal, the district court’s order
denying Appellant’s motion for a temporary restraining order is
grounded in well-established precedent of this Court and the
Supreme Court. Appellant raises no novel or unsettled issues of
law. The facts and legal arguments are adequately presented in
the briefs, and the decisional process would not be significantly
aided by oral argument.
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES
1.

Whether Wood has Article III standing to challenge

measures to implement signature verification for absentee ballots,
or alleged deficiencies in poll watcher access to post-election audit
procedures, where he alleged no cognizable injury in fact.
2.

Whether this action seeking to prevent certification of

Georgia’s election is moot because the election has been certified.
3.

Whether this action is barred by laches.

4.

Whether the district court otherwise abused its

discretion in denying Appellant’s motion for a temporary
restraining order because he was not likely to succeed on the
merits of his Equal Protection, Due Process, and Elections Clause
claims, and failed to satisfy the remaining TRO factors.
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INTRODUCTION
This case involves a constitutional challenge to the Georgia
presidential election by Appellant L. Lin Wood, Jr. (“Wood”). Wood
seeks extraordinary relief: that this Court instruct the district
court to enter an injunction “declaring that the election results are
defective” and order the Secretary of State to “re-do” the election.
(Appellant’s Brief, at 19.)
Georgia’s presidential electors were selected by popular vote,
as provided by state law. The results of this election were certified
by the Secretary of State and the Governor on November 20, 2020.
Wood cites to no historical or legal precedent for a federal court to
“de-certify” a state’s slate of presidential electors selected in the
manner established by that state’s legislature. Even if the Court
determines it has jurisdiction to consider this interlocutory
appeal, it is impossible for the Court to grant Wood’s requested
relief, and the case should be dismissed as moot.
Wood’s motion also fails on the merits. He argues that
“Georgia’s election tallies are suspect and tainted with
impropriety” (Appellant’s Brief, at 13), but he offered no evidence
supporting this claim in the proceedings below. Wood does not
allege that his vote or any vote was not properly counted. He
presented no evidence of any ballots that were fraudulent, cast by
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an illegal voter, or otherwise invalid. His motion is based entirely
upon speculation and conjecture that invalid votes may have been
counted, premised on a misunderstanding of Georgia’s procedures
for verifying absentee ballots. Contrary to Wood’s assertion, the
verification procedures do not conflict with state law, and there is
no evidence that the procedures were applied in an arbitrary or
disparate manner by county elections officials.
Presented with a similar record, the Third Circuit recently
rejected a challenge seeking to overturn Pennsylvania’s
presidential election results based upon alleged irregularities in
the processing of absentee ballots. Donald J. Trump for President,

Inc. v. Sec’y Pennsylvania, No. 20-3371, 2020 U.S. App. LEXIS
37346 (3d Cir. Nov. 27, 2020). Noting the absence of evidence of
fraud or unlawful votes, the Court concluded that “tossing out
millions of mail-in ballots would be drastic and unprecedented,
disenfranchising a huge swath of the electorate and upsetting all
down-ballot races too. That remedy would be grossly
disproportionate to the procedural challenges raised.” Id. at *6.
The record here also does not support the drastic and
unprecedented remedy of setting aside the certified presidential
election results. Like every state, Georgia has a compelling
interest in preserving the integrity of its election process.
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“Confidence in the integrity of our electoral processes is essential
to the functioning of our participatory democracy.” Purcell v.

Gonzalez, 549 U.S. 1, 4 (2006). For this reason, “[v]oters, not
lawyers, choose the President. Ballots, not briefs, decide
elections.” Donald J. Trump for President, 2020 U.S. App. LEXIS
37346 at *30. Public confidence in the electoral process would
certainly be undermined by a court invalidating the certified
results of a presidential election in which nearly 5 million
Georgians cast ballots. This Court should decline Wood’s legally
unsupportable efforts to overturn the expressed will of the voters
and affirm the decision of the district court.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
On November 13, 2020, ten days after Election Day, Wood
filed a Complaint against the Secretary of State and the members
of the State Election Board (collectively, “State Defendants”),
asserting claims under the Equal Protection, Due Process, and
Elections and Electors Clauses. Four days later, Wood filed an
emergency motion for a temporary restraining order, asking the
district court to enjoin the Secretary of State from certifying the
results of the general election unless 1.3 million absentee ballots
cast by Georgia voters were excluded from the tabulation. The
district court promptly held a hearing on Wood’s emergency
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motion and issued an oral ruling denying the motion at the
conclusion of the hearing, followed by a written order on
November 20, 2020. The same day, the Secretary of State and
Governor of Georgia certified Georgia’s slate of presidential
electors.
A. Relevant Background
1.

Georgia’s Absentee Ballot Procedures

Absentee ballots for the 2020 general election were processed
by county election officials according to the procedures established
by the Georgia legislature. These procedures were part of HB 316,
bipartisan legislation passed in 2019 to reform the state’s election
code and implement a new electronic voting system. The reforms
kept in place Georgia’s policy of “no excuse” absentee voting, but
modified the technical requirements for absentee ballots. HB 316
modified the language of the oath on the outer absentee ballot
envelope to leave the signature requirement but remove the
elector’s address and date of birth. See O.C.G.A. § 21-2-384.
Further, HB 316 added a “cure” provision, which requires election
officials to give a voter until three days after the date of the
election to cure an issue with the voter’s signature before rejecting
an absentee ballot for a missing or mismatched signature on the
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outer envelope. See O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(C). The”cure”
provision was added to the statute’s requirement that election
officials “promptly notify” the voter of a rejected absentee ballot
due to a missing or mismatched signature.
2.

Prior Litigation Over the Notice and Cure Provisions
for Absentee Ballots

On November 6, 2019, the Democratic Party of Georgia,
DSCC, and DCCC (collectively, “Political Party Organizations”)
sued the State Defendants, alleging that the “promptly notify”
language of O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(C) was vague and ill-defined
and left counties without standards for verifying signatures on
absentee ballots. (App’x Vol. I at 144-49).
While that action was pending, the State Election Board
(“SEB”) approved a rule that established a uniform standard for
counties to follow to “promptly notify” voters when their absentee
ballot is rejected as required by O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(C). The
rule provides that when a timely submitted absentee ballot is
rejected, the board of registrars or absentee ballot clerk must send
the voter notice of the rejection and opportunity to cure within
three business days, or by the next business day if within ten days
of Election Day. Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 183-1-14-.13 (the “Prompt
Notification Rule”).
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The Prompt Notification Rule was adopted pursuant to the
SEB’s rule-making authority under O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31(2). It
provides a uniform three-day standard for “prompt” notification
required by O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(C) when an absentee ballot
is rejected, so that all counties give notice in a uniform manner.
The Prompt Notification Rule was promulgated pursuant to the
Georgia Administrative Procedure Act, published for public
comment, and discussed at multiple public hearings before it
became effective on March 22, 2020.
Because the Prompt Notification Rule resolved the issues in
the pending lawsuit, the parties resolved the matter in a
settlement agreement that included, among other terms, an
agreement that (1) the State Election Board would promulgate
and enforce the Prompt Notification Rule; and (2) the Secretary of
State would issue guidance to county election officials regarding
the signature matching process. (App’x Vol. I at 144-49).
On May 1, 2020, the Secretary of State distributed an Official
Election Bulletin (“OEB”), advising county election officials of the
Prompt Notification Rule and providing guidance for reviewing
signatures on absentee-ballot envelopes. (App’x Vol. III at 157-64).
The OEB instructed that after an election official makes an initial
determination that the signature on the absentee ballot envelope
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does not match the signature on file for the voter pursuant to
O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(B) and (C), two additional registrars,
deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks should also review the
signature, and the ballot should be rejected if at least two of the
three officials agree that the signature does not match. (Id. at 16263). The OEB expressly instructs county officials to comply with
state law. (Id.)
Contrary to Plaintiff ’s claim that the Prompt Notification
Rule and the OEB have significantly disrupted the signature
verification process, these measures have had no detectable effect
on the absentee ballot rejection rate since the last general election
in 2018. (App’x Vol. III at 157-58). An analysis of the number of
absentee-ballot rejections for signature issues for 2020 as
compared to 2018 found that the rejection rate for absentee ballots
with missing or non-matching signatures in the 2020 general
election was 0.15%; the same rejection rate for signature issues as
in 2018 before the new measures were implemented. ( Id.)
3.

The Post-Election Audit

Following the general election, the Secretary of State ordered
a statewide risk-limiting audit pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 21-2-498
(the “Audit”). The Audit included a manual—by hand—tabulation
of all ballots cast in the presidential election, which was conducted
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at the county level. (App’x Vol. III at 158-59). Although O.C.G.A.
§ 21-2-498 does not explicitly call for poll watchers, the Secretary
of State issued guidance to county election officials to ensure
political parties the opportunity to have one designated monitor
for every ten audit teams, with a minimum of two designated
monitors in each county per party per room. (App’x Vol. III at 16669). The manual tabulation for the Audit was conducted solely by
county election officials, and the State Defendants had no control
over the manner in which counties instructed, placed, or
interacted with monitors. (App’x Vol. III at 158-59).
Following the Audit, on November 20, 2020, the Secretary of
State and the Governor certified the final tabulation of votes,
including the slate of presidential electors, as required by law. See
O.C.G.A. § 21-2-499(b).
B. Proceedings Below
Wood filed this action on November 13, 2020. His Complaint,
as amended, asserts three constitutional counts: (1) that the
Litigation Settlement violates the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment (Count I); (2) that the Litigation
Settlement violates the Electors and Elections Clauses of Articles
I and II (Count II); and (3) a Due Process claim based upon the
allegation that the State Defendants denied Republican party
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monitors meaningful access to observe and monitor the tabulation
of votes or the statewide Audit (Count III). (App’x Vol. I at 79-91).
On November, 17, 2020, Wood filed an emergency motion for a
temporary restraining order (“TRO”), asking the district court to
enjoin the Secretary of State from certifying the results of the
general election unless 1.3 million absentee ballots cast by
Georgia voters were excluded from the tabulation. On November
19, 2020, the district court held an evidentiary hearing on Wood’s
emergency motion, and issued an oral ruling denying the motion
at the conclusion of the hearing. On November 20, 2020, the
district court issued a written order denying Wood’s motion. The
State Defendants moved to dismiss for lack of subject matter
jurisdiction under FED. R. CIV. P. 12(b)(1). Before the district court
could rule on the motion, however, Wood moved for interlocutory
appellate review of the district court’s order denying his motion for
a TRO, followed a day later by a notice of appeal.
C.

Standard of Review

This Court reviews a district court’s denial of a motion for
temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction “only for
abuse of discretion.” Long v. Sec’y, Dep’t of Corr., 924 F.3d 1171,
1175 (11th Cir. 2013).
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The district court did not abuse its discretion in denying
Wood’s emergency motion for a TRO, and the Court should affirm
that decision and remand the case with instructions to dismiss the
action for lack of subject matter jurisdiction and mootness.
Wood’s TRO motion sought to enjoin the certification of the
presidential election results based upon two factual allegations:
(1) that State Defendants and the Democratic Party of Georgia
entered into a March 2020 settlement agreement that altered the
process by which counties verify voter signatures on absentee
ballots in a way that allegedly violates the Georgia election code;
and (2) that Republican poll watchers were not permitted to
observe the vote tabulations or post-election Audit.1 The district
court correctly held that neither of these theories present a legally
cognizable claim under the Equal Protection, Elections, and Due
Process clauses.

First, as a threshold matter, the district court lacks subject
matter jurisdiction over the action because Wood cannot
demonstrate Article III standing. Wood has not shown a concrete
On appeal, Wood does not argue his due process claim based
upon the allegation that poll watchers were denied proper access
to observe, and has therefore abandoned this claim. ( See
Appellant’s Brief, at 12).
1
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and particularized injury to his own individual right to vote.
Instead, he asserts a generalized grievance about the operation
and application of state law, which is insufficient to establish
standing.

Second, Wood’s claims are moot. Wood’s TRO motion sought to
prevent certification of the presidential election results, but the
election has now been certified, thus mooting his requested relief.

Third, this suit is barred by laches. Wood inexcusably delayed
in seeking relief until the eve of the State’s certification, after the
election and months after the State Defendants had promulgated
rules and guidance regarding the processing of absentee ballots
that Wood now challenges. More than 1.3 million absentee ballots
were cast in the presidential election, and they have already been
verified, tabulated, certified, audited, and included as part of the
certified results. Wood’s inexcusable delay is extremely prejudicial
to the Secretary of State’s ability to perform his statutory duties,
as well as to Georgia voters who cast their ballots with the
reasonable and legitimate expectation that their legally cast votes
would be counted.

Fourth, Wood fails to clearly prove the required elements for a
temporary restraining order. As the district court’s well-reasoned
order explained, he is not likely to succeed on the merits of his
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constitutional claims, faces no irreparable harm, and the balance
of the equities and public interest weigh strongly against an
unprecedented injunction overturning the certified results of a
presidential election.
ARGUMENT
The district court lacks subject-matter jurisdiction because
Wood cannot establish Article III standing.
Federal courts have an independent obligation to ensure that
subject-matter jurisdiction exists before reaching the merits of a
dispute. Jacobson v. Fla. Sec’y of State, 974 F.3d 1236, 1245 (11th
Cir. 2020). Article III of the Constitution limits the subject-matter
jurisdiction of federal courts to “Cases” and “Controversies.” U.S.
Const. art. III, § 2. A party invoking federal jurisdiction bears the
burden of establishing standing at the commencement of the
lawsuit. Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 561 (1992).
As an irreducible constitutional minimum, Wood must show he
has (1) suffered an injury in fact, (2) that is fairly traceable to the
challenged conduct of the defendant, and (3) that is likely to be
redressed by a favorable judicial decision. Id. at 561. As the party
invoking federal jurisdiction, Wood bears the burden at the
pleadings phase of “clearly alleg[ing] facts demonstrating each
element.” Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540, 1547 (2016).
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Standing must be demonstrated “for each claim he seeks to press
and for each form of relief that is sought.” Town of Chester, N.Y. v.

Laroe Estates, Inc., 137 S. Ct. 1645, 1650 (2017).
Injury in fact is “the first and foremost of standing’s three
elements.” Spokeo, 136 S. Ct. at 1547-48. A plaintiff must show he
suffered “an invasion of a legally protected interest that is
concrete and particularized and actual or imminent, not
conjectural or hypothetical.” Id. at 1548. Federal courts are not a
“forum for generalized grievances” for claims that are “plainly
undifferentiated and common to all members of the public.” Lance

v. Coffman, 549 U.S. 437, 439, 441 (2007). Therefore, a plaintiff
must demonstrate “a personal stake in the outcome” that is
“distinct from a generally available grievance about government.”

Gill v. Whitford, 138 S. Ct. 1916, 1923 (2018).
Wood’s pleadings fail to clearly allege facts demonstrating an
injury in fact. Wood alleges that he has standing “as a qualified
elector and registered voter” and that he “made donations to
various Republican candidates on the ballot for the November 3,
2020 general elections, and his interests are aligned with those of
the Georgia Republican Party for the purposes of the instant
lawsuit.” (App’x Vol. I at 59). However, these factual allegations
are no more than a generalized grievance, as Wood fails to point to
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any injury that affects him “in a personal and individual way,”
rather than as part of the voting public. Spokeo, 136 S. Ct. at
1548.
A.

Wood lacks standing to bring his equal protection claim.

Wood’s equal protection claim is premised on a vote-dilution
theory, namely, that the procedures for verifying signatures on
absentee ballot envelopes subjected him to “arbitrary and
disparate treatment” that diluted his vote. (Appellant’s Brief at
24). The district court correctly concluded that this claim was a
generalized grievance insufficient to establish standing because
Wood “does not differentiate his alleged injury from any harm felt
in precisely the same manner by every Georgia voter.” (App’x Vol.
IV at 48).
This Court squarely rejected Wood’s generalized theory of vote
dilution as a basis for standing in Jacobson. In that case, two
individual voters argued that Florida’s ballot-order statute diluted
their votes by allowing Republican candidates to reap the alleged
benefit of a “primacy” effect due to their top placement on the
ballot. 974 F.3d at 1246. This Court first rejected the argument
that all voters have standing to bring claims involving voting
rights, stating, “the Supreme Court has made clear that ‘a
person’s right to vote is individual and personal in nature,’ so
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‘voters who allege facts showing disadvantage to themselves as
individuals have standing to sue.’” Id. (quoting Gill, 138 S. Ct. at
1929). It then held that plaintiffs’ dilution theory did not establish
an injury in fact because plaintiffs offered no evidence “showing
disadvantage to themselves as individuals.” Id.
This Court similarly rejected the voters’ party affiliation as a
basis for standing, stating, “[a] candidate’s electoral loss does not,
by itself, injure those who voted for the candidate,” as “[v]oters
have no judicially enforceable interest in the outcome of the
election.” Id.
Like in Jacobson, Wood does not allege that he had “any
difficulty in voting for [his] preferred candidate or otherwise
participating in the political process.” Id. He fails to make any
particularized showing how his in-person vote was affected or
treated differently by the state’s procedures for processing
absentee ballots. Rather, Wood speculates that invalid absentee
ballots may have been counted, which allegedly dilutes his vote.
(Appellant’s Brief, at 23). Even assuming Wood had offered any
evidence at all that invalid absentee ballots were counted, “such
an alleged dilution is suffered equally by all voters and is not
particularized for standing purposes.” Bognet v. Secretary
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, No. 20-3214, 2020 U.S. App.
LEXIS 35639, at *12 (3d Cir. Nov. 13, 2020).
B.

Wood lacks standing to bring his claim under the
Elections Clause.

Wood’s Elections Clause claim is that State Defendants
instituted a procedure for processing absentee ballots that
conflicts with state law and the Georgia legislature’s authority to
regulate elections under the Elections clauses. (Appellant’s Brief
at 26-28). However, the Supreme Court has been clear that
allegations that state officials have not followed the law is
“precisely the kind of undifferentiated, generalized grievance
about the conduct of government that we have refused to
countenance in the past.” Lance, 549 U.S. at 442.
Federal courts are not venues for parties to assert a bare
right “to have the Government act in accordance with law.” Allen

v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 754 (1984). The Third Circuit recently
rejected a similar claim in Bognet, holding that individual voters
lacked standing to sue for alleged injuries attributable to a state
government’s alleged violations of the Elections Clause and
Electors Clause. 2020 U.S. App. LEXIS 35639 at *19. That court
stated, “[b]ecause Plaintiffs are not the General Assembly, nor do
they bear any conceivable relationship to state lawmaking
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processes, they lack standing to sue over the alleged usurpation of
the General Assembly’s rights under the Elections and Electors
Clauses.” Id. at *21; see also Dillard v. Chilton Cty. Comm’n, 495
F.3d 1324, 1332-33 (11th Cir. 2007) (holding that an allegation
that the law has not been followed is “the kind of undifferentiated,
generalized grievance about the conduct of government” that will
not satisfy standing).
C.

Wood lacks standing to bring his due process claim.

Wood’s standing to assert his due process claim is even more
tenuous because he attempts to assert claims on behalf of thirdparty Republican poll watchers, whom he alleges were denied “the
opportunity to observe the [Audit] in any meaningful way” by
county elections officials. (See App’x Vol. I at 134-35). Wood does
not allege that he personally attempted to serve as a poll watcher
or that the State Defendants participated in denying him or any
other poll watchers the opportunity to observe the Audit. Not only
is Wood’s claim a generalized grievance rather than a
particularized injury, none of the parties involved in the alleged
conduct—the Republican poll watchers and the county election
officials—are parties to this action.
Wood cannot satisfy the criteria to assert standing on behalf
of third-party poll watchers. To do so, he must (1) “have suffered
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an ‘injury-in-fact’ that gives [him] a ‘sufficiently concrete interest’
in the dispute”; (2) “have a close relationship to the third party”;
and (3) “there must be a hindrance to the third party’s ability to
protect its own interests.” Aaron v. Private Clinic Mgmt. LLC v.

Berry, 912 F.3d 1330, 1339 (11th Cir. 2019) (citation omitted); see
also Bognet, 2020 U.S. App. LEXIS 35639, *21. Wood makes no
such allegations here.
Moreover, the alleged injury to the third-party poll watchers
is not traceable to any action by the State Defendants. Wood’s
grievance is with county election officials whom he alleges
excluded poll watchers from observing the Audit. Wood does not
allege that any of the State Defendants controlled or even
participated in this conduct. As this Court has held, “[t]o satisfy
the causation requirement of standing, a plaintiff ’s injury must be
‘fairly traceable to the challenged action of the defendant, and not
the result of the independent action of some third party not before
the court.’” Jacobson, 974 F.3d at 1253 (citation omitted); see also

Hollywood Mobile Estates Ltd. v. Seminole Tribe of Fla. , 641 F.3d
1259, 1265 (11th Cir. 2011) (holding that an injury sufficient to
establish standing cannot “result [from] the independent action of
some third party not before the court.”).
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Wood’s claims are moot.
Even if Wood could establish Article III standing, his claims
have been mooted by the State’s certification of the presidential
electors. Because the case “no longer presents a live controversy
with respect to which the court can give meaningful relief,” it is
moot. Troiano v. Supervisor of Elections in Palm Beach Cty., Fla.,
382 F.3d 1276, 1282 (11th Cir. 2004). Mootness is jurisdictional—
because a federal court may only adjudicate cases and
controversies, a ruling that cannot provide meaningful relief is an
impermissible advisory opinion. Id.; see also Christian Coal. of

Fla., Inc. v. United States, 662 F.3d 1182, 1189 (11th Cir. 2011)
(noting that because jurisdiction is limited to “cases” and
“controversies,” a case is moot when it no longer presents a live
controversy as to which a court can give meaningful relief); Brooks

v. Ga. State Bd. of Elections, 59 F.3d 1114, 1118 (11th Cir. 1995)
(explaining that an appeal is moot where it is “impossible for the
court to grant any effectual relief whatever to a prevailing party”).
Wood’s claims are barred by laches.
The district court also correctly held that Wood’s claims are
barred by laches. Laches bars a request for equitable relief when
(1) the plaintiff delays in asserting the claim; (2) the delay is not
excusable; and (3) the delay causes the non-moving party undue
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prejudice. United States v. Barfield, 396 F.3d 1144, 1150 (11th Cir.
2005). In the context of elections, “any claim against a state
electoral procedure must be expressed expeditiously.” Fulani v.

Hogsett, 917 F.2d 1028, 1031 (7th Cir. 1990) (citing Williams v.
Rhodes, 393 U.S. 23, 34-35 (1968)). As time passes, the state’s
interest in proceeding with the election increases in importance as
resources are committed and irrevocable decisions are made. Id.
Wood offers no reasonable excuse or evidence explaining his
failure to bring his challenge to the Litigation Settlement prior to
the election, before election officials began—and completed—
validating signatures on absentee ballot envelopes for the general
election. And there is no question in this context that delay has
substantially prejudiced the State Defendants, as well as the
members of the public who have cast legal ballots.
Where, as here, an election has already been conducted, any
harm that might arise from an alleged constitutional violation
must be weighed against “such countervailing equitable factors as
the extremely disruptive effect of election invalidation and the
havoc it wreaks upon local political continuity.” Soules v. Kauaians

for Nukolii Campaign Committee, 849 F.2d 1176, 1177 (9th Cir.
1988). For this reason, “if aggrieved parties, without adequate
explanation, do not come forward before the election, they will be
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barred from the equitable relief of overturning the results of the
election.” Id. at 1180-81 (citing Hendon v. North Carolina State

Bd. of Elections, 710 F.2d 177, 182-83 (4th Cir. 1983)). To hold
otherwise “permit[s], if not encourage[s], parties who could raise a
claim to lay by and gamble upon receiving a favorable decision of
the electorate and then, upon losing, seek to undo the ballot
results in a court action.” Toney v. White, 488 F.2d 310, 314 (5th
Cir. 1973).
Wood fails to satisfy the requirements for a TRO.
Even if Wood could overcome the jurisdictional defects that
are fatal to his claims, the district court correctly held that he still
failed to satisfy the requirements for a TRO.
“A preliminary injunction is an extraordinary remedy never
awarded as of right.” Winter v. Natural Res. Def. Council, 555 U.S.
7, 24 (2008). To prevail on his motion, Wood is required to show:
(1) a substantial likelihood of prevailing on the merits; (2) that the
plaintiff will suffer irreparable injury unless the injunction issues;
(3) that the threatened injury to the movant outweighs whatever
damages the proposed injunction may cause the opposing party;
and (4) the injunction would not be adverse to the public interest.

Duke v. Cleland, 954 F.2d 1526, 1529 (11th Cir. 1992). The Court
“should pay particular regard for the public consequences in
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employing the extraordinary remedy of injunction.” Winter, 555
U.S. at 24.
A.

Wood is not substantially likely to succeed on the merits.
1.

Wood’s equal protection claim fails.

Wood fails to articulate a legally cognizable claim under the
Equal Protection clause. Typically, when deciding a constitutional
challenge to state election laws, federal courts apply the

Anderson-Burdick framework that balances the burden on the
voter with the state’s interest in the voting regulation. Crawford v.

Marion Cty. Election Bd., 553 U.S. 181, 190 (2008); Democratic
Exec. Comm. of Fla. v. Lee, 915 F.3d 1312, 1318-19 (11th Cir.
2019).
But Wood’s equal protection claim does not even implicate

Anderson-Burdick, because he fails to articulate how the
Litigation Settlement burdens his right to vote in the first place.
Both the Prompt Notification Rule and the OEB guidance are
facially neutral, and Wood does not explain how either values one
person’s vote over another or treats voters arbitrarily or
disparately.
The Supreme Court’s decision in Bush v. Gore does not
support Wood’s claim. There, the Supreme Court found a violation
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of equal protection where certain counties were utilizing
“arbitrary and disparate” standards for what constituted a legal
vote in the 2000 Florida recount. Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 105
(2000). Here, the Prompt Notification Rule and OEB guidance do
the exact opposite: they provide uniform and consistent standards
in complete harmony with the statutory framework for each
county to employ when verifying signatures on absentee ballot
envelopes, in order to avoid the kind of ad hoc standards that
varied from county to county that the Supreme Court found
unconstitutional in Bush v. Gore.
Wood also asserts a vote dilution theory in support of his
equal protection claim, but that fails as well. This theory is based
upon his speculation that county elections officials may not have
properly verified the signatures on all absentee ballots,
purportedly allowing some invalid absentee ballots to be counted,
which in turn dilutes his vote. Wood offers no evidence that this
actually happened, but nevertheless, it is not a recognized theory
of vote dilution.
Vote dilution under the equal protection clause is “concerned
with votes being weighed differently.” Bognet, 2020 WL 6686120,
at *31. But Wood cannot analogize his equal protection claim to
gerrymandering cases in which votes were weighted differently, as
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in Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 369 U.S. 186 (1962), which Wood cites
but is inapposite here. Wood’s argument is based “solely upon
state officials’ alleged violation of state law that does not cause
unequal treatment.” Bognet, 2020 WL 6686120, at *31. However,
“if dilution of lawfully cast ballots by the ‘unlawful’ counting of
invalidly cast ballots were a true equal-protection problem, then it
would transform every violation of state election law…into a
potential federal equal-protection claim.” Id. at *32; see also

Jacobson, 974 F.3d at 1247 (rejecting partisan vote dilution claim).
2.

Wood’s claim under the Elections Clause fails.

The Elections Clause provides that “[t]he Times, Places, and
Manner of holding elections for Senators and Representatives,
shall be prescribed in each State by the Legislature thereof.” U.S.
Const. art. I, § 4, cl. 1. Wood contends that the State Defendants
have usurped the power of the legislature by “imposing a different
procedure for handling defective absentee ballots” than the one
specified by statute. Yet he concedes that the State Defendants
have the authority, delegated by the legislature, “[t]o formulate,
adopt, and promulgate such rules and regulations … as will be
conducive to the fair, legal, and orderly conduct of primaries and
elections” so long as those rules are “consistent with law.”
O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31(2). Thus, Wood’s claim depends on the
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assumption that the rules and guidance resulting from the
Litigation Settlement are inconsistent with Georgia’s election
code.
They are not.
When an absentee ballot is defective because of a signature
mismatch, the statute provides that “[t]he board of registrars or
absentee ballot clerk shall promptly notify the elector of such
rejection, [and] a copy of [that] notification shall be retained in the
files of the board of registrars or absentee ballot clerk.” O.C.G.A. §
21-2-386(a)(1)(C). Once notified, the elector has the opportunity to
“cure” any defects so the ballot may be counted. See id. The
Litigation Settlement (and subsequent OEB guidance to county
officials) merely clarifies the specifics of that procedure. If the
clerk determines that a signature does not match, the clerk “must
seek review from two other … absentee ballot clerks,” and a ballot
will only be rejected if a majority of the consulted clerks agree that
the signatures do not match. Nothing about these procedures
supplants or contradicts the text of the statute.
3.

Wood’s due process claim fails.

Wood’s due process claim is premised on the allegation that
Republican and Trump campaign poll watchers were denied full
access to the tabulation of votes and subsequent Audit. While
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Wood raised this claim below in support of his motion for a TRO,
he does not raise it on appeal, and appears to have abandoned it.
Nevertheless, the district court correctly held that Wood failed to
articulate a discernable due process claim, under either
procedural or substantive due process.
As the district court noted, there is no constitutional right to
serve as a poll watcher; rather, the right is conferred by statute.

See, e.g., Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. v. Boockvar, No.
2:20-cv-966, 2020 WL 5997680, at *67 (W.D. Pa. Oct. 10, 2020)

Republican Party of Penn. v. Cortes, 218 F. Supp. 3d 396, 408
(E.D. Pa. 2016).
Wood fails to cite any statutory process he claims poll
watchers were denied. He also does not allege that State
Defendants are the ones who denied access to poll watchers to
observe a process that was taking place at the county level. While
the Secretary issued OEB guidance instructing counties to allow
party monitors to observe the Audit, if any county failed to comply
with this guidance, any legal claim should have been brought by
the monitors or the affected political party against the county at
the time of the alleged violation.
With respect to substantive due process, Wood’s claim is
nothing more than a “garden variety” election dispute that this
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Court has held does not rise to the level of a constitutional
deprivation. Curry v. Baker, 802 F.2d 1302, 1314 (11th Cir. 1986).
“Although federal courts closely scrutinize state laws whose very
design infringes on the rights of voters, federal courts will not
intervene to examine the validity of individual ballots or supervise
the administrative details of a local election.” Id. It is only where
the election process “reaches the point of patent and fundamental
unfairness” that a violation of due process may be indicated. Id. at
15; see also Duncan v. Poythress, 657 F.2d 691, 700 (5th Cir. 1981)
(holding that due process only prohibits action by state officials
which “seriously undermine[s] the fundamental fairness of the
electoral process.”).
B.

Wood faces no irreparable harm.

Wood fails to articulate any specific harm that he faces if his
requested relief is not granted, other than the vague claim that an
infringement on the right to vote constitutes irreparable harm.
However, as discussed above, Wood does not even allege that his
right to vote was denied or infringed in any way—only that his
preferred candidate lost. This is not a valid claim of harm or a
justifiable basis for excluding legally-cast ballots. Jacobson, 974
F.3d at 1246 (“Voters have no judicially enforceable interest in the
outcome of an election.”).
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The balance of equities weighs against a TRO.

“Confidence in the integrity of our electoral process is
essential to the functioning of our participatory democracy,” and
court orders affecting elections “can themselves result in voter
confusion and consequent incentive to remain away from the
polls.” Purcell, 549 U. S. at 4-5. For this reason, the Supreme
Court “has repeatedly emphasized that lower federal courts
should ordinarily not alter the election rules on the eve of an
election.” Republican Nat’l Comm. v. Democratic Nat’l Comm ., 140
S.Ct. 1205, 1207 (April 6, 2020) (per curiam); see also New Ga.

Project, 976 F.3d 1278, 1283 (11th Cir. 2020) (“[W]e are not on the
eve of the election—we are in the middle of it, with absentee
ballots already printed and mailed. An injunction here would thus
violate Purcell’s well-known caution against federal courts
mandating new election rules—especially at the last minute.”)
Here, the election has already been conducted, and the slate
of presidential electors has been certified. Granting Wood’s
requested relief would only serve to “disenfranchise [] voters or
sidestep the expressed will of the people.” Donald J. Trump for

President, 2020 U.S. App. LEXIS 37346 at *28. It was not an
abuse of discretion for the district court to recognize the
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extraordinary harm to the public and the integrity of Georgia’s
election system that would result from Wood’s requested relief.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons set out above, the district court did not abuse
its discretion in denying Wood’s motion for a TRO, and this Court
should affirm that order. Moreover, because Wood failed to
establish standing and this case is moot, the Court should remand
the case to the district court with instructions to dismiss the
action for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.
Respectfully submitted, this 1st day of December, 2020.
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INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE
As detailed in the accompanying Motion for Leave to File Brief of Amici

Curiae, amici curiae are two organizations representing Georgia voters and three
individual Georgians, each of whom has a strong interest in this litigation. Amici
moved to intervene in the district court. Although the district court has not yet ruled
on the motion, it permitted amici to participate in the November 19, 2020 hearing.
The Georgia State Conference of the NAACP (“Georgia NAACP”) is a
non-profit advocacy group for civil rights for Black Americans with approximately
10,000 members. Georgia NAACP has been working to educate Black Georgia
voters on different voting methods available during the COVID-19 pandemic and
has conducted phone banking to assist Georgia voters. Georgia NAACP also has
members, including individual amici President James Woodall and Rev. Melvin
Ivey, who voted in the November election and who are at risk of being
disenfranchised if the election results are thrown out.
The Georgia Coalition for the People’s Agenda (“GCPA”) is a coalition of
more than 30 organizations that encourages voter registration and participation,
particularly among African-American and other underrepresented communities. For
the November 2020 election, GCPA participated in media interviews, sponsored
Public Service Announcements, placed billboard ads, and conducted outreach to
educate voters and to encourage participation in the 2020 election cycle. GCPA
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members, including amica Ms. Helen Butler, voted in the November election and
are at risk of being disenfranchised if the election results are thrown out.
II.

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
1. Whether the Plaintiff’s appeal is moot because the November election
results have been certified by Georgia officials.
2. Whether the Plaintiff lacks standing.
3. Whether the Plaintiff’s claims are barred by laches.
4. Whether the district court correctly denied injunctive relief on the merits.

III.

AUTHORITY TO FILE BRIEF OF AMICI CURIAE
As noted in the accompanying Motion for Leave to File Brief as Amici Curiae,

Defendants-Appellees Brad Raffensperger, et al. (“Defendants”) and Intervenor
Defendants-Appellees the Democratic Party of Georgia, Inc., et al. (“Intervenor
Defendants”) have consented to the filing of this amicus brief. Plaintiff-Appellant L.
Lin Wood (“Plaintiff”) has declined to consent.
IV.

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
There has been a rash of meritless post-election litigation in swing states

seeking to undermine or even invalidate the results of the November 3, 2020 general
election. State and federal courts have rejected every one of those cases.1 As the

1

See, e.g., Emily Bazelon, Trump Is Not Doing Well With His Election Lawsuits.
Here’s a Rundown, NY Times (updated Nov. 25, 2020), available at
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/13/us/politics/trump-election-lawsuits.html.
-2-
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Third Circuit recently wrote in rejecting a case similar to this one: “Free, fair
elections are the lifeblood of our democracy. Charges of unfairness are serious. But
calling an election unfair does not make it so. Charges require specific allegations
and then proof. We have neither here.” Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. v.
Secretary Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, No. 20-3371, 2020 WL 7012522, *1 (3d
Cir. Nov. 27, 2020) (affirming order denying leave to amend in a case concerning
the processing of absentee ballots and observing vote tabulations). So too here. The
district court properly denied Plaintiff L. Lin Wood’s Emergency Motion for
Injunctive Relief (ECF 6, the “Motion”) as legally and factually baseless, and
Plaintiff’s case has only gotten weaker in this “emergency” appeal.
Plaintiff’s requested injunction would have prevented the State from
certifying the results of a presidential election in which nearly five million Georgians
voted, an unprecedented step that district court Judge Grimberg characterized as
“extraordinary relief.” Wood v. Raffensperger, No. 1:20-cv-04651, 2020 WL
6817513, *1 (N.D. Ga. Nov. 20, 2020) (“Op.”). Pure and simple, Plaintiff’s Motion
was an effort to disenfranchise not just the individual amici and those served by the
organizational amici, but every Georgia voter.
Plaintiff’s objective to disenfranchise all Georgia voters remains the same
before this Court, although he now tries a different tack, asking this Court for a form
of relief never presented to the district court: an order “that the election must be re-

-3-
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done.” Plaintiff-Appellant’s Brief (“Br.”) at 39 (emphasis added); see also id. at 19.2
This Court’s appellate review does not include issues or requests for relief never
presented below. Even if it did, only the direst of circumstances might support such
sweeping judicial intervention in a completed election, and the recent election does
not come close to fitting the bill.
Indeed, there is no basis for Plaintiff to obtain any relief. First, Plaintiff’s
request to enjoin certification of the November election results is moot because they
already have been certified. Second, the district court correctly held that Plaintiff
lacks standing because he presents only the type of generalized grievance about
government conduct that any citizen might have and has not suffered a cognizable
injury. Op. at 12–19. Third, even if Plaintiff could satisfy the basic requirements of
Article III, as Judge Grimberg held, Plaintiff’s claims are barred by laches because
of his decision to delay filing suit until after the election results were known. Op.
16–23.

Mr. Wood apparently also supports re-doing the election by means other than a
court order. He has asserted publicly that President Trump “should declare martial
law,” a statement he made in response to a call by Ohio-based political organization
We the People Convention for the president to “exercise the Extraordinary Powers
of his office and declare limited Martial Law to temporarily suspend the Constitution
and civilian control of these federal elections in order to have the military implement
a national re-vote.” Lin Wood (@LLinWood) Dec. 1, 2020 (10:00 am),
https://twitter.com/LLinWood/status/1333788036815937537 (disseminating link to
https://wethepeopleconvention.org/articles/WTPC-Urges-Limited-Martial-Law)
(emphasis added).
2
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Additionally, Plaintiff’s claims fail on the merits. As the district court
correctly held, Plaintiff’s Equal Protection claim fails as a matter of law because the
state-wide procedures for handling absentee ballots did not subject Plaintiff to
disparate treatment or limit in any way his ability to vote in person or to have his
vote counted. Op. at 24–28. Plaintiff’s Elections and Electors Clauses claim fails
because, among other reasons, the absentee ballot procedures at issue are not
contrary to Georgia law. Op. at 29–32.
Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion for Relief is moot, baseless, and contrary to the
bedrock values of our democracy. The district court properly rejected it in its
thorough and well-reasoned opinion. Amici curiae respectfully urge this Court to
affirm the district court’s decision.
V.

ARGUMENT
A.

Plaintiff’s Appeal Is Moot.

The only appeal properly before this Court is Plaintiff’s request for
interlocutory review of certain aspects of the district court’s November 19 oral ruling
and November 20 written Order (ECF 54) denying Plaintiff’s Motion. That appeal
is moot because the events Plaintiff sought to prevent have occurred. Accordingly,
this Court does not have jurisdiction.
Plaintiff’s “emergency” appeal is limited to his Equal Protection (Count I) and
Electors and Elections Clauses (Count II) claims, both of which concern Plaintiff’s
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assertion that the procedures for processing absentee ballots set out in a settlement
agreement between Defendants and the Democratic Defendant-Intervenors violate
Georgia state law. Amended Complaint (ECF 5) (“Compl.) at ¶¶ 73–80, 86–92; see
also Motion at 15–20.3 Plaintiff’s Motion sought either of the same two injunctions
as relief for each of these claims:
1.
Prohibiting the certification of the results of the
2020 general election in Georgia on a statewide basis; or
2.
Alternatively, prohibiting the certification of said
results which include the tabulation of defective absentee
ballots.
Motion at 24.
Pursuant to Georgia law, and after the district court denied Plaintiff’s Motion,
Georgia officials certified the November election results. Br. at 38 (admitting
Georgia certified the election results); Governor Kemp Formalizes Election
Certification, Calls for Signature Audit, Endorses Voter ID for Mail-In Balloting
(Nov.

23,

2020),

https://gov.georgia.gov/press-releases/2020-11-23/governor-

3

This appeal does not concern Plaintiff’s Due Process (Count III) claim, which rests
on a different theory and seeks different relief. That claim is based entirely on
assertions that the non-party Trump Campaign was denied “meaningful access to
observe and monitor” the “hand recount” underway when Plaintiff filed suit. Compl.
¶¶ 101-104. On appeal, Plaintiff addresses only his Equal Protection and Electors
and Elections Clauses theories, and the words “due process” do not appear in
Plaintiff’s Brief. Thus, nothing about the counting or recounting of votes is properly
before the Court.
-6-
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Thus,

Plaintiff’s

appeal from the district court’s Order declining to enjoin certification is now moot.
Plaintiff’s arguments against mootness confuse whether the entire case is
moot with whether his request for emergency injunctive relief is moot. Br. at 38
(“The fact that the State has certified the Georgia purported election results does not
moot the Plaintiff’s lawsuit because this litigation is ongoing.”) (emphasis added).
These are distinct issues. Univ. of Texas v. Camenisch, 451 U.S. 390, 394 (1981)
(regarding preliminary injunction that was mooted by subsequent events while on
appeal: “This, then, is simply another instance in which one issue in a case has
become moot, but the case as a whole remains alive because other issues have not
become moot.”); Ethredge v. Hail, 996 F.2d 1173, 1174–76 (11th Cir. 1993)
(plaintiff’s “propensity to criticize Presidential policies” and likelihood of criticizing
future presidents did not present a live controversy on appeal where Plaintiff had
requested specific relief allowing him to criticize former President Bush).
Perhaps the best evidence of this appeal’s mootness is that Plaintiff does not
ask this Court to order the relief he sought in the district court. Rather, he seeks very
different and much broader relief:
As a result, this Court should reverse the district court and enter, or
direct that the district court enter, an injunction declaring that the
election results are defective, and ordering the Defendants to cure their
constitutional violations by re-doing the election in a manner consistent
with the requirements of the United States Constitution.

-7-
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Br. at 19 (emphasis added). This request is breathtaking and unprecedented in a
presidential election and would disenfranchise millions of voters—and, importantly
for present purposes, it is relief that Plaintiff did not seek in the district court. It is
axiomatic that a plaintiff cannot seek relief on appeal that he never sought in the
district court or claim the district court abused its discretion by denying injunctive
relief that the plaintiff never sought. Wakefield v. Church of Scientology of Cal., 938
F.2d 1226, 1229 n.1 (11th Cir.1991) (“Parties may make alternative claims, change
claims, sometimes file inconsistent claims, but parties may not do so in the appellate
court. This court reviews the case tried in the district court; it does not try everchanging theories parties fashion during the appellate process.”). Nor can Plaintiff
create subject matter jurisdiction or avoid mootness by seeking different injunctive
relief on appeal than he sought below. Ethredge, 996 F.2d at 1174–76; Cafe 207,
Inc. v. St. Johns County, 989 F.2d 1136, 1136–37 (11th Cir. 1993) (“The case reaches
us ... as an interlocutory appeal from an order denying a preliminary injunction.
Consequently, only the action on the preliminary injunction is presently
reviewable.”); Bayou Liberty Ass’n, Inc. v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 217 F.3d
393, 398 (5th Cir. 2000) (“this court may not fashion relief not requested below in
order to keep a suit viable”).
As the Court recognized in its Jurisdictional Questions to the parties, this
Court’s subject matter jurisdiction is limited: once a case or controversy becomes

-8-
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moot, this Court lacks jurisdiction to decide it. Christian Coal. of Fla., Inc. v. United
States, 662 F.3d 1182, 1189 (11th Cir. 2011); Brooks v. Ga. State Bd. of Elections,
59 F.3d 1114, 1118 (11th Cir. 1995) (an appeal is moot where it is “impossible for
the court to grant any effectual relief whatever to a prevailing party”). Importantly,
that applies to requests for preliminary injunctive relief, regardless of whether the
underlying dispute is ongoing or other forms of relief remain available in the district
court. Tropicana Product Sales, Inc. v. Phillips Brokerage Co., 874 F.2d 1581, 1583
(11th Cir. 1989) (plaintiff’s arguments “demonstrate that [plaintiff’s] claim on the
merits is not mooted” but “do not save [plaintiff’s] appeal from its motion for a
preliminary injunction from being dismissed as moot”); Caddo Nation of Oklahoma
v. Wichita and Affiliated Tribes, 877 F.3d 1171, 1176 (10th Cir. 2017) (“But though
a case may not be moot because partial relief is still possible, a specific request for
an injunction may become moot.”). Here, Plaintiff’s claim is moot and, therefore,
his appeal should be dismissed for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.
B.

Standard of Review

This Court reviews a district court’s ruling on a motion for injunctive relief
for abuse of discretion. Sanders v. Dooly Cnty., Ga., 245 F.3d 1289, 1291 (11th Cir.
2001). “A district court abuses its discretion if it applies an incorrect legal standard,
applies the law in an unreasonable or incorrect manner, follows improper procedures
in making a determination, or makes findings of fact that are clearly erroneous.”
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United States v. Estrada, 969 F.3d 1245, 1261 (11th Cir. 2020) (internal quotation
omitted). This Court’s “review under this standard is very narrow and deferential.”
Gonzalez v. Governor of Ga., 978 F.3d 1266, 1270 (11th Cir. 2020) (internal
quotation omitted).
C.

Plaintiff Lacks Standing

“The doctrine of standing asks whether a litigant is entitled to have a federal
court resolve his grievance.” Kowalski v. Tesmer, 543 U.S. 125, 128 (2004). To
avoid dismissal on standing grounds, a plaintiff must show (1) an “injury in fact,”
meaning “an invasion of a legally protected interest” that is “concrete and
particularized” and “actual or imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical”; (2) a
causal connection between the injury and the defendant’s conduct, and (3) a
likelihood the injury will be redressed by a favorable decision. Spokeo, Inc. v.
Robins, 136 S. Ct. 1540, 1547–48 (2016) (quoting Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504
U.S. 555, 560–61 (1992)); accord Jacobson v. Fla. Sec’y of State, 974 F.3d 1236,
1245 (11th Cir. 2020). A “particularized” injury is one that “affect[s] the plaintiff in
a personal and individual way.” Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561 n.1. Put another way, Plaintiff
must demonstrate “a personal stake in the outcome of the controversy” presented
because federal courts have a “properly limited” role “in a democratic society” and
are “not a forum for generalized grievances.” Gill v. Whitford, 138 S. Ct. 1916, 1929
(2018) (internal citations and quotations omitted).
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Plaintiff cannot obtain preliminary relief—and cannot maintain suit—because
his complaints about Defendants’ processing of absentee ballots do not show an
injury in fact. His complaints are at most generalized grievances about government
conduct, which are insufficient to confer standing.
1.

Plaintiff’s Equal Protection Claim is Based on a
Generalized Grievance that Does Not Give Him Standing

Before the district court, Plaintiff’s alleged injury rested solely on the
unsupported assertion that alleged state law violations rendered (1) Georgia’s
election results “improper and suspect”; (2) “resulting in Georgia’s electoral college
votes going to Joseph R. Biden”; which is allegedly (3) “contrary to the votes of the
majority of Georgia qualified electors.” Motion at 22. But Plaintiff did not provide
any evidence, or even allege, that his vote was not tabulated appropriately. Nor did
he offer anything more than speculation that other qualified electors’ votes might
not have been tabulated appropriately, or that an unqualified elector’s vote was
incorrectly tabulated. Op. at 27. Plaintiff’s disappointment in the election results is
not a cognizable injury, much less one that a court may remedy.
On appeal, Plaintiff makes two new arguments. First, he claims that there were
a variety of “irregularities” in the vote recount. Br. at 22–23. Even if Plaintiff had
presented more than speculation on this point, supposed vote counting irregularities
do not confer standing because they do not harm Plaintiff “in a personal and
individual way.” Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561 n.1. Plaintiff’s claim that “the law ... has not
- 11 -
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been followed ... is precisely the kind of undifferentiated, generalized grievance
about the conduct of government that we have refused to countenance in the past. It
is quite different from the sorts of injuries alleged by plaintiffs in voting rights cases
where we have found standing.” Dillard v. Chilton County Comm’n, 495 F.3d 1324,
1332–33 (11th Cir. 2007) (citing Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 207–08 (1962)); see
also Lance v. Coffman, 549 U.S. 437, 440–41 (2007) (“a generalized grievance that
is plainly undifferentiated and common to all members of the public” is not sufficient
to confer standing).4
Second, Plaintiff now asserts he suffered an injury because “he voted under
one set of rules, and other voters, through the guidance in the unlawful [Settlement
Agreement], were permitted to vote invalidly under a different and unequal set of
rules.” Br. at 24. Here again is a speculative statement that other votes may have
been counted improperly, not that Plaintiff’s vote was not counted. This too is
merely a claim that the law has not been followed, which is insufficient to confer
standing. Dillard, 495 F.3d at 1332–33.

4

In addition, Plaintiff’s claims about the recount and observers pertain to the Due
Process claim (Count III) not before the Court, see Compl. ¶¶ 97–107, and cannot
be the basis for standing to assert an Equal Protection claim. In any event, there is
no constitutional right to observe vote counting.” Donald J. Trump for President,
Inc., 2020 WL 7012522, at *6.
- 12 -
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Plaintiff Has No Standing to Bring a Claim Under the
Electors and Elections Clauses

As a private citizen, Plaintiff has no standing to assert claims under the
Electors and Elections Clauses asserting Georgia officials purportedly failed to
follow state election law. Plaintiff asserts he has standing because he is a registered
elector who “brings this suit in his capacity as a private citizen.” Compl. ¶ 8. But
“private plaintiffs lack standing to sue for alleged injuries attributable to a state
government’s violations of the Elections Clause.” Bognet v. Sec’y of
Commonwealth, No. 20–3214, 2020 WL 6686120 at *6 (3d Cir. Nov. 13, 2020). In
Lance v. Coffman, the Supreme Court rejected the standing of four private citizens
to bring an Elections Clause claim. 549 U.S. 437, 442 (2007). The Court held: “The
only injury plaintiffs allege is that the law—specifically the Elections Clause—has
not been followed. This injury is precisely the kind of undifferentiated, generalized
grievance about the conduct of government that we have refused to countenance in
the past.” Id.5 The same is true here.
D.

Plaintiff’s Claims Are Barred by Laches

Even if Plaintiff’s Equal Protection and Electors and Elections Clauses claims
were otherwise viable—and Plaintiff never explains why they are—they would still

5

“Because the Elections Clause and the Electors Clause have considerable
similarity,” they are properly interpreted in the same way. Bognet, 2020 WL
6686120 at *7; Foster v. Love, 522 U.S. 67, 69 (1997) (characterizing Electors
Clause as Elections Clause’s “counterpart for the Executive Branch”).
- 13 -
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be barred by laches. The equitable doctrine of laches applies in the context of
elections to prevent gamesmanship and the very kind of mass disenfranchisement
Plaintiff seeks.
Laches applies where a plaintiff has (1) “delay[ed] in asserting a right or a
claim,” (2) without excuse, (3) that would result in undue prejudice. AmBrit, Inc. v.
Kraft, Inc., 812 F.2d 1531, 1545 (11th Cir. 1986). The doctrine applies in election
cases as in other actions. See, e.g., Sanders v. Dooly Cnty., Ga., 245 F.3d, 1291
(affirming laches finding); Detroit Unity Fund v. Whitmer, 819 F. App’x 421, 422
(6th Cir. 2020) (affirming denial of motion for injunctive relief made two hours
before ballot initiative filing deadline as “barred by laches, considering the
unreasonable delay on the part of [p]laintiffs and the consequent prejudice to
[d]efendants”).
1.

Plaintiff’s delay was unreasonable.

The settlement agreement Plaintiff objects to was executed and subject to
extensive publicity in March 2020, eight months before the November general
election.6 The regulations contemplated by the settlement agreement were adopted

6

See, e.g., Mark Niesse, Lawsuit settled, giving Georgia voters time to fix rejected
ballots,
The
Atlanta
Journal-Constitution
(Mar.
7,
2020),
https://www.ajc.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/lawsuit-settled-givinggeorgia-voters-time-fix-rejected-ballots/oJcZ4eCXf8J197AEdGfsSM/ (last visited
Nov. 19, 2020).
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after a public notice and comment period.7 Yet Plaintiff did nothing until his
displeasure with the election results prompted him to challenge the procedures by
which the election was conducted.
Had Plaintiff timely asserted these claims—however frivolous—Defendants
or a court would have had the opportunity to address them. Instead, Plaintiff waited
eight months, until after these procedures had been used in three different elections,
millions of ballots had been processed under the procedures, and the outcome of the
general election—which Plaintiff disliked—had been announced. Plaintiff still
offers no coherent excuse for this delay. Challenges to election procedures are to be
raised before the election is conducted. Toney v. White, 488 F.2d 310, 314 (5th Cir.
1973) (“[T]he law imposes the duty on parties having grievances based on
discriminatory practices to bring the grievances forward for pre-election
adjudication.”).
2.

An injunction would cause extreme prejudice.

The common-sense rule mandating pre-election challenges protects voters
and the integrity of our system of government: it allows problems to be fixed before
the election is held, without disrupting votes after they have been cast. Southwest

7

Georgia State Elections Board, Notice of Intent to Post a Rule of the State Elections
Board, Chapter 183-1-14 and Notice of Public Hearing (Mar. 5, 2020),
https://sos.ga.gov/admin/files/SEB%20Rule%20183.1.14.13%20Reposted%20Rul
es%20RE%20SEB%202.28.2020.pdf (scheduling public hearing for Apr. 15, 2020).
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Voter Registration Educ. Project v. Shelley, 344 F.3d 914, 919 (9th Cir. 2003)
(“Interference with impending elections is extraordinary, and interference with an
election after voting has begun is unprecedented.”).
Overturning the results of an election is an extraordinary intervention by the
judiciary into democratic processes; a challenge to election procedures should be
brought when there is still time to correct those procedures. Gwinnett Cty. NAACP
v. Gwinnett Cty. Bd. of Registration and Elections, 446 F. Supp. 3d 1111, 1126–27
(N.D. Ga. 2020) (“Plaintiffs were not faced with a binary choice and should have
sought court intervention sooner.”); Republican Party of Pa. v. Cortes, 218 F. Supp.
3d 396, 404–05 (E.D. Pa. 2016) (declining to enjoin aspects of Pennsylvania’s pollwatcher statute in a case filed “eighteen days before the election” because “Plaintiffs
unreasonably delayed filing their Complaint and Motion, something which weighs
decidedly against granting the extraordinary relief they seek”).
Were the law otherwise, parties could “lay by and gamble upon receiving a
favorable decision of the electorate and then, upon losing, seek to undo the ballot
results in a court action.” Toney v. White, 488 F.2d 310, 314 (5th Cir. 1973); see also
Carlson v. Ritchie, 830 N.W.2d 887, 892 (Minn. 2013) (“[P]etitioners cannot wait
until after elections are over to raise challenges that could have been addressed
before the election.”); Lewis v. Cayetano, 823 P.2d 738, 741 (Haw. 1992) (laches
barred post-election challenge where voters had constructive notice of ballot form
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for a month prior to the election). “Courts have been wary lest the granting of postelection relief encourage sandbagging on the part of wily plaintiffs.” Soules v.
Kauaians for Nukolii Campaign Comm., 849 F.2d 1176, 1180 (9th Cir. 1988).
Sandbagging is precisely what Plaintiff has done here. Indeed, he tacitly
concedes that he delayed, acknowledging that delay is just one factor in the analysis.
Br. at 39. But he offers no argument as to why his delay was excusable and not
prejudicial. Id.
As the district court noted, Plaintiff’s requested relief “could disenfranchise a
substantial portion of the electorate and erode the public’s confidence in the electoral
process.” Op. at 23. To grant such relief would be extremely prejudicial to Georgia
voters, including amici, who took all necessary steps to ensure that their votes were
legally cast. Having failed to rebut any element of laches, Plaintiff cannot show the
district court abused its discretion.
E.

The District Court Correctly Denied Interim Injunctive Relief on
the Merits.

The preliminary injunction standard is a familiar one. The movant “must
establish [1] that he is likely to succeed on the merits, [2] that he is likely to suffer
irreparable harm in the absence of preliminary relief, [3] that the balance of equities
tips in his favor, and [4] that an injunction is in the public interest.” Winter v. Nat.
Res. Def. Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 20 (2008). The balance of equities and public
interest factors “merge when the Government is the opposing party.” Nken v. Holder,
- 17 -
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556 U.S. 418, 435 (2009). Here, each factor weighs strongly against Plaintiff’s
request for relief.
1.

Plaintiff Does Not Have a Valid Constitutional Claim Based
on the Settlement Agreement.
a.

Equal Protection

Plaintiff argues that the Settlement Agreement “created an arbitrary, disparate,
and ad hoc process for processing defective absentee ballots, and for determining
which such ballots should be ‘rejected,’ contrary to Georgia law.” Br. at 36. This
theory does not and cannot support an Equal Protection claim.
Although Plaintiff asserted for the first time at the hearing on the Motion that
he relied on a vote dilution theory, his objections to the Settlement Agreement in no
way relate to the weighting of the votes of one group versus another. See Reynolds
v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 554 (1964); Fla. State Conference of N.A.A.C.P. v. Browning,
522 F.3d 1153, 1185 (11th Cir. 2008) (“When a state adopts an electoral system, the
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment guarantees qualified voters
a substantive right to participate equally with other qualified voters in the electoral
process.”) (citing Reynolds, 377 U.S. at 566) (finding unconstitutional voter
matching system that differed across counties). Plaintiff does not allege that he has
been disadvantaged contrary to the “one person, one vote” maxim. As the district
court correctly observed:
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At the starting gate, the additional safeguards on signature
and identification match enacted by Defendants did not
burden Wood’s ability to cast his ballot at all. Wood,
according to his legal counsel during oral argument, did
not vote absentee during the General Election. And the
“burden that [a state’s] signature-match scheme imposes
on the right to vote...falls on vote-by-mail and provisional
voters’ fundamental right to vote.”
Op. at *9 (quoting Democratic Exec. Comm. of Fla. v. Lee, 915 F.3d 1312, 1319
(11th Cir. 2019)).
Nor has Plaintiff articulated any way in which Georgia has allegedly “value[d]
one person’s vote over that of another” through “arbitrary and disparate treatment.”
See Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 104–05 (2000). While he alludes to some sort of
“disparate treatment,” Br. at 36, he provides no explanation and, in fact, previously
conceded that the regulations adopted in relation to the Settlement Agreement
applied uniformly statewide. Compl. ¶ 25.
Plaintiff cannot shoehorn the processing of absentee ballots in alleged
violation of Georgia elections law into a Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection
claim. Donald J. Trump for President, Inc., 2020 WL at *6 (equal protection claims
“require not violations of state law, but discrimination in applying it”).
b.

Electors and Elections Clauses

Plaintiff argues that “[t]he procedures for processing and rejecting ballots
employed by the Defendants in this election ... constitute a usurpation of the
legislator’s plenary authority” because they allegedly conflict with O.C.G.A. § 21- 19 -
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2-381(b)(1), which governs how absentee ballots are to be processed. In fact, there
is no conflict.
Under the Settlement Agreement, Secretary Raffensperger agreed to issue an
Official Election Bulletin to county officials on the procedures for reviewing
signatures on absentee ballot envelopes. Pl’s Ex. A (ECF 6–1) ¶ 3. Per that Bulletin,
if a registrar or clerk believed a signature did not match the elector’s signature on
file, “two other registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot clerks” evaluated the
signature. Id. ¶ 3. If a majority of the reviewers determined the signature did not
match, the absentee ballot was to be rejected. Id.
This straightforward process is consistent with the signature verification
procedures provided under Georgia law, which reads in pertinent part: upon
receiving an absentee ballot, “[t]he register or clerk shall compare the signature or
mark on the oath with the signature or mark” on file, and “shall if the information
and signature appear to be valid ... so certify by signing or initialing his or her name
below the voter’s oath.” O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(B). If, however, “the signature
does not appear to be valid ... the registrar or clerk shall write across the face of the
envelope ‘Rejected,’ giving the reason therefor.” O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(C).
Plaintiff argues the Bulletin stripped county election officials of the authority
to determine “individually” the validity of absentee ballot signatures and allowed
officials to “compare signatures in a way not permitted” by statute. Br. at 30.
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However, as the district court observed, Plaintiff’s Motion “does not articulate how
the Settlement Agreement is not ‘consistent with law’ other than it not being a
verbatim recitation of the statutory code.” Op. at 11.
Plaintiff’s argument on appeal is equally flawed. The thrust of Plaintiff’s
argument appears to be that the Settlement Agreement provides for three people, not
one, to be involved in the review of any potentially defective absentee ballot. Br. at
30–31. Although §§ 21-2-386(a)(1)(B)–(C) refer to “clerk and “register” in the
singular, this does not prohibit more than one “clerk” or one “register” from being
involved in evaluating the validity of a signature on an absentee ballot envelope. In
interpreting a statute, “the singular or plural number each includes the other, unless
the other is expressly excluded.” O.C.G.A. § 1-3-1(d)(6); see Reid v. Morris, 309
Ga. 230, 236 n.3 (2020) (applying O.C.G.A. § 1-3-1(d)(6) to determine statutory use
of the term “defendant” does not mean only one defendant may be liable for punitive
damages). In drafting O.C.G.A. § 21-2-386 (a)(1)(B)–(C), the Legislature did not
preclude registers, deputy registers, and clerks from working together to evaluate
questionable signatures.
Plaintiff concedes, as he must, that the Georgia Legislature has authorized the
State Election Board to issue election rules and regulations that are “conducive to
the fair, legal, and orderly conduct of ...elections” and “consistent with law.” Br. at
16 (quoting O.C.G.A. § 21-2-31(2)). This is exactly what the Settlement Agreement
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achieved through provisions that are in no way contrary to Georgia law.
Plaintiff also asserts that Defendants violated Georgia law by allowing a
single political party to “write rules for reviewing signatures.” Br. at 32. The
Settlement Agreement itself refutes his claim. The State Defendants agreed to
“consider” providing county registers and absentee ballot clerks training materials
on evaluating voter signatures that a handwriting expert retained by the plaintiffs in
the underlying litigation had prepared. See Settlement Agreement (ECF 6-1) ¶ 4. The
Settlement Agreement did not identify the materials nor did it impose any
requirement on distributing those materials. Further, Plaintiff does not allege what,
if any, materials were distributed; nor does he explain how they would have
constituted “rules for reviewing signatures.” Thus, Plaintiff has not established that
the Settlement Agreement violated Georgia election law.
2.

Plaintiff Will Not Suffer Irreparable Injury, or Any Injury
At All, in the Absence of Injunctive Relief.

For the same reasons that Plaintiff lacks standing to sue, see supra § IV(B),
he also fails to make the more substantial showing of irreparable injury required for
injunctive relief.
3.

Plaintiff’s Requested Election Do-Over is Inequitable and
Contrary to the Public Interest.

Plaintiff’s previous request to enjoin certification of the election results, and
current request for an election do-over, are wildly disproportionate to any purported
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injury he allegedly suffered and would violate the rights of millions of Georgia
voters. No court has ever granted relief of the nature and scope that Plaintiff requests
under any set of facts, let alone that averred in the Motion. This is a glaring example
of “the cure [being] worse than the alleged disease, at least insofar as the professed
concern is with the right of voters to cast effective ballots in a fair election.” Baber
v. Dunlap, 349 F. Supp. 3d 68, 76 (D. Me. 2018).
Even if Plaintiff’s allegations could support a finding of error in election
administration—which the district court roundly rejected (Op. at 28-31)—tossing
out millions of votes in the presidential election would violate established law.
Courts have refused to “believe that the framers of our Constitution were so
hypersensitive to ordinary human frailties as to lay down an unrealistic requirement
that elections be free of any error.” Powell v. Power, 436 F.2d 84, 88 (2d Cir. 1970).
A finding that “the election process itself reaches the point of patent and fundamental
unfairness … must go well beyond the ordinary dispute over the counting and
marking of ballots.” Duncan v. Poythress, 657 F.2d 691, 703 (5th Cir. 1981)
(quoting Griffin v. Burns, 570 F.2d 1065, 1077 (1st Cir. 1978)). The Eleventh Circuit
has observed that, “[i]n most cases, irregularities in state elections are properly
addressed at the state level, whether through state courts or review by state election
officials.” Burton v. State of Ga., 953 F.2d 1266, 1268 (11th Cir. 1992). Only the
most egregious election misconduct could justify the mass disenfranchisement
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Plaintiff seeks. McMichael v. Napa County, 709 F.2d 1268, 1273–94 (9th Cir. 1983)
(Kennedy, J., concurring) (invalidation of election results “has been reserved for
instances of willful or severe violations of established constitutional norms”).
Plaintiff’s allegations fall woefully short of that standard.
The Georgia Supreme Court similarly has stated that “[i]t is not sufficient to
show irregularities which simply erode confidence in the outcome of the election.
Elections cannot be overturned on the basis of mere speculation.” Meade v.
Williamson, 745 S.E.2d 279, 285 (Ga. 2013) (emphasis added) (quoting Middleton
v. Smith, 539 S.E.2d 163 (Ga. 2000)). In this vein, in a case where Atlanta voters
registered to vote at locations that were not authorized by state law and voted in the
1981 Atlanta mayoral election, that Court held “the remedy of disenfranchisement
of voters registered in violation of the statute is so severe as to be unpalatable where
the good faith of the registrars is not disputed.” Malone v. Tison, 282 S.E.2d 84, 89
(Ga. 1981).
Moreover, a judicial order nullifying Georgia’s election results and “re-doing”
the election would be grossly inequitable and would effectively deprive Georgia of
any role in selecting the 46th president of the United States. The presidential election
results must be determined by December 8, 2020 to benefit from the safe-harbor
provision of the federal election code and in any event no later than December 14,
2020, the day that the Electoral College electors meet to cast their votes. 3 U.S.C.
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§§ 5, 7; O.C.G.A. § 21-2-11 (electors must meet at noon the day directed by
Congress); see also Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. at 110–111 (ordering remedy in light of
deadline for selection of electors). The briefing on this “emergency” appeal will be
complete on December 3, 2020. Even if this Court were to rule the next day and
grant Plaintiff the do-over he seeks, there would be no time for a second presidential
election in Georgia in the ten days left to seat a slate of presidential electors. As a
consequence, Georgia would not participate in the Electoral College vote and the
president would be chosen by the other 49 states and the District of Columbia. To
disenfranchise every Georgia voter would be unprecedented and unjust, and would
gravely undermine public confidence in the conduct of the presidential election and
in the rightful winner.
As a matter of law, the Motion—which does not demonstrate any specific
instances of fraud, systemic or otherwise—cannot support the extreme relief
requested. Even if Plaintiff had shown that a few isolated election workers violated
certain election laws, that could not justify the wide-scale disenfranchisement of
Georgia voters. Rather than curing any constitutional violation, Plaintiff’s requested
injunction would create grave constitutional violations by invalidating the legal and
valid votes of millions of Georgia citizens. See Northeast Ohio Coalition for
Homeless v. Husted, 696 F.3d 580, 595, 597–98 (6th Cir. 2012) (holding that
rejecting ballots invalidly cast due to poll worker error likely violates due process).
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Because Plaintiff’s attempt to circumvent the will of the Georgia electorate
“has no essential or important relationship to the claim for relief,” his requested relief
must be denied. Fantasy, Inc. v. Fogerty, 984 F.2d 1524, 1527 (9th Cir. 1993).
VI.

CONCLUSION
For these reasons, Amici Curiae respectfully suggest that the Court affirm the

district court’s order.
Dated: December 1, 2020
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ARGUMENT
A. Appellant has standing to maintain his Constitutional challenge to
Appellee’s signature verification procedures because they violate his
constitutional right to Equal Protection.
The Supreme Court of the United States recognized in Baker v. Carr,
82 S. Ct. 691, 703-704 (1962) that a group of qualified voters had standing to
challenge the constitutionality of a redistricting statute. The voter plaintiffs alleged
it deprived them of Equal Protection. The Supreme Court recognized that a citizen’s
right to vote, free of arbitrary impairment by state action is a right secured under the
Federal Constitution if such impairment results from, among other things, vote
dilution by false tally. Id. Similarly, in Gray v. Sanders, 83 S. Ct. 801 (1963), the
Supreme Court observed that any person whose right to vote was impaired by
election procedures had standing to sue on the ground the system used in counting
votes violated the Equal Protection Clause. Indeed, every voter’s vote is entitled to
be correctly counted once and reported, and to be protected from the diluting effect
of illegal ballots. Id. at 380. See also, McLain v. Mier, 851 F. 2d 1045, 1048 (8th Cir.
1988)(voter had standing to challenge constitutionality of North Dakota ballot access
laws); Martin v. Kemp, 341 F. Supp. 3d 1326, 1333 (N.D. Ga. 2018)(individual
voters whose absentee ballots were rejected on the basis of signature mismatch had
standing to assert constitutional challenge to absentee voting statute).
{00585107. }
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This Court in Roe v. Alabama, 43 F. 3d 574, 580, 581 (11th Cir. 1995) held
that a voter sufficiently alleged the violation of a right secured by the constitution to
support a section 1983 claim based on the counting of improperly completed
absentee ballots. In Roe, the voter and two candidates for office sought injunctive
relief preventing enforcement of an Alabama circuit court order requiring that
improperly completed absentee ballots be counted. This Court stated that failing to
exclude these defective absentee ballots constituted a departure from previous
practice in Alabama and that counting them would dilute the votes of other voters.
Id. 581. Recognizing that “the right of suffrage can be denied by a debasement or
dilution of the weight of a citizen’s vote just as effectively as by wholly prohibiting
the free exercise of the franchise, “this court modified affirmed the preliminary
injunction issued by the district court in that case and enjoined the inclusion in the
vote count of the defective absentee ballots.
Further, in Common Cause/Georgia v. Billups, 554 F. 3d 1340, 1351 (11th Cir.
2009) this Court held that voters had standing to challenge the requirement of
presenting government issued photo identification as a condition of being allowed
to vote. The plaintiff voters in that case did not have photo identification, and
consequently, would be required to make a special trip to the county registrar’s office
that was not required of voters who had identification. Id. 1351. There was no
{00585107. }
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impediment to the plaintiff’s ability to obtain a free voter identification card.
Although the burden on the plaintiff voters was slight in having to obtain
identification, this Court found that a small injury, even “an identifiable trifle” was
sufficient to confer them standing to challenge the election procedure. Id.
In George v. Haslam, 112 F. Supp. 3d 700, 709 (M.D. Tenn. 2015), registered
voters were found to have standing to sue the state governor and others based on the
allegation that the method by which votes cast in the election were counted violated
their rights to Equal Protection. That court observed that citizens have a
constitutionally protected right to participate in elections on an equal basis with other
citizens, and the equal protection clause prohibited the state from valuing one
person’s vote over that of another. Id. Accord. Nielsen v. DeSantis, 2020 WL
5552873 at *2 (N.D. Fla. June 30, 2020)(voters had standing to challenge state
voting procedures including the requirement to pay postage on their mail-in ballots,
the election date deadline for the supervisor of elections to receive a mailed ballot,
and a restriction on delivery of remote ballots cast by others.)
In New Ga. Project v. Raffensperger, 2020 WL 5200930 (N.D. Ga. August
31, 2020), registered voters had standing to sue the Georgia Secretary of State and
the State Election Board challenging policies governing Georgia’s absentee voting
process in light of dangers presented by Covid-19.
{00585107. }
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The district court in Middleton v. Andino, 2020 WL 5591590 at *12 (D.S.C.
September 22, 2020) ruled that a voter had standing to challenge an absentee ballot
signature requirement and a requirement that absentee ballots be received on election
day to be counted. The court observed that the fact that an injury may be suffered by
a large number of people does not by itself make that injury a non-justiciable
generalized grievance as long as each individual suffers particularized harm, and
voters who allege facts showing disadvantage to them have standing to sue. Id.
Similarly, in the present case, the Appellant has shown below that as a voter
and as a financial supporter of the Republican Party, he has legal standing to
maintain the challenge to the Appellees’ unconstitutional signature verification
requirements implemented and used in the 2020 election. Accord. Citizens for
Legislative Choice v. Miller, 993 F. Supp. 1041, 1044-1045 (E.D. Mich.
1998)(voters who wished to vote for specific candidates in an election had standing
to challenge constitutionality of a state constitutional amendment establishing term
limits for state legislators).
Accordingly, Appellant Wood has standing. As discussed below, the
Appellees’ procedure for verifying signatures and rejecting absentee ballots was
unconstitutional. It valued absentee votes more than in person votes, and

{00585107. }
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impermissibly diluted the Appellant’s in person vote. Accordingly, the trial court
erred in concluding the Appellant lacked standing.
B. The Appellees’ change to the procedures for rejecting absentee ballots
conflicts with the state’s legislative framework for the presidential
election was beyond their legal authority and is otherwise invalid, and
therefore its unconstitutional.
The initial brief contains detailed discussion of the terms of the Appellee’s
and political party committee Intervenors’ settlement agreement. (Initial Brief at p.
16-18, 27-28) including the reasons why the procedures it created for mail-in
absentee ballot signature verification are unconstitutional. The Appellant’s brief at
p. 6, as well as the political party committee intervenors’ motion to intervene below
(DE 8 at p. 4-8) also discuss the litigation and settlement in detail.
The settlement agreement should be deemed invalid for the additional reason
that on its face it was not signed by the parties themselves. See DE 6-1 at p. 6. By
its very terms, the agreement was to take effect “when each and every party has
signed it, as of the date of the last signature.” Id. at p.1. However, the signature page
fails to contain any party’s signature; instead, only the electronic signatures of
counsel for the parties appear.
Additionally, the new procedures created through the settlement agreement
were illegally implemented by Appellee because, as conceded by the Appellee and
{00585107. }
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Intervenors, the rules were not promulgated pursuant to official rule making
procedures. Accordingly, the settlement parties, and Appellees in particular, took it
upon themselves to bypass the customary requirement for public notice and
comment that is attendant to official rulemaking. Rather, this new and different
procedure, which changed the clear legislative framework for elections, was
disseminated under the guise of an “official election bulletin.” However, such
bulletins are not a substitute for formal rulemaking. Therefore, the settlement
agreement and the new rules for signature verification it generated are
unconstitutional for these additional reasons. Thus, the lower court erred in refusing
to grant Appellant relief.
C. The Appellees’ change of the procedures for rejecting absentee ballots
impermissibly diluted the Appellant’s vote and resulted in mail-in
absentee ballots being valued more than in person ballots in violation of
his Equal Protection rights.
As shown on their face, the procedures applicable to voter identification
verification in connection with the actual voting process treat in-person voters like
Appellant, different from mail-in absentee voters. Pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 21-2417(a), an in-person voter must “present proper identification to a poll worker”
before their vote may be cast. (emphasis added). Similarly, the voter identification
procedure provided by OCGA § 21-2-386 provides that absentee ballots would be
{00585107. }
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received and reviewed by “a registrar or clerk.” (emphasis added). See O.C.G.A. §
21-2-386(a)(1)(B). If the signature does not appear to be valid or does not conform
with the signature on file, “the registrar or clerk shall write across the face of the
envelope “Rejected” giving the reason therefore.” See O.C.G.A § 21-2-386(a)(1)(C).
As such, before the Appellees and political party committee Intervenors entered into
the unconstitutional settlement agreement, one poll worker was charged with
verifying the voter’s identity before their ballot was cast regardless of whether the
vote was in person or by mail-in absentee ballot.
As set forth more fully in the initial brief, the Appellees and political party
committee intervenors changed the clear statutory procedure for confirming voter
identity at the time of voting, so that rather than one poll worker reviewing
signatures, a committee of three poll workers was charged with confirming that
absentee ballot signatures were defective before rejecting a ballot.
This new procedure treated in-person voter identification verification
different from mail-in absentee voter identification verification at the time of casting
the vote. By designating a committee of three to check mail-in absentee voter
identification but having a single poll worker check in person voter identification,
the challenged procedure favors the absentee ballots, treats the absentee voters
differently from in-person voters and values absentee votes more than the ballots of
{00585107. }
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in-person voters. Indeed, when a question of voter identity arises, one poll worker
resolves it for an in-person voter, but any questions regarding mail-in absentee voter
identification is resolved by 3 poll workers. Thus, the challenged procedure violates
the Appellant’s rights to equal protection and cannot be allowed to stand.
It is well established that a state may not arbitrarily value one person’s vote
over that of another. Obama For America v. Husted, 697 F. 3d 423 428 (6th Cir.
2012). The Equal Protection Clause prohibits a state from treating voters in disparate
ways. Id. 428. See also Bush v. Gore, 121 S. Ct. 525 (2000)(having granted the right
to vote on equal terms, the state may not later arbitrarily value one person’s vote
over another, such disparate treatment is a violation and a dilution of a citizen’s
vote). Before the settlement agreement one poll worker resolved questions of voter
identification regardless of whether the vote was in-person or by mail-in absentee
ballot. The settlement agreement resulted in a later arbitrary change that improperly
treated the in person votes differently than the mail-in absentee ballots.
D.

Laches does not bar Appellant’s claims and in any event is
inapplicable to cases seeking to redress ongoing constitutional
violations.

The Appellee’s legal action accrued after he suffered harm following the
presidential election. A federal court’s jurisdiction can be invoked only when the
plaintiff himself has suffered some threatened or actual injury. Warth v. Seldin, 95.
{00585107. }
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S. Ct. 2197, 2205 (1975). A litigant has standing to challenge the constitutionality
of a law only if the law has an adverse impact on the litigant’s own rights. Feminist
Women’s Health Center v. Burgess, 282 Ga. 433 (Ga. 2007). It was not until the
election occurred that Appellant’s vote was diluted, which gave rise to his cause of
action. Very shortly thereafter, he instituted the district court action. Under these
circumstances, courts including in the Eleventh Circuit, have recognized laches does
not bar a constitutional challenge. Democratic Executive Committee of Florida v.
Lee, 915 F. 3d 1312, 1326 (11th Cir. 2019)( laches did not bar claims challenging
Florida’s vote by mail ballot rejection rules where action was initiated about one
year after the state’s rule was adopted); Democratic Party of Georgia v. Crittenden,
347 F. Supp. 3d 1324 1338-1339 (N.D. Ga. 2018)(organization’s constitutional
claims challenging rejection of absentee ballots in pending general election and
statutory framework for curing and counting provisional ballots were not barred by
doctrine of laches as many issues regarding voter’s experiences did not arise until
after election day); Public Citizen, Inc. v. Miller, 813 F. Supp. 821, 827 (N.D. Ga.
1993)(claims by plaintiff voters who voted for senatorial candidate who received
plurality vote but lost runoff election were not barred by laches, despite being
brought four weeks after runoff election because they were not ripe prior to the
runoff.) Accordingly, Appellant’s claims and request for injunctive relief were not
{00585107. }
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ripe until the election and are not barred by laches. The lower court erred in ruling
that they were. As such, the district court should be reversed.
Indeed, the Appellees’ violations of the Appellant’s constitutional right to
Equal Protection is an ongoing violation. Since same procedures challenged herein
are to be employed in the January Senatorial runoff election, the constitutional
violation can only be characterized as ongoing. Federal courts have recognized that
laches is inapplicable to cases where the injury is continuing. League of Women
Voters of Michigan v. Benson, 373 F. Supp 3d 867, 908-909 (E.D. Mich. 2019) (
recognizing laches does not apply to ongoing or recurring harms), vacated on other
grounds, Chatfield v. League of Women Voters of Michigan, 140 S. Ct. 2019; Smith
v. Clinton, 687 F. Supp. 1310, 1312-1313 (E.D. Ark. 1988)(laches did not bar
challenge by black registered voters in dual member state legislative district despite
being filed 7 years after the apportionment plan because constitutional injury was a
continuing injury).
Had the Appellant filed suit when the settlement agreement was publicly filed,
the Appellee no doubt would have then argued Wood lacked standing because any
injury he could have claimed at that time was merely hypothetical and/or not ripe.
As such, Appellants claims are not barred by laches.

{00585107. }
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E. Appellant’s claims are not Moot
The Appellees and intervenors’ argument that Appellant’s claims and
request for injunctive relief are moot should be rejected. First, this Court in Siegel v.
Lepore, 234 1172-1173 F. 2d 1139 (11th Cir. 2000), held that a suit challenging the
vote tabulation procedure in a presidential election was not rendered moot when the
manual recounts were completed and the vote tabulations certified. In that case, as
in the present controversy, the presidential candidate and others were contesting the
election results in various lawsuits in numerous courts. Id. at 1173. Based on the
complex and ever shifting circumstances in Siegel, this Court found laches did not
apply. The reasoning in Siegel squarely applies in this case. As such, the lower court
erred in finding laches barred Appellant’s requested relief.
Separately, Appellant brought this action before the Appellee certified the
state election results. Appellee nonetheless certified the election,

with full

awareness that this litigation was ongoing. By insisting on certifying the election
results in the face of an ongoing constitutional challenge, on which appellate
remedies had not been exhausted, Appellee did so at their peril. Appellee cannot
thereby cure the constitutional violations at issue in this case.
Finally, there is a runoff election scheduled in January 2021 for two U.S.
senatorial seats in Georgia, and if the challenged procedures are employed, it will
{00585107. }
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further aggravate the Appellant’s continuing constitutional injury. Accordingly, this
controversy is not moot.
F. The trial court’s finding that the rejection rate of absentee ballots
was the same in 2018 and 2020 was clearly erroneous.
At the hearing on the Appellant’s motion for injunctive relief, evidence was
presented by way of affidavit concerning the rejection rates for absentee ballots.
Appellant submitted an attorney declaration (DE 30-1), which based on data publicly
available from Georgia Secretary of State’s website, established that the rejection
rate of absentee ballots was 3.06% in the 2016 general election and 3.58% in the
2018 general election, but reduced dramatically to 0.32% in the 2020 general
election. The 2020 rejection rate represents approximately a 90% decrease in the rate
of mail-in ballot rejections compared to the prior two general elections evidencing
that defective ballots were not detected. (DE 30-1 at p. 3).
Had the historical mail-in ballot rejection rate of 2016 and 2018 been applied
to the 2020 mail-in ballot numbers, it would have been anticipated that over 40,000
ballots would have been rejected. Given the margin of votes separating the
presidential candidates is under 14,000 votes, these ballots potentially made the
difference in the outcome. Id. at p. 4.

{00585107. }
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Notably, the Appellant’s attorney affidavit states that the total number of
rejected ballots was used to formulate the rate of rejection calculation because the
Secretary of State does not provide data publicly that tabulates the number of mailin absentee ballot rejections based solely on a missing or mismatched signature. Id.
at p. 5. The Appellants’ calculations are explained in detail in the attorney affidavit,
and their factual basis and the methodology for the calculations is included in the
affidavit.
In opposition, the Appellee filed the affidavit of Chris Harvey (DE 34-1). At
p. 5 of the Harvey affidavit, paragraph 7 makes the claim that the rejection rates in
2018 and 2020 of absentee ballots for missing or non-matching signatures was
identical, 0.15%. However, the statement is made in a conclusory manner and
entirely lacks any foundation. Indeed, Harvey affidavit is devoid of any reference to
the source of the data used for this calculation and it conflicts with the information
that is publicly available on the Secretary of State’s website. The Harvey affidavit
lacks any tables, detailed calculations, or specificity regarding the raw data utilized.
Nonetheless, the district court found that the absentee ballot rejection rate in 2018
and 2020 was identical (DE 54 at p. 28), apparently adopting the figures in the
Harvey affidavit. Since the Harvey calculations lacked any foundation, however, the

{00585107. }
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court’s decision in this regard was clearly erroneous and not based on substantial,
competent evidence. As such, the trial court should be reversed.
G. The State should be required to cure the constitutional deficiencies in
the 2020 Presidential election.
Appellant’s action below sought an injunction, not just preventing
certification, but also declaring the election results defective and requiring Appellees
to cure the violations. See (DE 5 Verified Amended Complaint at p. 28-29); (DE 6
Plaintiff’s Emergency Motion for Injunctive Relief at p. 24-25). Now, on appeal, the
remedy sought would be for the Appellee to be required to de-certify the election
results and cure the constitutional violations, including doing the election over. Only
legal votes may be counted, and with all voters given the opportunity to vote anew,
none would be disenfranchised. There is, at present, still time to accomplish this.
The constitution demands nothing less. Although Appellees and Intervenors would
be satisfied just to get this election done, Appellant and the constitution demand that
they get it done correctly. Appellant satisfied the legal criteria for entry of the
requested injunction.

{00585107. }
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CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, as well as in Appellant’s initial brief, the
District Court’s order should be reversed and this Court should grant or instruct the
lower court to grant the Appellant an injunction determining that the results of the
2020 general election in Georgia are defective as a result of the above described
constitutional violations and requiring the Appellees de-certify the results and to
cure said deficiencies in a manner consistent with Federal and Georgia law, and not
in accordance with the improper procedures established in the litigation settlement.
Further, this Court should enjoin, or instruct the lower court to enjoin the Defendants
from employing the constitutionally defective in the upcoming Senatorial runoff
election. This relief will ensure that the election process is conducted in a manner
consistent with the United States Constitution. Further, it would promote public
confidence in the results of the election.
Respectfully submitted this 3rd day of December, 2020.
SMITH & LISS, LLC
/s/ Ray S. Smith, III
Ray S. Smith, III
Georgia Bar No. 662555
Counsel for Appellant
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[PUBLISH]
IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE ELEVENTH CIRCUIT
________________________
No. 20-14418
________________________
D.C. Docket No. 1:20-cv-04651-SDG

L. LIN WOOD, JR.,
versus

Plaintiff-Appellant,

BRAD RAFFENSPERGER, in his official capacity as Secretary of State of the
State of Georgia,
REBECCA N. SULLIVAN, in her official capacity as Vice Chair of the Georgia
State Election Board, et al.,
Defendants-Appellees.
________________________
Appeal from the United States District Court
for the Northern District of Georgia
_______________________
(December 5, 2020)
Before WILLIAM PRYOR, Chief Judge, JILL PRYOR and LAGOA, Circuit
Judges.
WILLIAM PRYOR, Chief Judge:
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This appeal requires us to decide whether we have jurisdiction over an
appeal from the denial of a request for emergency relief in a post-election lawsuit.
Ten days after the presidential election, L. Lin Wood Jr., a Georgia voter, sued
state election officials to enjoin certification of the general election results, to
secure a new recount under different rules, and to establish new rules for an
upcoming runoff election. Wood alleged that the extant absentee-ballot and recount
procedures violated Georgia law and, as a result, his federal constitutional rights.
After Wood moved for emergency relief, the district court denied his motion. We
agree with the district court that Wood lacks standing to sue because he fails to
allege a particularized injury. And because Georgia has already certified its
election results and its slate of presidential electors, Wood’s requests for
emergency relief are moot to the extent they concern the 2020 election. The
Constitution makes clear that federal courts are courts of limited jurisdiction, U.S.
Const. art. III; we may not entertain post-election contests about garden-variety
issues of vote counting and misconduct that may properly be filed in state courts.
We affirm.
I. BACKGROUND
Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger is the “chief election official” of
Georgia. Ga. Code Ann. § 21-2-50(b). He manages the state system of elections
and chairs the State Election Board. Id. § 21-2-30(a), (d). The Board has the
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authority to promulgate rules and regulations to ensure uniformity in the practices
of county election officials and, “consistent with law,” to aid “the fair, legal, and
orderly conduct of primaries and elections.” Id. § 21-2-31(1)–(2). The Board may
also publish and distribute to county election officials a compilation of Georgia’s
election laws and regulations. Id. § 21-2-31(3). Many of these laws and regulations
govern absentee voting.
Any voter in Georgia may vote by absentee ballot. Id. § 21-2-380(b). State
law prescribes the procedures by which a voter may request and submit an
absentee ballot. Id. §§ 21-2-381; 21-2-384; 21-2-385. The ballot comes with an
oath, which the voter must sign and return with his ballot. Id. § 21-2-385(a). State
law also prescribes the procedures for how county election officials must certify
and count absentee ballots. Id. § 21-2-386(a). It directs the official to “compare the
identifying information on the oath with the information on file” and “compare the
signature or mark on the oath with the signature or mark” on file. Id.
§ 21-2-386(a)(1)(B). If everything appears correct, the official certifies the ballot.
Id. But if there is a problem, such as a signature that does not match, the official is
to “write across the face of the envelope ‘Rejected.’” Id. § 21-2-386(a)(1)(C). The
government must then notify the voter of this rejection, and the voter may cure the
problem. Id.
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In November 2019, the Democratic Party of Georgia, the Democratic
Senatorial Campaign Committee, and the Democratic Congressional Campaign
Committee challenged Georgia’s absentee ballot procedures as unconstitutional
under the First and Fourteenth Amendments. They sued Secretary Raffensperger
and members of the Board for declaratory and injunctive relief. Secretary
Raffensperger and the Board maintained that the procedures were constitutional,
but they agreed to promulgate regulations to ensure uniform practices across
counties. In March 2020, the parties entered into a settlement agreement and
dismissed the suit.
In the settlement agreement, Secretary Raffensperger and the Board agreed
to issue an Official Election Bulletin regarding the review of signatures on
absentee ballots. The Bulletin instructed officials to review the voter’s signature
with the following process:
If the registrar or absentee ballot clerk determines that the voter’s
signature on the mail-in absentee ballot envelope does not match any
of the voter’s signatures on file . . . , the registrar or absentee ballot
clerk must seek review from two other registrars, deputy registrars, or
absentee ballot clerks. A mail-in absentee ballot shall not be rejected
unless a majority of the registrars, deputy registrars, or absentee ballot
clerks reviewing the signature agree that the signature does not match
any of the voter’s signatures on file . . . .
Secretary Raffensperger and the Board also agreed to train county election officials
to follow this process.
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This procedure has been in place for at least three elections since March,
including the general election on November 3, 2020. Over one million Georgians
voted by absentee ballot in the general election. No one challenged the settlement
agreement until the filing of this action. By then, the general election returns had
been tallied and a statewide hand recount of the presidential election results was
underway.
On November 13, L. Lin Wood Jr. sued Secretary Raffensperger and the
members of the Board in the district court. Wood alleged that he sued “in his
capacity as a private citizen.” He is a registered voter in Fulton County, Georgia,
and a donor to various 2020 Republican candidates. His amended complaint
alleged that the settlement agreement violates state law. As a result, he contends, it
violates the Election Clause of Article I; the Electors Clause of Article II; and the
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. See U.S. Const. art. I, § 4,
cl. 1; id. art. II, § 1, cl. 2; id. amend. XIV, § 1. Wood also alleged that irregularities
in the hand recount violated his rights under the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. Id. amend. XIV, § 1.
State law requires that such recounts be done in public view, and it permits
the Board to promulgate policies that facilitate recounting. Ga. Code Ann.
§ 21-2-498(c)(4), (d). Secretary Raffensperger directed county election officials to
designate viewing areas for members of the public and the news media to observe
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the recount. He also permitted the Democratic and Republican Parties to designate
special recount monitors.
Wood alleged that officials ignored their own rules and denied Wood and
President Donald Trump’s campaign “meaningful access to observe and monitor
the electoral process.” Although Wood did not personally attempt to observe or
monitor the recount, he alleged that Secretary Raffensperger and the Board
violated his “vested interest in being present and having meaningful access to
observe and monitor the electoral process to ensure that it is properly administered
. . . and . . . otherwise free, fair, and transparent.”
Wood submitted two affidavits from volunteer monitors. One monitor stated
that she was not allowed to enter the counting area because there were too many
monitors already present, and she could not be sure from a distance whether the
recount was accurate. The other explained that the counting was hard for her to
follow and described what she thought were possible tabulation errors.
Wood moved for extraordinary relief. He asked that the district court take
one of three steps: prohibit Georgia from certifying the results of the November
election; prevent it from certifying results that include “defective absentee ballots,
regardless of whether said ballots were cured”; or declare the entire election
defective and order the state to fix the problems caused by the settlement
agreement. He also sought greater access for Republican election monitors, both at
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a new hand recount of the November election and in a runoff election scheduled
for January 5, 2021.
Wood’s lawsuit faced a quickly approaching obstacle: Georgia law requires
the Secretary of State to certify its general election results by 5:00 p.m. on the
seventeenth day after Election Day. Ga. Code Ann. § 21-2-499(b). And it requires
the Governor to certify Georgia’s slate of presidential electors by 5:00 p.m. on the
eighteenth day after Election Day. Id. Secretary Raffensperger’s deadline was
November 20, and Governor Brian Kemp had a deadline of November 21.
To avoid these deadlines, Wood moved to bar officials from certifying the
election results until a court could consider his lawsuit. His emergency motion
reiterated many of the requests from his amended complaint, including requests for
changes to the procedures for the January runoff. He also submitted additional
affidavits and declarations in support of his motion.
The district court held a hearing on November 19 to consider whether it
should issue a temporary restraining order. It heard from Wood, state officials, and
two groups of intervenors. Wood also introduced testimony from Susan Voyles, a
poll manager who participated in the hand recount. Voyles described her
experience during the recount. She recalled that one batch of absentee ballots felt
different from the rest, and that that batch favored Joe Biden to an unusual extent.
At the end of the hearing, the district court orally denied Wood’s motion.
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On November 20, the district court issued a written opinion and order that
explained its denial. It first ruled that Wood lacked standing because he had
alleged only generalized grievances, instead of injuries that affected him in a
personal and individual way. It next explained that, even if Wood had standing, the
doctrine of laches prevented him from challenging the settlement agreement now:
he could have sued eight months earlier, yet he waited until two weeks after the
election. Finally, it explained why Wood would not be entitled to a temporary
restraining order even if the district court could reach the merits of his claims. On
the same day, Secretary Raffensperger certified the results of the general election
and Governor Kemp certified a slate of presidential electors.
II. STANDARD OF REVIEW
“We are required to examine our jurisdiction sua sponte, and we review
jurisdictional issues de novo.” United States v. Lopez, 562 F.3d 1309, 1311 (11th
Cir. 2009) (citation omitted).
III. DISCUSSION
This appeal turns on one of the most fundamental principles of the federal
courts: our limited jurisdiction. Federal courts are not “constituted as free-wheeling
enforcers of the Constitution and laws.” Initiative & Referendum Inst. v. Walker,
450 F.3d 1082, 1087 (10th Cir. 2006) (en banc). As the Supreme Court “ha[s]
often explained,” we are instead “courts of limited jurisdiction.” Home Depot
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U.S.A., Inc. v. Jackson, 139 S. Ct. 1743, 1746 (2019) (internal quotation marks
omitted). Article III of the Constitution establishes that our jurisdiction—that is,
our judicial power—reaches only “Cases” and “Controversies.” U.S. Const. art. III,
§ 2. Absent a justiciable case or controversy between interested parties, we lack the
“power to declare the law.” Steel Co. v. Citizens for a Better Env’t, 523 U.S. 83, 94
(1998).
When someone sues in federal court, he bears the burden of proving that his
suit falls within our jurisdiction. Kokkonen v. Guardian Life Ins. Co. of Am., 511
U.S. 375, 377 (1994). Wood had the choice to sue in state or federal court. Georgia
law makes clear that post-election litigation may proceed in a state court. Ga. Code
Ann. §§ 21-2-499(b), 21-2-524(a). But Wood chose to sue in federal court. In
doing so, he had to prove that his suit presents a justiciable controversy under
Article III of the Constitution. See Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83, 95 (1968) (listing
examples of problems that preclude our jurisdiction). He failed to satisfy this
burden.
We divide our discussion in two parts. We first explain why Wood lacks
standing to sue. We then explain that, even if he had standing, his requests to
recount and delay certification of the November election results are moot. Because
this case is not justiciable, we lack jurisdiction. Id. And because we lack the power
to entertain this appeal, we will not address the other issues the parties raise.
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A. Wood Lacks Standing Because He Has Not Been Injured in a
Particularized Way.
Standing is a threshold jurisdictional inquiry: the elements of standing are
“an indispensable part of the plaintiff’s case.” Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504
U.S. 555, 561 (1992). To prove standing, Wood “must prove (1) an injury in fact
that (2) is fairly traceable to the challenged action of the defendant and (3) is likely
to be redressed by a favorable decision.” Jacobson v. Fla. Sec’y of State, 974 F.3d
1236, 1245 (11th Cir. 2020). If he cannot satisfy these requirements, then we may
not decide the merits of his appeal. Steel Co., 523 U.S. at 94.
Wood lacks standing because he fails to allege the “first and foremost of
standing’s three elements”: an injury in fact. Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 136 S. Ct.
1540, 1547 (2016) (alteration adopted) (internal quotation marks omitted). An
injury in fact is “an invasion of a legally protected interest that is both concrete and
particularized and actual or imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical.” Trichell v.
Midland Credit Mgmt., Inc., 964 F.3d 990, 996 (11th Cir. 2020) (internal quotation
marks omitted). Wood’s injury is not particularized.
Wood asserts only a generalized grievance. A particularized injury is one
that “affect[s] the plaintiff in a personal and individual way.” Spokeo, 136 S. Ct. at
1548 (internal quotation marks omitted). For example, if Wood were a political
candidate harmed by the recount, he would satisfy this requirement because he
could assert a personal, distinct injury. Cf. Roe v. Alabama ex rel. Evans, 43 F.3d
10
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574, 579 (11th Cir. 1995). But Wood bases his standing on his interest in
“ensur[ing that] . . . only lawful ballots are counted.” An injury to the right “to
require that the government be administered according to the law” is a generalized
grievance. Chiles v. Thornburgh, 865 F.2d 1197, 1205–06 (11th Cir. 1989)
(alteration adopted) (internal quotation marks omitted). And the Supreme Court
has made clear that a generalized grievance, “no matter how sincere,” cannot
support standing. Hollingsworth v. Perry, 570 U.S. 693, 706 (2013).
A generalized grievance is “undifferentiated and common to all members of
the public.” Lujan, 504 U.S. at 575 (internal quotation marks omitted). Wood
cannot explain how his interest in compliance with state election laws is different
from that of any other person. Indeed, he admits that any Georgia voter could bring
an identical suit. But the logic of his argument sweeps past even that boundary. All
Americans, whether they voted in this election or whether they reside in Georgia,
could be said to share Wood’s interest in “ensur[ing] that [a presidential election]
is properly administered.”
Wood argues that he has two bases for standing, but neither satisfies the
requirement of a distinct, personal injury. He first asserts that the inclusion of
unlawfully processed absentee ballots diluted the weight of his vote. To be sure,
vote dilution can be a basis for standing. Cf. Jacobson, 974 F.3d at 1247–48. But it
requires a point of comparison. For example, in the racial gerrymandering and
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malapportionment contexts, vote dilution occurs when voters are harmed compared
to “irrationally favored” voters from other districts. See Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S.
186, 207–08 (1962). By contrast, “no single voter is specifically disadvantaged” if
a vote is counted improperly, even if the error might have a “mathematical impact
on the final tally and thus on the proportional effect of every vote.” Bognet v. Sec’y
Commonwealth of Pa., __ F.3d __, 2020 WL 6686120, at *12 (3d Cir. Nov. 13,
2020) (internal quotation marks omitted). Vote dilution in this context is a
“paradigmatic generalized grievance that cannot support standing.” Id. (internal
quotation marks omitted).
Wood’s second theory—that Georgia “value[d] one person’s vote over that
of another” through “arbitrary and disparate treatment”—fares no better. He argues
that Georgia treats absentee voters as a “preferred class” compared to those who
vote in person, both by the terms of the settlement agreement and in practice. In his
view, all voters were bound by law before the settlement agreement, but the rules
for absentee voting now run afoul of the law, while in-person voters remain bound
by the law. And he asserts that in practice Georgia has favored absentee voters
because there were “numerous irregularities” in the processing and recounting of
absentee ballots. Setting aside the fact that “[i]t is an individual voter’s choice
whether to vote by mail or in person,” Bognet, 2020 WL 6686120, at *15, these
complaints are generalized grievances. Even if we assume that absentee voters are
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favored over in-person voters, that harm does not affect Wood as an individual—it
is instead shared identically by the four million or so Georgians who voted in
person this November. “[W]hen the asserted harm is . . . shared in substantially
equal measure by . . . a large class of citizens,” it is not a particularized injury.
Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 499 (1975). And irregularities in the tabulation of
election results do not affect Wood differently from any other person. His
allegation, at bottom, remains “that the law . . . has not been followed.” Dillard v.
Chilton Cnty. Comm’n, 495 F.3d 1324, 1332 (11th Cir. 2007) (quoting Lance v.
Coffman, 549 U.S. 437, 442 (2007)).
Wood’s attempts to liken his injury to those we have found sufficient in
other appeals fall short. In Common Cause/Georgia v. Billups, we ruled that
“[r]equiring a registered voter either to produce photo identification to vote in
person or to cast an absentee or provisional ballot is an injury sufficient for
standing.” 554 F.3d 1340, 1351–52 (11th Cir. 2009). But the injury there was the
burden of producing photo identification, not the existence of separate rules for inperson and absentee voters. Id. And the burden to produce photo identification
affected each voter in a personal way. For example, some plaintiffs in Common
Cause alleged that they “would be required to make a special trip” to obtain valid
identification “that is not required of voters who have driver’s licenses or
passports.” Id. at 1351 (internal quotation marks omitted). By contrast, even Wood
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agrees that he is affected by Georgia’s alleged violations of the law in the same
way as every other Georgia voter. “This injury is precisely the kind of
undifferentiated, generalized grievance that the Supreme Court has warned must
not be countenanced.” Dillard, 495 F.3d at 1335 (internal quotation marks
omitted).
Roe v. Alabama ex rel. Evans, 43 F.3d 574, also does not support Wood’s
argument for standing. In Roe, we ruled that the post-election inclusion of
previously excluded absentee ballots would violate the substantive-due-process
rights of Alabama voters and two political candidates. Id. at 579–81. But no party
raised and we did not address standing in Roe, so that precedent provides no basis
for Wood to establish standing. Cf. Lewis v. Casey, 518 U.S. 343, 352 n.2 (1996)
(noting that in cases where “standing was neither challenged nor discussed . . . the
existence of unaddressed jurisdictional defects has no precedential effect”). And
Wood’s purported injury is far more general than the voters’ injury in Roe. The
voters in Roe bore individual burdens—to obtain notarization or witness signatures
if they wanted to vote absentee—that state courts post-election retroactively
permitted other voters to ignore. Roe, 43 F.3d at 580–81. In contrast, Georgia
applied uniform rules, established before the election, to all voters, who could
choose between voting in person or by absentee ballot, and Wood asserts that the
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effect of those rules harmed the electorate collectively. That alleged harm is not a
particularized injury.
Wood suggested in his amended complaint that his status as a donor
contributed to standing and aligned his interests with those of the Georgia
Republican Party. But he forfeited this argument when he failed to raise it in his
opening brief. Access Now, Inc. v. Sw. Airlines Co., 385 F.3d 1324, 1335 (11th Cir.
2004); see also Nat’l All. for the Mentally Ill v. Bd. of Cnty. Comm’rs, 376 F.3d
1292, 1296 (11th Cir. 2004) (ruling standing claims forfeited for failure to comply
with the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure). And the donor argument fails on
its own terms. True, a donor can establish standing based on injuries that flow from
his status as a donor. See, e.g., Wilding v. DNC Servs. Corp., 941 F.3d 1116, 1125
(11th Cir. 2019). But donors, like voters, “have no judicially enforceable interest in
the outcome of an election.” Jacobson, 974 F.3d at 1246. Nor does a donation give
the donor a legally cognizable interest in the proper administration of elections.
Any injury to Wood based on election irregularities must flow from his status as a
voter, unrelated to his donations. And that fact returns him to the stumbling block
of particularization.
“[T]he ‘injury in fact’ test requires . . . that the party seeking review be
himself among the injured.” Lujan, 504 U.S. at 563 (internal quotation marks
omitted). Wood’s allegations suggest that various nonparties might have a
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particularized injury. For example, perhaps a candidate or political party would
have standing to challenge the settlement agreement or other alleged irregularities.
Or perhaps election monitors would have standing to sue if they were denied
access to the recount. But Wood cannot place himself in the stead of these groups,
even if he supports them. Cf. Glanton ex rel. ALCOA Prescription Drug Plan v.
AdvancePCS Inc., 465 F.3d 1123, 1127 (9th Cir. 2006) (explaining that
“associational standing . . . does not operate in reverse,” so a member cannot
represent an association). He is at most a “concerned bystander.” Koziara v. City of
Casselberry, 392 F.3d 1302, 1305 (11th Cir. 2004) (internal quotation marks
omitted). So he is not “entitled to have the court[s] decide the merits of [his]
dispute.” Warth, 422 U.S. at 498.
B. Wood’s Requested Relief Concerning the 2020 General Election Is Moot.
Even if Wood had standing, several of his requests for relief are barred by
another jurisdictional defect: mootness. We are “not empowered to decide moot
questions.” North Carolina v. Rice, 404 U.S. 244, 246 (1971) (internal quotation
marks omitted). “An issue is moot when it no longer presents a live controversy
with respect to which the court can give meaningful relief.” Christian Coal. of
Fla., Inc. v. United States, 662 F.3d 1182, 1189 (11th Cir. 2011) (alteration
rejected) (internal quotation marks omitted). And an issue can become moot at any
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stage of litigation, even if there was a live case or controversy when the lawsuit
began. Id. at 1189–90.
Wood asked for several kinds of relief in his emergency motion, but most of
his requests pertained to the 2020 election results. He moved the district court to
prohibit either the certification of the election results or certification that included
the disputed absentee ballots. He also asked the district court to order a new hand
recount and to grant Republican election monitors greater access during both the
recount and the January runoff election. But after the district court denied Wood’s
motion, Secretary Raffensperger certified the election results on November 20.
And Governor Kemp certified the slate of presidential electors later that day.
Because Georgia has already certified its results, Wood’s requests to delay
certification and commence a new recount are moot. “We cannot turn back the
clock and create a world in which” the 2020 election results are not certified.
Fleming v. Gutierrez, 785 F.3d 442, 445 (10th Cir. 2015). And it is not possible for
us to delay certification nor meaningful to order a new recount when the results are
already final and certified. Cf. Tropicana Prods. Sales, Inc. v. Phillips Brokerage
Co., 874 F.2d 1581, 1582 (11th Cir. 1989) (“[A]n appeal from the denial of a
motion for preliminary injunction is mooted when the requested effective end-date
for the preliminary injunction has passed.”). Nor can we reconstrue Wood’s
previous request that we temporarily prohibit certification into a new request that
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we undo the certification. A district court “must first have the opportunity to pass
upon [every] issue,” so we may not consider requests for relief made for the first
time on appeal. S.F. Residence Club, Inc. v. 7027 Old Madison Pike, LLC, 583
F.3d 750, 755 (11th Cir. 2009).
Wood’s arguments reflect a basic misunderstanding of what mootness is. He
argues that the certification does not moot anything “because this litigation is
ongoing” and he remains injured. But mootness concerns the availability of relief,
not the existence of a lawsuit or an injury. Fla. Wildlife Fed’n, Inc. v. S. Fla. Water
Mgmt. Dist., 647 F.3d 1296, 1304 (11th Cir. 2011). So even if post-election
litigation is not always mooted by certification, see, e.g., Siegel v. LePore, 234
F.3d 1163, 1172–73 (11th Cir. 2000) (en banc), Wood’s particular requests are
moot. Wood is right that certification does not moot his requests for relief
concerning the 2021 runoff—although Wood’s lack of standing still forecloses our
consideration of those requests—but the pendency of other claims for relief cannot
rescue the otherwise moot claims. See, e.g., Adler v. Duval Cnty. Sch. Bd., 112
F.3d 1475, 1478–79, 1481 (11th Cir. 1997) (instructing the district court to dismiss
moot claims but resolving other claims on the merits). Wood finally tells us that
President Trump has also requested a recount, but that fact is irrelevant to whether
Wood’s requests remain live.
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Nor does any exception to mootness apply. True, we often review otherwisemoot election appeals because they are “capable of repetition yet evading review.”
ACLU v. The Fla. Bar, 999 F.2d 1486, 1496 (11th Cir. 1993) (internal quotation
marks omitted). We may apply this exception when “(1) the challenged action was
in its duration too short to be fully litigated prior to its cessation or expiration, and
(2) there was a reasonable expectation that the same complaining party would be
subjected to the same action again.” Nat’l Broad. Co. v. Commc’ns Workers of
Am., 860 F.2d 1022, 1023 (11th Cir. 1988) (quoting Weinstein v. Bradford, 423
U.S. 147, 149 (1975)). But we will not apply this exception if there is “some
alternative vehicle through which a particular policy may effectively be subject to”
complete review. Bourgeois v. Peters, 387 F.3d 1303, 1308 (11th Cir. 2004).
The “capable of repetition yet evading review” exception does not save
Wood’s appeal because there is no “reasonable expectation” that Wood will again
face the issues in this appeal. Based on the posture of this appeal, the challenged
action is the denial of an emergency injunction against the certification of election
results. See Fleming, 785 F.3d at 446 (explaining that whether the issues in an
interlocutory appeal are “capable of repetition, yet evading review” is a separate
question from whether the issues in the overall lawsuit are capable of doing so).
That denial is the decision we would review but for the jurisdictional problems.
But Wood cannot satisfy the requirement that there be a “reasonable expectation”
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that he will again seek to delay certification. Wood does not suggest that this
situation might recur. Cf. FEC v. Wis. Right to Life, Inc., 551 U.S. 449, 463–64
(2007). And we have no reason to think it would: he is a private citizen, so the
possibility of a recurrence is purely theoretical. Cf. Hall v. Sec’y, Ala., 902 F.3d
1294, 1305 (11th Cir. 2018).
IV. CONCLUSION
We AFFIRM the denial of Wood’s motion for emergency relief.
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